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PREFACE

IT is the purpose of this work to show that the
distribution of the income of society is controlled by
a natural law, and that this law, if it worked without

friction, would give to every agent of production
the amount of wealth which that agent creates.
However wages may be adjusted by bargains freely

made between individual men, the rates of pay that
result from such traJmactions tend, it is here claimed,

to equal that part of the product of industry which
is traceable to the labor itself; and however interest

may be adjusted by similarly free bargaining, it
naturally tends to equal the fractional product that
is separately traceable to capital. At the point in
the economic system where titles to property origi-
nate,- where labor and capital come into possession
of the amount_ that the state afterwards treats as

their own,- the social procedure is true to the prin-
ciple on which the right of property rests. So far
as it is not obstructed, it assigns to every one what
he has specifically produced.

In a series of articles and monographs, published
at intervals since 1881, I have endeavored to for-

mulate the parts of this theory relating severally
to value, capital, wages, interest, rent and profits.
These papers appeared in the 1Vew JEnglander, the
Quarterly Journal of Economics, the Yale Review, the

_Political Science Quarterly, the Annals of the Academy
of _Political and Social Science, the Revue d'Economie

V
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Polltlque, the Dictionary of Political .Economy, and

the series of monographs and studies published by
the American Economic Association. These partial
statements are now brought into an orderly arrange-
ment and extensively supplemented.

The term natural, as used by classical economists

in connection with standards of value, wages and
interest, was unconsciously employed as an equiva-
lent of the term static; and it is such natural or

static standards that this volume undertakes to pre-
sent. It aims to show to what rates the market

prices of goods, the wages of labor and the interest
on capital would conform, if the changes that are
going on in tile shape of the industrial world and
in the character of its activities were to cease. It

tries completely to isolate the static forces that act
in distribution from the dynamic forces. Actual

society is always dynamic, and the part of it that
we are most concerned with is highly so. Change
and progress are apparent everywhere, and indus-

trial society is constantly assuming new forms and
discharging new functions. Because of this con-
tinual evolution the standards of wages and of

interest to-day are not what they will be ten years
hence. There are, however, normal standards to-day.
In the midst of all changes there are at work forces
that fix rates to which, at any one moment, wages

and interest tend to conform. However stormy
may be the ocean, there is an ideal level surface
projecting itself through the waves, and the actual
surface of the turbulent water fluctuates about it.

There are, likewise, static standards with which, in

the most turbulent markets, actual values, wages and
interest tend to coincide.

What would be the rate of wages, if labor and

capital were to remain fixed in quantity, if improve-
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merits in the mode of production were to stop, if the
consolidating of capital were to cease and if the
wants of consumers were never to alter ? The ques-
tion assumes, of course, that industry shall go on,

and that, notwithstanding a paralysis of the forces of
progress, wealth shall continue to be created under

the influence of a perfectly unobstructed competi-
tion. The values and the rates of wages and in-
terest which, under such conditions, would prevail,
are those to which, in spite of all disturbances that
progre_ occasions, the rates in the actual market

tend, at any one time, to conform. They are the
theoretically "natural" rates which science has been
seeking.

In presenting the laws by which such rates are
fixed, this volume tries to perform a work that is

constructive and not controversial. At a few points
it will gain something, in the way of clearness, by
calling attention to contrasting theories, but it will
offer no systematic criticism of them. An adequate
treatment of the various theories of distribution

would require a book not less extensive than this

one devoted wholly to controversy. The plan of

making relatively few references to other writings
may leave a reader in some uncertainty as to whether

a particular part of the present work may have been
borrowed from existing economic literature, and it

seems therefore necessary to say that no part has
been consciously borrowed in this way. At the

dates when I first published the several parts in the
series of articles above referred to, only one impor-
tant point could, so far as I now know, have been

thus obtained. One very important point might
have been taken from the writings of the early
economist, yon Thiinen; and if I had seen the pas-
sage in his works in which it is stated, before pub-
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fishingcertainarticleswhich containeda similar
statement,those articleswould not have failedto

referto the work of thisbrilliantpioneerin eco-

nomic theory. The omissionisnow remedied. In

an extended note I have pointed out the resem-
blancesand the differencesbetween yon Thiinen's

final-productivity theory of wages and interest and
my own. Up to a certain point the two theories
can be stated in identical terms ; and yet the differ-
ence between them is in reality a radical one.

It was the claim advanced by Mr. Henry George,
that wages are fixed by the product which a man can
create by tilling rentless land, that first led me to
seek a method by which the product of labor every-

where may be disentangled from the product of
eoSperating agents and separately identified; and
it was this quest which led to the attainment of the
law that is here presented, according to which the

wages of all labor tend, under perfectly free com-
petition, to equal the product that is separately
attributable to the labor. The product of the "final
unit" of labor is the same as that of every unit,

separately considered ; and if normal tendencies could
work in perfection, it would be true not only of each
unit, but of the working force as a whole, that its

product and its pay are identical.
There are resemblances and contrasts between the

theory that is here presented and those of the Aus-
trian economists, Karl Menger and Friedrieh yon
Wieser; and one feature which distinguishes the

present system from the others is a recognition of
the difference between permanent capital, or an

abiding fund of productive wealth, and particular

capital-goods, or instruments of production, which
perish in the using. The relation that this theory
bears to the fascinating one recently published by
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Ex-minister yon BShm-Bawerk can best be made

clear after a later volume on the dynamics of dis-
tribution shall have seen the light. If my present

plan had admitted it, I should have been glad to
cite and to discuss many specific contributions to

the literature of the theory of distribution, such as
those made by Professor Alfred Marshall, President
Francis A. Walker, President Arthur T. Hadley,
Professor Frank W. Taussig, Professor William
Smart, Mr. John A. Hobsom Dr. Charles W. Mac-
Farlane, Dr. Stuart Wood and Mr. Herbert M.

Thompson. To three men I am indebted for gen-

eral stimulus and suggestion, the effects of which
must have appeared in any theoretical work that I
have done. They are my teacher, the late Professor

Karl Knies of Heidelberg, and my early associates in
economic work, Professor Franklin H. Giddings of
Columbia Universitv and Professor Simon 51. Patten

of the University of Pennsylvania.
For an understanding of the plan on which this

book is arranged, it is necessary to note that the
principle of final productivity--which, as the work

claims, is at the basis of the law of wages and in-
terest-can be stated in a few words; but that,
when it is so stated, the significance of the terms

used requires very extended defining. Interest, for
example, is said to depend on the productive power
of the final unit of social capital. What, however,
is such a final unit, and in what sense can it be

called social ? Is it highly composite, and is it

apportioned, by some nice adjustment, among all
the industries of society? Does it consist in con-
crete things that can everywhere be distinguished ?

It is said, in the theory, that this increment of pro-
ductive wealth, on the efficiency of which the rate of

interest depends, consists of a quantity of "perma-
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nent capital." Concrete instruments, however, are
not permanent. They perish and require continual

replacing, and it is essential to know the true rela-
tion between the instruments which are thus perish-
ing and the fund of wealth which is abiding. In

the apportioning of this fund among different indus-
tries, the market values of different products have

their influence ; and it is necessary to ascertain the
relation between the laws of value and those of

distribution. Moreover, incomes that are deter-

mined by the final-productivity law may also be
translated into a form that makes it possible to
apply to them the principle of rent. The nature
of rent and its relation to wages and interest need
to be ascertained. Extended statements on many

other points are required, if the apparently simple
final-productivity formula for wages and interest is
to have definiteness of meaning and a character of

reality that will cause it to interpret the practical
facts of life.

Now, it would have been possible to make these

explanatory statements first, and to reserve the pres-
entation of the law of final productivity till every
term that a statement of it would use should have

been fully defined and made to represent something
in actual business. It would have been possible to

discuss the nature of capital and of capital-goods,

value, group relations, rent, etc., before presenting
the main proposition, concerning the final-produc-
tivity law of wages and interest. There would have

been a logical justification of such an arrangement,
since the explanatory statements would have pre-
pared the way for a brief concluding thesis, which
would have contained the essence of the theory.
The work would then have culminated in one all-

embracing statement. But the use of so much of
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the book for preliminary definitions and discussions
would have made a large demand on the reader's

patience, and would have added to the difficulty of
connecting the explanatory matter with the principal
thesis. I have, therefore, preferred to state the main
proposition early and the explanatory ones after-
ward. The variety of these latter statements is such

that, unless the central truth--the final-productivity
law--be kept in mind from the outset, it is not en-

tirely easy to bring them into apparent unity. To
make the logical connections more apparent, I have
given to the table of contents the character of an
outline of the series of leading ideas contained in

the several chapters, without any attempt to make it
an abstract of the entire contents of the chapters.
Many paragraphs are not referred to in it, but the
general argument of the book is, I hope, the better
given by reason of these omissions.

The plan of advancing early the chief thesis of
the work and causing the full meaning of it gradu-
ally to unfold itself requires that a subject such as

rent or value be treated in more than one part of the
book. If rent were to be discussed for its own sake,

the treatment of this subject should, of course, be
consecutive; but as the purpose of each reference

to rent is to add something to the meaning of the
thesis which states the final-productivity law of dis-
tribution, it is best to forego the attempt to finish
the treatment of rent in one passage and, rather, to
give the amplifications of the main thesis in a natural
order.

The mathematical modes of statement that have

been adopted in many parts of the book have been

purposely made entirely simple and untechnical.
Not even the notation that is in vogue in mathe-
matics has been used.
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In the final preparation of this volume I have
received assistance that I desire gratefully to ac-

knowledge from my colleague, Professor E. R. A.
Seligman; from Professor H. L. Moore, of Smith
College ; from Mr. A. S. Johnson, Fellow in Colum-

bia University ; and particularly from Mr. A. M.
Day, Instructor in Political Economy and Social
Science in the same University, who has read the
work repeatedly in the manuscript and has made

very many helpful suggestions, and, in connection
with the revising of the proofs, has rendered in-
valuable aid.

JOHN BATES CLARK.
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CHAPTER I
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ISSUES TH/LT DEPEND ON DISTRIBUTION o 1

Human welfare depends on incomes, which are fixed by
contract, hut are really controlled by natural law. Wages,

interest and profits are the products of three different
functions, and the theory of distributmn traces these
incomes to their sources. Whether a producer gets the
amount that he creates is one question ; and whether the
amount created ]s large or small is another. Ethical

issues are connected with the incomes of different persons,
but are settled by a study of the incomes connected with
different functions ; since, if every function is paid accord-
ing to its product, every person is also thus paid Whether
labor gets its product or not is a question of fact, but if
it does not, the laborer is robbed.

CHAPTER II

THE ]?LACEOF DISTRIBUTION WITHIN THE TRADITIONAL DIw-

sio_s or EcoNomics . lO

Since the traditional divisions of economics are not

really distinct, it is necessary to rearrange economic

theory. Production, as carried on by society as a whole,

includes exchange and distribution. The fixing of market

values, which m traditionally placed under exchange, de-

termines the distribution of social income among produc-

ing groups, among sub-groups and, finally_ among the fav_
tors of production within each sub-group. Market values
tend_ however, toward normal standards. These stand-

ards are the result of a force in distribution that equalizes
xli]
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wages and interest within the sub-groups. Thus the study
of value falls within the scmnce of distribution. Exchange
is the theory of the orgamzatlon of socmty, and as such
it falls within the study of production.

Since normal wages and interest are determined by the
productivlty of labor and of capiSal, the study of distribu-

tion is the study of specific productwn. Thus, the theory

of social production is the an-embracing science, and
includes the whole field of economics, excepting con-

sumptlon.

CHAPTER III

Trm PLACE OF DISTRIBUTION _rITHIN Ttt_ I_ATURAL DIVI"

SIONS OF IEcoNOMICS , 25

Three kinds of force are working together in social
economy. The study of these resolves economm scmnce
into three natural divisions. There is a distract set of

laws that are not dependent upon organization, but act in
all stages of social evolution. These laws are the subject
of the first natural diwsion of economics. There is a
second set of laws that are dependent upon exchanges and

the orgamzatlon of industry. These are the subject of
the second natural division of economic science. In a

broad sense, the science of distribution embraces the social
laws of economics ; for it treats of the relations of the

groups to each other and of the relatmns between classes
within the groups. Social production may be thought of

as statm. Only in a static socmty can values, wages and
interest be "natural, '_ m the traditional sense. Static

laws only fall within the second dlvlsmn. In an actual
socmty_ however, there are dynamm forces at work, as
well as static. These forces and their effects are the sub-

ject ot the third natural division of economics.
These divisions are distinct, though interdependent. A

theory of dynamic social economics presupposes the con-
cluslons attained by a study of statm social economies,

and this in turn presupposes the conclusions gained by

the study of universal economms. Consumption is studied
in the first of the three divisions. The static theory of

distribution is included within the second. The dynamics
of distribution belongs within the third.
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CHAPTER IV
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TH_ BAsis oF DISTRIBUTION IN UNIVERSAL ECONOMICI,AW8 36

This work deals mainly with subjects that fall within

the second natural division of economm science, but de-

rives premises from the first dlvimon, and only enters the

field of the third so far as is necessary for showing that
statm forces dominate dynamic societms. Isolated life
reveals the essenUal attributes of wealth and the law of

diminishing utlhty of successive increments of st, though
the action of this principle m adjusting market values is
confined to social life. An apportionment of labor among

different occupations is necessary in prlmiUve life ; but
such apportionment by means of groups, w_th the phenom-

ena of pr_'es that result from such orgamza_ion, involves a
social mode of living. So the principle of final productiv-
ity of labor and capital acts in isolated life, but causes the
phenomena of wages and interest only m social life. The

statm theory of distribution, therefore, takes premmes from
the facts and laws of a universal economy.

CHAPTER V

_CTUAL DISTRIBUTION THE :REsuLT OF SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 5_

While the laws of primitive economic life are every-

where active, orgamzaUon of socmty has brought new

forces into play. These forces are explained by the
science of eatallacties. Catallacties treats of the motive
for exchanges, the gain from division of labor. Dlwmon

of labor organizes society into groups and sub-groups.
Cata]lactics shows that the incomes of groups, of sub-

groups and of the factors within the sub-group are their
own wrtual products. Catallactms falls into two divi-

sions, statics and dynamics. The dynamic study explains

the changes in the functmns and structure of soemty that
result from the five generic changes which constitute
progress. The staUc study explains the laws of industrial

hfe. exclusive of the taws of industrial growth. All

societies are dynamic; but, nevertheless, static law is
everywhere operative, and must be explained before the
laws of dynamics can be understood.
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CHAPTER VI

EF_ECVS OF SOCIAL PROORESS • 62

Movements of labor from group to group show that
society is dynamic; but they are themselves the effort

of society to put itself into the shape that static law,
at the moment, calls for. The movements of labor and
of capital tend to render each of these agents as produc-
tive in one group as it is in others If dynamic influences
should cease, competition would equahze the products of

labor and of capital, and we should have a static state,
with mobility without motion. Were dynamm influences
to act intermittently, we _hould have a series of static

shapes. Let the forces of change act continually, and we

shall have a continually changing standard shape to which

socmty will tend to conform. This is the actual con-
dition of society. Static science must find the natural
condition of society at any given time ; dynamic science

must explain variation and progress. Ricardian eco-

nomics made an unconscious and imperfect static study.

If the Ricardmns had recognized that their study was only
partial, and had followed _t with a separate study of

dynamic forces, they would have given to their semnce a
realistic character Dynamic forces are not to be treated

as merely disturbing elements. They are in accordance
with nature ; and the science that shall explain them will

interpret the phenomena of progress whmh historical eco-

nomies records and measures. Dynamms is a deductive
science which analyzes change qualitatively; historical

economms is a quantitative study of change.

CHAPTER VII

WAGES IN A STATIC STATE THE SPECIFIC PRODUCT OF LABOR 77

Competitiort is the force that makes prices "natural."
Prices would conform to natural standards, ff either the

forces of growth were eliminated or the friction that

keeps labor and capital from being perfectly mobile were
removed. In the former ease, permanent static standards

would gradually be reached; in the latter, prices would

conform perfectly to perpetually changing standards. In

a dynamic society there is a normal variation from static
standards. In like manner, there LSa theoretical standard
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to which wages at any given moment tend to conform.
This standard is the spec(_c productiwty of labor. There
is a field in modern industry in whmh it is possible to

distinguish the product of labor No-rent land is a part
of this field. What labor can earn when employed on

waste land measures the standard of wages and helps,

though in an infinitesimal degree, to fix the standard.
No-rent instruments constitute another part of this field.

A still greater part conmsts of the no-rent uses of good
land and instruments. There is, however, an indefinitely

greater field in which wages are ultimately regulated.

What a umt of labor gets on thin field, all other units
must take.

CHAPTER VIII

_OW THE SPECIFIC PRODUCT OF LABOR MAY BE DISTIN-

GUISHED . _)6

Marginal labor, even though it works under employers,
creates a product that is distinct from other incomes.
There is an extensive margin of utilizaUou of all produc-

tive appliances, and there is an intensive one; and the
product of labor on either of them is its natural wages.
The two margins constitute a zone of indifference, since
an employer has no poslUve inducement to take new
men into thLs field or to discharge any that are already
there. The product of labor on thin zone may be
measured; and the result of the measurement tells what
is the c$'ective product of all labor, whmh is naturally the

standard of wages for labor. Products on the zones of

indifference in the various groups tend toward equality.
When competltmn has brought the pay of labor up to the
no-profit level, the product of labor on the whole social

zone of indifference equals its pay. Th_s zone is, however,
only a part of the marginal field of employment. A given

social capital affords an mdefimte]y elastm field of employ-

ment for labor, provided that the capital can change its

forms with enUre freedom. It ts the pr_,ductfwty of labor

on th_s field that sets the ultimate standard of wages.

CHAPTER IX

CAPITAL AND CAPITAL-GOODS CONTRASTED • 116

Capital and capital goods must be dlstin_aished, if we
are to attain the true law of wages. Capital is perma-
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nent_ while capital goods are perishable. Capital is
mobile_ but capital goods are not so. Capital is a fund
of wealth embodied in concrete goods. Economic scmnce

must not confound the two. since proposiUons that are

true of the one are not true of the other. The earmngs
of capital goods are rents ; the product of capital Is rater-

est. Total interest equals to_a_ re_zt. Rent is fundamen-
tally subject to a law of interest Periods of production
are connected with capital goods, not with capital. Absti-
nence is confined to the genes_s of true capital ; none of

it is involved in maintaining an endless series of capital

goods, and there is no abstinence in a static state. Capital

brings labor and its fruits together in time, while capital
goods appear to separate them by periods of production.

These periods, however, do not entail any abstinence,
and their length does not necessarily affect the rate of
interest.

CHAPTER X

KINDS O1_ CAPITAL AND OF CAPITAL-_OODS • 141

The terms, fixed and circulating, describe parts of a
fund of permanent capital, and not kinds of capital goods,
since capital goods do not circulate. Such goods are
mechanically active or passive, since they either impart
utilities or receive them. :Fixed capital is the part of the
permanent fund that is in active capital goods, and the
circulating part is m the passive goods. F_xed capital

shifts its outward forms as the result of incidental wear,

while the circulating capital shifts its forms in a purpose-
ful way and in order to do its productive work " Food

for laborers" is not a form of capital. :Food may be
stored in consequence of intermittent production, and for

the sake of securing continuous consumption. The rela-
tion of capital to labor in continuous produetaon revolves

no such storing.

CHAPTER XI

THE PRODUCTIVITY OF SOCIAL LABOR ]:)EPENDENT ON ITS

{_UANTITATIVE RELATION TO CAEITAL . 157

Social labor is a permanent force, just as capital is a
permanent fund. Both live by perpetual transmigration
from one set of concrete embodiments to another. All
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dynamic movements compel both labor and capital to

change thmr concrete ±orms, and changes in the relative

quantities of labor and capital do this. Wages and in-
terest are fixed by the final productlwty of these perma-

nent agents. When to a g_ven field labor is apphed unit
by unit, the product of the final umt measures the effecUve

product of event one, since they are interchangeable. If
the field is isolated, this final product is the standard

toward which the wages of each umt tends. In the eco-

nomic world the wages of each unit of social labor tend to

equal the product of the final unit.

CHAPTER XII

I_INAL PRODUCTIVITY THE I_EGULATOR OF ]_OTH _AGEB AND

INTSRSS_ . 173

To illustrate the law of final productivity of labor, we

build up a working force umt by unit, leaving the amount
of capital unchanged. These umts of labor are composite,

containing representatives of each occupation. With only

one umt the capital will assume costly forms. When a
second unit is added, the forms of the capital will be

more simple. The total product wdl be increased by the

presence of the second unit, and the increase is what is

attributable to the labor alone. If umts are supplied till
all the labor of society is set working, the increase which

is due to the last unit is its wrtual product. Since any

runt is final in an economic sense, the product of the last
unit of labor m the product of any unit and is the standard

toward whmh wages tend under the pressure of competi-
tion. A reversal of thin imaginary process reveals the law
of interest. The product of the last unit of capital is the

virtual product of any unit and set_ the standard of

interest. In actual society capital tends to outgrow labor,

and, therefore, we see _t assuming more and more costly

forms, _hlch earn a continually dlmimshing fraction of
thmr cost.

CHAPTER XIII

THE PRODUCTS OF LABOR AND CAPITAL_ AS MRASURED BY

THS FORMULA OF Rs_r . 188

It has been customary to treat ground rent as a umque
form of income. In a discussmn of the laws of wages
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and interest, however, we must place land on the same
footing as other capital goods. The differential formula
is more accurately applied to the earnings of the fund of
permanent capltal and of the whole force of social labor.
If on an isolated farm we introduce laborers one by one,

each except the last creates a surplus. The sum of these sur-

pluses is the rent of land, or the part of the general product
that is attributable to the land. If, instead of an isolated
farm_ we take a fixed social capital, and supply labor unit
by unit, the labor will be subject to a law of diminishing
returns, each unit creating a surplus over the product of

the last. The sum of these surpluses is the rent of the
fund of social capital and equals total interest. If we

reverse the process and supply capital by umts to a fixed
amount of labor_ capital wdl be subject to a law of dimin-
ishing returns. The surpluses created by the earlier umts
are m thin case the rent of social labor and equal total
wages. In a static state the two rents make up the whole
of the social income. From one point of view each is
measured directly; from another it is measured resid-
ually.

CHAPTER XIV

TIlE :EARNINGSOF INDUSTI_IALGROUPS . o 206

The principle of rent applies to social capital, as this is

apportioned, by a nice adjustment, among all the industrial
groups and sub-groups, and _t apphes to labor m the same

way. Group incomes, composed of wages and m/crest,
are governed by a d_fferent apphcatmn of the general prin-

ciple that fixes wages and interest themselves. Group

incomes depend on values; and these are fixed by the
principle of final utility apphed, not to commodities m

their entirety, but to what may be called value elements
m commodities. In this way the law apphes to a series
of increments of social consumers' wealth, as well as to

increments that are used by an mdlwdual ; and the final
social increment of such wealth _s a compomte of innum-

erable value elements, but contains few entire articles.

Increments of capital are to be dlstingmshed in the same

analytical way ; and a final increment of social capital is

a composite of many capital elements in mstruments_ but

of few instruments in their entirety.
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CHAPTER XV
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THE I_ARGINAL EFFICIENCY OF CONSUMERS _ WEALT_ THE

BASIS OF GROUP DISTRIBUTION . 219

The accepted theory of value is out of harmony with
the facts of life, for it would make prices of many com-
modities indefimtely lngher than they actually are. The
mode of applying the principle of final utility needs,
therefore, to be changed Final utihties in commodities,
not commodities in their entirety, figure in the adjustment

of prmes. Each utility in a commodity is a marginal util-

ity to one set of consumers, and its value is fixed by them.

The value of the commodity in its entirety is the sum of
the values of its utihties, separately appraised.

CHAPTER XVI

HOW THE _]_ARGINAL ]_FFICIENCY OF CONSUMERS _ WEALTH

xs _ASURED . 231

TO illustrate the action of the law of value, we will
suppose that each article renders one serwce only. In
this case a second unit of the commodity would have for
a consumer a negative utihty. The prices of these rumple
commoditms would be fixed by those consumers to whom
they afforded no surplus satisfaction. Every other user of
the artmle would get a consumer's rent. If commodities
such as these were bound together and sold in bundles,
the price of each one of the articles would still he fixed
in the same way. An actual commodity nearly always
renders more than one serwee, and m to be regarded as a
bundle of d_fferent utilities, each of which enters into the

marginal consumption of one set of consumers and is
appraised by them. The values of entire artmles are
appraised by socmty as a whole.

CHAPTER XVII

HOW THE EFFICIENCY OF FINAL I_CREMENTS OF PRODUCERS _

WEALTH IS TESTED . . 24_

Producers' wealth, like consumers' wealth, is valued
analytmally. The final increment of producers' wealth
consists mainly in quahta:ive improvements. In actual

life an increase of capital manifests itself in the symmetri-
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cal improvement of the productive equipment of society.

It is the productive power of qualitative increments, thus
added to the working outfit, that fixes interest. CompeU-
tion eliminates the entrepreneur m whose hands such

final increments do not earn normal interest. It is capital,
as such, which is the subject of competition, though entre-

preneurs may be said to compete for capital goods that

are about to be. Each entrepreneur embodms the capital

in such forms as are needed in his business. Generally
the additional capital that an entrepreneur secures takes
the form of improved quality of an existing plant. These
qualitative improvements are the final increments of

©apital.

CHAPTER XVIII

GROWTH OF CAPITAL BY QUALITATIVE INCREMENTS • P-_5

Capital grows mainly by qualitative increments infused
into capital goods. A new increment of general capital

is apportioned by a natural law among all the different
industries, in each of which it takes, in the main, the form
of improvements in the working equipment. Labor is
apportioned in the same way, though the growth of it is
mainly by quantitative increments. Capital, as we have

seen, lives by a self-transmutation, by whmh ]t passes
from one set of forms to another. There is an industrial

group of which the function is the replenishing of the
Ussues of acUve capital. Any increase in social cap,tal
requires an enlargement of this group; and this m turn
results in a general improvement of the capital goods that
are in process of being used up and replenished.

CHAPTER XIX

MODE OF APPORTIONING LABOR AND CAPITAL AMONG

THE INDUSTRIAL GROUPS . . 27{}

The apportionmentoflaborand capitalisnormal_when
each agent m everywhere uniformly productive. A move-

ment of either agent from group to group affects the
producing power of the other. The mechanism tha_

replemshes the tissues of fixed capital also moves it from
one group to another, whenever such a transfer is required.
Labor is apportioned among the groups in a way that
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tends to secure uniform produetivJty. The movements
of both labor and capltM are governed by a general law,
which both fixes values and determines the physmal prod°
activity of these two agents of producUom If labor and
capital are misadjusted, this law tends to restore the
eqmhbrmm. When the supply of one producuve agent
m a group becomes smaller, the power of a unit. of thin

agent to produce goods becomes greater, and the value of
the goods that are specifically attributable to th_s agent
rises. In two ways, therefore, the power of this agent to
produce value is increased. Under the same eondltmns

the other agent loses power to create goods ; but, as the
goods that it still creates have an increased value, the true
wealth-creating power of this agent may be nearly un-

changed or it may, in some minor degree, become greater
or smaller. These influences insure, m the end, a normal

apportionment of the two agents. It is the entrepreneur

who moves both labor and capital, and gets the advantage
of any exceptional productivity of either of them The
apportmnment of producing agents among the sub-groupa

within a general group is effected by the same influences
that control the adjustments among the general groups
themselves; but the need of maintaining a uniform flow

of products m different stages of approach to completmn
makes a quick and accurate adj_tstment among the sub-

groups imperative. The same law adjusts the relative
proportions of fixed and circulating capital, and deter-

mines how much land shall enter mto the equipment of

each group.

CHAPTER XX

PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION SVNClqRONIZ_D BY RIOIITLT
APPORTIONED CAPITAL ° 3{)$

If consumers' wealth is advanced by one class of per-

sons to another, it is by the h_ghest sub-groups to the

lower ones, and not by capitalists to laborers. Irregulari-
ties m production and consumption involve storkig of
goods, but this influence is not here to be considered. It

is the rapidity of a uniform flow of ripened consumers'
wealth that affects all incomes, and well-eoSrdmated

capital enables producers in the lo_er sub-groups to get

without wamng ripened goods that, virtually but not
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literally, they have produced. Capital goods seem to
compel some producers to wait for their rewards, but

capital relieves them from this necessity. Without pre-

existing and cobrdinated capital, effort and time are the

requisites of the production of ripened goods; but with
such capital the industry of every sub-group produces an
immediate and fully ripened return.

CHAPTER XXI

THz T_EORY oF EcoNomc CAVSATION . . 319

The theory of final productivity, when it is presented
in an imperfect form, leads to the inference that labor is

exploited by the action of a natural law. For the correc-
tion of this inference it is necessary to complete the theory
and to show to what cause the surpluses connected with

early Increments are due. If the number of units of
labor that are employed with a fixed amount of capital
is increased, each of the earhcr units must surrender a

part of the capital by which it has been aided. The dimi-
nution m its product that this entails shows the part that
is imputalfle to the surrendered capital. At a given t_me all
units are equally productive, and there is no exploitation
involved in giving to each what a final one produces In
this way the product of labor on the zone of Indifference
is a correct test of the productivity of all labor, provided

that labor and capital are properly apportmned through-

out the group system.

CHAPTER XXII

THE LAW OF _CONOMIC CAUSATION APPLIED TO THE PROD-

UCTS OF CONCRETE INSTRUMENTS o 334

In popular usage the term "rent" designates the earn-

ings of concrete instruments, while "interest" designates

the earnings of a sum of "money" invested. This usage is
based on the distinction between capital and capital goods,
and is more correct than is the scientific practice of con-

fining the term "rent" to the earmngs of land. The
basis of the old distinction between land and capital was

that the quantity of land is fixed, while capital can be
increased, and that the earnings of land can be measured

differentially. In a static study neither distinction has
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validity, Total capital is fixed; but the amount which
may go to any group can be changed, if there is offered an
inducement for changing it This is also true of land.
The earnings of all artificial instruments, as well as the
earumgs of land, may be computed by the differential
formula, There is a margin of utilization of artificial
instruments, lUSt as there is a margin of cultivation of

land, and these margins are fixed by the same law. It is
increasing productivlty that extends the margins, and it
is not the extending of the margins that raises rents. All
incomes, even wages, may be computed residually ; from
another point of view, however, they are determined
directly. All rents are true products, which can be traced

to d_stingu_shable agents.

CHAPTER XXIH

THE RELATION OF ALL I:_ENTS TO VALUE AND THUS TO

GROUP I)ISTRIBUTION . 354

It has been generally believed that "rent does not
enter into price." But the amount of any agent m a
group affects the product of the group and thus affects

price. The rent of any concrete instrument is primarily
its product, considered in kind ; and th_s must enter into
the supply of goods, on the basis of which the value of
such goods is determined. What the classical econommts
have really shown is that the destination of rent makes no
difference in price. If this reasoning could really prove
that the rent of land does not enter into price, the same
reasoning would show that neither wages nor interest
enter Into price. All real rents, including real wages,

are quantities of actual goods placed on the market,

where, of course, they affect supply and market value.

It is not true that different parts of the supply are pro-
duced at different costs, leaving rent as a mere residuum,

or a gratuity having no price-making power. The same
argument will prove that wages and interest are also

residual amounts having no price-making power, and

this is an absurdity.
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THX _NIT FOR MEASURING INDUSTRIAL AGE_rrs AND THEIR

PRODUCTS . . 373

A measure of wealth is needed that will not depend on
reciprocal comparisons of different kinds of goods, but

will measure all kinds in absolute sums. Effective utlhty
is an element common to all kinds of wealth, and it may
be measured in terms of social disutlhty. Pleasures of
many kinds may be measured in terms of the homogene-
ous sacrifice that is recurred by labor. The costliest
labor is that which is performed at the close of the work-
ing day, and this measures the utility of the least necessary
part of somal consumers' wealth. The effective utility of

all goods produced at uniform cost in labor is equal ; and
the effective dmutility of all equal periods of labor is equal,

however unlike the absolute disutility of the labor of

different hours may be. The individuals who make goods,
and incur the sacrifice that this involves, do not consume
them and get the offsetting benefit. The benefits that
these individuals get come from other goods; and these
persons cannot bring the sacrifice incurred in producing
these goods and the gain from consuming them to an
equation. Society as a whole can do this ; and, moreover,
society can put a price in terms of collective sacrifice on
each kind of goods. Each article m worth the social

sacrifice that society incurs m acquiring It, and thin m

measured at the terminal point of the social working day.

The sacrifice that, at this point, society incurs in gett+ng

different forms of consumers' wealth zs the ult+rnate un+t of
value.

CHAPTER XXV

STATIC STANDARDS IN A I)YN._MIC SOCIETr . 399

Static standards of value, wages and interest are "natu-
ral," in a sense, but dynamic changes are natural m a
broader sense, and they disturb all statm adjustments.

They can be understood, however, only by means of a
knowledge of static laws. I)ynamic movements must be

studied first singly and then in concurrent action, and,
in view of the fact that at each instant a dynamic society

tends toward a single definite static adjustment, dynamm
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forcesaccountforvariationsfrom thestaticstandardsand

for constant and progressivechanges in the standards
themselves. Different dynamic movements neutralize

each other, so far as causing variations from static
adjustments is concerned. Velocities of movement are
dynamic subjects, and they are directly connected with

the income dmtlngulshed as pure profits. Friction has a
connection w:th this income, and also with the rate of

dynamm movements. Certain permanent variations from

static standards result from continuous dvnamlc changes.
Some of these changes are mutually neutralizing, so far

as movements of labor and capital m the group system

are concerned, as illustrations show; and the efficiency
of static forces is m proportion to the activity and the
diverszty of dynamic ones. Certam steady movements of

labor and caiutat are the resultant of all these dynamic
forces--namely, a flow from the lower sub-groups to the

upper ones and movements to and fro within each hori-

zontal range of sub-groups. One mode of creating for
study an imaginary static state is to stop all dynamic
changes and then to wa_t long enough to permit the slow-

est of all the static adjustments to be made.

CHAPTER XXVI

PaoxxMx_s Srav,c SvxNnxans . 431

Certain parts of a general static adjustment encounter
special obstacles, and a quasi-static adjustment may be
made by carrying to completion the remainder of the
general process. A movement that, for the world as a
whole, is a part of a static adjustment may be, within

a partmutar part of the world, eqmvalent to a dynamic
influence. Thus a static umficatmn of methods of produc-

tion m the world as a whole would be the cause of grand
dynamms in Asia. The scope of an economic study may

be locally hmited. An economic centre of the world may

be defined, and its relations to the outer zones may be
treated as causing dynamic influences within the centre.

A static state may, for purposes of study, be created

within the centre itself; and this would exclude migra-
tions of labor and capital to or from the outer zones, but
not the exchanging of products with those zones. Three

dilIerent standaxds of wages are to be reeogmzed m eeo-
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nomlc theory, and in practice these are never to be
brought to an equality. Dynannc gains are forever

aeermng in the economm centre, and economic _heory
has to concern itself_ primarfly, w_th static rates of gain
within that local area_ and_ secondly, with rates of change

and amounts of variation caused within that area by
dynamic influences. Ultimate standards_ proximate ones
and the relations between the two kinds of standards are
to be studied. The full effects of economic friction must

be taken into account. Changes in wages, interest and
profits that are to take place in the future are to be
accounted for by influences that can be defined in the
present, and such studies compose the most difficult and
the most fruitful ones that it is possible to make.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH

CHAPTER I

ISSUES THAT DEPEND ON DISTRIBUTIOlq

FOR practical men, and hence for students, su-
preme importance attaches to one economic problem
b that of the distribution of wealth among different
claimants. Is there a natural law according to which

tile income of society is divided into wages, interest
and profits? if so, what is that law? This is the
problem which demands solution. 1

A majority of men hve clnefl 3- by labor; and for
these men the resultant of all the economic forces

takes the pracheal form of wages. Arts have been
mastered, labor has been divided and subdivided,

and machinery has been set working; and as the
result of it all, that which comes to wage-earners is
the pay that employers give to them. The amount iUen',

welfare
of this pay fixes the degree of comfort that these dependent
men themselves can enjoy, and the amount of cul- on theirshares of

ture, health and well-being that they can insure to the sociallnCOlne.
their children. Moreover, the effects of high or low

wages upon the welfare of the working class are
cumulative, as generations succeed each other. The

money that a man earns may be thought of as poten-

By ', wealth" is meant those sources of human welfare which

are material transferable and hm_ted in quantity. See the first

chapter of The Philosophy of Wealth, by the author ot the present
work.

1
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Theper- tial well-being condensed into a material form ; andsonal effects
of increas- if workers now get enough of it to put them on a

i.g wages high plane of comfort, their descendants will probablycumu]atlve_

asgenera- reach a higher plane. It is, then, the nature of thetlons suc-

ceed each law of wages which determines whether the continu-other.

ous life of working humanity shall have a rising or a
failing trend.

Wages are usually paid by one person to another.

The amount thus paid is adjusted by bargain, and
may seem to depend on the comparative power and
the adroitness of the parties to the contract; for

commercial strategy is an important art, practised by
both employers and workmen according to their sev-
eral abilities. There is, however, a market rate of

wages : and this is, in the main, controlled by ulterior
and positive forces. The so-called "higgling of the

market," in fact, affects the rate of pay for labor
only in a local way and within narrow limits.

Wagesgov- The amount that workmen can generally, by anyerned by a
natural law, shrewdness or firmness, exact from employers is lim-
though
adjustedby ited, as we shall show, by the productive power that
personal resides in labor; and the forces that control thebargaimng.

prevailing terms of wage contracts are those which

determine the amount of that productive power.
There is, in short, a deep acting natural law at work
amid the confusing struggles of the labor market.

The function of this natural law is to separate the
gross earnings of society into three generic shares

Thegross that are unlike in kind. It causes the whole annual
income of
society gains of society to distribute themselves into three
resolvable great sums--general wages, general interest andinto wages,

interest and aggregate profits. 1 These are, respectively, the earn-
profits. _ .

rags of labor, the earnings of capital and the gains

1 The rent of land is to be regarded--for reasons that will ap-

pear later--as merged with interest. Thls_ however, involves an
extension of the traditmnal theory of rent, rather than a denial of it.
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from a certain eobrdinating process that is performed

by the employers of labor and users of capital. This
purely cobrdinating work we shall call the entrepre-
neur's function, and the rewards for it we shall call

profits. The function in itself includes no working
and no owning of capital • it consists entirely in the
establishing and maintaining of efficient relations
between the agents of production.

We have said that the pay which, with all the bar-

gaining strategy that they can use, workmen get
from employers is limited by the productive power
that resides in labor itself, and that a study of the
w_ge law must search for the influences that fix this

productive power. We may now advance the more Theseshares
naturally

_'enera] thesis-- later to be proved -- that, where nat- equalthe
products

u_'al laws I_ave th_'ir wail. tI_e share of income that at- created by
taches to an q productive .f_uwtion is gauged by the threedls-tmcl fune-

aetl¢el product of it. In other words, free competi- tions.

tion tends to give to labor what labor creates_ to cap-
italists what capital creates, and to entrepreneurs
what the cobrdinating function creates.

The entn'e study of distribution is. in this view, a

study of *pee(fie production. It is an analysis of the
wealth-creating opera_ion, and a tracing to each of
the three agencies that together bring wealth into Dzstribution

resolves a
existence of the part which it separately contributes composite
to the joint result. To each agent a distinguishable productintoits compo-

share in production, and to each a corresponding nentparts.
reward--such is the natural law of distribution.

This thesis we have to prove; and more hinges
on the truth of it than any introductory words
can state. The right of society to exist in its
present form, and the probability that it will con-
tinue so to exist, are at stake. These facts lend

to this problem of distribution its measureless im-
portance.
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The welfare of the laboring classes depends on
whether they get much or little; but their attitude
toward other classes-- and, therefore, the stability of
the social state mdepends chiefly on the questian,

whether the amount that they get, be it large or small,
Thedisposal is what they produce. If they create a small amount
of the part
createdby of wealth and get the whole of it, they may not seek
callab°rlssue.acriti- to revo]utionize society ; but if it were to appear that

they produce an ample amount and get only a part of
it, many of them would become revolutionists, and all
would have the right to do so. The indictment that
hangs over society is that of "exploiting labor."
"Workmen" it is said, "are regularly robbed of what

they produce. This is done within the forms of law,
and by the natural working of competition." If this

charge were proved, every right-minded man should
become a socialist; and his zeal in transforming the
industrial system would then measure and express his
sense of justice. If we are to test the charge, how-

ever, we must enter the realm of production. We
must resolve the product of social industry into its
component elements, in order to see whether the

natul_l effect of competition is or is not to give to
each producer the amount of wealth that he specifi-
cally brings into existence.

In case it shall prove to be true that products and
shares do thus coincide, we need further to know

whether each of these separate incomes grows abso-

Themcrease lutelylarger or smaller. We must ascertain whether
or diminu-
tionof this evolution makes labor more productive, and there-
productira- fore better paid, orless productive, and therefore worseportant.

paid. We need also to know whether it treats capi-
tal and the undertaking function, in these respects,
well or ill. As evolution proceeds, do owners of capi-
tal and users of capital become better off or worse off?

Having first tested the honesty of the social state, by
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determining whether it gives to every man his own,
we have next to test its beneficence, by ascertaining
whether that which is his own is becoming greater or

smaller. The right of the present social system to
exist at all depends oll its honesty; but the expe-

die_wy of letting it develop in its own way depends
entirely on its beneficence. We therefore need first
to know whether we have the right to let natural

economic forces work as they are doing ; and we need
next to know whether, on grounds of utility, it is
wise to let them work thus.

The whole income of the world is, of course, dis-

tributed among all the persons in the world ; but the
science of distribution does not directly determine

what each person shall get. Personal sharing results Personaldmtrlbution
from another kind of sharing: onl 7 the resolving of and
the total income of society into wages, interest and functionaldistribution

profits, as distinct kinds of income, falls directly contrastod.

and entirely within the field of economics. Each of
these shares is unlike the others in kind, since it has

a different origin. One comes fl'om performing work,
one from furnishing capital and one from cobrdinat-
ing these two agents. Nearly every man's income,
furthermore, is more or less composite. Laborers
own some capital, capitalists perform some labor,

and entrepreneurs usually own capital and perform
a kind of labor. To what extent a particular man's
income is derived from one source or another, depends
o_ a wider range of influences than our present study

can include. We cannot inquire how _nueh labor a
capitalist naturally performs. What we wish to as-
certain is solely what fixes the rate of wages, as such,
and what fixes the rates of pure interest and of net
profits, as such. When these rates are determined, a

particular man's income depends on the amount and
kind of work that he performs, the amount of capital
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that he furnishes, and the extent and kind of co-

ordinating that he does. That which is beyond his

control, and fixed by a general and purely economic
law, is the determination of the product that labor and

capital, in themselves, can create and ultimately get.
We are, then, to seek only to discover the forces that

fix the amounts of the three kinds of income. It is a

striking fact, however, that, even though we thus re-
strict the inquiry, we do, if we are successful, settle
the great personal issues that range men in hostile
classes. By discovering the law that fixes the rates
of wages, of interest and of pure profits, we decide

whether the man, A, has a grievance against B. We
have not, indeed, thus ascertained why one of them
has only $500 a year, while the other has _50,000 ; but

we have ascertained something about the two incomes
that decides whether each of them rightfully belongs
to the man who gets it. The two kinds of distribu-

tion, however, though thus closely related, must be
kept distinct.

Personal distribution decides what is the income of

particular men. It gives to A $500 a year, to B

_50,000, to C $500,000, etc., regardless of the way
Functional in which any one income is obtained. What we calldistribution
a resolwng functional distribution decides how much is secured

of men's in a particular way. It makes the pay for a certainpersonalm-
come_nto grade of labor $1.50 a day, regardless of who per-parts unlike
in the_ forms the labor. It makes the rate of interest five
origm.

per cent, regardless of who gets it. The difference
between these two kinds of distribution is marked

and important, for the dividing lines that are drawn
by one of them cut across those which are drawn by

the other. Taking the income of a particular man,
as a dividend, by a functional distribution you may

separate it into wages, interest and profits; for this
individual man may get something in each of these
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ways. TalKing all wages, as such, as a dividend, yon
may, by a personal distribution, separate this gross
amount into the pay that goes to each one of a

myriad of different men.
Profits, in the abstract, be it noted, are not under

a moral obligation to wages in the t_bstract ; although
the e_trepre_,eur, who gets profits, may owe something
to his workmen, who get the wages. Rights are
always personal ; and only a sentient being has claims,
as only all intelligent being has duties. There is, then, Grievance8

depend on
no issue of right or wrong involved in the fact that personal

dmtribu*
wages, as such, fall from a dollar and a half a day to t_on,
a dollar; but the taking of a half-dollar from the
daily p._y of each member of a force of men, and the
adding of it _o the gains of an employer, raises between
the parties a critical issue of justice or injustice. The
question is: Has the employer taken something that
tlle laborer has produced _ Exactly this issue is for-

ever pending between industrial classes. Every day
a definite amount is handed over by one class to
another. Is this amount determined by a principle
that humanity can approve and perpetuate? Does but they are

removed by
it treat men fairly? The issue is persomfl; but it a normal

iunctmn_l
is settled by a knowledge of purely functional dmtributmm
distribution.

If each productive function is paid for according

to the amount of its product, then each man gets
what he himself produces. If he works, he gets what
he creates by working; if he also provides capital,
he gets what his capital produces ; and if, further, he

renders service by coSrdinating labor and capital, he
gets the product that can be separately traced to that
function. Only in one of these ways can a man

produce anything. If he receives all that he brings
into existence through any one of these three func-

tions, he receives all that he creates at all. If wages,
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interest and profits, in themselves considered, are
fixed according to a sound principle, then the differ-
ent classes of men who combine their forces in indus-

try have no grievances against each other. If func-

tions are paid according to their products, men are
also. Hence, while rights are personal, the issue of

rights that is involved m distribution is settled by a
functional study.

We might, indeed, go into a further and purely
ethical inquiry. We might raise the question,
whether a rule that gives to each man his product
is, in the highest sense, just. Certain socialists have,

indeed, contended that such a rule cannot attain jus-

tice. Work according to ability and pay according to
need, is a familiar formula, which expresses a certain
ideal of equity in distribution. This rule would re-

quire the taking from some men of a part of their
product, in order to bestow it on others who might
be more necessitous. It would violate what is ordi-

narily regarded as a property right. The entire

question whether this is just or not lies outside of
our inquiry, for it is a matter of pure ethics. Before

Whether llS, on the other hand, is a problem of economic fact.
laborgets
whatit pro- Does natural distribution identify men's products and
duees or not their gains? Is that which we get and which thea question
of fact,not civil law enables us to keep really our own propertyof ethicB.

by right of creation ? Do our actual estates rest, from
their very beginnings, on production ?

When a workman leaves the mill, cart)ring his pay
in his pocket, the civil law guarantees to him what
he thus takes away; but before he leaves the mill he

is the rightful owner of a part of the wealth that the
day's industry has brought forth. Does the economic
law which, in some way that he does not understand,

determines what his pay shall be, make it to corre-
spond with the amount of his portion of the day's
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product, or does it force him to leave some of his
rightful share behind him ? A plan of living that
should force men to leave in their employers' hands

anything that by right of creation is theirs, would be
an institutional robbery--a legally established viola- Institutional

robbery.
tion of the principle on which property is supposed
to rest.

This is the problem that we have to solve. It is

an issue of pure fact. If the law on which property
is supposed to rest--the rule, "to each what he
creates"--actually works at the point where the
possession of property begins, in the payments that
are made in the mill, etc., for values there created,
it remains for practical men so to perfect the indus-
trial system, after its kind, that exceptions to this

prevalent rule may be less frequent and less consider-
able. We can deal otherwise with robberies that are

not institutional ; but it is evident that a society in
which property is made to rest on the claim of a

producer to what he creates must, as a general rule_

vindicate that right at the point where titles origi-
nate- that is, in the payments that are made for
labor. If it were to do otherwise, there would be at

the foundation of the social structure an explosive
element which sooner or later would destroy it. For
nothing, if not to protect property, does the state
exist. Hence a state which should force a workman

to leave behind him in the mill property that was his

by right of creation, would fail at a critical point.
A stud)- of distribution settles this question, as to

whether the modern state is true to its principle.
Property is protected at the point of its origin, if
actual wages are the whole product of labor, if in-

terest is the product of capital, and if profit is the
product of a coSrdinating act.



CHAPTER II

THE PLACE OF DISTRIBUTION _rITI:IIN THE TRADI-

TIONAL DIVISIONS OF ECONOI%IICS

WE have undertaken to solvea testproblem of
distribution--to ascertain whether the division of

the social income into wages, interest and profits is,
in principle, honest. We h'_ve seen that this com-

pels us to enter the realm of production, in order to
find whether these incomes are earned. Is each of

them specifically created by the agent that gets it?
If it is, the entire science of distribution is nothing

more than a science of the process of specific produe-
tion. In any case, the relation of the wealth-creating
process to the wealth-dividing process needs a most

searching examination.
The terms, Production, Distribution, Exchange

and Consumption, have been used to designate four
divisions of economic science. These, however, are
not distinct divisions; for one of them includes two

Thesoo_l of the others. The production of wealth, as it is
process oI
production carried on by an organized society, is a p:ocess that
includes ex- embraces within itself both exchange and distribu-change and

distribution, tion. This fact makes it necessary completely to re-

arrange economic theory, for purposes of study, and
to divide it according to a new principle. The old
landmarks of the science will not entirely disappear,

for it will still be necessary to speak of production,
distribution, etc., as processes that are going on, and
that can be defined and understood. As divisions

10
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of the science, however, they will vanish; for the Production.
distribution0

demarcations that have been made between them exchange
and con-

correspond to nothing in actual life. They are sumptlon

forced distinctions, made for the sake of resolving definable,thougll not

into smaller areas a field that is too large to be dealt distinctfrom each

with as a whole. As we throw them away, the eco- other.
nomic field takes on an entirely new appearance,
and it will soon be seen that this is its true and

natural appearance. This field will still, however,
have its divisions; and it is a striking fact that the
study which shows how hopelessly blended are ex-
change, distribution and production has also the
effect of revealing three divisions of economics that
arc natural and clear. We attain the true divisions,

in fac_, by perceiving why we may not use the old
OlleS.

Ploduction is the bringing of commodities into
existence ; and in any social state except _tprimitive
one it is accomplished by a divismn of labor. The
modern producer is a specialist, selling one article,

or a part of an article, and buying what he needs
with the proceeds. Only society in its entirety is
an all-around creator of goods• This is equivalent

to sabring that social production is now accomphshed
bv means of exchanges. The passing of goods from

man to man enables all society to make all goods;
and the two expressions, "division of labor," on the

one hand, and "exchange," on the other, merely "Exchange"
• _tlld _ dlVl-

describe in different ways the organized process of slono_
creating wealth, as contrasted with the method of labor" bothdescribe the

isolated and independent production. Where a thing organizedprocess of
stays in one man's hands until it is finished and in creating

wealth.

use, production is not yet socialized. 1 Society in its

An article is not finished, m the economic sense, till the retail
merchant has found the customer whose needs it satisfies. The sale

of completed articles is thus the terminal act of social production.
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entirety is the one producer of wealth. Exchange is_
then, the socializing element in production. It is a
characteristic part of the comprehensive process.

Theessen- The relation of man to Nature in the productivetial relation
of man to operation remains unchanged, however much society
_ature un-

changedby may be organized. The earth still gives matter,
socialor- and man transforms it. The making of a steel toolgamzation.

in a modern shop is, in this respect, akin to the
fashioning of a stone hatchet by a prehistoric man.
What is new in social production is the relation of

man to man. Interdependence has supplanted inde-
pendence: a great organization has taken the place

of a mass of unconnected producers. Specializing
and exchanging have made this difference.

Production by society as a whole, moreover, in-

volves a fixing of values. If we part with our own
products, something must decide how much we are

to get in return for them. The ratios of exchange
that a market establishes have, not unnaturally, been
treated in that division of the science which is

customarily entitled exchange. Is that, however,
the proper place for them ?

There is a kind of distribution that does not fix

Thefixing the rates of wages and interest, but determines how
of values

eqmvalent much one industry, as a whole, including its labor-
to group
distribution, ers, its capitalists and its entrepreneurs, shall get,

as compared with other industries. It determines
whether one whole branch of business shall be more

prosperous than another. This is an intermediate

part of the general distributing operation, and it is
accomplished by means of prices. When wheat, for

example, is high in price, the farming industry is
well paid, as compared with others; and when wheat
is cheap, that industry is ill paid. If what we have

in mind is the so-called "market price " of an article,
--the immediate price of any given supply of an
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article,- this kind of value governs what we may

call group distribution. If steel, for example, sells at Thepros-
penty of

a high rate, a large income goes to the group that a group
produces it. This income distributes itself somewhere dependenton market

in the group; but how much of it laborers get, and prices.
how much capitalists and employers get, is a question
that we do not now raise. This is determined by an
ultimate distribution taking place within the groups.

Group distribution is a preliminary division of the
social income, and it deals with branches of industry
in their entirety. The terms of this primary division
of the social income depend on the prices of different
kinds of goods. Farmers want wheat to be dear, as
miners want ore to be dear, etc. Prices, then, fix the

incomes of these groups.
The great income of all society--that which is to

be distributed--really consists of concrete articles,
all for some use. Most of them are goods for con-

sumption; and they serve to stock retailers' shops,
while waiting for purchasers. In some way this
promiscuous stock of consumers' goods gets divided
into shares, of which every man, whether he be a

laborer or a capitalist, gets a part. There is no way
in which the fixing of the terms of this division can

be begun and completed after the goods are finished
and exposed for sale. If, before the stock of goods

was ready to be taken by consumers, nothing had
been done to decide how much each laborer and each

capitahst might have, the distribution would have to

be made according to some arbitrary rule and by
some officer of the state. The terms of the division Wagesaud

interest
that is actually made, however, are fixed as the pro- fixedby an
duction of the goods goes on: the goods are really earlier ad-justment.

apportioned in the making.
The creation of such a general stock of commodi-

ties for use is a great synthesis, which goes on in a
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systematic way. One group of producers makes the
article A, another group makes B, another C, etc.

As A is sold, the sum that is paid for it is appor-
tioned among the entire group that makes it; and
as B is sold, the returns from this sale are divided,

in the same way, among all who have helped to make

Pnc,_s affect this article. The prices of completed articles thus
the lll,.omes
of group_in fix the incomes of groups in their entirety. These
their en-
Urety, groups are, in an equally exact way, divided into

sub-groups. Thus it takes farmers, wool merchants,
manufacturers, dyers, cloth merchants and tailors to
make a coat. Each of these classes constitutes a sub-

group; and each gets a share of the returns of the

general group--a share in every case dependent
on prices. If wool is dear, farmers thrive; and if

and:_lso the difference between the price of wool and the
th(,se of sub-

g_o_i,s, price of cloth is large, manufacturers thrive. It is
market values that fix the incomes of sub-groups, as
well as those of groups.

Neither of these price-adjusting operations, how-
ever, directly fixes wages and interest. This is the

final and critical part of distribution. It takes place
within the sub-groups, and it constitutes the third
and final division that has to be made. The portions
of income that fall to farmers, manufacturers, etc.,
as such, have to be further subdivided; for a share

must be paid to every laborer and to every capitalist.
This last division i_ not made, however, as the more

general divisions are made, by a mere sale of finished

goods: finer and more difficult adjustments are in-
volved. We need now to have clearly in mind the
systematic way in which the division of the grand
stock of usable goods proceeds, the manner in which

it follows the stages of production and the part
that the fixing of exchange values has in it. This

distribution goes on in. three distinct stages. There
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are to be made a division, a subdivision and a final Throe
stagesin the

subdivision of the social income. The first division distributing

fixes the income of industrial groups; the second operatiou.
fixes that of sub-groups, and the final division adjusts
wages and interest within each of the innumerable

sub-groups in the system. The shares of the groups
and those of the sub-groups depend entirely on the
prices of goods, and therefore the fixing of market
values results in the adjustment of the terms of
t/ro__p distribution.

A'" B'" C'"
A,t B,t C,I
A' B' Ct
A B C

Thus,letA"' representsome one completedproduct,

say bread: and let A represent raw lnaterial, the

_umdiug wheat of whi_h it is made. A' may then
represent the wheat as threshed and conveyed to the
elevator of a miihng company, A" may represent it
as it is ground into flour, and A'" may represent it

baked into loaves. In like manner B, B', etc., repre-
sent another commodity- say, woollen clothing- in
its several stages of advancement, and the series of C's
represent still another commodity. All the A's con-
stitute the product of one general group; and the

price of A"' fixes the size of its entire group in-
come. The prices of B'" and C"' likewise fix the

general incomes of the two groups that make them.
Similarly, the difference between the price of A" and Incomesof

groupsand
that of A'" fixes the income of the sub-group that sub-groups
transforms the one article into the other. In this determinedin thefirst
case the difference is the gross income of the baking two stages.
industry. In the same way, the difference between
the price of A' and that of A" determines the income

of the flouring industry, etc. _]te income of each sub-

group in the whole series, t]_en, depends directly on priees.
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A philosophy that goes behind such market prices,
however, brings us to what are called "natural" or
"normal" prices. These are the values, expressed in

terms of money, to which, in the long run, market
Normal values tend to conform. These normal values are also,
prices and
distmbutlon, in another way, phenomena of distribution ; for a cer-

tain force that operates within the sphere of group dis-
tribution establishes the normal standards to which

market values tend to conform. We have just seen

that market prices fix the incomes of the different
groups, as such, and so control distribution in its early
stages. We have now to see that a deeper force, and
one that also acts in distribution, controls normal

priees. Market prices are the cause of group dis-
tribution; normal prices are the effect of a certain
phenomenon of distribution. The adjustment of
natural or normal prices is a part of the distributive

process. The movements that make prices "natural"
are, in fact, efforts on the part of different men to get
their natural shares of income.

Prices are at their natural level when labor and

capital in one industry produce as much and get as
much as they do in any other. Normal prices mean

equalized wages and equalized interest. If the prices
of wheat, wool, iron, lumber, etc., were such that no

laborer and no capitalist could acquire an enlarged
producing power by leaving the industry that creates
one of these commodities, and betaking himself to
one that makes another, the price of each of the com-
modities would be normal.

The familiar d_finition of natural price is: that
which conforms to the cost of production. The econ-

omist has been in the habit of putting himself, in
imagination, in the business man's position, and of

considering the money that he pays out in producing
an article as the cost and what he gets by selling the
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article as the return. The tendency of competition, Thesignifi-canceofcost
according to this conception, is to bring the price down prices.
to the point at which the return equals the cost. This
is, however, an individualistic and limited view of

the law of normal prices. It presents that law as it

appears to a man who is performing his one particu-
lar part of the social operation of creating wealth.
The broad view, on the other hand, presents the law

as it appears to a student who has all society within
the range of his vision. It is, indeed, true that tile
normal price of each article is its cost. The cause of
this, however, is not local in the industry: it is not

anything that takes place within the one group that
makes the commodity. The influence that brings,
let us say, cotton cloth to a natural price is one that
works throughout the productive system. A broadly
soci_tl tendency it is, in fact, that makes any one
price normal. The traditional statement of the law

of normal price is not incorrect ; but it is misleading,
because it is partial and inadequate. It presents
things from an entrepreneur's point of view, instead
of from a social point of view.

It will be seen, when we make a fuller study of
this subject, that a condition in which all things sell
for the amount of money that they have cost--
including interest and wages of management, as ele-

ments of cost--is a state in which the gross gains of
the different industrial groups are brought to pro rata Pro rata i_comesand
equality, that is, to a condition in which the returns prices.
of all groups yield the same amounts per unit of

capital and also the same amounts per unit of labor.
Cost prices, then, are those that give equalized
earnings.

It is comparative gains, and not the gains of any
one group, that test p_ces, and determine whether

they are normal. Thus, the present price of wheat
o
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is such as to afford a larger product per unit of
capital than is afforded in some other industries:
it is above the natural standard, and would be so

even if wages and interest were locally so high
that entreTreneurs got nothing above cost of pro-

A natural duction. If the result of this should be to draw
group dlstr_-
butlon the men and capital from other occupations to the rais-
condition of -
a "natural mg of this cereal, the operation would end by reduc-

prwe" of ing to nothing the excess of gains that is now securedany article ;

in this occupation. Prices would then be normal,
provided that no other causes had meanwhile acted

to disturb the equality of the earning power of labor
and capital in the group system. It is because the
prices then realized would afford to the different

industrial groups equalized returns, that the prices
themselves are to be called normal. The term really
signifies that group distribution is in a natural state.
Equal products everywhere per unit of labor and

equal products per unit of capital -- this is the condi-
tion that affords natural prices of goods. Incident-
ally, this condition gives what have been defined as
cost prices.

When, therefore, men have no further inducement

to move from one group to another,--that is, when
group distribution is natural,- prices are natural.

_hlsdepart- This requires that labor and capital shall be so appor-
denton the
apportion- tioned among the various industries that there is
meritof neither overproduction of one article nor underpro-producing
agents duction of another. Society must, in short, so directamong the
groups, its productive energies as to make different goods

in the right quantities. The production of each
specific article must be normal in amount, in order
that the price of it may be normal. The influence

that brings production to this natural state is the
effort of laborers and capitalists to seize any special

gain that may be offered to them, by moving to any
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group in which the price of the product is high.
This is clearly an operation in group distribution.
Thus an influence that originates in distribution
brings about a state of social production in which
exchange values are normal. Where, then, within
the four tradittonal divisions of economic science

Value gov-
should the stud)- of exchange value be located? The ern_d_,_

eomp_ral lye
phenomenon itself i_ directly connected with ex- grouppro-
change- the proximate cause of it is a state of duetmn,and

ultinmtely
production; the ultimate influence that controls it eontr, dled

bv forces of
_, an action of the forces of distribution, distribution.

It is clear that the study of market value falls The theory
within the science of distribution. On the surface, of valu_m-eluded with-

it is current markeL prices that control the distribu- mthe theory
of dmtmbu-

Uon winch takes p],tce among different groups or tma.
specific industries. These prices, however, are tran-

sient, and they fluctuate about certain more perma-
nent standards. The tendency of group distribution
to become normal -- that is, to bring wages and inter-
est to an approximate equality in different industries

draws prmes toward the normal standard.

What, then. is ]eft to be treated under the title,

exchange_ Only the actual passing of goods from

hand to hand. This process results in ranging men
in distinct groups, each of which has its part to play
in the plocess of social production. Exchange fixes Exchange

mgnifies the
the form of organization of industrial society. Back orgamza-

tion ot
of each finished article that the shops offer to us industry.
there is ranged a series of specialized producers, each

of whom has taken his turn in putting a touch upon

_t. Intricate, indeed, is the organization of society
for productive purposes ; but the principles that give
shape to it art simple. They are the subjects of the
theory of exchange, which is the theory of the or-
ganization of industrial society. When we examine

the system of groups of which society is composed,
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we shall perceive the full meaning of this statement.
For the present, be it noted that exchanges divide
and subdivide industry: they range its forces in

groups and sub-groups, the functions of which are
determined by natural law.

It is, further, clear that all this disposing of the

agents of production--this putting of some labor
and capital here, and other labor and capital there-

Exchangea is a phenomenon of social production, a part of the
phenomenon
of produc- social productive organization. It is a certain mar-
uon. shalling of the productive forces, placing them where

they will do the most good. Production, in fact, em-
braces every economic operation except consumption.

Exchauge is merely the typical feature of production,
as carried on by groups. Under this head we shall
describe the group system of industry. We have
seen that an influence which acts in distribution fixes

the sizes of the groups and the amount of goods
that each shall create. In the way that we have
just noted, it guards against the production of too

Socialized much of one commodity and too little of another.production
the all- This is also a part of the all-embracing process ofinclusive
proc_B, social production.

There is another and an even more important kind
of distribution that falls within production. The dis-
tribution which connects itself with values, and the

study of which gives a science of value, is that which
takes place between different industries in their en-
tirety. Thus, a high price for wheat makes the rais-

ing of that cereal a well-paid occupation, and puts a
large sum into the possession of the group of labor-
ers, capitalists and entrepreneurs who jointly raise it.

How much of this large return goes to laborers?
How much goes to capitalists ? How much remains
in the hands of entrepreneurs ? These, as we noted,

are questions involving distribution of another kind.
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Within each industry there is this final division to be Final distri-bution a
made. After the returns of each sub-group, taken as process

within the
a whole, have been determined, this lump sum is to sub-groups.

be apportioned among different claimants within it;
and this is the final process in the distributing of the
social income.

In the final division that takes place within the Wages.in-terest and

sub-groups--the division that separates the gross profitsde-
earnings of each of them into wages, interest and theterminedspeclficbY

profits-- a law of production rules. So far as natu- eachPr°du"tSmdus-m
ral laws are unperverted, labor tends to get_ as its try oflabor,

capital and
share, what it separately produces; and capital does coordma-tmn.
the same. The laborer who has helped a farmer to

raise wheat naturally gets the value of that part of
the wheat crop which is separately due to his labor.
This statement requires proof, and will receive it;
but it must stand for the present, as a thesis to be

established by a later study. What is now clear is
that, if it should be cstabhshed, the whole of distri-

bution, as well as the whole of exchange, would be

included within the organized process of producing
wealth. Unravel the web of the social product, trac-

ing each thread to its source, and you will have solved
the problem of distribution. This is an analytical

study. It traces backward, step by step, the synthe- Theproblemof dmtribu-
sis by which, through the putting together of many t_onsolvcd

by tracingdifferent things, the great social dividend of usable the social
goods is created. It first traces to each group its producttoits sources.

share in the creating of the grand total; then it

traces the part of this that each sub-group has con-
tributed ; and finally it attributes to labor and capital
their several shares in the creating of the sub-group
product.

We may, then, gather into the comprehensive
science of production all the economic processes
that go on in an organized or social way. There
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is, then, it appears, no separating of the processes
that traditional theories have treated as distinct

divisions of the science. Here, for example, work-

ing in a shoe shop, is a man who gets two dollars
a day. Let us set before ourselves the problem of

accounting for the amount of his wages. He is a
part of a sub-group; and we have first to account
for the way in which society has thrown itself into

the systematic shape of groups and sub-groups, which
exchange products with each other. We discuss the
theory of exchange, in the narrow and accurate sense
of the term, when we account for this group ar-

rangement which is brought about for the sake of
carrying on production in an organized way. In
treatiIJg exchange, therefore, we are entering on the
treatment of production. What the man gets is a

part of what his sub-group gets; and this is fixed
by the law of group distribution--the law of
market value. Market value, however, depends on

the relative quantities of the different articles that
are produced; and this is saying that it depeuds on

comparative group production. We are, then, still
within the more general science of production when
we thus try to trace to its causes the income of the

sub-group from which the shoemaker's wages are
taken. When we have discovered the influences

that act on the sub-group's income, we must see why
the shoemaker's share of that income is two dollars

a day. This will take us into a further study of
specific production. We shall have to find out, first,
whether the man's pay tends to equal what he sep-

arately produces; and, secondly, what fixes the
amount that he is able to produce. This is the study
of distribution in its final stage, but it is also a study of

production. We have, then, studied in part each
of the four traditional subjects except consumption,
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in investigating the causes of the two dollar wage
for the shoemaker's labor; and yet we have been,

all the while, within the subject of social production.
Consumption alone remains an individualistic pro-

cess. We produce our food coiiperatively, but we

eat it each one for himself.. Society makes our
clothing, builds our houses, etc. ; but when we get
our clothes, we wear them without assistance; and Consump-tionan mdi.
we dwell under our roofs in the same independent vlduahstic

way. Society, however, reacts on our natures, and process.
changes and multiplies our wants. A desire to as-
sociate with others, while consumption is going on,
may even give a kind of collectivity to the process by

which some products are used. Thus, we enjoy din-
ing together; and we listen to music and addresses

in assemblies, getting a part of our pleasure from the
presence of others ; but there is no cooperation in the
consumption of goods that resembles what takes place
in the production of them. There is no obvious group

system, and no coSperation of agents such as labor and
capital. It is to the sensibilities of individuals that

products address themselves; and therefore consump-

tion is the individualistic part of social economy.
If we look, then, at the relations of man to man, Production

and con-
we find that production and consumption are not on sumption
the same plane. One is a collective operation : it is not courdl-hate, so
nothing, if not organized. The other is an individu- taras men'srelations to

alistic operation : it consists in the using by each man eachotherare con-
of what society, by its intricate system ofproduction, cerned;

has made for him. In an accurate sense, the one pro-
cess is a part of social economy and the other is not.

If we look at the relations of man to nature, we

find that production and consumption are entirely
coSrdinate,- that one of them is the reversal of the

other. Man acts on nature in the one case, and
nature acts on man in the other. Cultivate the
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earth till it gives you food, and you have produced
a kind of wealth by acting on nature ; but the food

restores your wasted tissues and your lost energy by
acting on you. Man making wealth and wealth mak-
ing man constitute the whole economic operation.

Humanity takes the active and aggressive attitude
in the former part of the process, and it takes the

but ¢oSrdi- passive and recipient attitude in the latter part. Inhate,so far
asthere- the simplest mode of living these two processes are
lationsof
manand the only ones that take place. A primitive man, liv-
Nature are ing alone, would kill game and eat it; he would makeconcerned.

clothing and wear it; he would build a hut and live
in it: in short, he would act on nature and let nature

react on him, and that would constitute the whole

of his economy. He would have nothing to do with
PrOduction exchange and distribution. This, indeed, is all thatandcon-
sumption an economic society does, if we consider it only as a
constitute unit. It produces its food, its clothing, its shelterthewhole
economic and its myriad of articles of comfort and luxury; andprocess,

then it uses them. It produces them in an organized
way, indeed, and it uses them in an unorganized
way. Incidental to the making of them are the

trading and sharing processes that are termed ex-
change and distribution; but production and con-
sumption still exhaust the whole economy: there

is no phenomenon of wealth that lies outside of
them.

Distribution These are the facts to be recognized in entering
asa partof
socialpro- on the study of distribution. In carrying that study
duction, and tO completion we cannot get outside of the field ofas including
e:_change, social production, and we cannot avoid including

within our more limited field the subject of ex-

change. Value is the chief subject that has custom-

arily been treated in the division of exchange; but
the theory of value and that of group distribution
are one and the same.



CHAPTER III

THE PLACE OF DISTRIBUTI01_ WITHIN THE _ATU-

RAL DIVISIONS OF ECONOMICS

THERE is, we may now note, a mode of dividing
the field of economics that will enable us to study
distribution without forgetting its relations to ex-
changes and to production. In social economics

there are three distinct kinds of force working
together. If we study them separately, we shall
resolve economic science into three divisions, the

boundaries of which have been drawn by nature.
Man modifies matter by production, and matter
modifies man through consumption. These processes The relation

of man to
do not require any organization on the part of the nature not

dependent
men who impart and then receive impressions. All onsocialor-
this could be accomplished by an isolated man, or ganization.
by men living together for protection or for the

mere pleasures of association, without any system
of exchange of products. Let every one make his
own goods and consume them, and an economic life
of a certain kind is complete.

The distinctive feature of such a life is that it
establishes direct relations between the individual

man and nature, t_very man subdues for himself

a part of his material environment ; and he gets the
direct service that this bit of nature, when thus sub.
dued, can render. Under these conditions, there Thisrein-

tion undis
are no disguises thrown over the relation that gulsedin
workers sustain to the earth. Obvious dependence _.ffriemitive

25
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on nature, obvious independence of other men--
such is the rule of every one's economic life. Out
of materials furnished by the earth each producer
creates his own income; and connected with this

process there are no problems of distribution.
Yet, in this mode of living, which puts every man

face to face with nature, there is room for the action
of all of the more fundamental laws of economics.

Here, for example, is a hunter in a primeval forest,

converting the flesh of animals into food and their
The funda- skins into clothing and shelter. He is creatingmentallaws
ofcco_om- something that can be defined as wealth. It has theits herem
operation, essential marks that analysis detects in the wealth

that crowds the shops of the modern city. The

man uses capital, and includes in his equipment
both the fixed and the circulating varieties of it.
His consumption has its laws; and the chief of them
is the one that calls for variety in the things con-
sumed. He must not make and use too much of

one kind of product and too little of another- he

must guard against glutting some wants and letting
others go unsatisfied, if the wealth that he creates
is to do him much good.

There is, then, a distinct set of economic laws, the
action of which is not dependent on organization.

They are fundamental; and we now have to note
that they are universal. They act in the economy
of the most advanced state, as well as in that of

the most primitive. Wealth has everywhere the

same distinguishing marks. The producing and the
consuming of it are always subject to the same gen-

Universal eral conditions. The first natural division of economic
laws the
subjectof science should, therefore, present the universal laws
the first Of wealth : it should discuss the more general laws ofdivisionof
economic production and all the laws of consumption.science,

A second series of phenomena is traceable to a
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further set of forces which originate in relations be-
tween man and man. They are made to work wher- A secondset

of laws
ever persons begin to exchange products; for this dependent
organizes society into groups or specific industries, on the ex-changingof

l,et some men produce food and others build huts, products.
exchanging products with each other, and things
h_ppen that are not accounted for by the laws of

that general economy in which the direct relations
of man to nature are explained. Exchanges involve
the determining of values; and these, as we have

seen, fix the terms of group distribution.
The organization of society is further extended Howeco-nomicsoci-

when, within each group or specific industry, there ety is organ-
arise employers paying wages to the men who ized.

labor and interest to those who furnish capital.
Distribution, in a broad definition of that term,

results from such an organization of the wealth-
creating powers. The division of economics that
treats of it will first deal with group distribution,
which depends on exchanges, and then deal with

that final distribution which takes place within each
sub-group, fixing the wages, the interest and the
profits that are there received. Broadly conceived,

and made to include a description of the group
system and its exchanges of products, the science of
distribution embraces the social laws of economics.

Such a science begins with a description of the group
system of industry. It accounts for the terms on
which the groups buy and sell from each other, and

shows on what the income of each group in its
entirety depends. It further shows what becomes

of the income which in this way comes to a group

:ts a whole. Laborers get some of it, capitalists get
some, and entrepreneurs get the remainder--if there
is one. In short, the distinctively social relations l_elations of

groups andthat are created when society as a whole becomes of_lasses
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within them the producer, may be treated under the title,
described by
the term, distribution. This term, however, cannot be used
distribution, as the title of a scientific division, if this use of it

carries with it the idea that what is treated under

this title is not production and is not exchange.
Distribution is a process which, in its completeness,

Distribution includes exchange, but it falls within production. It
partly
treated in is not expedient, therefore, to characterize the second
theseeond natural division of economic science as the sciencedlvismn of

eco,omlc of distribution; since the idea of distinctness fromscience.

production and exchange attaches itself, in the public
Thisdivi- mind, to this term. It is best described as the
sion occu-
pied with division that treats of the social laws of economics,
social,asdis-
tinct from as distinct from the general laws. When we know
universal, what happens in consequence of the economic actionsphenomena

of wealth, and reactions that are taking place between man and
nature, we need further to know what takes place
in consequence of relations between man and man.

It is conceivable that production might go on in an
organized way without any change in the character

of the operation. Men might conceivably produce to
the end of time the same kinds of goods, and they
might do it by the same processes. Their tools and

materials might never change; and they might not
alter, either for the better or for the worse, the amount

of wealth that industry would yield. Social produc-
Distribution tion can thus be thought of as static. In such ain an un-
changing changeless mode of social industry, distribution, with

state of in- all that it involves, would take place. Groups woulddustry.

exchange products, and each would be dependent on
the value of its own goods for the amount of its col-

lective income. The price of agricultural produce
would determine the income of farmers, and the

price of ore would fix that of miners. The gains of
a group as a whole would be divided among the
sub-groups composing it, and would then by a
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further operation be parted into wages, interest and

profits.
What are called "natural "standard_ of values and "Natural'"

values,
"natural" or normal rates of wages, interest and wages, in-

profits are, in leality, static rates. They are identical terest andprofits

with those which would be realized, if a society were eqmvalentto static

perfectly organized but were free from the disturb- rates.
antes that progress causes. Far more than classical

economists were aware of is involved in a thorough-
going study of what they called natural values.

Reduce society to a stationary state, let industry
go on with entu-e freedom, make labor and capital
absolutely mobile--as free to move from employ-

ment to employment as they are supposed to be in
the theoretical world that figures in Rieardo's studies
--and you will have a regime of natural values.
These are the values about which rates are forever

fluctuating in the shops of commercial cities. You

will also have a regime of natural wages and interest;
and these are the standards about which the rates of

pay for labor and capital are always hovering in actual
mills, fields, mines, etc. In this connection, the

terms, natural, normal and static are synonymous.
That division of economic science which presents
natural standards of values, wages and interest ought
consciously to take the shape of a theory of Social

Economic Statics. Such a theory would treat of These rates
approached,

distribution as it would go on if there were taking thoughwith
place none of those grand disturbances --changes in variations,in actual

the modes of production, etc.--that are forever cans- markets.

ing market quotations to vary from the natural
standards that figure in classical economics.

A static state, however, is imaginary. All natural Socmties
always dy-

societies are dynamic; and those which we have namic, hut

principally to study are highly so. Heroically theo- still domi-natedby

retical is the study that creates in imagination a staticforce_
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static society. In the actual world unceasing
changes thrust labor and capital, from time to time,
out of one occupation and into another. In each

industry they change, again and again, the modes of

production and the kinds and the quantities of the
goods produced. Yet this does not invalidate the
conclusions of a static theory; for static laws are
nevertheless real laws. The forces that would work

in a world that should be held in a fixed shape and
made to act forever in a fixed manner still operate
in the changing world of reality. We can always see
them working in connection with other forces, but we

Static forces have to imagine them working alone. We study them
to be distin-

gmshed separately_ in order that we may understand one part
fromdy- Of what goes on in dynamic society. To do this wenaID.lC onos,

imagine a static society, thus making a heroic but
necessary application of the isolating method.

Only by reason of its omissions, however, is the

imaginary and static state unlike the real and dy-
namic one. All the forces that would work in the

unchanging world are not only working in the change-
ful one, but are even the dominant forces in it. They
do not keep values exactly at the natural standards,

but they keep them fluctuating about those standards;
and they keep real wages and interest always com-
paratively near to the natural rates.

We have now described the boundaries of two of

the natural divisions of economic science. The first

treats of universal phenomena, and the second of

static social phenomena. Starting with those laws of
economics which act whether humanity is organized

or not, we next study the forces that depend on

Forcesof organization but do not depend on progress. Finally,
progress the
subjectof it is necessary to study the forces of progress. To
the third di- influences that would act if society were in a station-vision of

economics, ary state, we must add those which act only as society
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is thrown into a condition of movement and dis-

turbance. This will give us a science of Social
Economic Dynamics. It will bring the society that

figures in our theory into a condition like that of the
actual world. It will supply what a static theory
openly and intentionally puts out of sight--namely_

changes that alter the mode of production and act on
the very structure of society itself. A study of
these changes is the content of the third natural
division of economic science.

Wants are changing, and the kinds of wealth that The naturo
of the

are produced must change with them. New me- changesthat
are taking

chanieal processes are coming into use. Machines place.
supplant hand labor, and efficient machines dis-
place inferior ones. New motive powers are taken

into service, and new raw materials are used. Popu-
lation increases and migrates, taking with it some of
the increase of its wealth. Large industries grow up
and crowd small ones out of the field. The earth
becomes crowded with life and wealth. None of these

changes, however, serves to suppress the action of static
forces; nor do all of them together do so. Not one
jot nor one tittle shall fall from the law of natural

values, or from that of natural rates of wages, inter-
est and profits. A different set of forces is acting
in connection with the static ones_ and real values,
wages, etc., are the resultant of the two kinds of

force. In advancing to the study of dynamic phe- Dynamic
forces act in

nomena, our theory completes itself ; and the effect connectmn
is to make it fully interpret the world of fact. A with staticforces. A

theoretical dynamic world is exactly like the actual dynamic
theory, ff

world, if the theory that constructs it is a valid and complete.
complete one. It has the elements of disturbance is reahstic,

and of friction to which men of business point, as
influences that invalidate theoretical conclusions. If

the study of it were carried to completion, it would
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furnish what has heretofore been lacking -- namely, a
science of economic friction and disturbance.

So far as method is concerned, a theory of economic
dynamics must use deduction, as did the theories of
the Ricardlan school. It must base itself on the

conclusions of economic statics, which, as we have

seen, are uncompromisingly theoretical. Yet realism
is the striking trait of the dynamic theory. It
includes in its field of view just the elements that
have been needed to make a deductive economic

science fully interpret the world of fact.
In the markets of all parts of the world where

competition rules the standards about which prices
fluctuate are set by static forces, and the fluctuations
are accounted for by dynamic ones. Actual prices
are now above the standards and now below them,

as a pendulum is now on one side of an imaginary
vertical line and now on the other. This vertical hue

coincides with the position that the pendulum would
hold, if it were under the influence of static forces

Standards only. The oscillations are due to dynamic forces;
oJ price set
by static and these can be measured, if we first know tile
la_._s,oscn- nature of the static forces and the position to which,lutions

about them if they were acting alone, they would bring the pen-accounted

forby dy- dulum. The oscillations of prices about the natural
namic mflu-
eaceB, standards can be accounted for only by a like method

of study. The same thing is true of natural wages
and interest, and of the fluctuations about these stand-
ards that actual rates show. Static forces set the

standards, and dynamic forces produce the variations.

This, however, is not the largest effect of dynamic
forces. We shall not have learned the most impor-

tant thing about them, when we have accounted for
the deviations from natural rates that actual values,

Changesin wages and interest show. We shall see that dynamic
static stand-
ards them- forces create new conditions in which static forces
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work. In these new conditions natural values, etc., selvesaccounted
are not what they were in the former conditions, for bydy-

Thus, the price of cotton cloth that is entirely natural nammlaw_

when this fabric is made by hand is far from natural
when it is made by machinery. The normal price
of cotton cloth fell in consequence of tile inven-
tions of Watt, Hargreave, Arkwright and Crompton.
Before these men did their work, the price of the

cloth was fluctuating about one natural standard;
afterward it fluctuated about another. Similarly,
the normal level of wages is rising and that of inter-
est is falling, in consequence of far-reaching dynamic
influences. At any one time there is one standard of

value, wages and interest set by static forces, and at
that time the temporary fluctuations of actual rates
about these standards are due to dynamic causes.
At a later time it will be found that the standards

themselves have undergone a cha_ge; and these
grander effects arc the most important ones that are

attributable to dynamic forces. A theory of disturb-
unce and variation is, indeed, included in the science

of economic dynamics; but the most important

thing that is included in it is a theory of progress.
The normal wealth of the world will be greater, and
the natural level of wages will be far higher in the
year 2000 than they are to-day, if the greater forces
of economic dynamics continue to work.

We have now before us the boundaries of the Umveraal
phenomena,

three natural divisions of economic science. The statmsocial
first embraces the universal phenomena of wealth, phenomenaanddynamic
If anything is true of the wealth-getting and the socialphe-nomena--

wealth-using process under every condition of social the suhjects
of the three

development, it is material for this division. The divisions of
ecoIlomlc

second includes social economic statics, and tells science.

what further happens, in connection with wealth, if

society is organized, and if no change takes place in
D
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its form of organization or in its mode of action.
The third division includes social economic dynamics,

and tees what still further happens, as regards the
wealth and welfare of the community, by reason of

the fact that society is changing in form and in modes
of activity.

Relations of If we wish to note the relation that these three
the new di-
visions to divisions bear to the four traditional ones, we shall
the old.

see that the first division, treating of universal eco-
nomic phenomena, includes fundamental concepts
and facts that are naturally put into an introductory

division or Gr_ndleg_nq. Yet this division may be
made to include all needful discussion of eonsump-

Consump- tion, since this is an individualistic operation, of
zion offers
material for which the fundamental laws are the same in all
the first
dlvlsio,, social conditions. The second division discusses
and ex- value, which has been commonly treated underchange and

distribution exchange, and natural or static wages and interest,material for

the second, which have been commonly treated under distribu-
tion. The third division is devoted to the dynamics

of production, which include changes in value and
The dy- the whole of the dynamics of distribution. And, as
namlcs of
distribution changes in human wants constitute the dynamics of
offers mate- consumption, the effect of such changes enters as anrlal for the
Shlrddivl- element into the material with which this division
sion.

deals. The three divisions here proposed are quite

distinct from each other, though they arc interde-
These three pendent and consecutive. The second division takesdivisions

distinct, among its data the facts and principles presented ia
The four
traditional the first; and the third begins by assuming all that
dlvismns is stated or assumed by the second. Of the four oldmerged in

each other, divisions, three are hopelessly merged in each other;and nowhere

coincident and none of the four accurately corresponds to eitherwith the
three here Of the three divisions that we have called natural. 1
proposed.

l If the term "statics of distribution" had been used and had

been very broadly defined, it might have been made to coincide in
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It is already clear that the field for new investlga- Economicdynamics
tion offered by economic dynamics is an indefinitely t_e mostfruitful
fruitful one. It would become still clearer that this field.

is the fact, if it were practicable here to describe, in

a more detailed way, the particular problems that

have to be solved in a theory of social economic

progress. They include every possibility of gain
that can come to humanity by economm change.

They are essentially new problems, because the pre-

vailing mode of economic study has not heretofore
isolated them, brought them clearly into view and

afforded the data for solving them. Not without its

references to progress has been the theory that has
founded itself on the old and baffling plan of a four-

fold division of the whole science into production,

&stribution, exchange and consumption; but it has Successfulstudms in it
not been in a position to solve the problems that dependent

on a known
progress presents, for the reason that a knowledge edge of
of static law is universally needed as a preliminal T static law.

to a knowledge of dynamic law. As is the case in
mechanics, the forces of rest must be known before
those of movement can be understood.

its scope with the second of the three proposed divisions ; but this
would have revolved attaching a broad meaning to the term, distri-
bution, since it would thus have made it to cover the orgamzatmn
of productive society into groups.

Diwdmg a field by two intersecting lines makes four divisions
instead of three. A treatment of every possible phase of eeonomm

PR,_TrCE hfe would reqmte us to study field 1 of the
accompanying diagram, or pritmtlve eco-

1 o_ nomm statics, and then field 2, or primitJre

. ._ economic dynamics. If after tins we were
ls to enter the social terntory, we should at

4 once be in field 4, that of social economm
dynamics, and should have passed by the

sce_L indispensable division of social economic
statics. As our entire purpose is to understand the laws of a
dynamic soeml industry, we attain our end by covering only field_
1. 3 and4.



CHAPTER IV

THE BASIS OF DISTRIBUTION IN UNIVERSAL ECO-

NOMIC LAWS

THIS work will first present the static laws of dis-

tribution -- a subject that falls within the field that we
have defined as belonging to the second of the three

s_opeof natural divisions of economic science. It will offer
the presentwor_: a pure theory of what may be called natural wages

and interest. Statistical studies it will not make;

and it will not discuss in detail the practical mecha-

nism by which exchanges are effected. It will contain
no treatment of money and banks, of taxation, or of

political action that is taken for the purpose of influ-

encing the terms of distribution.
The laws of distribution, as broadly defined and

made to include those of exchange, are the distinc-

tively social laws of economics, since they account
for the organization of society into producing groups,
and for the organization of each group into classes of
laborers, capitalists and employers. They account

also for the transactions of these groups and classes
with each other. Static laws furnish the natural

standards to which the incomes of economic groups
and those of laborers and capitalists within them
tend to conform. Dynamic laws, on the other hand,
account, fi_st, for the variations of actual incomes

from these natural standards ; and, secondly, for the

slow and steady change that, as time progresses, is
taking place in the standards themselves.

36
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Natural wages to-day are not what they will be a

year hence. If society is evolving in a normal way,
the standards of pay in the future will steadily rise.

The actual rate of pay, as the evolution goes oil, will
pursue the rising theoretical standard, but will lag
behind it in its upward movement. The rate at
which the standard of pay rises and the influences

that determine the extent to which the actual pay
of labor varies from it are typical subjects of a

dynamic theory of distribution; and so far as this
work discusses any of these subjects, it will enter
the domain of the third natural division of pure eco-

nomics. A theory of distribution, static and dy-
namic, would constitute the greater part, though
not the whole, of the second and third divisions of

a complete economic theory. The field of social

economic dynamics, however, is the unexplored part
of the general economic field. If present plans shall
be realized, this work will in due time be followed by
another, which will deal with the distinctly dynamic
laws. In the present work the "natural "-- or, more it falls

mamly
accurately, the static- standards of wages, interest within the

limits of
and profits will be presented; and dynamic move- socialoco-
ments will be described only in the most brief and nomlcstaticaD
general way, for the sake of making clear the fact
that static laws dominate the activities of a real and

dynamic society. Wages in the practical world, with
all its radical changes and with all the friction that

it offers to the action of pure law, actually hover but willtry
to show that

about the static standards; and their variations from static laws

these are themselves subject to law. In particular, it dominatedynamic
is necessary to know that the primitive law which societies.
puts a man face to face with nature and makes him

dependent on what he personally can make her yield
to him is still, in essence, the law of the most complex
economy.
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If we were to assume, at the outset, that all of the
universal truths of economics are known, we should

pass completely over the first division of a general

economic theory and begin with the second. Prin-
ciples that in reality apply to all industrial life are
thrown into prominence in elementary treatises, al-

though these consciously aim to explain the economy
of organized societies. Such treatises have never
divided the theory of economics in the manner here

proposed, and have never presented the universal
truths of that science in a division by themselves,
in a way that marks the distinction between them
and those facts and laws which depend on social or-

Acquaint-
ance with ganization. What they have done, however, in the

umversalm°stof the way of presenting these truths, has made it possible
economic tO discuss the social laws of economms without re-
ideas as-

sumed, hearsing at the beginning many of the more general
laws. We know what wealth is, what its varieties

are, and what agencies act in the production of it.
We have in mind definitions of labor and capital, and
the usual distinction between fixed capital and that

of the circulating kind. We are familiar with the
so-cMled law of diminishing returns, by which land

under tillage rewards labor and capital less and less
bountifully, as more and more labor and capital are
used on a given area. We know the essentiai laws

of consumption. In short, we possess a body of truth
which, although it has not been separated from
truths of a distinctively social economy, makes it

possible for us to study the social problems without
an extended introduction to them. 1

1 The reader is referred to the English works of J. S. Mill,
Henry Fawcett, Sidgwick and Marshall, to authoritative formgn
treatises, and to such American works as those of F. A. Walker,

Hadley and others, for able presentations of economic truths that
are universal in their apphcation, although these are not formally
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Some general questions in economics, however, Reasonsfor
presemmg

have not yet been treated in the way that furnishes someof
the needed basis for the study of distributive prob- them.

lems. ]n these instances we shall be forced to make

brief statements that would naturally fall in the in-

troductor ! division of a general treatise on economics,
if such a division were offered. Oll controverted

points, moreover, we must take a definite position
and assign grounds for doing so.

It happens that ill an earlier work the author of
the present volume has presented some of the univer-
sal laws of wealth in a form that makes them har-

monize with the theory here to be presented and
constitute, in so far, an introduction to it. 1 The
treatment that these laws there received was, how-

ever, not complete. Moreover, the work was not
prepared with a view to its serving as an adequate
introduction to the present treatise. For such a

purpose, what is especially needed is a sharply de-
fined boundary line separating the field of universal
economics from that of social economics. How much,
then, is contained in the first of these fields ?

We have said that the universal laws of economics

depend on relations of mankind to natme, while the
social laws, as included in a theory of distribution,

depend on relations between man and man. This
generalization will guide us in defining the scope
of the preliminary division of the general theory.
We have said that the essential laws of consumption

and all those laws of production that act in the
absence of exchanges are subjects for this intro-

ductory division of the general theory. _hat we Premises for
need particularly to know is how much of what is the theory

separated from those which are bruited in their application to a
socml economy.

1 See The Philosophy of Wealth.
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of dlstribuo contained in such a division of the subject has to
tionfound
among the be used in the second division.How far does a

universal statementof universallaws of economicsgo in thetruths.

directionof furnishingpremisesfora theoryofvalue

and fora theoryofwages and interest?

It will be recalled that in our analysis the fixing
of values is the same thing as the adjusting of the
terms of group distribution, while the fixing of wages
and interest is the making of the final division of

Value, incomes within the several sub-groups. Value, wages
wagBs and
mterost, as and interest 1 are, therefore, the distinctive subjects
adjusted in
the market, of the second of the proposed scientific divisions,
socialphe- since they are essentially social phenomena. The firstnomena.

division, on the contrary, must include nothing that
depends on exchanges: it must put out of sight the
organization of society and whatever that entails.

Under these limitations, does a theory of universal
economics offer any materials for a study of values,
wages and interest? We shall see.

Take away exchanges. In imagination sweep out
of existence the industrial institutions of modern

society. This is annihilating the most of what is
known as civilization: it leaves the individual man

face to face with nature, and under the necessity of

making a living by his efforts and her bounty. He
must make his own goods and use them. He must

begin with the rawest material and fashion goods
to completion. Under such circumstances it is a
short list of articles that a man can have. Rude

must they be, and awkward must be the process of
making them. By some tests the man who should

live without exchanges would be less civihzed than
are bees, ants, beavers and other animals whose pro-
duction is organized ; yet he would still lead an eco-

1 The reason for omitting to treat profits at this point will soon
appear. See p. 70, also i ). 78 et seq.
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nomic life. He would possess wealth, and some of Productionand con-
it would be capital. His production and his coil- sumption

not hmited
sumption would be subject to laws. to social

Since production acts on nature for no other pur- nfe.
pose than that nature may react on the producer
himself, the economy of every man resolves itself
into a process by which he indirectly serves himself,
USnlg natural material as a means. This "means" is

wealth. Through the medium of things, man serves

man in any system of economy. In the primitive sys-
tem the same man is server and the served, whereas

in a social system one man serves another. Wealth is,
nevertheless, always the means employed. The goods The econ-omyof an
that an isolated man would make for himself are the isolated
concrete forms that his wealth would assume; and man.

the attributes that would distinguish them are the
same that in a commercial city make the difference
between what is wealth and what is not.

In every stage of economic evolution wealth con-
sists of useful material things; but their utility is
of the kind that we may call specific. Each part of
the supply has some importance attaching to it. Such

goods are unlike air or salt water, of which any specific
cubic yard might be removed without doing harm. If spec_ac

utility the
the goods are of such a kind that by adding to the universal
supply of them you make some one better off, and wealth,attribute of

by taking away any of them you make him worse off,
they are wealth. Outward material things that are
appropriable and, in this specific way, useful, are

economic goods. They are commodities, or concrete
forms of wealth ; and this description applies as per-

fectly to the canoe of a savage and its load of fish
as it does to an Atlantic steamship and its rich and

varied cargo.
If an article is useful to one man, it is usually so

to another, and it is therefore in itself exchangeable.
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It will, in fact, probably be exchanged, if a social
economy is established. It has the qualities that
would induce a person other than the owner to make
some sacrifice in order to get it. In considering how
much it is best to give for it, q say, in the form of
labor or of the product of labor, -- such a person
would apply the principle with which all readers
are now familiar, under the title, "final utility." As
this term is usually defined, it means the degree of
usefulness that the last of a series of similar articles

possesses. Give to a man one unit of the article A,
and then another and another, till he has ten of

The them. While each of the articles in the series may
dIminishmg
utilityof do him some good, the amount of the benefit will
successive
increments steadily diminish, as the number of the articles grows
ofcommod-larger, and the tenth one will benefit him least of
ltv a general
pi_ncwl¢, all In order to add to his stock of A, the man will

never sacrifice more than what is, in his view, a fair
offset for the benefit that he will get from the tenth
and last unit of it. Ill order that an article may be
wealth at all, each unit of the supply of it must, as
we have seen, be of some importance to its owner.
The law that we have just cited marks the last unit
of the supply as the least important unit. This is
one of the universal laws of economics.

There is much to be said as to the completeness
and the accuracy of this conception of the law of
final utility, which modern theory puts at the basis
of the theory of value. We shall see what an impor-
tant change has to be made in it, if it is to be brought
into conformity with facts. For the present, we may
put it into the form of a hypothesis and use it pro-
visionally. If men do in fact use a number of units
of consumers' goods, all of a kind, and if the specific
utility of these goods diminishes as they get more
and more of them, then what they will give for any
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of them will be gauged by the specific utility of the
last one. If these familiar premises of the modern Theaction

of this
theory of value correspond with the facts of life, principlein
the theory explains the prices of goods in a modern soc_a_n_e.

market: it is a true philosophy of a most important
social phenomenon.

The line that separates universal economics from

social economics runs between the principle of final
utility and the application of that principle in a

theory of value. The primitive economy that we The actionof Itin
have imagined cannot test final utilities in a market, molatedlife.

for it has no exchanges. Can it not, then, test them
at all, and does it not find it necessary to do so ?
We may easily see that it does this, and that the
purpose is exactly like that for which organized
society makes the same test. The principle of final

utility belongs in the first division of a theory of
economics and has to be assumed in the second
division.

There is always a gain in diversifying the articles
that men consume. This is a principle of human

nature that affords a universal law of consumption.
The industry of the savage state cannot carry the Diversifying

ode ]fl] _11 J_

diversifying process far, because it cannot produce _o,_,_mj,t,o_
everywhere

many kinds of goods. A man who should try to gamin1;
make many different kinds of articles entirely for diversify-ing his pro-
himself would be a jack of all trades, and would be ductmn

everywhero
so poor in most of them that he would lose as a pro- wasteful.

ducer more than, through the diversity of the articles,
he would gain as a consumer. Making a few things

only, the savage can glut his desires for any one of
them by an overproduction of it. The diminution
in the utility of successive units of goods of one
kind makes itself keenly felt, if he works too long
in one occupation. If, then, he has so much meat
on hand that more will be of little use to him, he
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may turn to hewing out canoes, fashioning bows
and arrows, or building huts. Otherwise, he will do
nothing; since the utility of a further unit of au

overproduced kind of wealth will not be enough to
keep him working.

The law of final utility fixes the point at which

such a producer will stop creating one product and
begin making another. A modern laborer, with

money in his pocket, is supposed to consult the law
of final utility in making purchases and to spend

each dime where, in view of the supply of different
things already on hand, it will do him the most

Anisolated good. The savage in our assumed ease has, notman's labor
apportioned dimes, but efforts to expend; and he directs the
among hm
different oc- expenditure of them according to the same principle.
cupatlons When he has dulled the keenness of his desire for oneby the law

of anal thing, he makes another. While markets and pricesutility.

are, therefore, modern phenomena, the study of which
has no place in a division of the science devoted to

universal truths, the law of final utility which directs
the purchases that are made in a modern market also
directs the production of the isolated man, and is
a universal law of economics.

Draw the line, then, between a theory of ex-
change economy, or catallactics, and a primitive
economy that treats of actions and reactions be-
tween man and nature. On the one side of this

line you will find markets, values and like phenom-
ena; on the other side you will find those laws of
consumption which govern values. In modern life
these laws direct the social demand for different

Thisa law goods offered in the shops; but in primitive life
of consump-
tion and they control the manner in which a man husbands
universally his productive power and uses it where it will dooperative.

him the most good. The law of final utility is com-
mon to both economies.
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This is not all. The picture of an isolated man

turning his own labor from making one thing, of
which he now has a supply, to the making of a
thing that has a higher final utility, illustrates a
characteristic of modern life which is in danger of
being overlooked. Through the laws of value The labor of

the somal
society, in its entirety, is doing exactly this. It is organismam
turning its collective energies from one direction a wholeapportioned

to another, according to the law of final utility, amongdlf-ferent em-

Markets and values afford the mechanism for doing ployments
by the ac-

this. Think of society as an isolated being, turning tion ofthim

its collective energy to the making of one thing till law.
it has enough of it and then making another, and
you have the fundamental fact. The science of an
exchange economy must tell us how this change is
made.

When we look solely at individuals in a modern
state and see how they deal with each other, we lose

sight of fundamental truths. The difficulty of seeing
a forest, by reason of the trees, is small in comparison

with the difficulty of getting a view of society, because
of individuals and their intricate dealings. We must,
therefore, take a broad view: we must not put our-
selves in one man's place, and look at things solely
through his eyes. There is no doubt about one fact

-- the fact that an oversupply of any one article in a
market means a social glut of a specific kind. In
such a case, the effective demand for this article in

society as a whole is more than met. Then it is that,

through the mechanism of a falling price, society is
warned to turn its energies to the making of some-
thing else ; and its whole procedure is nothing more
or less than doing what an isolated man would do,

if he found his want of one commodity becoming
satiated.

If, then, we individualize society--if we make
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it to be in its entirety one isolated being, and if we
give rein to that philosophy which treats a body of
independent beings as one organism--we find it

doing what a solitary man would do, under tho
influence of the law of diminishing utility. Putting
a price on each article in a market is the act of the

collective organism in estimating the importance to
Changesm itself of each of its own products. Theoretically, it
price ex-
press the takes the whole of society to make any one article
need of
changing rise or fall in price. The movement of labor and
lhJsappor- capita] from an industry the product of which hastm_Jment of

lab,,r, fallen in price to one the product of which has risen
in price is also a social operation. It is the act of
society in economizing its productive forces and turn-

ing them where they will do to itself the most good.
The motives in this movement are individualistic, but

Prices are the resultant is collective. Each man pursues his own
glacial phe-
m,mena,but interest; but, as the outcome of his activity, society
the principle"]mtdeter- acts as a solitary man would act under the influence
mme_them of the law of diminishing utility. The law itself isis universal.

universal, and the statement of it belongs in the first
division of economic theory; but the description of

the mechanism by which the law works in a society
belongs in the second division.

The deepest economic problems have reference to
wages and interest. These incomes are fixed by
that final distributing operation which takes place
within each of the industrial groups. Let an em-

ployer sell his product, pay for his raw material
and use the money that he has left in paying wages
and interest, and this final distribution is complete.

Nothing of this kind, however, takes place in primi-
The divid- tire life. Selling products and dividing the returns
mg of an in-
come into carry us to an advanced or social state. Where a
shares is a
s-cmlopera- man makes all his own goods, is there any trace of
_Ol_, distribution in his economy ? Of the separating of a
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collective income into shares there is certainly nothing;

and yet the principle that in social economy governs
the separation has as clear a field for its action under
primitive conditions as it has under any other.

Market value, then, is a social phenomenon; but

the principle of final utility, by which values are
fixed, is universal in its scope. So, too, the division buttheptm-

clple of
of the income of an industrial group into wages and _mall_ro,1-
interest is a social phenomenon; but the principle uetl_.winch is at

that governs that division _the principle, namely, _11_b._so_such a d1_-

of specificproductivity--isas dominantin primitivetl,bulion,IS

life as it is anywhere, umversal.

The specific i_ro,tuetivit.q of labor fixes waqes- this
is the thesis that is to be supported in this volume.
Ascertain how large a product is to he atmbuted to Thespe(nfie

1)l 0d11c1;1¥ 1Ty

a single uni_ of labor that is employed in raising ,,fi._l.... 1he
b,'t SlS of

wheat, making shoes, smelting iron, spinning cotton, ,v,,_,,_s,a,,d
etc., and you have the standard to which the pay of ti,:..l oap_-tal the basra

all labor tends to conform. In like manner does the e_mtere._t.

specific productivity of capital fix the rate of in-
terest. Ascertain how large a product is due to the
presence of the single unit of capital in each industry,

and you have the standard to which all interest tends
to adjust itself.

This principle of specific productivity acts in all Thisprin-cipleopera-
stages of economic life. It reveals itself, however, tlve in all

stages of
in one way when a man lives in isolation, and in a economm

very different way when he lives in a commercial life.
state. When labor and capital everywhere cobperate,
there is, if we are discerning enough to see it, every-

where a definite product that can be attributed to a
single unit of each of them. One hour of labor
that a savage bestows on the making of a canoe
creates a certain amount of wealth, and so does a

unit of labor that he gives to any other of his small
list of occupations.
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A man living in solitude and making all his own

goods, by the aid of his equipment of working in-
struments, has to form some conception of the prod-
uctivity of a unit of labor. He may have an hour
which is available for fishing or for working on a
canoe that will make future fishing more productive.
An hour may be devoted to gathering fruits or to

fashioning a spade, for working the soil and thus
making food in the future more abundant. In mak-

_ow the ing a decision between two such uses of his time and
final prod-
uctivity of effort he measures, in his own rude way, the produc-
capital has tivity of a unit of capital and that of a unit ofto be tested

in isolated labor. The canoe and the spade stand for capital;life.

and the hour that is spent in perfecting such an
equipment adds one unit to the man's small fund of
it. The hour that is spent in fishing or in fruit
gathering adds a unit to the day's labor. Which, on
the whole, is the more productive ? The answer de-

pends on a law that is the basis of distribution in a
modern society, but the law itself is universal.

As consumers' goods grow less and less useful, when
a series of units of them are supplied, so producers'

goods, or forms of capital, if they have to be used by
one man, grow less and less productive. The last
tool adds less to man's efficiency than do earlier tools.

If capital be used in increasing quantity by a fixed
working force, it is subject to a law of diminishing
productivity. This law determines how much labor

it is best to withdraw from the securing of what
ministers directly to wants, for the sake of making an
addition to the equipment of working instruments.

Diminishing The choice between casting a line from the shore to
returns
from capital catch fish and working on the construction of a canoe,
the checkon like the choice between climbing a tree for wild h'uitthe making

o_too_. and working on a spade for future gardening, is deter-
mined by exactly the same principle that is at work
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in fixing the point at which the labor force of a civil

ized state shall be taken out of the shops that make
goods for consumption and put into those that make

tools, machines, etc. The principle of the final prod-
uctivity of labor and capital everywhere determines
how much capital it pays to accumulate. 1

What we have now to note is the fact that the Thelawof
diminishing

diminishing productivity of labor, when it is used in returnso_
labor gon-

connection with a fixed amount of capital, is a uni- eral.
versal phenomenon. This fact shows itself ill any
economy, primitive or social. The statement of the The applica-tionof this
general principle belongs in the first division of law_oa

theory of
economic theory, while the application of it to a wages apart

theory of natural wages in a social state belongs in of socialeconomies.

1 Here the greatest of care has to be used in the definition of

terms. We have said that the specific productivity of labor fixes

wages, and this means that pay conforms to the amount of

product that is specifically imputable to any one unit of labor in a
working force. This implies that the products of the different units

are equal. In like manner, the specific productivity of capital

fixes interest. The earnings of a dollar are what the dollar creates ;

and this imphes that in any one fund of capital, as it is described
in terms of money, the products of all the different dollars are the

same. Yet the law of diminishing productivity seems to require

that the products of different units of labor and of capital should be

unlike and that final umts should be the least productive. Here is,
apparently, a startling contradiction; but it will soon disappear.

If terms be defined with care, final productivity and specific prod-

uctivity mean the same thmg. Only when the terms are so used

is itcorrect to say that wages are fixed by the final productivity of
labor and interest by that of capital. Moreover, when the term

final productlwty is otherwise defined, it leads to a theory of the

exploitation of labor. If units of labor that stand early in a series
continue to create more wealth than they get, labor is robbed The
theory that makes society honest and the one that makes it to be a
system of organized plundering of labor are dlstmgmshed by the
two unlike definitlous of the term, final productiwty. We must

soon make clear the nature of these opposite views that may be
stated in the same terms. We must separate the concept of final

productivity that is identical with specffic productivity from the one
that is unlike it This, however, is the work of a later chapter.

]l
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the second division. It is this application that we
have to make in the present volume.

The law of In like manner, in connection with capital, the line

the dlmin- that divides the first division of economic theory fromishing re-

turnsof cap- the second runs between the law of diminishing prod-ital umver-

,sl. uctivity and the application of it. Supply capital
in successive units to a fixed force of laborers, and

everywhere you get, as a result, smaller and smaller
additions to your output. This is a universal hw,

which vitally affects the conduct of men, even in a
primitive wilderness, in deciding how large an equip-
ment of capital it pays to create. In such a state

there are no wages or interest to be paid, and no mar-
ket rates of any kind to be determined; but the prin-
ciple of final productivity reveals itself with entire

Socialapph- clearness in the simplest economy, it is when this
cations of
this prm- principle acts in such a way as to determine how
ciplethe many laborers and how much capital there shall bebasis of a
theoryof in one of the industries of a civilized state that it
dmtnbution.

produces a social effect. This action of the general
law is a fitting subject for the theory of social eco-

nomics; and here it becomes the basis of a theory of
distribution.

Universal principles, then, and the social appli-
cations of them, are the two contrasted things.

There are no markets in a wilderness ; yet the law of
final utility, which governs markets, is there in action.

There are no wages and interest to bc paid in the
economy of solitary life ; yet the law of the fiaal prod-
uctivity of labor and of capital is there, as every-
where, in action. These two principles are the ones
that we take from the omitted first division of eco-

nomic theory, as we enter on the second discussion,
which deals with distribution. We tacitly assume
all the familiar facts about the nature of wealth, and

about the character of the economic process, as a
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subjugation of nature by man. For immediate use, _e]awof
varying

moreover, we need a knowledge of three laws, of eflaciency of
which tile first is one that we may term the law of consumers"wealth, of

the varying efficiency of consumers' wealth, which is producer_'wealth and
the basis of natural value; the second is the law of the of labor, as

borrowed
varying efficiency of producers' wealth, which is the _romu_,-
basis of natural interest; and the third is the law _e,sal e_o-uomlrs_ a

of the varying efficiency of labor, which is at the premise,,fthe theory

bottom of natural wages. These are among the of distribu-tion.
universal truths of economic science.



CHAPTER V

ACTUAL DISTRIBUTION THE RESULT OF SOCIAL

ORGANIZATION

EXCHANGES add much to the economy of primitive
life, but they subtract nothing from the essential
laws of it. Man must still tame the forces of nature

Primitive and transform materials into commodities. The gen-
life worthy
of study,be. eral laws of the wealth-creating and the consuming
eaus_the process are the same in all economies; and it is thisessential

lawsof it persistence in civilized conditions of the laws thatare st*ll

operative, govern primitive life which makes it worth while to
study that life at all. It is in such simple conditions
that these laws act alone ; and it is here, therefore,

that they can be separately examined. It is not be-
cause the life of a Crusoe is of much importance that
it has been introduced into economic discussion: it

is because the principles by which the economy of
an isolated man are directed still guide the economy
of a modern state.

There are, it is true, new forces now in action, in

connection with the old ones; and it is absolutely
necessary to make a separate study of these new

Catallactics forces. Catallactics, the term once suggested as a
the science
of what is title for the whole of economic science, is an accurate
added to name for that division of the science which treats of
primitive
hfe byor- phenomena that are attributable to exchange only.
ganization
and ex- It assumes, at the outset, the facts and principles
changing, that are common to all economics_ and then proceeds

to examine those which are peculiar to an exchange
52
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economy. The interchange of products disguises, Incomes
apparently

but does not destroy, the dependence of the indi- pa,d by
employers

_*idual on nature. A laborer's income m,Ly seem to really

come to him as a payment from another man; but ill wrested_[rom ha-

essence it is still the response that nature makes to ture, as n_
prmntive

his own labor--it is his own virtual product. 1,re.

A study of exchanges naturally notices at the out-
set the motive for resorting to them. This motive The gain

from diw-
is the gain that is inherent in a divismn of labor, s_ouo_labo_

due to the
This principle, however, is only the reversal of one r(.,'e*se,._c-

that we have refelred to in connection with prinfi- t_,)nof .'hela_ ol ',_dste

five life. We there saw that the diversification of from d_,er-
sffymg oue

employments by an isolated man involves a loss of man's work.
productive power. Whoever thus does many things,
does them slowly and ill, and he is sure to have few

and poor appliances for aiding him in the processes.
Since the diversification of a man's productive action
is a loss, specialization is a gain. Moreover, the far-
ther the specializing is carried, the greater become

the celerity and the accuracy of the man's work.
This principle of loss from doing many kinds of Specialized

production,
labor, and of gain from doing a few kinds, is one w_tha_ver-
that applies to all economic states; but what is not sifted con-sumptlon,

universal is the opportunity for specializing that posstblei_socmty.

an exchange economy offers. The organizatmn of

society into producing groups and sub-groups makes
it possible for a man to produce only one kind of

product, or, in the end, only one minute fraction of a
product, while still satisfying his omnivorous wants.

Let us, then, withdraw from the persons who are

making everything for themselves the single function

of making shoes and assign it to a distinct class,
who shall provide foot-wear for the community.
This industry may not absorb their whole time and
energy; but, so far as they are engaged in it, they

constitute one industrial group. Assign, now, the
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making of clothing, the securing of meat, the raising

of cereals, etc., each to its own separate group, and
we have made the first and most general organiza-

This end tion of society for production. We have thus multi-attainedby
group plied many fold the product that can be created, andmakmg.

we have also made the income of each group depend
on the exchange value of its product. The market
prices of goods fix the incomes of groups in their
entirety; and, as we have already indicated and
shall hereafter state in greater detail, the movements

of men from groups in which returns are low to
those in which they are higher has the effect of
drawing the price of each article toward a natural
standard. We have seen that normal prices are

those which afford equal gains to the labor and the
capital in different groups. Wherever normal prices
rule, they indicate such an arrangement of the
groups that a day's labor in one produces as much,

The natural and gets as much, as it does in another. When theincome of
eachgroup adjustment is complete, the income of such a group,
_tsproduct, if it be reduced to value, is its own virtual product.

The members of it may retain none of their own
merchandise ; but they get the "dollars," or units of
wealth, that they produce. This is a thesis for the
theory of catallactics to establish.

Now push the differentiating process further, and
let the making of each completed article become the

joint function of several sub-groups. Let some men
raise cattle, others tan hides and others make shoes.

Let the work of making clothing, food products, etc.,
also be subdivided. The gain that is inherent in spe-

The normal cialization is increased. The income of each sub-group
income of
eachsub- is now the value, not of a completed article, but of
groupits the one particular utility that it imparts to that arti-product.

cle. It is a distinguishable something, indeed ; but it
is something that is merged and lost in an indivisible
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commodity. In kind, it is a quality imparted to the
article ; in value, it is a fraction of the article. A thesis

that the theory of exchange economy has to establish

is that such particular utilities, or sub-products, have
their prices_ and when these are normal, each sub-

group gets, as an income, the value that it creates.
Now carry the differentiating process to completion.

W_thin each sub-group there is labor to be performed,

and there is capital to be furnished. The sub-group
that turns leather into shoes must have its factories
full of machines and men to run them. We will let

a distinct class of persons furnish the factory with

machines and with the raw material. The theory
of catallactics has to prove that the income of the Theincomeof each
one class that labors and that of the other which .agcntwith-
furnishes capital is, in each case, its virtual product, m a sub-group natu.
If the adjustments that take place within the sub- rally ltsproduct.
groups are perfectly normal, the classes of which the
sub-groups are made, as well as the sub-groups in their
entirety, get their several products. Catallactics has

to study the structure of such a society as this, has to
trace the divisions and sub-divisions that it makes in

the producing operation, and has to see how the law
that tends to identify the income of each agent with
iCs virtual product acts in spite of the complications

that disguise it. This is a comprehensive study,
structural and functional, of the group system of
production. Values, wages and interest are to be
accounted for; and the study that does this must

analyze the entire producing operation.
Catallactics, as a whole, falls into two divisions, of

which the first includes the statics and the second

the dynamics of an exchange economy. Progress is
mainly the result of the social relation. One function
of economic society is that of growth. It is becom-

ing larger and richer, and its structure is changing.
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As time passes, it uses more and better appliances for
Social prog- production. The individual members of it developressdevel-
opsmen's new wants, and the society uses its enlarging processwantsand
their tO gratify them. The organism is perpetually gain-
powers, ing in efficiency, and this is promoting the individual

members of it to higher planes of life. In the pro-

ducing operation there is more and more intelligence
used, for the forces of nature are better understood

and there is a better coSrdination of all the partici-
pants. There is more bounty on the side of nature,
since more forces are placed at man's disposal ; and

there is more efficiency in the industrial ranks them-
selves.

Five generic changes are going on, every one of
which reacts on the structure of society, by chang-

ing the arrangements of that group system which
it is the work of catallactics to study:--

Fivegeneric 1. Population is increasing.changesin
progress. 2. Capital is increasing.

3. Methods of production are improving.
4. The forms of industrial establishments are

changing: the less efficient shops, etc., are passing
from the field, and the more efficient are surviving.

5. The wants of consumers are multiplying.
Each Every one of these changes acts on the structure
changesthe
sizesof the of the producing organism, society, for it alters the
industrial relative sizes of the different industrial groups.groups.

AHs Brrr Crtr
Atr Bll Crt
Ar B t Ct
A B C

Let us recur to the illustrative table that was used

in an earlier chapter. There is one sub-group en-

gaged in getting out of the earth the material that,
when finished, will be the article A rH and in passing
it in the form, A, to another set of workers. These
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impart to it the utility that changes it into A r. A
third set of workers now puts its touch on it and
carries it, by one point, nearer to completion. It

becomes Arr, and in that shape goes to the last sul>
group to be finished. Here it becomes A TM, a com-
modity ready for use, and seeks the individual who
is in need of it. B is a second raw material; and in

tim hands of a series of sub-groups of workers it

becomes B t, B _r and B r'. In the last of these shapes
it also is a finished commodity. C, the third raw
material, goes through its transmutations in a similar

way and ripens into C1ft.
A may be the skins of live cattle on a western The !_lan oi

socia_ pro-
ranch ; A t may be hides in a warehouse ready to be ductlon

shipped to a tannery; A pp may be tanned leather illustratedby a simple

and A r_, shoes. B" may be woollen garments that, table.

by passing through kindred transmutations, have
grown out of the fleece of sheep into this completed
condition. Cr" may be bread that has been made out
of growing wheat and has passed through all the

distinct stages in the entire process. All persons
in the series that, in the end, makes A Hp constitute

a producing group ; while those at either A, A _, A _r
or A "r constitute a sub-group. In like manner, all
persons in the B Hr series or in C"' series form a gen-

eral group, which is composed of sub-groups.
This represents the plan on which production goes

on. With this illustration simplified to the last

degree, not three products, but a countless number
are in the retail shops, awaiting consumers. It is,
moreover, not a uniform course of ripening, in which

each has passed four stages, that has brought them
into the finished state. A great variety of ripening

processes is represented. Some articles go through
many hands in the making, and some go through few.
Some also contain many kinds of raw materials.
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These complications will be examined in due time.

At present it suffices to note the effect that changes
of the five kinds above referred to have on the form

of this society. Each one of them takes men out of

some sub-groups and puts them into others. The
mere act of exchanging products carries with it, not
only the fact of a general social organization, but a cer-

tainty of change and progress in that organization. It
is thus impossible that any one of these five changes
which characterize a dynamic economy should take

place without producing an effect on the social struc-
ture. As the simplest and most obvious result, the
comparative sizes of the different groups must change,
if any one of these dynamic movements is in progress.

Movements It is possible, therefore, to identify a dynamic social
of labor and
capitalthe state as one in which there are labor and capital that
sign of a
dynamic are shifting their places in the economic system, and
economy, thus making some of the sub-groups larger and others

smaller. Some labor and some capital may be actu-

ally deserting certain sub-groups and betaking them-
selves to others. Even if a sub-group is not actually

losing equipment, itmay be growing relatively smaller,
by reason of new labor and capital that are adding
themselves to other sub-groups.

Such quantitative changes in the groups are not the

essence of a dynamic social state: more fundamental
changes are taking place. Society changes its struc-

ture as a means of changing its producing function.
It aims to produce goods in greater quantity and

Changein greater variety, and with more economy. It is mov-
essencefUncti°noftheit,ing upward in the scale of power to create and

power to enjoy. Functional change, indeed, is the
essence of dynamics. We avail ourselves of the

changes that take place in the sizes of sub-groups as
the most available test of the presence of dynamic

forces. If society begins to produce new kinds of
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goods, or more goods, or if it begins to use new pro-

cesses, etc., it is bound to reveal the fact by rearranging,
to some extent, its system of industrial groups and
sub-groups. A", for example, may take more men,
and Br'r fewer. A dynamic state may, therefore, be
described as one in which changes in the mode of

production are taking place and are acting on the
structure of industrial society.

In the sense in which we use the term, then, social

dynamics does not consist in mere activity, provided
that it is not of akind which changes the social structure.
In a physical sense, all action is dynamic; and indus- An industrg

dynamic in
try is always action. A physically static industry is the physmal
obviously a contradictiou in terms. On ever)- farm, sense.
men, tools, the chemical elements of the soil, and the

light and heat of the sun are acting. In every mill,
machines are going through their intricate movements

and materials are growing into useful shapes. All
this, however, resolves itself into au elementary kind
of dynamtcs: it is action on the part of the men,
tools and materials--the agents of production. But

if there is no change in the mode of the action, there is
none of that grander progressive movement by which
the structure of society is altered. If no labor and

no capital shifts its place from group to group in the
industrial system, there is none of that type of move-
ment which, in a special and higher sense, we here term
dynamic. Till the ground forever with the same tools
and get the same kinds of crop, work in the same
mills with the same machines and materials--in short,

change nothing in the mode of creating wealth- and

you have a socially static industry. The producing
organism then keeps its form intact.

A world with none of the physical activities of in-
dustry would, of course, be a dead world ; but a state

can be imagined in which the social organism should
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keep its shape intact and in which life should con-

tinue. Men might work and eat, they might be
born and die, in a world in which the forms of indus-

trial organization should show no change. As gen-
erations should succeed each other, the men of each

would take up the trades of their fathers and trans-
mit them to their children. As tools should be worn

out, they would be replaced by others exactly like
An industry them. Changeless in its population, its wealth, its
without
changeof local abodes, its modes of production and the forms
mode imagio_able. Of its wealth, such a society would live, indeed, but

it would show no change in its organic form. Having
life, but not growth, it would be what we identify as
a static society.

This is an imaginary state, but it reveals facts of

real life. There is, it is true, no society that is thus
static. Even the Oriental world is merely less
changeful than the Western. Countries can be found
where progress is very slow, but it is nowhere alto-

gether absent ; and contact with progressive countries
induces movement in the most unprogressive. The
economy of the world,as a whole, is certain to be in-

The imagi- creasingly dynamic. Why, then, do we wish to know
nary static
world re- the laws of an imaginary static state ? Because the
vealscertain forces that act in such a state continue to act in a dy-forces of

realhfe act- namic one. They are even the more powerful of thelag alene.

two sets of forces that there operate. We shall soon
see how the two kinds of force mingle in a modern
state; and we shall see how unlike are their effects,
and how essential it is that we should examine them

separately. The study of the unreal static state is a
heroic but indispensable use of the isolating method
of study, that is adopted in every science where com-

plex phenomena are analyzed. We are, then, studying
the realities of the modern progressive state, when we

examine the characteristics of the imaginary static one.
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We have specified five kinds of change that con-
stitute a dynamic condition. All of them are in prog-
ress in a modern society, and all are acting on its
structural form. As population increases, the new

laborers apportion themselves in an irregular way
among the different groups and sub-groups into which
the producing society is divided, and some of the

sub-groups increase more rapidly than others. As
capital increases, there is the same irregularity in the
apportionment of it; for some of the sub-groups get a
disproportionate share of the new productive fund.
A theory of economic dynamics should tell by what

principle these apportionments are governed.
Mechanical inventions, in particular, are obvious

disturbers of the group relations. Much labor sav-
ing in one part of the system is, so far as it goes,
the cause of a natural drifting of labor to other parts.

New kinds of goods call for new industrial groups
to make them, and these are created by taking men
and capital from old ones. Thus, every one of the

general changes that we have specified, as keeping
society in a dynamic state, declares its presence by
acting on the social structure. Mere industry is the Whystatic

studies must
self-maintenance of society, while growth and change precededy-
are further phenomena. It is as important to sepa- nammones.

rate the two as it is in hydraulics to examine the
properties of a particle of water in a tranquil pool, as
distinct from the further properties that it acquires

when it is projected into the pit in which a turbine
wheel is turning. In dealing with the complex prob-
lems of an advancing economy, the key of success is
the separate study of the static forces that constantly
act within it.



CHAPTER VI

EFFECTS OF SOCIAL PROGRESS

TEE changes thattakeplaceina civilizedsociety
affect its entire collective life, and even the lives of

its individual members. Every man in such a com-

munity acts and thinks differently, and comes in
time to be a somewhat different being, in consequence
of the share that he personally experiences of the
effect of social economic dynamics.

Movements We may keep in view, as the visible sign of this
of labor a
signof thoroughgoing transformation, the local shifting of
change in labor and capital that dynamics involves. It is im-somety and

in its mere- portant to note that every such shifting of the workhers.

of production from group to group is an effort on the
part of society to put itself into the new shape that
static law at the time calls for. With population as it
is at any moment, and with the other elements that

determine the shape of society unchanged, there is a

certain part of the working force that naturally be-
Society longs in each sub-group in the system. But with an
takestherebYthe accession of new workers, a new adjustment is called
shapethat for; and labor will proceed to move toward the pointsstatm law

at the tzme at which, under the conditions created by the e_tlarjedcalls for.

.population, static forces alone would locate it. Capi-
tal must, to some extent, move also. If the dynamic
changes were not again to take place, the labor and

the capital of society would find their new places
and keep them. They would so locate themselves
that each unit of labor would create as much wealth

as any other.
62
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Mere competition tends to equalize the productive
power of what we may call units of labor in different

occupations, and it has the same levelling effect on
capital. If it were allowed to work without obstruc- Units oflabortend
tion, competition would reduce the earning power to be uni-

formlypro-
Of all units of either of these agents to uniformity, by ductlve,and
apportioning them, in a natural way, among the pro- sodo unitsof capital.
ducing groups.

A skilled worker will, of course, always create more
wealth than an unskilled one; for personal differ-

ences between men will always count in determining
their social powers as producers. A good instrument
will also produce more than a poor one. Such a good
instrument, however, represents more units of capital

than does the poor one ; and all that we have claimed
for competition is a tendency to put the different
units of capital where their earnings are equal. This,
of itself, requires that the better instruments--em-

bodying, as they do, greater amounts of capital-
should earn the larger incomes. In like manner, a Unlike mentend to be
laborer of a high grade embodies in himself more une_uany

productive,
units of labor than does an inferior one. Precisely andsodo

what such a unit of labor is, we must in due time unliketools.

ascertain ; but provisionally we may use the familiar
term, unskilled labor, and treat the work performed

by a man with no exceptional skill or endowment as
constituting the unit of which we are speaking. A
superior artisan, however, represents more than one
such unit, and a successful business malinger repre-

sents many of them.
Labor and capital tend to acquire each a certain

producing power that is uniform in the different
groups and sub-groups ; and it is movements caused

by competition that cause this tendency. If we could
think of dynamic influences as exerting themselves for
a time and then completely ceasing to act, we should
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see society thrown out of one static adjustment and
Intermittent given time to assume another. If the dynamic in-
dynamic ac-
tion would fluenees were to act intermittently, with long inter-

givea series vals between their periods of activity, society wouldof different

statmstates, attain an endless series of perfect static adjust-
ments, each of which would be unlike the one that

preceded it. Thus, water in a quiet tank, to and
from which there is no flow, is in a static condition.

The pressure on each particle is uniform in all direc-
tions, and accordingly no particle is in motion. It

is perfectly fluid, however, and the slightest excess
of pressure in any one direction would make it

change its place. Such perfect mobility without
motion is the sign of a static state. Motion is
prevented, not by friction, but by an equilibrium
of the forces that press each particle in different
directions.

Open now the valve that lets water rush into the
tank. The equihbrium is destroyed, and there is

movement everywhere. The surface boils, and cur-
rents are created throughout the body of formerly

quiet fluid. A dynamic force has added itself to the
static ones that were formerly in action, but those
static forces are not annulled: they continue to act

without any diminution of their energy. Stop the

These facts inflow; and though, for a time, the waves and the
illustrated currents continue, in the end they subside. There
b_ the action
o_water, is now attained a new static adjustment of the differ-

ent particles of water in the tank. Each is where
the equalized pressure will hold it under the new
conditions. Repeat the whole operation at intervals ;
and after each inflow there will be a movement that

will relocate every particle of water in the tank.
Afterward there will come a period of quiet, when

the particles will be held in a static equilibrium.
If we regard the individual laborer as the social
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molecule, there is a force acting on him that is analo-
gous to the pressure which acts on a particle of water.

This is the acquisitive impulse--the desire to go
where the largest earnings are to be had. If a mail's
earnings in his sub-group ar_ the same that he could _obinty o_

labor and
get elsewhere, the pressure on him is, as it were, capital,

without
equal in all directions; and he keeps Ins place. If motion,the
the same thing is true of all other workers, society sign of astatic stats.

is in a condition of static equilibrium. The move-
ments of labor from group to group, which are the

visible signs of dynamic conditions, are then entirely
wanting. But if there is an influx of population,
corresponding to the flow of water into the tank,
there is a rearrangement of the socml atoms. Some
groups come to have relatively more laborers than

they formerly had, and others come to have com-
paratively fewer. If tim influx of population ceases
and other disturbing causes are absent, a new static
condition will ensue. The men will be in somewhat

changed positions, in which the earnings of laborers
of a given grade are again brought to an equality in
the different sub-groups. There are, however, some
dynamic influences that act more strikingly, as re-
arrangers of society, than a mere influx of population

would do. Machines, for example, have been rapid
transformers of the social organism ; but, for illustrat-
ing the principle that we have in view, any one of the
five dynamic changes above specified will serve,
since each relocates the members of the industrial

society. If, after such a change, the dynamic influ-
ences cease to act, the static ones place the members
in natural positions and keep them there.

Let us now vary the illustration, by assuming that
the inflow of water is continuous. The static forces

are in action, as before; but they do not succeed in
placing each particle of the fluid in what would

le
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be, if the water were undisturbed, its natural place.
They cause each particle to tend, at every instant,
to move toward what would be at that instant its

natural or static position, if the inflow were then
to cease; but there is a perpetual variation between

the actual position that the particle of water occupies
and its static place. Moreover, its static position at
one time differs from its static position at another
time. The addition to the volume of water in the

tank creates a change in the conditions under which
mere pressure, acting on the fluid material, has to do

its work ; and the locating of the particles, under the
influence of this pressure, gives one result when the
tank is half full and a different result when it is full.

This corresponds to what is taking place in society.

There the five great dynamic influences are all con-
stantly at work. The static forces do their full work
also; but the resultant of it all cannot be the shap-
ing of the group system exactly as static law alone

would shape it. At any one instant there is a par-
ticular place in the system which each man would

take, if the disturbing influences were altogether to
cease. At that instant the man is impelled toward

Continuous the place, but he is not exactly there. Society
dynamic in-
fluences throughout shows an approximation to the natural
causesoci- static arrangement of its members, but it can neverety always

tovary from exactly realize it. A perpetual divergence fromits static

shape, the form into which the acquisitive impulse, acting
on each man, would bring society, if it worked with-
out let or hindrance, results from the continuous

action of the dynamic forces.

These general forces of change also cause the static
shape of the society at one time to differ from its

static shape at another time. A variation from a
standard form is one effect of dynamic forces, and
constant change in the standard form itself is another
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effect. A progressive society, as we have seen, has

rising standards of wages, to which actual wages are
always tending to conform. It also develops an end-
less series of ideal shapes, and strives to form itself
after them. It approximates each of these shapes, but

never exactly attains any one. The ideal model to Theycansethe staI _c

which the group system is trying to conform at one sha_)es
themselves

time differs from the model to which it tends to con- continually
form at any other time. Society, in its growth, is tochange.

pursuing the changes in its model, but it is perpetu-
ally behind time in the race.

For statm science the task is set of finding the

natural condition of society at any one time. For

dynamic science there remains the work of ascertain-
ing the two effects of the forces of change: namely,
the variation of the actual state of society, at any one
time, from the static condition for that time; and,

secondly, the difference between the static condition

of society at one time and the static condition at
another time.

One can hardly assert too emphatically the domi-
nance of the static forces in real and dynamic socie-

ties. For example, a square mile of the ocean during
a storm is not in a static condition. To the man static forces

dominant m

in a ship dynamic forces appear decidedly to pre- the midst
dominate; and yet it is the effects of weight, press- ances.°fdlsmrb-
ure and fluidity--the static forces--that keep
the vessel afloat. They do what, even from the

sailor's point of view, is the more fundamental work.
It is these static forces that determine the effect of

every blow that a wave strikes against the side of
the ship; and it is these same forces that keep the
waves from rising to abnormal heights and hold the

general surface of the sea in a position that approxi-
mates its natural level. Projecting itself through
the waves, in their most violent movement, there is
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an ideal surface to which, at a pm_icular moment,
weight, pressure and fluidity, acting unhindered on
the water, would make its surface correspond. The
actual surface undulates above and below this ideal

surface, but always tends toward it. Similarly,
projecting itself through the group system of a pro-

gressive state, there is an ideal arrangement of the
elements of society, to which the force of competi-

tion, acting on individual men, would make the
society conform. The producing organism actually
shapes itself about this model, and at no time does
it vary greatl_ from it.

Ricardian political economy has distinguished itself
by bold deductions concerning the values of commodi-

ties, the rent of land and the wages of labor. There
are, it affirms, "natural values," to which the selling
prices of different goods tend to conform, and to

which they would accurately conform, if it were not
Ricardian for "disturbing influences." There is also a "nat.theories of
natural ural rent" of every piece of land ; and, if there were
value,etc.,
_asedon as- no friction, the actual rent would equal it. Sweep-
amnptions, ing assumptions have been made, in order to create

the conditions that the classical economists had in

mind. The "economic man " has been created, and

has been made to pursue his own interests remorse-

lessly and intelligently. He l_nows what will in-
crease his gains, and does it without hindrance.
Mobility is his most marked characteristic. The
slightest excess of pressure in one direction will

cause him to change his place in the economic sys-
tem. He drops one pursuit and takes up another
without hesitation, and he encounters no obstacles

in the transit. With such conditions given, prices,
rents, wages and interest are supposed to be "natu-
ral." The prices of goods are in these older theories

said to be "natural," when they equal the cost of pro-
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ducing them; and market prices arc said to fluctuate
about this standard.

The impression that classical political economy,
where it has thus been most successful, has made
on practical minds is one of doctrinarianism. The

world that is under analysis appears to have been
created in the study and to be unreal. All the con- Theseas-

sumptions
elusions hinge on hypotheses which seem to be in- unlikethe
consistent with the facts of life. On the assumed factsof l_e.

premises, the conclusions are reasonable; but they

seem inapplicable to any world but an imaginary
one. In short, there appear to be so many disturb-
iag influences at work that theoretical standards
of value, rent, etc., cannot be realized. What the

Ricardian theory unconsciously and imperfectly ac-
complished was the separation of static from dynamic
forces. It was really studying a static world, but
it studied that world'with no complete idea of its

nature. There was not in the minds of any of these
early writers any conception of the two distinct sets

of forces that are really acting together; and there
could, therefore, be no systematic plan for studying
them separately.

In reality, their "natural prices" were static prices. The Ricardo
Jan study an

They were those to which an actual market would unconscioua
attempt toconform, if dynamic influences were wholly to cease, createa

A heroic alteration of the mercantile world, a paraly- statmworld.

sis of one set of nerves, an absolute stoppage of one
set of activities--this would bring markets into the
so-called "natural" condition. Stop all increase

of population and of wealth, as well as all changes
in the producing operation and in the character of

its results, but let industry go on and perfect com-
petition continue, and you bring the world into a
state in which the standard theoretical prices will

be the real ones. Also normal rates of wages and
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interest will be realized. Had the Ricardians recog-
nized the fact that they were trying to study a static
world and then studied it consistently, they would
have made even their own system more realistic.

It would Boldly suppressing in imagination one set of actual
have been
realisticand forces, in order to study more easily another set,
complete, if
it hadfirst must result in reaching conclusions that are partial
examined but are not necessarily unreal. If these early stu-static forces

alone and dents had later done what they never tried to do, and
then dynam-
ic forces, had completed their system by separately examining

the dynamic forces, they would have attained a com-
plete and realistic science.

The prices that conform to the cost of production
are, of course, those which give no clear profit to the

entrepreneur. A business man whose goods sell at
such rates will get wages for whatever amount of

labor he may perform, and interest for any capital
that he may furnish; but he will have nothing more
to show in the way of gain. He will sell his product

for what the elements that compose it have really
cost him, if his own labor and the use of his capital
be counted among the costs. We shall see that this

condition of no-profit prices exactly corresponds to
the one that would result from the static adjust-

Cost prmes ment of the producing groups. We establish such
really those
that result prices, if we so adjust labor and capital in the differ-

froma ent groups and sub-groups as to make the earningspurely static

adjustment, of each of these two agents uniform in all parts of

the system. The natural prices of the classical school
are, therefore, static prices incompletely conceived.

A no-profits r_gime is one of levelled gains for all
units of labor and for all units of capital. If the

classical study of wages had been, so far as it went,

completely successful, it would merely have furnished
a static standard of pay for labor.

A normal rate of interest early writers made no
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attempt to explain. They referred to demand and
supply, as the mechanism by which interest is ad-
justed, but gave no reason why these forces fix the

earnings of capital at any definable rate. So far as it
went in the direction of attaining natural standards,
the classical political economy made an unconscious
and incomplete presentation of the rates of interest
that would prevail m a static society.

The impression of unreality that is made by these
studies is removed by completing them, on the same
theoretical plan upon which they have been started.

We must use assumptions boldly and advisedly, make
labor and capital absolutely mobile, and let competi-
tion work in ideal perfection. We must, in imagina-
tion, sweep remorselessly from the field the whole set

of influences that we have called dynamic. In doing The un-
reahty of

this, we remove all of that friction which vitiates the the classical

action of pure economic laws ; for friction of this kind theoriesre-moved by

goes entirely with dynamics, and there is none of it completingthorn.
in the static state. If we make the force that draws

a man toward one sub-group equal to that which
draws him toward another,- that is, if we bring his

earning power in different groups to uniformity,-
the man remains in his place. Then, of course, there
is none of the friction that a transfer from one sub-

group to another encounters ; and it is exactly this
kind of friction that vitiates the so-called natural
laws of the classical economists. It is because labor

and capital cannot go from group to group, instantly
and without obstruction or waste, that actual values,

wages and interest always differ from the normal
ones that have figured in pure theory.

Since, then, it is dynamic changes that call for such
local transfers of the producing agents, and since it
is the transfers that cause the friction, the static con-

dition is free from this disturbing influence. We
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A static have proposed to reduce the economic world to thisstate frio-
tio_e., frictionless state. We shall, in imagination, stop

every one of the five organic changes that are actually
moving and relocating the economic agents. Unlike,

indeed, to real life is the economy that results; but
it is unlike it only through incompleteness. The
forces that in the imaginary world continue to act,

are acting in the world as it is. Work continues and
instruments are used; and these are substantial real-

ities. Changes in the mode of working and in the
forms of the instruments have been stopped; but the

economy that is left is, so far as it goes, real. The
standards of value, wages and interest that we get
are those about which rates in the actual world are

fluctuating.
We are next to try to make the economy that we

are studying complete, as well as real. We are to

give it the elements that are wanting, and make it,
in its completeness, correspond accurately to the

economy of the actual world. In the concluding
part of our study we are to restore the dynamic
forces that our earlier hypothesis removed and to
note the special effects of their action. For the first
time, we shall thus be able to understand and to

measure these forces; for their effects will stand by
Dynamic themselves. We can make a science of the move-
changesthe
_auseof ment that is going on within the group system,
friction, and of the friction that it encounters. Whenever a

theoretical world has been created, in which natural

values, wages and interest prevail, that which has
been banished is social economic dynamics. This

ought not, however, to be treated as a mere disturbing
influence : it is an element that science, as such, must

The intro- include in its calculations. If we put it out of sight,
duction of

dynamic with no intention of restoring it, we get a result that
elements is unreal, because it is seriously incomplete; but if
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we first remove the dynamic movement and theu makes the
assumed

restore it, we create a science that fully interprets world like
economic life. the real one.

In the preliminary study that is made in this legit-
imate way, population and capital are treated as
neither increasing nor diminishing. Under the hy-

pothesis adopted, inventions are not made and pro-
cesses of production do not change. None of those
consolidations of labor and capital, which are so strik-
ing a feature of recent times, are forming. The kinds "

of goods created remain perpetually the same. In con-
sequence of all this, labor and capital remain constant,
and values, wages and interest are, in the classical
sense, natural. In the world of the completed study,

on the other hand, population and wealth are increas-
ing; processes and modes of organization are chang-
ing; new products are creating ; and the flow of labor

and capital from group to group, which is the out-
ward sign of these changes, is going on. It is, in
short, the real world that a completed hypothesis
brings before us. Though theoretical throughout,

the science thus makes itself real, by the complete-
ness of its assumptions.

Economic dynamics has a striking relation to those
recent historical economic studies which have been so

attractive and fruitful. Progress is the fact that calls
for such studies. The present state of the world, it
is obvious, differs from the conditions of fifty years
ago and from those of fifty years hence. Historical Historical

economics
economics records and measures such differences, observes

while the theory of economic dynamics accounts for changesinthe world ;
the theory

them. Historical economics will note and measure of economic

the gains that have been made by a hundred years dynamicsaccounts for
of migration and mechanical invention, while the them.

theory of economic dynamics will refer these gains to
their causes and furnish a philosophy of economic
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evolution. As it shall become more and more nearly
complete, this theory will, moreover, enable men to

announce with increasing confidence the kinds of
change that are to be expected in the future.

Economic dynamics will, in its entirety, incorporate
Sucha into itself historical economics. The changes that
theory the
deductive are going on in the world will in future be studied

p_rt o_a inductively, as well as deductively; and it is the in-(.omplete

s_.ieneeof ductive part of the work that falls to the historicale(.onomlc

dynami'cs; economist. In the long run, it is this part that will
hmtory the
inductive need to absorb the most scientific labor. The static

part. laws of economics ought, consequently, to be known
at an early date. Dynamic laws will not be known

so early; but whenever they shall be scientifically
established, there will remain to be done the work

of measuring the effects of particular influences that
act on society. How great, for example, is the effect
of a mechanical invention or of the settlement of a

new country on the rate of wages 0 Such a question,
if it can be answered at all, will demand a far more

difficult kind of research than does the question

whether migrations and inventions naturally raise
wages or lower them.

A theoryof It is within reason to suppose that, before the
economic
changes twentieth century shall have passed, men will know
attainable, what kinds of results follow an increase of popula-

tion, an augmentation of capital, a new mode of
organizing industry or the use of a new kind of
consumers' wealth. What the pure theory of eco-
nomic dynamics does, when it answers such a ques-

tion, is in effect to make a qualitative analysis of the
phenomena of change. It must go seriatim through

the list of great movements that are transforming
the face of the world, and ascertain the nature of the

effect that each of them produces. It must analyze
the process by which each effect is produced. Thus
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far the study does not involve calculations of quan-

tity: there is in it no computation of the amount
of each effect. Purely qualitative as the study is,
however, it will open to the theoretical economist

an inspiring vista for future advances in his science.
Does the law ensure the survival of what is best?

Is humanity gaining by the changes that are going
on in industry? If gains predominate, do they ac-

crue largely to the laborers_ What net result to a
working-man has followed from the fact that farme-
have cast aside the reaping-hooks of their fathers,
and are using harvesting-machines? What will

happen to workers of the future, as cheap motive
powers shall be utilized, and as electric wires shall
carry the power everywhere? What will be the
effect of the automatic machines that will bring
commodities out of non-existence at the cost of little

effort beyond the touching of a button? How will
the laborer fare as the world shall crowd itself with

a dense population? What will befall him, if this

teeming life is more than matched by the growth of
productive wealth ? If capitalists become inordin-
ately rich, what will become of the class that is now
poor ? Will the ownership of capital ever be widely
diffused ? It is, in short, the direction that progress

is taking that is the all-important question ; and the
laborer is the one whose fortunes, in the r4gime of

progress, are of supreme consequence. Issues like

this the theory of economic dynamics must decide.
There will then remain a work of verification and

of measurement. If improvements tend to raise

wages, statistics should prove it; and they should
measure the rate of the gain. The most laborious
study that economists will ever have to undertake
will consist of such a use of comparative statistics
as shall measure the separate effects of differen_
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dynamic changes that in real life are acting together.

Thus, we may ask: How much, in the way of extra

wages, can at this date be imputed to the use of

electric dynamos ? With present means of informa-

tion, this is an unanswerable question. The study

of such problems can, moreover, never be completed,

for they will forever present themselves in new forms.

The mere theory of economic dynamics will enlarge

by many fold the scope of political economy: it will

lift theory to a new plane. The statement of the

Historical pure laws of economic change will open, as it were,verification
and statlsti- the vestibule of the science of the future. It will

mentCalmeasure_theafford an approach to a larger area. But the largest
permanent and most permanent work of the future must consistwork of
_oaomista. of historical and statistical studies, directed by a full

knowledge of economic law.

NOTE.--The statement made in the foregoing chapter that
a static state excludes true entrepreneurs' profits does not deny
that a legal monopoly might secure to an entrepreneur a profit
that would be as permanent as the law that should create it--
and that, too, in a social condition which, at first glance, might
appear to be static. The agents, labor and capital, would be
prevented from moving into the favored industlT, though eco-
nomic forces, if they had been left unhindered, would have
caused them t_) move to it. This condition, however, is not a
true static state, as it has here been defined. Such a genuine
statm state has been likened to that of a body of tranquil water,
which is held motionless solely by an equilibrimu of forces. It
is not frozen into fixity; but as each particle is impelled in all
directions by the same amounts of force, it retains a fixed
position. There is a perfect fluidity, but no flow; and in like
manner the industrial groups are in a truly static state when
the industrial agents, labor and capital, show a perfect mobility,
but no motion. A legal monopoly destroys at a certain point
this mobility, and is to be treated as an element of obstruction
or of friction that is so powerful as not merely to retard a
movement that an economic force, if unhindered, would cause,
but to prevent the movement altogether.



CHAPTER VII

WAGES IN A STATIC SOCIAL STATE THE SPECIFIC

PRODUCT OF LABOR

THE value of a commodity might be called "nat-
ural," if it resulted from the action of the native

impulses of men. There are impulses that cause men

to do other things than to compete with each other
in business; but competition is the activity that Competitionthe cause of
causes prices to be, in the customary sense of the "natural"
term, natural. This process is, in reality, a rivalry price6.

in serving the public. The merchant who under-
sells his competitor is actually offering to the public

a larger benefit than his rival offers for a given re-
turn. The motive is, of course, self-interest; and

the action that results from it is a spontaneous and

general effort to get wealth. One effect of it is,
however, to insure to the public the utmost that the

existing power of man can give in the way of effi-
cient service; and another effect is to control the

values of goods.
A natural price is a competitive price. It can be

realized only where competition goes on in ideal per-
fection-and that is nowhere. It is approximated,
however, wherever prices are neither adjusted by a

government nor vitiated by a monopoly. If a com- Legal regu-lation or
modity were produced in a public factory and sold at monopoly

would make
a rate arbitrarily fixed by the state, with a view to prioeauu-
getting a revenue or to attaining some ulterior end, natural.

the mode of adjusting the price would be the antith-
77
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esis of natural. If a private monopoly were created

or fostered by the state, the price that it would put on
its products would also vary from the natural stand-

Atraceof ard. There is, in fact, always a trace of monopoly
monopoly
du-toim- in the condition of an industry to which labor and
perfectmo- capital tend to move, but cannot move with abso-bility of

labor and lute freedom. Perfect mobihty of the agents ofcapital

production never exists ; and hence prices are always

varying, in greater or less degree, from the rates
that the unhindered action of the competitive im-
pulse in men would maintain.

As we have shown, the terms "natural" and "nor-

ma]," as used in economic literature, are other names

for static. The assumption that removes all dynamic
movement and all friction leaves prices normal. We

shall see that this fact is in harmony with what we
have just said--namely, that natural values are

competitive values; for, if we stop all dynamic move-
ment and also all friction, we enable competition to

Early work in perfection. The standards of price that have
studiesof figured in the older economic studies have beennatural

prmeswere attained without any conscious reduction of societypreliminary
studiesof to the static condition; for, as we noted, the idea of
static prices.

separating the dynamic activities of society from
the static ones did not occur to these writers.

Their natural prices were attained by observing the
tendency of actual markets to yield certain prices;
and these standard rates they defined as those which

would about repay to employers the outlay that they
incurred in bringing the commodities into existence.

It was a simple and preliminary study of natural or
static price that the classical economists made, and
it afforded an imperfect, rather than an incorrect,
theory.

Cost prices are, of course, no-profit prices. They
afford, in the case of each article, enough to pay
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wages for the labor and interest on the capital that
are used in making it; but they give no net surplus

to the entrepreneur, as such. Since dynamic changes
cause the prices of this, that o1"the other commod-

ity to yield such a surplus, they make prices, for the

time being, unnatural, in the sense of being unlike
purely competitive or cost prices. Dynamic changes Dynamwm-

t]uel]ces,
themselves are, however, in another and a broader which are

sense natural. Nature herself is continu_llv di_-mau,*ther
• sense natu-

turbing the r4gime of natural prices, but competi- ral, d,sturb
stat,c prices.

tion is trying to restore it. At this moment many
commodities are not selling at cost; yet in the cnse

of all of them there are forces at work, which, if they
were not counteracted, would bring the prices to the
cost level. Ideally there is at this moment a natural

price for everything; and if we could Iemove dis-
turbances and friction, actual prices would reach and

remain at this ideal standard. When we study eco-
nomic dynamics, we shall ask how much an actual price
may vary from such a theoretical price, without tho
introduction of a really abnormal force. In dynamics A normal

variatmn
variations from standards have to be studied; and, in a from a static

broader use of terms, there is such a thing as a natural prmeg_vesanatural dy-

variation. Now, however, we are studying solely the namlcprme.
standards from which variations are to be calculated,

and we are following the classical economists in call-
ing such standards natural. Natural, normal or

static prices are cost, or no-profit prices. They are No-profit
prices natu-

equalized-gain prices, for they cause the returns of dif- raiunder

ferent industries to be the same per unit of labor and statm condi-tions.
per unit of capital. They enable the steel makers, for

example, to pay as much for labor of a given grade
as do the wagon makers; and they enable the two
classes of employers to pay uniform rates of interest

on capital. Natural or cost prices sweep away any
special gain that an industrial group may enjoy.
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Underdy- Such prices would prevail in practice, if labor andnamiccondi-
tionsper- capital were absolutely mobile. If men in one indus-

offectm°bilitYlaborand try could instantly leave it and betake themselves to
_ap,tal another, this latter industry could not be favored inwould in-

sure no- the amount of its returns. If we could at this too-
profit prices.

ment remove everything that hinders a steel maker
from becoming a wagon maker, we should preclude
all chance that one class, as a whole, should be better

paid than the other. Static prices would be realized
at any one time, if we merely annihilated economic

Stopping friction. They would be realized in another way, ifdynamic

changes dynamic changes were stopped and if friction werewould do
this, even allowed to continue. Thus, let there be henceforth no
if the mobil- .

lty of the improvement in methods of production, and let popu-
agentswere lation, wealth, etc., remain forever unchanged. Thereimperfect.

is, then, nothing that will make the standard level of
prices next year at all different from that which now

prevails. Actual prices are not now at the standard
levels; but they are tending toward them, under the
influence of competition. Labor and capital are tend-
ing to move to the points where rewards are greatest,
but this movement is obstructed by friction. With

dynamic changes ended, this friction is slowly over-
come. The transfers of labor and capital take place
in spite of it. To stop the dynamic changes and wait

for the transfers to take place is to bring industrial

society slowly into the condition that static forces
alone tend to impose on it. Henceforth the state will
be an unchanging one. Once society has reached
this shape, it will hold it forever. Each unit of labor
and each unit of capital will remain forever in the

group where it is, and prices will be unvarying.
Here, then, are two ways of conceiving a rggime of

static--or, in the Ricardian sense, natural--values.

With dynamic changes in progress and friction ab-

sent, the standards of price change every day, but
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actual selling ratios conform every day to them: I_namms
wlthout

there is an endless succession of different actual friction

prices, but there is never any difference between the wouldin-surechange

prices that the market gives and those which theory in stand-ardsof price,

calls for. With dynamic changes absent and fric- and absenceof dynamics.
tion continuing, the static or cost standard of price changeless

becomes an unchanging one ; but actual values, which ones.
at the outset vary from the standard ones, require
time to conform to them. In the end, they conform
to them and remain thenceforth without change.

It is best to assume that both the dynamic changes

and the friction which always obstructs competition
cease. Under this hypothesis, labor and capital can

instantly go wherever gains are large ; and this move-
ment brings prices at once to what is now their static
level. As there are hereafter to be none of the

changes that alter that level, prices--both actual
and normal-- must hereafter remain unchanged. 1_o Excluding

dynamic
variation of actual prices from perfect competitive changeand

prices; no change in ideal competitive prices them- makesfrictmn
selves; no change in prlce-making conditions -- thls pricesbothnatural and

is the conception that creates a perfect static state, changeless.
There is mobility of labor and capital, but there is
no motion. Here we may study static prices, pure
and simple.

It is well also to see whether a theoretically natu-
ral rate of wages can be established in a similar way.
Looking at the transactions between employers and
employed, can we see in them anything that causes

wages to fluctuate about a standard which is more or
less akin to the natural prices of goods ? We shall Similarity

between
at once find that there is a similarity between what market

the classical economists distinguished as the market rates ofwages and

price of goods and the market rate of wages. Let marketprices of
us for the moment cease to look at standards of pay goods.

about which, through long intervals_ wages fluctuates
G
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and see how the rate for one short period is fixed.

We shall find that it is fixed in a way akin to that in
which the immediate selling prices of goods are deter-
mined. Later we shall find that, in both cases, the

market rates fluctuate about permanent standards.

Let us use commercial terms, and speak of a "mar-
ket for labor." Let us keep in view what is called

the action of demand and supply, and say that they,
in some way, put a price on men, as they do on com-
modities. There is much to be said as to the accuracy
of such terms ill this connection ; but there is no great

danger that by thus using the terms in a preliminary
study we shall reach an incorrect result. We shall,
in fact, be able in this way to establish a normal rate

of pay for general labor_ which will have a certain
kinship to the normal standard of price with which

we have long been familiar.
"The produce of labor," said Adam Smith, "con-

stitutes the natural recompense or wages of labor.
Adam In that original state of things which precedes both
Smith's
identifica- the appropriation of land and the accumulation of
tion of
primitive stock, the whole produce of labor belongs to the
wageswith laborer. He has neither landlord nor master toproducts.

share with him." There follows in the same chapter

the statement that modern industry has changed this
natural condition, that wages are now paid out of
employers' capital, and that they do not consist in
the product of labor itself. It is, in Adam Smith's

view, the presence of the landlord and the master
that has made this radical change.

What we have claimed is that, in modern hfe as

well as in primitive life, the identity of wages with
the product of labor is, in a general and approximate

way, maintained, and that this product furnishes the
standard about which wages for short periods fluctu-
ate. It is clear, indeed, that the whole product of
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industry does not go to the worker. If the entire
joint product of labor and capital be what we have

in mind, the men who furnish land, tools, buildings,
materials, etc., get a share of it. If what we mean Wagesin

modern hfo
is the part of this total that is attributable to labor actually
itself, it is not merely possible that the worker should identifiedwith tile

get it all, but it is certain that he would get it all, if productoflabor.

competition could do its work perfectly--that is, if
the static standards of wages were realized. More-

over, it is the presence of the employer that helps to
reveal what the product of labor is, and it is the action

of employers that enables the laborers to get pay that
approximates to that product.

If we arc accurately to express what takes place in
simple types of industry, we shall say, not that "the
whole produce of labor goes to the laborer," but that

the whole produce of industry goes to the indepen-
dent man who is both a laborer and a capitalist. No-
where is actual economy so primitive that it uses

absolutely no capital; and where there is any capi-
tal at all, a part of the product of industry is due to

its presence. In the " original state of things," it is The product
of labor not

nearly impossible for a man to say how much of his separately
measurable

product is due to labor only. The distinction be- in primitive
tween the whole product of labor and the whole economy.

product of industry is, however, all-important; for

industry involves the coSperation of labor and capital.
Let a man fish from a dugout, with the simplest

line and hook that he can make. The fish that he

will bring to the shore are the product of labor and
capital. Effort aided by instruments has secured
them. How much of the catch is due to the man,

and how much to the canoe and the fishing tackle?
Not for his life can the man himself tell. Can he

put the fish into two piles, and say, "This pile is due

to my effort only, and that pile to my equipment ?"
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Every single fish is a joint product -- indeed, every fin
or scale of a fish is so ; and the difficulty is that it is

impossible to divide a single one of them into frac-
tions due to the producing agencies. Hopelessly

merged with the product of capital is the product
of the labor of an independent producer. Instead of

presenting the condition in which the wages of labor

are readily distinguished from other incomes, and
identified as the "produce of labor," such a primitive
economy as actually exists is one in which it is im-

possible to say what the produce of labor itself is.
The illustration used by Adam Smith avoids this

difficulty, indeed, by assuming that there is no capital
in the case and that, therefore, whatever is produced

at all is created by labor. The state that is referred

to "preceded the accumulation of stock." If a man
does, in fact, work without capital, as well as with-

Adam out a master, his wages will be what he creates. A
SmlthJ_
mode of ilo- physical law and not a social one will fix his pay.
latmg the He will dig his wages literally out of the earth, fishproduct of

labor, them out of the sea, pursue and capture them in the

hunting forest, etc., and he will not have to share
them with any industrial partner. There are points
in the industrial system where this condition, though
it is not absolutely reached, is approximated; and

Mr. Henry George has advanced an interesting theory
which makes the gains of men who are in this con-

dition set the standard of general wages. A squatter
may, for example, till land for which no rent can
be obtained, using no appliance that is more elabo-
rate than a hoe or a spade. He may live in a dug-

out, and have only a few dollars' worth of salable

property of any kind. While this state of things
lasts, the man has not capital enough to complicate

the problem of wages; and for the purpose of illus-
tration he must not be allowed to own land. If he
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is the owner of his farm, like a homestead settler in This method
]1o_avail-

the United States, a complication arises which makes ablewhere
capital

it impossible rightly to claim that his wages are the ensts.
whole income that comes to him.

Mr. George has rightly said that, so long as land Theoryof
Sir. Henry

is so abundant as to be had for the asking, a man George.
who is willing to work in a shop may demand and

get from his employer pay that is large enough to
make good to him what he gives up by not taking
up a farm. In the period in which a great belt of

country has been in the process of settling, and dur-
ing which agriculture has been the dominant indus-
try, the standard of all wages has, without doubt,
been the gains that free farms always bestow on
the men who not only till them but own them.

These gains, however, are composite. They are not
by any means the product of labor only. The fact
that he owns his land gives to the homestead settler
an income that is a large addition to the one that his
bare labor creates. The situation is transitional and

anomalous ; for the men in the shops get pay that cor-
responds, in a general way, to the incomes of men who
are getting wages and a large additional amount.

The rewards of the men to whom the government
has given homesteads consist, not merely in what
they can get by raising crops, but largely in what
comes to them in the form of increments of value

that, from year to year, attach themselves to the land

itself. The greater part of the income of the man A frontier
settler's

who occupies a homestead, under American laws, con- income

sists at first in the so-called "unearned increment" composed
largely ef

of land value. The farm is worth, perhaps, a dollar laad value
per acre when the man enters his claim. It becomes

worth five dollars an acre within a year or two,
and ten dollars an acre very soon. It is for this

reward that the man is willing to burrow under a
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hillside for a home, to clothe himself for a time in

rags, to live on corn meal, etc. The direct product
of his work takes the shape of turf turned over by the
breaking plough or furrows cut by the cross plough.

Very little of it is food and clothing. Mingled with
wages is the larger element of gain that, with the

growth of population, shows itself in the ten dollars
per acre that the man can soon get for the land itself.

It is worth while to dwell long enough at this

point to make it very clear that a man who is
endowed by the state with a gift of land is not one

the product of whose hands can furnish a standard of
wages. It has been said that wages in America have
been made to conform to the amount that home-

stead settlers can make by availing themselves of

the offers of the government, and the statement is,
on its face, not incorrect ; but it is far from prov-
ing that wages conform to the earnings of unaided
labor. If it be true, what it proves is that there has

been a time when wages have equalled a large and
composite gain, much of which comes from land. So
long as a man can have a farm for the asking, he will

not be willing to work in a mill or shop, except on
conditions that afford a fair equivalent for a farmer's

Transient gains. During the transient interval in which an
interval in
whichincre- abundance of free land of good quality is to be had,
mentsof the standard of pay in every employment withinland value

help to set reach of that land may be said to be fixed in the beltthe stand-

ards of gen- of newly occupied wilderness that men are beginning
eral wages.

to tame. This condition causes wages to vary from

the permanent standard rather than to conform to it.
The settler gets more than the income that comes to
him in the shape of crops. The rising value of land

enters directly into his gains; and it enters directly
into the pay of the artisans and others who are held

in the mills and shops by pay that is approximately
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equal to settlers' gains. Land values thus diffuse
themselves everywhere. To the right and to the
left, through all trades and callings, they find their
way. The carpenter, the blacksmith, the cook, the
hostler, the clerk, and even the doctor and the law-

yer, find their earnings made larger by the values
that the planting of a community on vacant land

imparts to that land itself. For a hundred years all
American wages had more or less of this element in
them. They were sustained so as to conform, in an
approximate way, not to what could be made by till-

ing no-rent land, but to what could be made by
tilling and ou,ninq the land.

As the larger of these sources of a settler's income Gainsfrom
using no-

is removed, the gains of an empty-handed laborer rent land,
without

working on a farm are confined to what he can ex- owningit,
tort from the soil in the shape of a crop. Make the freefromall admix-

man a mere occupier of no-rent land, and not an ture of landvalue.

owner of it, and he will get wages with no increment
of land value attached to them. Farms that are

worth anything cannot long be had for the asking.
Of the fertile areas in America that were once con-

sidered boundless, not much remains unclaimed. A

law of wages, if it is to be permanently valid, must
apply to this condition.

It is possible to adhere steadfastly, as Mr. George
has done, to the view that labor always tends to

get what labor can create on such land as may be
offering itself freely for use. In an advanced state
of industrial development, the only land that is thus
offering is that which is too poor to command a rent;

and the theory therefore claims that the permanent
regulator of wages is the gain that labor can extort
from marginal and rentless land. There is, how-
ever, an element of truth in the theory, even in this

form, for the man with capital in land and other
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instruments will not have to share gains with any
one. He will be in the same position as was Adam
Smith's primeval worker, who labored "before the
accumulation of stock," and who had "neither land-

lord nor capitalist to share with him." His gains
will be all his own, and they will be entirely the

Theproduct product of labor. The theory that makes them setof suchlabor
separated the standard of all wages has the great merit of
from all pointing out a method by which the product ofotherprod-
ucts. bare work may be disentangled from all other

products, and made to stand by itself and to be
separately measured.

We are to try to prove that the product which is
separately attributable to labor does set the standard

of wages; but there is a grave difficulty in making
tillers of valueless farms the ones whose returns thus

regulate every one's pay. If the theory is advanced

that the general wages of labor are permanently fixed
by the gains that men can realize by tilling no-rent

Theory that ground, this theory must mean that the mere occu-
suchgains
furnish the piers of pieces of land that cannot be let for any
standardgeneral of appreciable rent are the men to whose gains the

wages, wages of every one conform. According to this, an
artisan in any workshop in the country would have
to keep his eye on the squatters' shanties and see
what the occupants were earning, in order to know

how much he could make his employer pay him.
In its most reasonable form, this theory would

mean that a worker in a Belgian mill must take
about what a Belgian peasant of the same grade of
ability gets by cultivating the sandy waste that

Wsaknessof borders the sea. It means that the watchmakers

this theory, of Switzerland must accept pay that, with an allow-
ance for differing personal power, tends to conform

to the amount that their peasant countrymen can
extort from patches of green among the crags. It
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means that, after all the free lands of America shall

have been allotted to owners, wage-earners in the
mills, shops, mines, etc., from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, will get, on the average, what a typical one
of them could produce, if he were to build a hut on

a piece of poor and untenanted ground, and proceed
to till it by the sufferance of the proprietor. This
is a theory of "squatter sovereignty" over the labor

market. It puts the man in the shanty into a posi-
tion that is so strategic as to enable him to dominate
workmen of ever)" class, to fix the amount of their

wages, and so to control the level on which they live.
With all its absurdity, this theory does at least ap- A sound

principle at
peal to the principle that wages tend to equal what thebasisof

it.
labor itself can produce. If the squatter has not
capital enough to count as a producing agent, his

entire crop can be attributed to his labor alone.
Putting a man into such a position is one way of
separating labor from capital, and of disentangling
the product of labor from the product of capital. It
seems to furnish a case in an advanced society, in

which we may see what Adam Smith saw in primitive
society--namely, labor getting the entire product
of industry and sharing gains with no one. Yet the
absurdity of making the occasional squatter dictate
the amount of every laborer's pay, is patent on the
face of the illustration.

It is, however, desirable to seek for a no-rent

territory to which it is not absurd to look for the

standard that regulates general wages. It must afford /_larger no.rent terri-
a larger field for labor than the worthless agricultural tory to be

sought, in
land affords, if the men who occupy it are to have a whichlabor
general wage-regulating power. Such an economic maygetitswhole prod-
field is at hand. The workers who occupy it come uct.

into it empty-handed. They produce virtually with-
out capital, and the whole of their own separate
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product is wages. They get the amount of this

product as their pay, and all other workers have to

take pay that is equal to it.

Looking fn'st at market values, rather than natural

ones, we noted that there is a commercial principle

which causes the final or marginal part of the supply

of anything to be strategic in its action on the value

of the whole supply. The value of the whole crop of

wheat, for example, conforms to that of the marginal

bushel of it. If there are marginal laborers, m the

sense in which there are marginal quantities of wheat,

cotton, iron, etc., then these final or marginal men

are likewise in a strategic position; for their prod-

ucts set the standard of every one's wages.

For the moment, we will adopt the mercantile con-

ception of labor, as a thing to be sold in the market.

The final It is a familiar commercial principle that the last

unit of the increment of the supply of any commodity fixes thesupply of a

commodity general price of it. A common mode of stating thisthe price-
making principle is to assert that English quotations gauge
part. the price of American wheat-- that the farmers of the

Northwest must take for their entire supply of this

grain what the surplus part of it brings when it

is sent to Liverpool. 1 The statement that the price

of our wheat is thus fixed fll Liverpool expresses

something that does not need to be disputed as a

commercial fact. The price of grain on the western

side of the Atlantic is actually equal to the price on -

1This view may involve an imperfect conception of the law of
value ; for it is, of course, the final utlhty of that part of the wheat
crop whmh remains at home that directly fixes the value of it here.
England, however, represents the European market; and this, in
its entirety, draws away enough of the American wheat crop to
reduce appreciably the amount that has to be consumed here. The
final utility of the part of the crop that is thus left at home is raised
to such a level that it can be sold as advantageously here as in
Europe.
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the eastern side, minus the cost of carrying and

handhng. It is so, because Europe is a receiving

ground on which the whole surplus of American
breadstuffs may be sold. If we add fifty million

bushels to the exportable crop, Europe will receive it
at a somewhat reduced price, and English quotations
will indicate the amount of the reduction. A small

local market could not be a general price regulator.
Iceland or Labrador may import American wheat, but

quotations from there have no commercial signifi-
cance. All that such a region can possibly take
makes no impression on the American supply; and
if, by reason of some calamity, the unusable part of

the wheat crop of this continent had to be put on
such a market, it would soon become there an en-

cumbrance to be gotten rid of, worth less than
nothing. The utility of the final unit o_ the wheat Alarge and

raised in this country fixes the price of all of it ; but ketelastiCneces-mar-

even though that last unit were sold entirely abroad it sary for theaction of

would be widely scattered. Labrador would have a this law.
small part of it, and the price of wheat there would
correspond with the price of it elsewhere. Much

effect in regulating the price elsewhere it could
not have.

In seeking an outlet for surplus labor, it is neces-
sary to look for some economic field in which an
indefinitely large amount of it may find employ-
ment. Such an outlet is, however, not furnished by

the bits of no-rent land to which men may betake them-
selves. The popular mind has not failed to see that,
as an outlet for surplus labor, agricultural land at the

margin of cultivation is more like Iceland than like
Liverpool in the illustration just given, for it wholly
lacks the capacity to receive any large overflow of the An elastic

market for
supply. Turn the whole overflow of the Belgian labor also

population upon the sands for a living, and calculate, needed.
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if it is possible, how far below the starvation limit

their earnings must, by a mathematical necessity, fall.
The earnings of the men on the Belgian sands and
on the American arid plains do, indeed, correspond

with and, within limits, measure the general rate of
wages ; but this is because in the world as a whole

there is a vast and indefinitely elastic market for
surplus labor, of which the no-rent lands are certain
to get only a microscopic portion. The final incre-

ment of the world's labor is the wage-fixing part, as
the final unit of the supply of goods is the price-
making part ; but this unit scatters itself through

and through the industries of the entire world.
What it can everywhere produce, is the standard for
general wages.

We not only admit, but positively claim, that there

is a marginal region where wages are adjusted. It
furnishes a large outlet for labor; and what men are
able to get in this larger marginal field sets the stand-

Wagesf_ed ard of wages. This field is to labor what, in prae-by the

_abrOductof tical thought, the European market is to wheat: it isor in such

a market, a place in which any possible surplus of labor may
he disposed of at some living rate. If we find such a

market, we definitely solve the problem of the law of
wages.

At the very outset, we can find a market of this
kind that is large enough to receive a very consider-
able amount of labor. An unlimited amount it can-

not receive, but it is an important outlet for labor,
and it is a factor that needs to be considered in a

theory of wages. Men virtually work empty-handed,

and get all that they create elsewhere than on lands
at the agricultural margin. The true margin of
cultivation--more accurately, that of utilization--

is not wholly or chiefly agricultural, but extends
throughout the industrial system. There are pro-
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duetive instruments, other than land, that yield no The mar-ginalfield
rent to their owners, and may be had for the use of forlabor

extends
laborers for the asking. The workmen may not throughall
themselves be able to borrow them ; but the interest industries.

of the men termed entrepreneurs insures that they
will be put into service, and that men will be set
at work in connection with them, whenever wages,
including pay for superintendence and for other

labor, may thereby be secured. There is a margin
of utilization in cotton-spinning, in iron-smelting, in
shop-keeping, in transporting freight and passengers,
and in every other possible occupation.

A part of the marginal feld for labor is furnished No'rent
lands fur-

by the waste lands that are available for raising crops : nish a mi-
nute part of

but the part thus furnished is a nearly infinitesimal this field,
part of the whole field. A larger part is afforded by and no-rentinstruments

no-rent instruments of the other kinds; and still a of other
kmds fur-

larger part is created by putting the entire stock of nishanother

rent-paying instruments into uses for which no extra part.
rent is charged. There may be a thousand men in a
modern and profitable mill; and out of the product
that their labor and the mill itself create may be paid

the rent of the mill. It may be that twenty more
men might find places in this mill, and that their
presence would result in a distinct addition to the
daily product of it. It may be, also, that this entire No-rent uses

of good in-
extra product will go to the men as wages--that strumenta

furnish a
the owner of the mill will make no claim on it. If still larger
SO, these marginal men will get their whole products part.
and will be in reality as free from the claims of masters

on their earnings as though they were tilling waste
land by the sufferance of the owner, or were running
an abandoned mill in which some proprietor might
tolerate their presence.

Here, then, is a marginal fraction of the supply of
labor; and it would seem that it is in a position to set
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the market rate of pay for all labor. Here, also, is a

direct connection between the pay of this marginal
part of the laboring force and the product that can

The product be specifically attributed to it. Does this product ofof labor in
th,_ en- marginal labor set the standard of wages, as the price
larged field
,lot the ulti- of a final increment sets the general standard of value
mate regu- of commodities ? If so, the law of wages would standlator of

wages, thus: (1) By a common mercantile rule, all men of

a given degree of ability must take what marginal
men of that same ability get. This principle fixes

the market rate of wages. (2) Marginal men get
what they produce. This principle governs wages
more remotely, by fixing a natural standard for them.
In this formula we are, indeed, near to the law that

we are seeking; but we have not yet reached it.
The true law, when accurately stated, sounds much

like the foregoing one; but between the two there
is a vital difference. 1

1 :For an early publication of the substance of this chapter and
of much of the following one, the reader is referred to a mono-

graph of the American Economic Association, containing a paper

on "The Possibility of a Scientific Law of Wages." The paper was

presented at a meeting of the Association held in December, 1888,

and was printed m March, 1889. One qualification of the statement
made in that monograph is to be found at the end of the eighth
chapter of the present work.

The substance of much of the ninth and tenth chapters of this

l_ook was first published in May, 1888, in a monograph of the

American Economic Association on "Capital and its Earmngs" ;

and a further part was published in the Yale l_eview for November,

1893, in an article on "The Genesis of Capital."



CHAPTER VIII

HOW THE SPECIFIC PRODUCT OF LABOR

MAY BE DISTINGUISHED

I1_ that static condition in which competition would

produce its full effects and bring wages to a natural
standard, the pay of labor, as has just been shown,

would equal the product that could be separately
traced to it. We have discovered a limited field in

which whatever is produced is due to labor only;
but we need to find one that is larger and more
elastic. We have to look for an economic field to

which many men may go, and in which they will
be virtually rent-free and interest-free. They must Howlabo_

ers may bebe able to work unaided and also untaxed and to _ree_rom

create a distinguishable product, all of which they terest.rentand in-

will then get. A few men may, of course, till
worthless land, and so make themselves free from

landlords' and capitalists' claims. Many more may
utihze instruments of other kinds that are too poor
to afford a rent to their owners. A larger number

still may get employment as additional workers in
establishments that have good working appliances,

and that pay no more for the use of them in conse-
quence of the presence of the marginal men.

It does not follow that, because a man desires that

the product of his industry shall not pay tribute

to employers, he needs to take himself away from
them. Working near to the man who tills a waste
piece of land in an independent way, there may

95
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be another man who works on similar land for the

owner of it, and gets as wages the value of what
he raises. This man is as free from a master's exac-

tions as is the squatter. A man may have, as Adam
Smith has said, "neither landlord nor master to

Thineondi- share with him," though he work for a master. If
tion possible
under era- he gives his employer no more in value than his
ployers, employer gives to him, his product is intact, and it

all comes to him as wages. It is in positions like

these that most marginal laborers are found. They
are not working in solitude, yet their products are
distinguishable from all other products.

No-rent in- There are mills and furnaces so antiquated, so
struments
abundant, nearly worn out or so badly located that their owners

get nothing from them; and yet they run, so long
as superintendents can earn their salaries and ordi-

nary workers their natural wages. There are machines
that have outlived their usefulness to their owners,

but still do their work and give the entire product

that they help to create to the men who operate
them. There are railroads and steamship lines that
pay operating expenses only. There are stocks of

merchandise so full of remnants and unstylish goods
that it barely pays salesmen to handle them. Every-
where, in indefinite variety and extent, are no-rent

instruments; and, if labor uses them, it gets the en-
tire product of the operation. Let the general rate

The advane- Of wages rise, and many of these instruments will
ing and
recedingof be thrown out of use. Let the rate then fall, and

the no-rent the utilizing of them will be resumed. Let a migra-line.

tion relieve the pressure of population in one country,
and overcrowd another; and in the former country
no-rent instruments of every sort will be abandoned,

while in the latter such as are idle will be put into
active use.

That no-rent instruments are not few in number
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is made clear by the fact that every tool, machine,
building, vehicle or other auxiliary of labor that
wears out by use must, in the course of its deteriora-

tion, necessarily reach a point at which it yields no
net gain to its owner. So long as an e_trepreneur Allinstru-

can keep such an instrument in his service, and gain wearmentSoutthat
anything whatever by so doing, he will keep it. have ano-rent periodr

When he loses something by its presence, he will
abandon it. When he neither gains nor loses by the
presence of the worn instrument,- that is, when the

whole product gained by using it is required to pay for
the labor that utilizes it,--the instrument is in the

concluding or no-rent stage of its economic career.
Everything that wears out in the using has such an

old age period of service, preceding the moment of
its abandonment; and the aggregate of things that
at any one date are in this condition is enough to

constitute a very large outfit of no-rent appliances,
by which labor may be aided. The effect of an in- Increase of

population
crease of population, if other things remained un- wouldpro-
changed, would be to prolong the period of service longtheirperiods of

of all such deteriorating capital goods. To make profitabletlSe.

the existing stock of capital goods available for the
larger number of men, it would be necessary to work
the worn tool, the rickety engine, the unseaworthy
ship, etc., somewhat longer than it would have been
used under former conditions. When it is at the

point of abandonment, however, the labor that uses

it creates wages only.
The entire product that is created by utilizing the

poorest instruments that are kept in action at all,
goes to the men who work with them. The amount Theproduct

gained by
of this product corresponds with and expresses the the useof
rate of general wages, and it is an important element the poorestInstruments

in regulating that rate. The men who use such goestolaborers.

instruments are a part of the final increment of
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labor, the market price of which regulates the price
of all labor. They are_ however, not the whole of
this final increment; for there are in the field other

marginal men who are not using valueless instru-
ments of any kind. A man may be free from all

claims of capitalist and landlord, without restricting
himself to the difficult process of using only worth-
less land and tools.

If this were the only alternative open to an unem-
ployed man, the wage law that our study is to reveal
would be akin to that of Mr. George, which asserts

that all wages depend on the product realized by tilling
no-rent land. We should, however, have to offer one

amendment to this formula, making it assert that all

men must accept what any of them could produce, if
they chose to utilize marginal land and other value-
less instruments. The field that would thus be open
to men seeking employment is, by one point, larger

than the marginal territory that mere agriculture
Tais fiela affords ; but it does not comprise the whole field that
for marginal .
labor not _S, in reality, open to them. We must consult facts
the only
one. to see where men may and do resort, when thus

seeking employment.

Reverting to agriculture, we find an intensive, as
well as an extensive, marginal field. For one man

who finds work by pushing the boundary of the
tilled area into no-rent territory, there are a number

who find it by a harder tillage of rent-paying lands.
Whenever one waste farm is brought into use, new
men are likely to be set at work on many good ones.
Indeed, the overcrowding of the good lands comes
first in time; for it is the diminished returns that

the workers get, as they till more and more in-

tensively these lands of high quality, that cause
an overflow of the working force to inferior lands.
Men are, then, crowded outward from the intensive
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centres of cultivation. The point at which it ceases The inten-
81V_ m argill

to be profitable to add to the amount of labor spent ofeult,va-

on good land may be termed the intensive margin of t,on
cultivation. Such a field has received increment after

increment of labor; but the time has come when a
further force of workers can do better elsewhere.

Thus, one man may plough a rocky field alone, but

his ploughing is imperfect. For the best results a
spade must here and there be used; and the man
who uses it may be regarded as a marginal man.
Again, three men may plant a field; but their plant-

ing will be slow, and some parts of the land will not
have the benefit of a long growing season. Four
men, however, can plant the field more quickly, and

thus give to the part that is last reached a longer
time to mature its crop. In this case the fourth man

is the marginal one; and the value of the whole
additmnal produce that his presence causes may go to
him as wages. Once more, three men may be able
to reap a field; but four can do it more quickly, and

so save the crop from some of the danger to which
autumnal rain exposes it. Here, again, the fourth man
is the marginal one, whose whole product is his wages.
The value of the wheat that in a series of years
is saved from destruction through his presence may
be paid to him for his labor. There may be still

another man who gleans behind the reapers, and gets
just the value of his gleanings. Such an additional Theproduct

of laSor at

man often adds to the perfection of the planting this inten-
process or the cultivating process. But if he created sire marginits natural

less and received less than he actually does, he would wages.
betake himself to infel_or land.

It is by assuming perfectly free competition among
employers that we are able to say that the man o_.
the intensive margin of an agricultural force of

laborers will get, as pay, the value of his product.
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When such a man offers himself to an employer, he

is virtually offering an addition to the farmer's crop.
If one farmer will not pay the market price of the
additional produce, another will pay it, provided that

The hTpoth- competition does its work quite perfectly. Friction
eros oi per-
fect compe- is, however, always an element to be taken into ac-
tition neces-
_ry. count; for adjustments like this are not perfect in

any society. Our sole present inquiry is, neverthe-
less, to determine the standard to which wages tend

to conform--the standard to which they would con-
form in a frietionless society. Our answer is that

wages conform to the product that is attributable to
marginal labor.

We are also seeking to ascertain what such mar-

ginal labor is; and in agriculture much of it consists
in the final increment of labor employed in the in-

tensive tillage of good land. Such labor demands
of a farmer no appreciable increase in his investment
of capital. He does not need to buy more land or to

put more permanent improvements into land that he
already owns. In many cases he does not need to add

a single tool to his outfit. He has only to add this
man, empty-handed as he is, to his laboring force.
Any extra produce is attributable to the man's labor,
and to that only; and perfect competition tends to

give the value of this produce to the man as wages.
Such an intensive margin of the field for labor is

by no means confined to agriculture- it may be traced
throughout the industrial system. Everywhere there
is a line that it does not pay to pass in adding to the
number of workers who are utilizing the really pro-

An intensive duetive appliances of industry. Though a hundred
margin in
•u ind,_- men can sail a steamship, a hundred and five may sail
tries, it better. In that case, the five extra men are on the

intensive margin of utilization of the steamship and
are virtually rent-free. Whatever the ship itself
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must pay toitsowners,was paidwhen itwas run by

the originalcrew. The lastfivemen thataretaken

on board,therefore,createa distinctproduct. They

render the ship a more efficientcarrierand put

money intothe owners'pockets;but they takethis

money out of the owners'pockets,when theydraw

wages. In mills,mines,shops,furnaces,etc.,there

isinthisway oftena chanceto vary,withinnarrow

limits,the number ofmen who areemployed,without

affectingtheowners'incomes. Ifnew men arethus

taken,theirwhole productisgiventothem.

There are,however,some pointsin the industrial

systematwhich thereisno elasticityin thenumber

of workers who can be economicallyemployed. A

givenmachine oftenrequiresone man to run it,and

no more. It isnot,then,at everypointin a great

establishment that the working force can be enlarged
or reduced without any change in the character of
the outfit of capital goods. Yet in commerce there is

often an appreciable elasticity in the amount of labor
that can be employed in connection with a stock of
salable merchandise. In manufacturing and in trans-
porting, too, the working force may often be varied
perceptibly, with no change in the amount or in the

character of the capital goods that are used in connec-
tion with it.

Such changes must, of course, be kept within com-
paratively narrow limits. At one point in the in-

dustrial system it may be that five men can be added
to a gang of a hundred, without requiring a change
in the amount of capital employed and without
requiring any change in the form of it. Elsewhere
only one man in a hundred can, in this way, be added

or subtracted. If, in each of the general groups into
which society is organized for the purpose of produc-
tion, as many men as one for every hundred can be
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added to the working force or taken from it, without
necessitating any change in the outfit of tools,
machines, materials, etc., that they use, this fact is
sufficient to furnish a certain theoretical basis for a

law of wages. Any one man in a force of a hundred

may, then, leave his own employer without injuring
or benefiting the employer; and if he offers his ser-
vice to another and demands, as pay, what he will
produce for him, he will neither benefit nor injure

this second master, in case he gets employment
from him. There is, it thus appears, what we may

Thezoneof call a zone of indifference in the field of employment

indi_erence, that each e_trepreneur controls. Within this limit
men may go or come without affecting the employers'
pockets. Motives other than pecuniary interest

may cause employers to accept new men that are
offered to them; and there is a chance for a limited

amount of labor to flow freely from group to group in
the industrial system. If competition works in ideal
perfection, wherever these marginal workers go, they

get their exact products as their pay; though, in fact,
as competition works imperfectly, what the men get
is merely an approximation to their products.

When any man leaves his employer, the test that
_o_ the determines how much he has been worth is applied
_arOduct of

boron by ascertaining how much the employer loses in con-
t_ted.thiszoneia sequence of-having his laboring force made, by one

man, smaller. It may be that the identity of the
particular man who goes is of no consequence. All
that is important may be the fact that, somewhere in

the mill, there are seven workmen in a gang that
formerly had eight, or nineteen in a gang that had

twenty. The man is, let us say, an average, un-
skilled workman; and he can change his occupation
without that amount of waste and friction that is

entailed when a man who has mastered a profitable
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specialty transfers himself from one group to another.
One question to be answered is, How much does

the former employer lose by the man's departure?
Another question is, How nmch does the second
employer gain by the man's presence ?

So far as the men in an employer's service are thus
interchangeable, it makes no difference to him which
of them it is that ]eaves his service. If the man who

departs has been doing some kind of work that is
quite necessary in conducting the business, the
employer has only to put in his place the man who
has been doing the work that is least needed. The
work that is left undone in consequence of one man's

departure is always of the marginal kind. The men
in a mill arrange themselves in different classes, in
the order that expresses the importance of the work
that they are doing. The first class does something
that is indispensable, the second, something that is

highly important but less so than that which is done
by the first, etc. The last class does a kind of work
that contributes least of all to the productiveness of

the business. If a man belonging to the first class
leaves his emplo)_nent, the master has only to put
into his place a man taken from the last class. It is
the least needed work that will remain undone. The

effective importance to his employer of any of these Theprin.cipleof el-
interchangeable men is measured by the absolute im- fectivepro4.
portance of the one that does the least necessary work. uctivity.

Moreover, we shall find that, where men are not

thus entirely interchangeable, something akin to this
substitution of one for the other still takes place,

when a superior man, performing an important func-
tion, deserts his employment. That function does
not go unperformed. Another man is set to doing
what the departing man did; and the work that re-
mains undone is, as before, work of the marginal kind.
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The substitutions that have to be made, in order to

bring about this result, do, it is true, entail a special
loss on the employer; for the important kinds of work

are not so well done as they were formerly. The
extra loss thus occasioned measures the special value
of the superior man whose departure caused the sub-
stitutions. All grades of labor are, however, really

measured, in the end, by marginal standards; and
the entire process of measurement can be understood

when we shall have reached a later point in the study
of the marginal productivity of labor.

What we need now to note is that, so far as men

are interchangeable, they are all alike in what we

_ffo_tive may call their e_eet_'ve producti_,ity. One of them may
productivity
the test el actually be doing an indispensable work and another
wagss, a work Shat is of slight importance; but it really

diminishes the product of the establishment no more

to take away the first man than it does to take away
the second, for the second man is sure to leave his

own work and do the more essential thing formerly
done by the first. What we may call the absolute
productivity of a particular man is measured by the

importance of the particular work that he is doing.
Let the man desert his place, leaving undone the
work that he has heretofore done, and the loss that

the establishment will thereby sustain measures the
man's absolute productivity. What we have called
a man's effective productivity is, then, measured by
the loss that his employer suffers when the man de-

parts, and when the employer rearranges his force
so that the more necessary kinds of work are still
done. The employer will put B into A's place, C

into B's place, etc. ; and the only work that goes
undone is of the kind that is least necessary. If the
men are quite interchangeable, the effective prod-

uctivity of any one of them is equal to the abso-
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lute productivity of the final or marginal one, whose
work can best be dispensed with. We shall find
that all wages are naturally gauged by the effective,
rather than the absolute, productivity of the men

who get them. In so far as men can be freely
substituted for each other, any man in a series of

men is actually worth to his employer only as much
as the last one in the series produces.

From an employer's point of view, the area within
which he can set a few extra men working, without

reducing their effective products, in amount, below
those of men who are already in this marginal region,
we have called the zone of it_differenee--on the ground
that it is of no appreciable importance to him whether
such men work or not. If he hires them, he will

pay their products as wages, and will make noth-

ing out of them. A small influence will determine
whether an employer will hire such men or not.
There is, of course, some friction to be overcome

whenever a working force is enlarged or reduced.
F_om a workman's point of view, this is evident.
If I am a clerk out of employment, will you take me

into your shop ? Yes, if I can produce for you a bare
tithe more than you will pay me in wages ; no, if I
can produce less. You may or may not take me, if
I can add to your previous product exactly what I
ask as wages. My labor will then lie within the

zone of economic indifference, and humanity or other
motives will determine your action. If I am in your
employment, will you turn me off? Probably not,
till the product that my labor adds to the other earn-

ings of the shop falls short of my actual wages. If Howth8
test is pra_

you have taken me into your shop at a time when tically al_
business was unusually good, you doubtless realized, pu,a.
for the time, a small profit from my labor; and this

sufficed to overcome the slight inertia that opposes aa
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enlargement of a laboring force. On the other hand,

when you have once enrolled me among your men,
inertia will work in my favor; for you will keep me
till my presence involves a loss that is large enough
to make you take the overt step of discharging me.

What we are seeking is, of course, the standard to

which the pay of labor tends to conform; but inertia
and friction are influences that, as we have asserted

with all needed emphasis, have a place in all eco-
nomic theories that aim to be complete. It is not,
however, in that part of the theoretical statement

which aims to establish the natural standard of wages
Friction not that we have to measure the effects of friction. Even

considered though, in the adjustment of wages, there were veryin fixing a

theoretmal large disturbing influences to be encountered, yet, ifstatic stand.

ard of competition caused the pay of labor to gravitate
wages, always toward the rate that is fixed by the product of

the marginal part of the supply of labor, it would be
enough for our present purpose to establish that fact;

and this would be true, though friction and disturb-
ance -- the elements that are elsewhere to be studied

--kept the actual rate of wages much farther from
the theoretical standard than they do.

Summary. The conclusions that we have now reached may
be summarized as follows: "_Wages tend to equal the
l_roduct of marginal labor; and that part of the worki_g
force which occupies a zone of indifference is thus
marginal, a_The men who run no-rent machinery,

or extort the last increment of product from better
machinery, are within this field; and so are the men
who till waste land, or give the final touches to

the intensive tillage of good land. So, also, are
the laborers who anywhere bring capital goods to the
height of their efficiency, and so effect any of the

final gleanings of the industrial field. All these men
create a certain amount of wealth. Competition
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tends to give them the whole of it : and it also tends
to make other laborers ae_.ept what these me_: create
and get. If the workmen within the zone of
indifference constitute an appreciable force, and if

they can be transferred freely from one position to
another, it is clear that the effective l,',du,,t qf' an_l
u,orkman must be equal to the absolute product ,!f a ma_
who is within the _narginal zone. Let any man desert

an employer's working force and, however necessary
that man's labor may be, the employer will lose only
what some man in the marginal area is now pro-

ducing. He will take this man, who is now doing
some of the final gleaning work, and put him into

the place where the more impo:tant labor is to be
performed. By effeetive standards all men's labor
is equally important, provided that the men are
interchangeable. The friction that the interchange
encounters is, again, an element for separate study.
In the absence of friction, men who can be moved

from place to place are of equal effective impo:tance
and get equal pay--that is, the amount that the
marginal workers produce.

Another step may now be taken toward the attain-
ment of a standard of general wages. The product Products on
that is created within one employer's zone of indif- the zonesofindifference

ference tends to equal what is produced on the cor- o, differentemploy-
responding part of another employer's field. If the mentstendtowardreal-
marginal machinery of some cloth-making firm is fortuity.
very poor,--consisting, perhaps, in antiquated and
rickety looms in a remote mill in the country, -- the

men who use this machinery can produce only a little.
If in a modern mill, elsewhere located, the marginal
instruments are much better, the men who use them

create more; and, under free competition, they tend

to get more. Here, let us say, is a situation that
calls for a transfer of men from one field to the other.
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The old and worn machines will be abandoned, and

the men who used them will go to the good mills, and
will there utilize poorer instruments than, in these

mills, have heretofore been used; or they will make
less productive uses of the good instruments that
there abound. In short, they will press the margin
of employment downward to a less productive level ;
and this movement will tend to go on till, in one

employer's mill, marginal labor creates and gets the
same amount of wealth that it does in the mills of

his competitors.

This is saying that the zones of indifference in the
several employers' fields, all taken together, eonsti-

A general tute a zone of indifference running through thezone of in-
difference in whole group, or branch of industry, to which the men
each induso belong. Any man within this zone may leave one_ry.

employer and betake himself to another, and he will
produce for the second the same amount of wealth
that he created for the first. This entire zone is an

area of uniform productivity for labor and of equal
pay for labor, if competition works without fric-
tion. The static adjustment toward which industrial

society is at each instant tending is one in which
the marginal men in all establishments belonging to
one group are uniformly productive and are paid at
a uniform rate.

Again, there is a similar tendency to uniformity
of productive power and of pay in the marginal areas

A s_ntlar in the different branches of industry. What is pro-
zoneinin- duced within the zone of indifference in one indus-dustry as a

whole, trial group, tends to equal what is produced in the
corresponding zone in another_ and there is, in

reality, a social zone of indifference that includes all
the local areas. Thus, marginal labor in shoe manu-
facturing tends to be as productive and as well paid

as is marginal labor in iron-smelting, in quarrying,
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in transporting, etc. If this were not so, there would
be a steady flow of labor from the less productive to
the more productive area. If in one occupation

the marginal men create what is worth a dollar and
a half a day, while elsewhere they create what is
worth two dollars a day, the employers in this latter
field are interested in hiring men entirely from that
field in which the product and the pay are the lowest.
This transfer of men from the one field to the other

equalizes the productive powers of men at the several
margins of employment. In the one field men will
relinquish the poorest instruments and the least pro-
ductive uses of good ones. The effect of this, in the
branch of industry from which the men go, is to
make better instruments become the marginal ones;
and it is also t,_ make more profitable uses of
good instruments become the final or no-rent uses.

It increases the absolute product of the marginal
labor, and that raises the effective product of all

labor. The result in the group to which men are
going is the reverse of this. There the use of poorer
and poorer instruments, and the making of less and
less productive uses of good instruments, is the

rule. There marginal labor is being forced into
less and less productive fields. The inducement to
move is withdrawn, and the movement ends when

in farming, in cotton-spinning, in mining, in shoe-
making, in cattle raising, etc., the final increments
of labor are equally productive. Marginal social

labor, in short, tends everywhere to be uniformly
productive: labor of uniform personal quality is
equally productive in all parts of the industrial
system. The interchangeability of laboy insures
this. It is, therefore, all paid at the same rate; for

the wages of a unit of labor anywhere in the work-
ing field tend to equal the product of a unit on the
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marginal part of it. The zone of indifference, then,

extends through every group and sub-group into
which industriM society is organized. The distrac-
tive fact about it is, that it is everywhere a matter
of indifference to an employer whether, within this
area, he employs a man or not.

Want The terms "zone," "area " and "field," are figu-
't zones _*

represent, rative expressions; and what they really signify is
opportunity to labor. A fertile piece of land or a
well-equipped shop offers to a certain number of men

an opportunity to work in a highly productive way.
This best opening for labor may be represented by
the figure of a central circle in the universM field
for employment. AdditionM men create less than

did the origilJal ones, because their opportunities are

poorer; and this fact may be indicated by loeativg
them, in imagination, on zones surrounding the
central area. There is a series of such opportunities

for labor, each of which is poorer than the preceding
ones, and the last is the poorest of all. It is this

most sterile of the fields, openings or opportunities
for labor that we describe graphically as an outer-

most zone, within which men produce only their
wages. This is the zone of indifference from an
employer's point of view, because, if he sets men

working within this area, he must give them all
that they produce as wages. If one employer offers

to them less than, by their productive power, they
are worth, another will offer more, provided compe-

How the tition is perfectly free and efficient. Theoretically,
product at
the mar- there is competition between employers for every
gmal zone m workman whose presence in an establishment affordssecured by

laborers, to the owner any profit over what he pays to him;
and the competition stops only when this profit is
annihilated.

In this there is a parallelism of great importance
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between the natural value of goods and the natural

wages of labor. It has been rightly asserted by early
economists that the natural price of an article is one

that yields only the cost of producing it, and this
view is in harmony with common experience. Nor-

real prices are no-profit prices. They afford wages
for all the labor that is involved in producing the
goods, including the labor of superintending the
mills, managing the finances_ keeping the a(.c,,mnts,
collecting the debts and doing all the work of dn'ect-
ing the policy of the business. They afford, also,
interest on all the capital that is used nl the buMness,
whether it is owned by the entrepre_eur or borrowed It is through

eolnpstltloll,
from some one else. Beyond t hi_ there is no return, _hlch tends

to carry
if prices stand exactly at their normal ntte ; and the p,icesof
reason for this is that e_,tret_r_,_,eurs compete with goodsdowDto the no-

each other m selling their goods, and so reduce prices profit love1
_o tile no-net-profit level.

Prices, however, seldom remain long at the exact
cost rates. There are fluctuations that carry them
at one time above the rate, and then cause them to

subside toward it. The no-profit level of price is
thus normal; because it furnishes, not the rate at

which things continue to sell, but the one toward
which prices are forever gravitating, where competi-
tion is free. Wherever there is an entrepreneur's
net profit, some article is, for the time being, selling

for more than this normal price. The tendency of
competition is to annihilate the profit; and that is
the same thing as bringing actual prices to what, in
accepted economic theory as well as in common expe-
rience, is their "natural" level. The friction that
this movement toward the natural level encounters

is a subject for later study; but we already see that

the pure profit of an entrepreneur could never exist,
if it were not for this friction. If tile price of eve1T-
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thing could instantly take the level fixed by the bare
cost of producing it, there would be nothing left for

an entrepreneur, as such.
In employing marginal labor, competition, if it is

free and efficient, has the same effect: it annihilates

the profit that an employer might make on the last
increment of labor that he hires. Employers have the
same inducement to bid over each other for labor that

will give them a net gain, as they have to bid under
each other to secure a sale for goods that yield a

andalso to profit. In the latter case, they run the prices down
earrythe till no margin of gain is left for themselves; and inwagesof
labor up to the former case they run the wages of the last incre-the no-profit

level, ment of labor up, till no profit remains for them.
The marginal wage rate is, then, naturally a no-net-

profit rate; and it is employers' competition that
tends to make it so. Here, again, there is friction

to be encountered; for competition does not do its
work with accuracy. Hence there are now and then
profits or losses connected with marginal labor. The
no-profit pay for such labor is, however, natural,

for the same reason that cost prices of goods are
natural: it is the rate toward which, under the

influence of competition, the pay of marginal labor
is everywhere tending.

Furthermore, as all pay for marginal labor tends to
adjust itself to the product of that labor, so the pay
for all other labor tends to adjust itself to that of the
marginal part of the supply. What a man on the

zone of indifference is getting, another man must
accept, if the employer can substitute the one for the

Thezoneof other. This principle would afford a sufficient regu-

notindifferencethelator of wages, if the zone of indifference, as it has
wholemar- been described, were the whole marginal field of em-giual field

of employ- ployment of labor; but it is not. Besides utilizingmerit of

labor, worthless instruments and bringing out the laten_
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possibilities of good ones -- that is_ by enlarging the
whole field of labor in the extensive and the inten-

sive ways that have thus far been described--an
addition to the working force may in still another
way find employment in which it will create a dis-

tinct product and get the whole of it. It is, there-
fore, not fair to say that the product of labor on the
zone of indifference is the sole and adequate standard
to whmh the pay of all labor conforms. It is the prod-
uct of labor on a still larger marginal field, of which
this zone is only a part, that constitutes this standard.

The opportunity for employment, which has been
described by the term "zone of indifference," consists

in the liberty to use capital-goods, or concrete instru-
ments of production, in ways that make them yield
more than they already do. Taking the working
equipmen_ of the world as it stands, we may get some-
what more out of it, if we spend more labor in using
it. This is a different thing from getting more out

of a given ea29ital by a similar intensifying of labor.
A mill with its machines as they stand can take more
laborm_ than are now employed in it; but if the m_ll
is worth a million dollars, that amount of capital is

capable of employing a much larger number of mar-

ginal workers than the mill can use as it stands.
The vast stock of working appliances that the United Themarginof employ-
States possesses can enable more men to work than mentaf-

_ forded by
are now working ; but sixty-five billion "dollars not capital-
confined to these appliances, but free to invest them- goodscon-trasted wltk

selves in any other things, could give openings to a themarginafforded by

much greater number of additional workmen. There capita.
is a radical difference between the margin of employ-

ment that is offered by a particular stock of capital-
goods and the one that is offered by a given capital.

In many parts of the industrial field a few more
men or a few less might be employed, in connection

1
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with the amounts of capital that are there already in
use, and without any change in the form of that capital.

Thus, leaving a farm, with its buildings, live stock,
implements, etc., exactly as they are, you may add a
mail to the working force o1" withdraw one from it

Limited without affecting the employer's gains. This slight
elasticity of
the field for elasticity in the size of the laboring force that an
employment iudustrial plant can receive is of great importance;offered by a

given stock but as an essential fact it is insignificant in coin-of capital-

goods, parison with the elasticity in the size of the force

that a given capital can receive. Though there are
shops into which one or raore men could be taken

without loss, there are also shops that could not
economically take another man. There are, again,
machines that must be tended all day by one operator.

There are farms, gardens, mines, saililag craft, etc.,
to which the bringing of one more workman would
mean an excessive and uneconomical supply of labor ;
but there is no such limit to the number who can

Unlimited work with a fixed amount of capital, _PtI_eforms of it
elasticity of
the field can be varied to suit the number of the n_en. If, when-
offered by a
givencap- ever you added to the number of your workmen, you
ital could instantly, and without waste, put your capital

into any new shapes that you might select, you might
double, quadruple or octuple your force of men with-

out adding to the amount of your capital as a whole.
If, therefore, capital is not limited in its forms, the

labor that can use it is not limited in quantity.
This fact makes it ultimately possible for a far

greater quantity of labor to move from group to group
in the industrial system than could so move if capital
were frozen rigidly into a fixed set of forms. If this
were the case, only men on the zone of indifference

The mobil- could be transferred without a disastrous amount of
ity of labor
largelyde- waste and disturbance. If there were two indus-
pendent onthis fact. tries, each of which employed a hundred thousand
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men and a hundred million dollars' worth of capital,

it might be that one thousand men could move freely
from one to the other without any gain or loss in
productive power, lf, however, it were desired to
transfer ten thousand men or fifty thousand, this
would be impracticable, so long as the forms of the
capital in the two industries remained unchanged.
Take half of the working men out of the one set of
mills and put them into the other, and in the first set

many machines will cease to run at all, while in the
other mills men will be unable to do anything that
is useful enough to make their company worth as
much as their room. Yet a perfect mobility of labor
is one of our primary hypotheses. Unless labor is
thus mobile, it cannot be brought to an equality of

earning power in different industries, and a general
or social rate of wages cannot be established. It is
clear that in thinking, in a practical way, of the
manner in which a general rate of pay is established,
we tacitly recognize the unrestricted power that cap-
ital, as such, has to employ varying amounts of labor.

Because the capital of each group has this power, the
groups are brought to an equilibrium, and their out-
puts are made normal Because the capital of Theolas-

tlcity of the
society_ as a whole, has this power, labor, as a whole, gene'ral

always has, under normal conditions, an outlook for labor mar-ket also de-

employment where its product will set the standard _endenton
of its pay. An industrial society can, in some way,
absorb any amount of labor. If capital is freely trans-
mutable in form, labor becomes freely transferable

and able to count on an indefinitely elastic field of
employment. What a marginal unit of it can pro-
duce in this elastic field is the amount that can be

specifically attributed to any unit.



CHAPTER IX

CAPITAL AND CAPITAL-GOODS COI_TRASTED

IT is now possible to state, in an intelligible way,
the main thesis of the theory of wages:affrhe pay of
labor in each industry tends to conform to the mar-
glnal product of social labor emplo_/ed in connection

with a fixed amount of social capital, as such. _ That
Necessity the full meaning of this statement may become clear
_or contrast-
ing capital it is necessary to present, in some fulness, the differ-
and capital-
goods, ences that science must recognize between "capital

and "capital-goods."
Capital consists of instruments of production, and

these are always concrete and material. This fact is
Capitalal- fundamental. In claiming for capital a material
ways con-
crete and existence, we go beyond many classical economists,

material, since we do not consider acquired abilities of work-
men as a part of the fund of productive wealth. Man
does not add to his capital, when he spends money in

training or educating himself for a useful occupation.
He gets something, indeed, that increases his pro-
ductive power; and in getting it he is obliged to
practise abstinence. He deprives himself of pleas-
u_re, in order that thereafter he may produce more
than he otherwise could. There is, it must be ad-

mitted, a certain similarity between the effects of

money spent on a technical education and those of
money spent in buying a tool. In using the term,
however, we shall be strict constructionists, and shall

insist that capital is never a quality of man himself,
116
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which he uses for productive purposes. The capital

of the world is, as it were, one great tool in the hand
of working humanity--the armature with which

humanity subdues and transforms the resisting ele-
ments of nature.

The most distinctive single fact about what we
have termed capital is the fact of permanence. It
lasts ; and it must last, if industry is to be successful.

Trench upon it--destroy any of it, and yoa have Permanencetile most

suffered a disaster. Destroy all that you have of it, distinctive
attribute of

and you must begin empty-handed to earn a living', capital.
as best yon can, by labor alone. Yet you must

destroy ealoital-goods in order not to fail. Try to
preserve capital-goods from destruction, and you
bring on yourself the same disaster that you suffer
when you allow a bit of capita] to be destroyed. Stop
the machines in your mill that they may not wear
out, wrap and box them in order that they may not
rust out, and the productive action of your capital

stops. What is more, the capital itself will also
ultimately perish; for your machines will, in time,
become so antiquated that it will be impracticable to
use them.

Capital-goods, then, not only _nay go to destruc- Capital-
goods must

tion, but must be destroyed, if industry is to be suc- perish ino_-
der that

cessful; and they must do so, in order that capital capitalmay

may last. Seed-wheat must perish that wheat may abide.
abide. It is this idea of permanence that originally
gave a name to the kind of wealth that is used for
productive purposes, for it is the kind of wealth that
is of such capital, or vital, importance that it mus_

always be kept intact. It is, by its very name, con-
trasted with free income, which may be used up on
one's living or on one's pleasure. Put your capital
out at usury and you may safely spend what comes

to you as the earning of it; but you may not safely
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spend the capital. The very policy, however, that

preserves this essential element in industry is one
that consigns to destruction nearly all the material

instruments that embody it. The point of sharpest
contrast between capital and most capital-goods is,
indeed, the permanence of the one, as compared with

the perishability of the other. Laud is the only
kind of capital-goods that does not need to be de-
stroyed, in order that the fund of wealth embodied
in it may continue.

Capitalmo- Again, capital is perfectly mobile; but capital-
bile,capital-
goodsnot so. goods are fi_r from being so. It is possible to take

a million dollars out of one industl 7 and put them
into another. Under favorable conditions, it is pos-
sible to do this without waste. It is, however, quite
impossible to take bodily out of one industry the

tools that belong to it and to put them into another.
The capital that was once invested in the whale fish-
ery of New England is now, to some extent, employed
in cotton manufacturing ; but the ships have not been
used as cotton mills. As the vessels were worn out,

the part of their earnings that might have been used to
build more vessels was actually used to build mills.
The nautical form of the capital perished; but the

capital survived and, as it were, migrated from the
one set of material bodies to the other. There is,

indeed, no limit to the ultimate power of capital, by
changing its forms of embodiment, thus to change
its place in the group-system of industry.

We now have the key to one scientific problem
connected with productive wealth. Why do busi-

The reason ness men speak of capital in terms of money ? Why,
for describ- " • 9 '_ingcapital if you ask a merchant, "What is your capital, will
Jntermsof he answer, "It is the hundred thousand dollars thatmoney.

I have invested in my shop ?" It is because what he

means by the phrase,"a hundred thousand dollars,"
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is an abiding thing, which he had when he went into
business and still has, unless his business has been

unfortunate. Yet he is usually under no delusions
as to the character of the things that embody his

capital; and, in particular, he knows that these
things do not consist in coins or in any other cur-

rency. He would be a poor merchant who should
keep more than a minute part of his capital locked
up in safes or bank vaults, or scattered through his
shop in cash drawem. His productive wealth con-
sists in merchandise, in fixtures, in claims against
customers for merchandise sold and delivered, etc.

Yet he instinctively and unconsciously thinks and
speaks of it as money. He can keep his "money,"
and he can move it from one investment to another.

A value, an abstract quantum of productive wealth, a

permanent fund--that is what the hundred thou-
sand dollars in our illustration really signify. A

value, a quantum of wealth, or a fund--if one of
these be thought of apart from the concrete things
that embody it, it is an abstraction; but if it be

thought of as actually embodied in concrete things,
it is not an abstraction, but a material entity. The

business man always thinks of his hundred thousand
dollars as thus embodied, and he can tell readily

enough what things embody it. He knows that his
investment is concrete and material; and yet he

instinctively thinks and speaks of it through the
medium of an abstract expression.

Guarding ourselves as carefully as we have done
against the idea that capital ever lives in a disem-

bodied state, we may safely use, for scientific pur-
poses, the business man's formula. We may think

of capital as a sum of productive wealth, invested
in material things which are perpetually shifting-

which come and go continually- although the fund
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abides. Capital thus lives, as it were, by transmi-

gration, taking itself out of one set of bodies and

putting itself into another, again and again. The

more frequently it casts off one set of forms and

takes on another, other things being equal, the more

actively business operations are proceeding, and the

more vitality there is in the fund itself. The life

of such a capital is not torpid, like the life of a reptilo

having a sluggish circulation: it is rather like the

life of a highly organized animal that casts off al_d
renews its tissues at short intervals. 1

1 In a monograph of the American Economic Association on
"Capital and ,ts Earmngs," published m May, 1888, I called atten-
tion to the distinction between capital and capital-goods, and
applied the term pure capital to the permanent fund of productive
wealth that in this chapter has been called simply capital. The word
"pure" suggests treedom from some admixture, and the admix-

ture that is excluded is a combinaUon with concrete objects such
as tools, etc. Yet it was not at all my intention to convey the
idea that pure capital is something that can objectively exist with-
out being in such a combination. It is, however, thought of in
ways in whmh, _n the concept itself, it has to be freed from the com-
bination. "It lasts," as we say, and "it moves from industry to
industry" ; but the tools do not last, and they do not change their
places as working implements. The fund, the "dollars," or the
pure capital does these things. When one set of bodms perishes
and another one replaces it, we say that capital continues, and yet
it is only an abstraction that has literally a continuous existence.
The concrete embodiments of the abstraction have only trausmnt
existences. With this understanding, pure capital might be termed
capital in the abstract, though it is never objectively an abstractmn.
It is value embodied in goods the identity of which is perpetually
changing, so that any affirmation that may be made of the pel_manent
fund applies to-day to one set of bodies, to-morrow to another, etc.
Here is the kernel of the logical distinction. An affirmation that
is made about capital-goods involves retaining the idea of the
identity of the goods. We say "all capital-goods perish, ': and
we mean by it, not that all matter belonging to the genus capital-
goods perishes from the earth, but that the particular capital-goods
that we identify in the affarmation do this. A literal description
of what, in the monograph referred to, was called pure capi_l.
and is here called capital, might term it a quantum of ma_t_r of the
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Such an abstract formula as this for describing a

concrete thing is common in every sphere of thought.
We have already used the illustration of a water Concrete

things often
power. Power, in itself considered, is an abstrac- desmlbedby
tion, but power embodied in an endless succession of abstractmeansof
drops of falling water is not abstract, but eminently formulas.

material and concrete. Life in itself is an abstrac-

tiun, but life embodied in an endless succession of

human beings is concrete. Productive power meas-
ured in units and expressed in terms of money is
abstract ; but when this power is embodied in an end-
less succession of capital-goods, it is concrete. We
might designate capital, the permanent thing that
we have described, as an endless succession of shift-

ing goods always worth a certain amount. We mean
exactly that, when we designate it as a certain
amount of "money" permanently invested in a suc-
cession of perishable things.

It is because the idea of permanence is conveyed
in the best and simplest way by this latter form of
expression that, in this connection and in others,

common thought adheres to it. It is a water power
that the manufacturer buys, when he gets the right
to have an endless series of particles of water flow
through his flume. It is life that abides on the
planet, as men come and men go. It is a fund, a
sum of active and productive wealth, that continues

in industry, as successive instruments of production
live, as it were, their industrial lives and die. Here,

as we have noted, there is one exception to be made:
capital invested in land has no occasion to east off

kind defined as producers' goods,measured in terms of valueand
having the characteristic of forever shifting its bodily identity.
Nothing that is permanently true can be affirmedof the goods,
as such: sincethe particulargoodsthemselvesdo not abide. Such
afftrmationsmay be madeonly of the fund.
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its present body and take another. This part of the
general productive fund can live, as we have seen,
without transmigration, but it is the only part that
can do so.

Bothcapital It is inevitable that both capital and capital-goodsandcapltal-
goodsmust should be subjects of economic study. There are

be Bradded. problems concerning each of them that have to be
solved; and this fact appears, in an unfortunate way,
in all those treatises on political economy in which
the single term, capital, is used to designate pro-
ductive wealth. Invariably does the application of
this term shift from capital, as we define it, to capi-

tal-goods, and vice versa. This twofold meaning of
one important word has made endless trouble and
confusion. Are wages, for example, paid out of

capital ? That they are so paid is the essence of the
wages-fund doctrine, which was for a long period
scarcely questioned. What is meant by the term
capital in this connection ? Is it the abiding fund

of productive wealth? If it is, then the statement
that was so long current must mean that industry,
as it proceeds, draws on this fund and reduces it.
This vital element in business must, at least tempo-

rarily, dwindle; yet every one knows that it does
not do so. Does the term capital, as thus used by

early writers, really mean capital-goods? If so,
their statement concerning it only asserts the fact
that the real pay that a workman gets and shares
with his family consists in goods taken fl'om mer-
chants' stocks. They have, it is true, been capital-

goods heretofore, but they are consumers' goods
now; and their places in the stock of capital-goods
have been taken by other and similar commodities.
There has been no reducing of capital, though the_e

may have been a withdrawing and a replacing of
the tissues of it. A statement that would have
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made these facts clear would have precluded logom-
achies and confusions without number; and a defi-

nition of terms that would have distinguished capital
from capital-goods would have done this.

The early economists all defined capital as consist-
ing in instruments of production, such as tools, build-
ings, raw material, etc. By a confusion of thought con_uBton_of definition
they usually included, as one of the forms of capital, that havebeen corn-
food for laborers -- a typical kind of consumel_' mon.

goods; but otherwise they made it clear that capital
consists in tools, buildings, materials and other

things that assist labor. Yet, having defined capital
in this way, they were forced -- as any one must be
to revert to the common conception of it as a fund de-

scribable in terms of money, when they entered on the
consideration of the problem of interest; for five per
cent of itself per annum is something that a building

cannot earn, though the "money" invested in the
building may do so.

What, then, is interest? Is it not a fraction of

itself that a permanent fund of wealth annually
earns ? It is five dollars annually earned by a hundred

dollars. It is usually expressed in percentages; and
percentages imply that both the capital itself and its
annual earnings are described in units of value.
Does a building, or an engine, or a ship literMly
earn in a year a fraction of itself? Does it emerge

at the end of the year larger by one twentieth than
it was at the beginning? The capital that is em-
bodied in the buildings, the engines and the ships
of the world does enlarge itself in this way. It
earns interest; but what the eo_wrete instruraents them-

selves earn is not interest, but rent.

A popular and accurate use of the term rent _nttho
earnings of

makes it describe the amount that any concrete in- capital-
strument earns. Thus, a building earns rent, as does goods.
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the land on which it stands; and so, in fact, does
every machine or bit of raw material that the build-

ing may contain. Rent, then, is a lump sum and
not a percentage. Let anything for hire, and what

ever you get for it will, in common usage, take the
name rent. Whether the thing that is let be a
farm, a house, a vehicle, a ship, a tool or any other
concrete capital-good, it earns rent; while capital, as

such, earns interest. Make an inventory of all the
concrete instruments of production that the world
contains, including in the list every commodity that

helps to produce other commodities and putting
opposite the name of each article the sum that in

a year it can earn for its owner. Add together all
these sums, and the gross amount is the total income
of the property-holding class, as this income is re-
duced to the form of rent. Now take a different

course. Make the same inventory of capital-goods
as before, appending to the name of each article the
value that it embodies. Add together these values,

and the grand total will describe the permanent capi-
Modeof re- tal of the world. Find what part of itself this fund
dueing rent
to the form will earn in a year, and you have the rate of interest.
of interest, Find how many dollars this fraction of the fund ofor earnings

of capital, capital amounts to, and what you have is the absolute

amount of interest. It is, again, the entire income
of the property-holding class; but this time it is in
the form of interest, conceived as the product, not of

perishable instruments, but of an abiding fund of
invested wealth. In a use of terms which harmo-

nizes with practical thought and which, as we under-
take to prove, is entirely scientific, rent and interest

describe the same income in two different ways.
These terms _Rent is the aggregate of the lump sums earned b!/describe the
Bameineome eapital-goods ; while interest is the fraction of itself

in two waya. that is earned bg the permanent fund of capital. )_
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It will be noticed that, in computing the rate of
interest, we first ascertained the absolute amounts,

or lump sums, earned by all the several instruments.
In a sense, interest depends on rent: it is total rent, Thedepend.ence of in-
reduced to a percentage of total capital. In another tereston

and a deeper sense, rent is governed by interest : the rent,themoreSnd
amount that any one instrument earns depends on the fundamentaldependenc$
number of such instruments that are in use. Increase ofrenton

interest.
the number of tools of any one kind, and the earnings
of each of them will grow smallm; diminish tile
number, and the earnings of each will grow larger.
The number of each kind of instrmnent that is

naturally brought into use depends on the law of
interest. The capital in one kind of tool, machine,
building, etc., is made to earn as lalge a percentage
of itself as does the capital in another; and the num-
ber of each kind of capital-goods is so adjusted as to
make it do so. This equalizing force determines the
number of capital-goods of each kind; and this,

again, governs tile rents that they severally earn. If
there are at work so many turning lathes that another
one will not earn as large a fraction of its cost as will
some other tool, the other tool is produced and set

working, in preference to the lathe. .Proxirnatel!/,
rent fixes interest. Given a certain number of capi-

tal-goods of each kind, and what they earn is the
amount that, by an arithmetical reduction, is con-
verted into interest. Funda_nentall!], interest governs
rents. Given a certain permanent fund of capital,
and it is put into such forms that the rent secured by

one concrete fm_, or capital-good, is as large a frac-
tion of its value as is that secured by another. A
fuller statement of the laws of rent and interest will
later make this clear.

Among those statements concerning capital which
Mr. John Stuart Mill classed as fundamental is the
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assertion that it is all destined to destruction. Raw

materials, he says, will transform themselves into
finished goods and will then be used up, tools will
wear out, buildings will go to decay, etc. Here is

a naYve reversion to the original idea, expressed by
the definitions of capital that were then current--

the idea, namely, of capital-goods. These do perish;
but the fundamental fact about capital- the fact

that originally gave it its name--is that it cannot
perish except by disaster.

Unlike rela- Another of Mr. Mill's fundamental propositions is,
tion_o_cap- that capital originates in abstinence. In this asser-ital and cap-

ital-goods to tion it is permanent capital that is referred to. Notabstinence.
a little care needs, however, to be used, if we ar_
to have a clear idea of the function termed absti-

nence; for concerning it there are current many old
confusions and some modern ones. We abstain from

something when, as a man would say, we "save
money." We do, indeed, get something by abstain-

ing; but what we abstain from is very different from
what we get. That which we keep our bands off
from-- that which we put away from ourselves and

do not consume--is not capital-goods: it is the
consumers' goods, the articles for personal comfort,
that we should have bought and used, if we had not

saved our money. We do not abstain from using
and destroying a machine or a building; we use them
and wear them out. In getting them, however, we
abstain from pleasures and articles that give pleasure.

Abstinence is nothing more than electing to take our
income in the form of wealth-creating goods, instead
of in that of pleasure-giving goods. It is on these

latter goods, which we elect not to take,-- and which
are, therefore, not produced for us,_ that we practise
abstinence. We let alone things that do not exist,
though they would exist if we called for them.
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What we get by abstinence is true capital; and
this means that the capital-goods which come to us
are not merely for the replacing of other capital-goods
that we are wearing out. They are new goods, em-

bodying a net addition to our fund. In eve1T case
an instrument that is gained by genuine abstinence
signifies that tile man has more permanent capital
than he had before. In due time this instrument

will wear itself out; and it will be followed by

another instrument. Virtually, though not literally,
it will have created that other instrument; and the

second instrument in the series, as well as all follow-

ing ones, will have come into existence without
iurtheI abstaining acts. When a loom in my cotton
mill shall be discarded by reason of age and infirmity,

I shall not be forced to replace it by trenching upon
my income and denying myself goods that I have been
accustomed to consume; for, in addition to the net

income that the loom has earned for me, it has pro-

vided a sinking fund which replaces itself without
imposing on me any further burden. Not all the

creating of capital-goods, then, calls for abstinence.
The starting of an entirely new series of capital-goods
does so ; and the abstinence exhausts itself in calling
the first one of the series into being, for the later

ones are virtually made by the first one. This is
saying that abstinence always calls a new bit of per-
manent capital into existence.

In modern economic literature there is a disposi-
tion to divide continued production into periods, and

to connect these periods with capital. Every bit of
capital is, according to one form of analysis, sup-
posed to thrust itself between the labor of production

and the beginning of consumption. This, however, Periods ofproduction
is, as we have seen, what capital-goods do. They conn_t_with capital-
separate labor, in time, from the enjoyment that will goo_.
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be afforded when tile particular thing with which

labor is now engaged shall be fully ripe for use;
while capital, on the contrary, synchronizes labor
and its fruits. We may measure a period of pro-

duction by the interval which a particular capital-
good thrusts between labor and its fruits. This is
measuring it by the lapse of time between two
different subjective experiences- namely, the sacri-

fice from making a thing and the personal gain from

using it. In another way, we may measure the
period by the duration of the instrument itself; and,
if it is a tool for aiding labor, we have to divide the
life of it as we divide the hfe of a human being,

into a period of growth and a period of maturity.
There is a time when it is taking shape under the
hands of workmen; and there is a later time when

it is fulfilling its destiny by helping other workmen
to produce,

Capital-goods follow one another in an endless
succession, and each one has its day. Capital, on
the other hand, has no periods. It works inces-

santly; and there is no way of dividing its continu-
ous life, except by using arbitrary divisions, such as

Capital days, months or years. There is nothing in the
works with-
out such function of it that can make a basis for such a divi-
periods, sion as we can trace in the life of capital-goods.

Capital, as such, does not originate, mature and then
exhaust itself, giving place to other capital. Goods
do this, but funds do not. No permanent capital
ever ripens and begins to minister to direct wants:

immaturity is of the nature of capital. Some raw
materials, which are now capital-goods, do mature in
this way ; though in doing so they cross the division

that separates producers' wealth from consumers'
wealth; for when they are ripe and in use, they
embody capital no longer.
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In the reservoir that we have lately used as an

illustration, every particle of water, separately con-
sidered, has its period of production. It enters the
pond at one end and slowly flows through it; and
here its function is to help in keeping the surface of
the pond at a certain level--to keep what is called
tim head of water, that drives the wheel, at a certain

height. In the end, it passes quickly through the
wheel pit, and in an instant its productive function
is over. That particular water has thus reached the
end of a period. On the other hand, a water power,

as such, has no periods, unless we make them arbi-
trarily by shutting the gates and stopping the mill
at a certain part of the day. If the power be used to
drive dynamos that work day and night, there are not
even such arbitrary periods traceable in its action:
the power is perpetual.

There has lately appeared in some discussions a

use of the term "waiting," as a synonym for absti-
nence; and the waiting that is referred to connects
itself with the periods that define the life of particu-

lar capital-goods. It is as though, when a man ab-
stained, he began making for himself some instrument

of production that would have its day and would, in
the end, exhaust itself in the operation of giving to
him consumers' goods. It is as though the man
measured the length of time that it would take for
the instrument to run its course, and then weighed

and counted the cost, of waiting for his consumers'
good_ through such a period. It is as though he
could not have the consumers' goods till the period
should be ended. After the instrument should have

worn itself out, it would then be necessary to make

a new one; and in doing this the man would again
measure the period of its duration and would count
the cost to himself of so much waiting. According
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to this view, if the periods were long, there would
be a great deal of abstinence, or waiting, to be do_,c
in connection with a particular bit of capital; while

if the periods were short, there would be compara-
tively little.

This resolving of abstinence into waiting for
consumers' goods, through the economic lifetime (,f
particular instruments of production, would be rea-
sonable, if consumers' goods actually came in that

Abstinence periodic way; but they do not. They come continu-
is not wait-
ingthrough OUSI_'; and the)" begin to come from the moment when
auchperiods, the instrument begins to act at all. From the mo-

ment when a gallon of water flows into the upper end
of a reservoir, the wheel at the lower end is made to

move by the overflow that there takes place. It is

wholly unnecessary for the owner of the mill to watch
the inflow, note the time of it and calculate how long

it will be before the particular gallon of water that
then flows in will reach the wheel pit. He is, in
fact, relieved from the necessity of doing any waiting
whatever, in connection with the career of that par-

ticular bit of capital-goods. At the beginning of the
period he has no occasion whatever to look forward to

the end of it, since nothing will happen at the end
that is not happening at every moment. There is a

perpetual shifting of the identity of the drops of
water in the pond, and there is a perpetual working of
the wheel; but, granting that the rate of the outflow
is given, the time that it takes for the water to get

through the pond signifies nothing.
A m B_tl C m

Atr Bll Cll

A t B I C I

A B C

When the raw material, A, starts on its economic

career, there is no occasion for calculating how long
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it will be before that particular material will become
A r" and pass into the hands of consumers, to render

the ultimate service for which it was designed. The
moment that this A appears on the scene, some A "r
has been released from the capitalist's hands and has

entered the realm of consumption as an article of
use. There has been an outflow of usable wealth.

There is, then, no need of calculating at the outset
the ripening time of A. The consumer has not to

wait for it; and, even if the ripening were very
remote, this fact would subject him to no incon-
venience. It is an actual fact that the length of Thecompar.

ative length
periods of production defined by the life of capital- o_the

periods doesgoods is a matter of entire indifference, so far as not affecL
the tmlc at which consumers begin to get enjoyment the timewhen the

out of the production is concerned. If a reservoir enjoymentof the frmta

is large, it will take a certain gallon of water a long oi labor be-

time to make its way through it; if the reservoir is gins;
small, it will get through more quickly, but it will
do its work of moving the wheel, by causing an over-
flow, as soon in the one case as in the other.

Let us, for another example, plant a forest of such
slow-growing trees that it will take fifty years to
bring one of them to the point of maturity, at which
it will be ready for cutting. Let us arrange the trees
in rows, and plant one row each year. During this
part of the process there is waiting to be done;

though this does not mean that we must wait for
any return whatever. The young and growing trees
have value ; and this repays us for our labor, and

does it promptly, as the labor proceeds. This return,
however, comes in a form in which we cannot use it

for consumption. We must at least wait for our fire-
wood. After fifty years the cutting begins; and now
all waiting is over. We may cut every year a row
from the ripe end of the forest and plant a row at the
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sincecapital opposite end. From this point on, the long periodmakes the
work and involved in the ripening of the trees loses its impor-
the ripen-
ing of its tance. The setting out of a new row of trees is now
virtual
productsyn- a very different thing from the planting of the orig-
ehronous, inal row fifty years ago; for in a sense the present

planting yields firewood at once. It replaces the
row that we now cut, and prevents this cutting from
trenching at all on the capital represented by the
forest; and it would have this effect if the trees

required five hundred years for maturing instead of
fifty, provided only that there were, in that case,
five hundred rows in the forest. As tree planters,
even in that case, we should have no more waiting
to do than we should now have if we could sow

acorns, and, by magic, cause them instantly to
become oaks five centuries old. The time that will

be required for the ripening of the particular trees
that we are now setting out has lost its importance,
since we are not dependent on those particular trees.

If the forest will yield us any other mature trees in
equal number, it is enough; and it will do this so
long as we keep unimpaired our permanent capital,

in the shape of the forest; and the planting of the new
row and the ripening of the older ones, as they take
place each year, have the effect of thus preserving
the forest. If the process goes on, it will continue
to the end of time in the same condition--as a

forest arranged in graded rows of different degrees
of maturity. So far as the industry that is spent
on them is concerned, it is every year the same-

planting one row, cutting one row, with no waiting
for the newly planted trees to ripen. All the waiting
that was done was involved in getting this bit of
arboreal capital into the condition in which it should

perform its function.
If the industry represented by the column of A's,
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in our recent table, were of such a kind that it took

fifty years for an A to become A "r, and if, on the other
hand, a B could become B "t in one year, the first

industry, when once it should be in running order,
would impose no more waiting upon any one than
would the second. There would be daily a creation
of a new A and a new B ; and there would be daily a

yielding up of an A "_ and a B "r to consumption.
It is, in short, the genesis of new capital that requires Abstinenceconfined to
abstinence. The maintenance of it, the mere renewal _ thegenesis
of the wasting tissue of it, does not require absti- o_newcapi-tal ;

nence. The duration of particular tissues has no
effect on the amount of the abstaining. We have

seen that the making of a new instrument, to take
the place of an old one, imposes on the owner no such
sacrifice as that involved in making the original one ;
for the reason that the instrument virtually, though
not literally, makes its own successor. The loom in
the factory that is worn out and is about to be re-

placed has, during its career, earned its share of
dividends for the stockholders of the mill and,

besides this, has earned for them a sum that will buy
a new loom. It is not necessary, therefore, to take
the cost of the new loom out of the stockholders'

incomes. That would impose on them the necessity
for a genuine act of abstinence, and that only would
do so. If the loom had not done what well-selected

machines always do, -- if it had not created a fund to

replace itself,--then it might have been necessary
to assess the stockholders for the cost of new ma-

chinery. That would have made them abstainers;

for it would have caused them to trench upon their
incomes and to forego some consumers' goods.

Abstinence, then, originates new capital: it di-
verts income in money from the expenditure that

would secure goods for consumption to that which
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secures instruments of production. This is the same

thing as saying that abstinence consists in taking
one's income in the form of producers' goods- elect-
ing to take draft horses instead of driving horses,

trading vessels instead of steam yachts, factories
instead of pleasure palaces, always as a part of the

income of the men who do the abstaining. The
effect of this is to put such a series of coSrdinated

capital-goods as the trees, the gallons of water and
the A's, etc., of our illustrations into working order.

since none Once the abstaining is done, no further diverting
volved°fit is In-in Of income is involved. The keeping up of the series
maintaimng of capital-goods is, in a sense, automatic. The mill,a series of

capital- the ship, etc., virtually replace themselves as they aregoods.
worn out; and these facts signify that, in a static
condition, capital-goods would be created forever in
limitless variety and number, but that no capital
would be created. No net addition to the fund of

productive wealth could then be called into existence.

This takes place wholly under dynamic conditions,
and it is a typical and important part of what con-

Abstinence stitutes economic dynamics. Abstinence is the relin-
relinquishes quishment, once for all, of a certain pleasure froman enjoy-

ment for- consumption and the acquisition of a wholly newever. It

causesan increment of capital. The particular enjoymentIncreaseof
capital,and that the man might have had, if he had spent his
is entirely a
dynamic money for consumers' goods, he will never have if
phenom_ he saves it. He has abandoned it forever; and, asnon.

an offset for it, he will get interest. In the absence
of disaster, the new capital will create its outflowing
product thenceforth forever.

It has been customary to regard abstinence as an
Itisnot, in "economic merit" and to justify interest on the
aconomicS,tobe ground of it. In our view, such an argument is not
treated as necessary. If we reduce society to a static state andmorally

meritorious, keep it so, every bit of capital that society owns will
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have inherent power to create wealth. If the men
who own the capital keep it in their own hands,

they will gee the product of it; but if they loau the
capital, they virtually sell the product of it, and
they may ask for an equivalent, as they would do
in making any other sale.

To every one who has a larger income than is
necessary to sustain life, is presented the option of
taking, as part of his income, something that will give
pleasure for a time and then utterly perish or_ oll the
other hand, of taking something that will never in
itself give any pleasure, but that to the end of time
will create, every year, a quantity of other things
that will do so. It is nature, and not human insti-

tutions, that offers this choice. It is not a govern-
ment that says to a solitary hunter, "You may pursue

game on foot and catch what you can of it, or you
may make a bow and thus secure more." It is the
nature of the bow to add something to the hunter's
product; and, moreover, it is the nature of it to add Loaninter-

est a pay-
enough to the product to enable him to take time to ment_ora
make another bow, when the first one is worn out, and product.

still have more game for his own use than he could
have had otherwise. The laws of matter, in short,

make capital productive. Being productive, it may
make over its product to the owner directly or it may
make it over to some one else, who will pay the owner
for it. Paying interest is buying the product of

capital, as paying wages is buying the product of
labor. The power of capital to create the product ie,
then, the basis of interest.

The fact that the product of capital is salable, is
of great importance in furnishing a motive for absti-
nence. There will come times when the owner can-

not use it. Men perish, but capital remains ; and,
though it may pass into the hands of young children
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or of others who cannot personally use it, the in-

heritors will still get the value of the product, if they
loan the capital and thus sell the product to others.
This reveals the motive for accumulating productive

Thesalabil- wealth. It is to get an income that will never cease;
ity of the
productof and it is, therefore, to get an income of which all
capitalmotiveafor bllt a minute part will go to others than the one
abstinence, whose abstinence has created the capital. A fraction

of itself the capital will earn every year; and, in the
absence of disaster, it will do this to the end of time

infinitely longer, that is, than any man's life.
In assuming the static condition of society, we

assume also the absence of those disasters which

would destroy capital; and we likewise assume a
fixed amount of the capital itself and a fixed earning
capacity. If this static condition continues, the rate
of interest will stand forever at the rate current at

the outset. This fixed condition cannot exist, how-

ever, unless the motive for saving something from
men's incomes is not equal to the motive for spend-

The static ing it. In the static state there is no abstinence or
hypothesis
excludes creation of new capital; because, with the capital
abstinence.

now on hand, men would lose more by foregoing

pleasure and making their fund larger than they
would gain by doing so. The whole subject of cre-
ating capital belongs, as has just been said, in the
dynamic division of the science of economics. The

process involves a perpetual comparison between
present pleasures and an endless series of smaller
pleasures, accruing mainly to the heirs of the man
who abstains.

Professorv. A recent and brilliant theory 1 connects the rate ofBShm-
Bawerk's interest with the length of what is called the period
theoryofin- of production, or with that interval which, as weterest as

dependent have noted, thrusts itself between the labor and the
on periods of
productiom 1 See Professor v. B_hm-Bawerk's Posit_w Theory of Cap#taL
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concrete fruits of that particular labor, whenever a
man makes an instrument of production. When the

man begins to sharpen a stone for the making of a
rude hatchet, one of these periods is said to begin;
and when the tool has completely hacked itself to

pieces, leaving no other result than firewood for the
owner's comfort, the period is supposed to end. The

longer the average period becomes, the smaller be-
comes the interest. In reality, however, there is a
successor of this first hatchet to be considered. It is

the virtual product of the first one; and it continues

to embody the same bit of permanent capital that the
first one embodied. The period of production of this
capital is not bounded by the life of any one concrete
instrument. If the first hatchet was made by labor,
without any capital created still earlier, then the life
of the unit of producti_'e wealth has a beginning ; but
it has no end. Its existence is bounded on one side,
but not on the other. When we create a bit of new

capital, we start another endless period: we do not
lengthen any period that has already begun. We may The period,virtually
thus go on adding tool after tool to our equipment, hmitlesstnd

so incapable
till we create the complicated mechanism with which of being
society is now working; we may continue the process, lengthened.
and elaborate the mechanism without limit; but we

shall have added not one day to the period that inter-
venes between the abstinence that created the first tool

and the enjoyment that will mark the virtual end of
its economic career or, rather, that will mark the end

of the productive action of the true capital that the
first crude tool represents. There is, in fact, no such

end: with a single bit of permanent capital launched
upon its economic career, the lifetime of the capital,
in the static state, is endless.

The one thing that we can do is to bring new bits
of capital into existence and to start them on similar
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New bits of endless periods. After the hatchet we may make a
capital may
be created spade; and it, in turn, will have furnished us with
and started another spade by the time its work is done. We(*n endless

perlodsof shall thus find that we have started a second endlessexistence.

selies of capital-goods; and this is saying that we
shall have doubled the amouut of our contribution to

the capital in permanent existence. It is, in short,

possible to add to the units of capital that are to exist
through the ages; but it is not possible to add to
the ages through which capital exists.

Limited If we disregard the action of an instrument of pro-
periodsde- duction, in virtual]y cleating its own successor, andfined by tho

duration of say that the period of production connected with suchparticular

capital- an instrument commences when some one begins to
goods ;

make it and ends when the owner throws it away,
then we have periods of finite length to deal with;

but now we encounter the difficulty that adding to
the length of such periods does not necessarily add
to the amount of capital in existence. If it does not
do that, the increase in the average length of the

periods does not have the effect that the brilliant
Austrian economist attributes to this lengthening;
for it does not reduce the rate of interest. This

might, indeed, be high when the periods were long,
and low when they were short. It is, however, when

the quantity of permanent capital increases that inter-
est fails. Many instruments that last a short time may
embody as much capital as do a few that last a long
time. If we were to substitute a dozen ferry-boats

for a single bridge of solid masonry, we might have
the same amount of capital that we had at the outset;
and if all adjustments were quite natural, we should

get the same rate of interest. Yet the periods of
production--as defined, not by the lifetime of cap-

ital, but by that of particular capital-goods- would
have grown appreciably shorter.
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Professor v. BShm Bawerk's view is that short

periods are highly productive, that longer periods are
less so, and that every addition to the average length
of the periods adds less to the products of industry
than did the preceding additions. Ill our view, every
addition to the quantity of permanent eal,itM in ex-

istence adds less to the product of industry than did
the preceding additions. In our vie_v, also, the but thmraverage
average length of such periods as we are now consid- length may

be changed
ering might conceivably he made either longer or withoutaf-

shorter, without affecting either the quantity of eapi- fe,.m_gtherate of m-
tal in existence or the rate of its earnings; for the terest,
period connected with tile duration of capi_a] itself
cannot be lengthened. Here is a dilemma. If we

measure productive periods by the duration of true
capital, they are endless. If we measure them by
the lifetimes of particular capital-goods, they may
be lengthened or shortened without affecting the rate
of interest. The deeper fact in the case is, that the and without

changing
periods which are measured by the duration of capital- theamount
goods have no significance as affecting the amount of ofsacrificerecurredby
waiting for the pleasures of consumption that a capitalists.
capitalist is supposed to do. Once the series of
capital-goods is created and set working, there is no
futher waiting to be done. In its permanent static
function, capital does not make any one wait,
although in its origin it causes its creator and owner
to begin a period of endless waiting. Abstinence,

in short, means a perpetual surrender of something,
and not a mere deferring of it. 1

1The bringing of a newcobrdinated series of capital-goodsinto
existencetakes t_me. The original planting of the forest, in our
illustration, involvedwaiting for fifty years before the cutting of
the first row of trees could take place. This, however,is not the
kind of waitingthat is supposedto be involvedin the useof capital.
If no new capitalwere ever to be created, the vast fund that now
exists woulddo its work forever. Interest would still be created ;
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and, if capital were loaued, interest would still be paid by one
person to another. In this there would, of course, be no waltmg

that would be like that which the original maker of the forest had

to do, and we have seen that this is the only waiting that is
revolved in the process

Moreover, this waiting that takes place in the creating of a new

coordinated series of capital-goods, like the forest trees, or the A's,

the B's, and the C's of our more general illustration, is not a waiting
for income. The capltahst, even here, gets his income every year ;

but he is forced to take it in the form of more capital. The forest,

when it has reached the degree of maturity at which cutting begins,
is worth more than fifty times the amount that has been spent on

it each year. It is a bad investment if it is not then worth enough

to pay interest on all the capital that has been sunk on it in the

making. The owner has had to forego diwdends, in the shape of
firewood, and to take what, in the case of corporations, are rated

as additmns to a surplus of real capital. The capitalist who makes

up his mind to secure such an instrument of production as a grow-

ing forest, a canal, a tunnel, or anything that takes time in the
making, has to forego getting an _come in the form of consumers'

goods, while the instrument is making. He does not, however,

walt for his true income even during that time ; and after that he

does not wait for consumers' goods or for anything else. The in-
strument will, of itself, virtually create a new instrument to take

its place when it is discarded : the serms of capital-goods will be

self-perpetuating. All the while it will yield a net income, in

goods for consumption, to its owners ; and this creation of income
m this form will go on day by day, as the capital does its work.

To-day's work will bring to-day's income, and to-morrow's will do
the same

It is worthy of notice that, so far as the periods which are
bounded by the beginning and the end of particular instruments
are concerned, a certain slow increase of their average len_h takes
place, as capital increases, because thl_ increase makes it desirable

to substitute durable thin_ for more perishable ones. Some mar-
gin_l capital may substitute a steel bridge for a wooden one. But the
duration of the series of steel bridges, whmh embodms the true

capital, is not different from that of the wooden ones; and the

duration of any one bridge in the series, on the supposition that it

replaces itself by special earnings, is a matter of indifference to the

capitalist. Moreover, the lengthenin_ of the average period is not
in proportion to the increase of capital. On the quantity of this

capital depends the productivity of the final unit of it.
In connection with the definitions of rent and interest given in

the foregoing chapter, see Chapters XIX and XXIL



CHAPTER X

KINDS OF CAPITAL AND OF CAPITAL-GOODS

CAPITAL has been classified as "fixed" and "cir- The terms
,, "fixed" and

culating. These terms properly describe two dis- "clrculat-

tinct parts of the permanent fund of true capital, ing" shoulddescribe two

rather than two kinds of capital-goods ; and in proper partsof thefund of cap-
thought and speech the terms are more frequently ital.

employed in this way. Thus, a merchant is said to
have fifty thousand dollars in fixed capital and two

hundred thousand in circulating. In scientific usage,
however, these terms have been made to describe two

varieties of capital-goods; and here again there has
resulted some of that confusion which never fails to

result where the two different conceptions that attach
themselves to the term capital are used vaguely and
interchangeably. It is particular kinds of instru-
ments that, as economists have told us, are fixed

capital, and certain other kinds that are circulating.
Buildings, machinery and the like represent the

former genus ; and raw materials, unfinished goods,
etc., the latter.

In a rude way, these terms describe the behavior
of two different kinds of working instruments; and

the scientific nomenclature has something to justify
it. The plane that is in tile cabinet-maker's hand
may be fixed there, in that it does not need to leave
the man and betake itself to another owner, in order
to do its productive work. But the board that the

141
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carpenter is planing may have to change ownership,
since the chances are large that the man is working
on an article for another person. In this way it
comes about that some of the working instruments
seem so do what may be rudely described as circulat-

ing, and others do not. In reality, however, there
is no true circulation in the case of any of these
instruments. A table, when it has been finished in

the cabinet shop, may go straight to the house of

Capital- the man who is to use it and stay there. All the
goods do not
truly circu- circulating that it will have done is thus reduced
late. to a single movement from one proprietor to another.

Capital-goods, in fact, with a single exception,

do not truly circulate. The exception is money;
for coins, bank-notes, etc., necessarily pass from hand
to hand indefinitely in performing their functions. A
commodity of any other sort circulates as little as it

can. There is, indeed, a waste in having it pass from
hand to hand: the more directly it can go from the
man who makes it to the man who is to use it, the

better it is for society. It may be necessary for it
to pass through a few changes of ownership in the

making -- and rather more of such changes are likely
to be required where industry is highly organized
than where it is not so; but in a given stage of
social organization we have given methods of pro-

duction. With the methods thus given, the less
the article circulates the better.

\ Another distinction--one that was once used by
Mr. John Stuart Mill and is still common in eco-

nomic treatises- asserts that fixed capital, meaning

fixed capital-goods, can be used many times; while

circulating capital can be used only once. _Thus, the
carpenter, it is said, may often-use tlis haminer 'for a

while and then lay it aside. He may keep it day
after day, year after year, and drive countless nails
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with it; but, on the other hand, when he has once Anincom-
pletedefini-

nailed together the boards that are to make a chest riot,base,_
on tile nnm-

for some customer, he will part with the boards in betof tunes

their new form and will never see them again. The a thing canbe used.

materials are, then, said to be circulating capital,
and the hammer, fixed capital.

This distinction is a vague one. What consti-
tutes a "time "--as the term is above employed u
in the using of a tool? It is obvious that u man can
take a hammer, use it and then lay it aside as many
times as he will; but he can treat raw matemals in

the same way. He can begin working on a b.ard,
cease and begin again. To have any value this
definition should eomi,lete itself-- as, in some forms
of statement, it does--by saying that goods which
constitute circulating capital cannot be used more
than once without u_derjoing a char_qe qf character.
Under the successive manipulations of the carpenter
the rough board becomes, first, a smooth one, and
then a part of a chest; while the plane and the ham-

mer remain unchanged, except by unavoidable wear,
however often they may be used. If we thus define
the "time "that a capital-good is used by some change
that takes place in the condition of it, we shall have
attained a measure of truth. The goods that embody
fixed capital can, in fact, be used repeatedly without
any change in their economic status, while those
that embody circulating capital acquire a new eco-
nomic status at every use. If we describe the char-

acter of this change of condition that such goods
undergo, we shall make the essential and clear dis-
tinction between the one genus of capital-goods and
the other.

There are two opposite ways in which capital- Thisdefini-
tion corn-

goods aid production. Some things, like artisans' pletea.
tools, help to fit for use the matter furnished by
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nature. They have an active, rather than a passive
function to perform, for they impart utilities to other

Capital- things. Machines that transform matter, vehiclesg_odsaro
l,,cha,i- that move it and buildings that protect it- all come
tally active in this category; and so do all appliances that, in theor passive.

war between man and nature, range themselves on

the side of man and help him to subjugate resisting
elements to his use. These instruments constitute

the active variety of concrete capital.
The materials on which implements work, on the

other hand, are mechanically passive. They receive

utilities, instead of imparting them; they undergo
modification, and themselves modify nothing. In

the contest between man and nature, they range
themselves on the side of nature and maintain a

receptive attitude toward man and his active appli-
ances. Cotton is thus passive, while the spindle is
active; bar iron is passive, while the roll and the
hammer are active; and thus throughout the field

of industry the character of the process itself draws
a line of demarkation between actively working in-
struments and passive materials--between man's

weapons of offence and nature's subjects for defence,
or her elements that are undergoing subjugation.
The class of passive instruments includes not merely
the crude matter with which industry begins, but

the products that pass, in an unfinished state, from
one working group to another. It includes not only
ore, but iron, and not only wool, but yarn, cloth

and even ready-made garments awaiting purchasers.
It includes all the stocks of merchandise that, in the

hands of dealers, are awaiting the minor utilities of

form, place, etc., that are necessary in order to make
them entirely ready for final consumption.

This distinction underlies the one usually made

between so-called "fixed" and "circulating" capital.
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Instruments that have been rated as fixed capital
buildings, tools, etc.--have active industrial func-
tions to perform; while those which have been rated

as circulating capital have passive ones. Practical

thought, however, does not usually apply the terms Truecapital
fixed and circulating to capital-goods, but applies is fixedormrculatmg.
them to different portions of the permanent fund of

true capital; and here, again, common usage bears
the test of careful analysis. Concrete things, as
we have seen, do not circulate in any true sense.
They go through a series of hands into the posses-
sion of users, and remain there. There is, however,
something that truly circulates. True capital passes
through an endless series of outward forms. We
have called it a permanent fund, and it is so; but it

perpetuates itself only by passing continually out of
one body into another. It lives by transmigration;
and its movement must be as perpetual as its life.

It should be noted, and in current discussions of Theca_eof
materials

this subject has often been noted, that the raw Inate- that aredes-
rials which enter into a tool make a transition from treed to be-cometools.

one variety of concrete capital to the other. The

hammer that goes from the hardware merchant's shop
to the blacksmith's forge is said to become fixed capi-
tal, after having been circulating capital. What is
clear is that it thus takes on an active economic

function, after having had a passive one. It pounds
hot iron and imparts utility to it. The steel that is

a capital-good of the passive kind when it is in a

bar becomes active when it is in a hammer. At any
particular time it is easy to see on which side of the
line a thing belongs, for its function distinguishes
it _ it is either imparting utilities or receiving them.

We shall, then, always designate the two kinds of
capital-goods, according to their functions, as active
and passive.

L
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Some idea of this distinction is probably present
in the mind of nearly every one when, keeping the
old nomenclature, he makes an effort to say what

particular things are "fixed capital "and what things
Goodsthat are "circulating capital." Instinctively he selects
are _ ripen-

rag" dmtin- as an illustration of the former an engine, a tool, a
gmshedfromthose building or something else that is not getting ready
that are not. tO be worn, or eaten or otherwise consumed in the

direct gratification of wants. The essential thing
about such an article is that it will never "ripen."
It will never be like mature fruit, which is good for

nothing but to delight a consumer's palate and re-
plenish the wasting tissues of his body. Goods of
the active kind never grow any riper in the perform-

ing of their functions. At the outset of their careers
they are well removed from the possibility of being
directly consumed, and they never get any nearer
to it. They are always man's active auxiliaries in
the onerous operation that he undertakes when he re-

duces the passive materials of nature to a serviceable
condition. The mill will never be eaten, but it will

always help a man to get something to eat.
The terms fixed and circulating, however, are

not to be discarded, for there is an exact way to use
them. We have said that they properly apply to

A practical tWO portions of the fund of permanent capital. Thereuse of terms
that is aceu- are, in fact, three parts of this general fund, each of
rate.

which is unlike the others in the matter of circula-

tion. There is one part of the fund of capital that is
destined to circulate forever, as rapidly as its owners

can make it circulate; there is another part that cir-
culates as slowly as its owners can make it; and

there is still another part that does not circulate at
all. These two latter portions we may group under

the term fixed capital, and call the first part circu-
lating capital.
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If a business man were to say, "I have a circulat-
ing capital of fifty thousand dollars," he would mean

that the fifty thousand dollars are in the shape of
goods that he is interested in selling as quickly as
he can--finished goods in his warehouse or unfin-
ished ones in his mill. He must put his particular Fired capi-tal changes
touch on them, thus imparting to them a certain its formsby

incidental
utility, and then make haste to be rid of them. wear; while

When he is thus rid of them, the capital that they circulatingcapital

represented will have taken the shape of new goods changes
them by

like them. The oftener this capital shifts its forms, doingits
the better it is for the owner. The so-called "nim- _r_dku.ctiw

ble sixpence" is profitable. If the man has a fixed
capital of fifty thousand dollars, this sum is in forms
in which it will stay as long as the man can keep it
there. The sooner the shoes in the factory arc fin-
ished and sold, the better; but the machines that are

finishing them are not better for having to be quickly
shifted. The "sixpences" that are in them do not

gain by being nimble : it is the "slow shillings" that
are here the best.

Of the fixed capital of fifty thousand dollars some
is, perhaps, invested in land, and this will never wear

out; some is in buildings, and these will wear out
slowly; and some is in tools and machines, which will
wear out more rapidly; but the essential fact about
them is, that it is not good for production to have

them wear out at all. This sum of fifty thousand
dollars may be forced to change many of its forms of

i_vestment; but the change is unwelcome to the
owner, and he will put it off as long as he can. He
must, however, come to it in the end. All capital, ex-

cept the part that is invested in land, lives by trans-
migration. It must eventually cast off one set of
bodies and put on others. Not even in a massive
building will capital stay forever, since even this will
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perish by degrees. It may be replaced by degrees, so

long as the structure is kept in repair; but even this
involves a shifting of the substance of it, and ulti-
mately it will be destroyed and replaced altogether.
Capital, then, does some circulating, even when it is
embodied in substantial al_d active tools of produc-

tion. The thing that separates fixed capital from
cireulating_ it thus appears, is not the absolute length
of time that the fund stays in one set of bodie_ : it is
the fact that, in the one case, the operation of circu-

lating is productive, and the man causes the move-
ment to go on as rapidly as he can; while in the
other case the circulating is not productive, but
wasteful. The fact that a mill wears out, and has to

be reconstructed or altogether replaced, does not, of
itself, contribute to production. It is not a welcome
fact in the experience of the owner of the mill, and

he permits it to occur only so far as it is unavoidable. 1
We are now prepared to test the relation of capital

of every kind, as well as of capital-goods of every kind,

1 The pure fund of capltal may even stay longer in some kinds
of passive capital-goods than it does m some active instruments.

Emery, for example, is an active agent for polishing metals. While

doing its work, it imparts utilitms and does not receive them ; but it

does not last long, and the metal that it is polishing may continue for
a much longer time in the condition of a passive instrument. Coal,

too, is an active instrument: it is not in the mill for the purpose
of receiving any additional utility, but is there for the purpose of

helping workmen to impart utility. It transmutes itself into power,
and saves muscle; but _t perishes quickly. The essential fact is
that it is for the interest of the owner to have his emery-wheels

last as long as they will, and to have his coal keep up a fire as long
as it will. Capital may stay for an instant in steam, and for an

hour in the fuel that generates it; but it also stays for weeks in

unfinished products, it remains f9 r years in machines, for decades

in the buildings that house theme'and forever in the land that the

buildings now stand on)_ :Fixed caplt_l will always keep its forms
as long as tt can, while circulating capital will change its forms as
quickly as it can.
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to wages. The separation of these two problems will
save us from encountering difficulties that have often
baffled inquirers and made absurdities plausible.
In particular, we shah avoid all difficulty connected

with either the wages-fund doctrine itself or any of
the collateral fallacies that have attached themselves

to it.

Is there any capital that is simply a "fund for the Storingfooda supposed
maintenance of labor"? Is it true, as Adam Smith methodof

originating
said, and as a hundred others have repeated, that the capital.
natural way to originate capital is to heap up food
enough to live on for a long period and then, during
that period, to make something useful, like a boat, a
hut or a tool? Is stored food the original capital?

By our test, capital, if it is in what can be called food
at all, must be in food-stuff that is really a raw
material of industry. Wheat is a capital-good of the

passive kind, for it receives utilities ; and so do flour
in the grinding, bread in the kneading, meat in the
baking, etc. If it is not raw materials, but food in
the full sense of the term, --something which neither
receives utilities itself nor imparts them to other

commodities, and which has nothing further before
it but to be eaten,--it is not capital at all. The

traditional way of studying the subject of capital has

put before the mind, as the first and most typical
form of it, something which has nothing to do but to
exhaust itself in satisfying consumers' wants. If
such a thing is to be rated as a capital-good at all,

this can only be by that curious and perverse concep-
tion of the laborer as an engine, and food as the fuel
that keeps it running. Meat is as coal for this

wealth-creating machine.
One obvious difficulty here is on the teleological Defectiveteleology

side : What is the end of the whole economic process ? impliedby
We have said tha_ it is utilization. It is the gratifi- t_s vie_.
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cation that shows itself in the nervous sensations, and

the higher sensibilities of the consumer. If, after-
ward, the consumer works, this labor is not to be

considered as impelled by the food that he has eaten ;
it is induced by the further food that he will after-

ward obtain and eat, and by very much besides mere
nutriment that he will otherwise enjoy. The food
that is to follow labor is one of the lures to labor

and, in that sense, is the cause of it. The food that

precedes the work is, in any normal teleology, the
cause of nothing except an effect in the person of the
eater. With the eating, one economic cycle ends;
for the activities that have fallen within that cycle
have produced their consummate effect. When,

with the opening of another day, more labor begins,
it is the starting of a new cycle; and this will end,
as the former one ended, when the man consumes the
fruits of it.

This, however, is not the most conclusive reason

why food, as such, should not be regarded as a capi-
tal-good, or as a form of investment of any part of

the permanent fund of capital. It may, indeed, be
possible to carry through an entire study of economic
science the conception of phenomena arranged in an
abnormal order; and it may even be possible to do

something in the way of solving practical problems,
while one is working under the disadvantage of hav-

ing his theories colored by an illogical teleology ; but
the conclusive objection lies in the fact that no such

Thosup- store of food for laborers anywhere exists. Theposedstore
non-exist- recurrence of the winter season makes it necessary,
ont. indeed, to store raw materials for food during the

time when the earth does not produce them. The

material so stored belongs to the passive variety of
capital-goods: in other words, it embodies some of
the circulating variety of permanent capital. It
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receives utilities until it is finally made into food

proper and served on the table. Wheat gets "time
utility" by being stored in the elevators until it is
wanted for grinding; and its value is all the while
increasing, as it is when it gets form utilities in the

grinding, place utilities in the carrying and further
form utilities in the baking.

Wherever there is intermittent production, a store
is, of course, needed to insure continuous consump-

tion. The tank that is pumped full once a day may Therearootherstores
discharge an unbroken stream during all the day; for enabling

consumption
and in this way a store of such goods as are produced to goon
only at intervals may, in felicitous words suggested continu-ously.
by President A. T. Hadley, "translate an intermit-

tent flow of production into a continuous flow of
consumption." In a similar way, a store of such
goods may be accumulated by a slow and continuous

production, and may then be used up by one quick
act of consumption. The reservoir may be filled by
a constant trickling stream, and may empty itself

once a day in a single rush through the flood-gate.
Fireworks may be made during the year and used on
the Fourth of July. Here a continuous flow of pro-
duction is translated into an intermittent consump-
tion; and many kinds of goods that are usable only
during one part of the year illustrate this process.

It is a store of a different kind to which the theory Thesenot
the stores

under consideration refers. Independently of any referred to
in the theor Fquestion as to whether production is continuous or undercon-

intermittent, the view has been presented that capital sideration.
is originally and typically a store to be drawn on

for the sustaining of labor. With production and
consumption going on steadily and at uniform rates
from day to day, this feeding of men from a store

must, as has been said, take place.
The storing that raw food-stuffs undergo, by
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reason of the periodicity of agriculture, is, in its
nature, in sharp contrast with that different kind of

storing which Adam Smith and many others have
cited as a typical mode of originating capital. This
supposed store is made distinctly for "laborers," and

it is made only by capitalists. The object of it is
the using of the laborer as a piece of productive
machinery. It is supposed to take place not at all

because of the periodicity of the harvesting season,
Therelation but because of the relation of capital to labor. Some
of capital to
]abormeon- one gets capital in the form of food, in order that he
tinuouspro- may feed a day laborer and thus obtain capital induetlon in-
volves no some other form. The laborer is a transmuter of
such storing.

capital-goods; and such a storing of food as this, if
it were necessary at all, would be necessary even if
the season were such that we could plant wheat every

day of the year and harvest some of it every day in
the year. _

1 Professor Cairnes, in his latter-day effort to galvanize the
wages-fund doctrine into life, classified all capital as consisting

in raw materials, fixed capital and the wages fund. If his terms

be understood in the natural way, this classification involves adding
together two qualities and one pure quantity in order to get a sum
total. The wages fund is a quantitative fraction of all the capital

in existence ; while raw materials and fixed capital, m the sense
in which Professor Cairnes uses the terms, are material forms of

it--are kinds of capital-goods.

If, however, we interpret all three terms as referring to kinds of
wealth, and not to quantitms, we encounter another difficulty that
is equally fatal. Let us make the term, wages, found in this con-
nection, mean the kind of goods that laborers consume ; and we
now have, as the three varieties of capital-goods, raw materials,

fixed capital (meaning active instruments of production), and,

finally, the commoditms that laborers consume. The third kind
of capital-goods, however, nowhere exists. Instrumental wealth
is all included in the first two classes. Every bit of it is either
in the category of active instruments of production, or in that of
passive instruments; it is either among the tools that transform,

or among the matter that is in the transforming.
It is clear that Professor Cairnes could not have intended by the
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Arlr B_H CHI Illustrative
Atl B rr C l_ table.

A t B 1 C _

A B C

Let A, again, be the raw material that will become
successively A p, A rr and A _'_, and in the last-named

condition will be ready for consumers' use. Let
the B's and the C's represent other articles in
parallel stages of the producing process. There
are men, both laborers and capitalists, who make
the raw material, A; there are other men who trans-
form A into A r ; and each one of the transformations

that follow is effected by one class of producers, with
the needed tools, buildings and other appliances.

term wages fund to designate goods in retail shops; for many of
these arc destined for the use of other persons than laborers. If

they are neither raw materials nor fixed capital, they cannot find a
place anywhere in Professor Cairnes's classification ; yet obviously
they represent a part of the merchant's capital. A hst of varmtms

of capital that was intended to include the whole of it, could not
well omit those parts of the stocks of retail merchants that are

designed to be sold to those men who are not laborers. If they

are not raw matenals_ they are not forms of capital at all, ac-

cording to Professor Ca_rnes's classification ; and if they are raw

materials, then the parts of the stocks that workmen will buy come
in the same class, and should not be counted a second time as the

"wages fund."

Retail stocks are, in fact, passive capital-goods, receiving utili-

ties. Thus, the shoe that is m a box on a merchant's shelves has

by no means acquired its full service-rendering power until a foot is
found that it fits, and the fabric that lies in a roll upon the counter

will not develop its full utihty until a customer comes whose taste

it shall accurately gratify. All goods that are waiting to be par-

celled in proper quantities and delivered at customers' houses, are

waiting to have producers' finishing touches put upon them--are
consumers' goods in the making, hke any other raw materials.

An article by Professor S. 1_. Patten, in the Quarterly Journal

of.Economics for January, 1889, discusses admirably the ease of

food storing that is compelled by the intermittence of agriculture,
and makes an acute study of the element, time, in connection with

capital and it8 function.
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There is a series of productive establishments, organ-
ized in a similar way, engaged in producing B and
in transmuting it successively into B p, B tr and B r'.

There is a similar series of producers creating and
transforming the material, C. Each group consists
of laborers, capitalists and entrepreneurs. A r', B "1
and C"v are goods in their final forms, quite ready

for consumers' use; and this, in logical consistency,
requires that they shall be at the very last point in
their economic careers at which they are capital-

goods at all. They are now in the retail shops wait-
ing for purchasers. If they take one step more,
they will cease to be capital-goods altogether and
will become consumers' goods. Society, as the great
producing organism, will have given them up, and
individuals, as consumers, will have them. There

is, then, no form of capital that is not an instrument
in the hands of producing society. When the A "r,
the B "r and the C"p are taken by individuals, as

such, they thus become consumers' wealth.
If we adhere to our static hypothesis, and suppose

that the quantity of capital and the quantity of labor

remain unchanged, that the methods of industry re-
main the same, etc., all income must be regarded as

ripened capital-goods of the passive variety. No one
gets any income except what comes in the form of
A "t, B _" and C"I, fully ripened; for taking capital-

goods as a part of one's income would be merely add-
ing to capital, and this would be a dynamic process.
Things which up to the point at which they become
income have been receiving utilities, and so have been

embodiments of circulating capital, make up evel:y
one's returns. Where, then, is the independent and
specially stored food-fund for laborers? Nowhere;

the difficulty in recognizing it as a variety of capital
lies in the fact that it does not exist. The food,
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clothing and other income goods, for laborers as well
as for other persons, consist in the ever-ripening
A"', B ''r and C". The material tissue of circulat-

ing capital wastes, as some of it ripens into income,

but it is at the same time replenished by industry.
It is most remarkable that the theory which assumes If thestore

existed, it
that goods are somewhere stored for the use of labor- _-ouldbe_o_
ers should not notice the fact that, if this were indeed capitahstsas well as

true, there would have to be a similar storage of in- for laborers.
come goods for the use of capitalists. The capital-
ist who is helping to make the raw material, A,
must have his daily income in the shape of A'",

etc. He is making raw goods and using ripe ones
every day; and his position is exactly analogous to
that of the laborers who are working with him.
Neither he nor they can eat, wear or otherwise use

the crude stuff that they are getting out of the
ground. Three distinct productive periods must
elapse before this identical material will be usable,

yet they must live in the interim. They must all,
capitalists and laborers alike, have a supply of A",
B'" and C'". Must it be stored for them, to supply
their needs until their own raw stuff shall be ri-

pened? We have answered that question. Of the

constantly emerging A "r, B'" and C"', a share goes
instantly to the capitalists and the laborers at A.
In neither case is any waiting necessary. The point
that we are now insisting on is that, if a store

were needed to supply the wants of the laborers in

the sub-group that makes A, it would be needed, for
precisely the same reason, to supply the wants of the
capitalist at A. The static hypothesis that capital is

not increasing means, as we have just said, that the
whole net income of the capitalist class is used up

daily in the form of consumers' goods. It means, also,
that capital is not diminishing; and that, therefore,
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only the income of the capitalist, and not his per-
manent fund of productive wealth, is availuble to

supply his wants. He has, indeed, an ultimate safe-
guard against starvation, which the laborer lacks ; for
by changing his plan of life he can use up his capi-
tal. But naturally he does not do this, and the static

hypothesis requires that he shall not do it. In this
condition, he needs a store of subsistence goods,
if the laborers need one. For the reasons that have

been fully stated, however, neither of them needs
such a store.

Goods that are receiving utility, on the one hand,
and goods that are imparting utility, on the other,
exhaust the entire class of capital-goods. A_ they

come and go in their endless succession, they per-
petuate the entity to which is here given the dis-
tinctive name, capital.



CHAPTER XI

THE PRODUCTIVITY OF SOCIAL LABOR DEPENDENT

ON ITS QUANTITATIVE RELATIOIq TO CAPITAL

THROUGHOUT this work the thing described by the
term, capital, will be what a business man under-
stands by that word. It is a permanent fund of pro-
ductive wealth, and is what is commonly meant by
"money" invested in productive goods, the identity

of which is forever changing. The articles that
embody the fund are, like particles of water in a
river, vanishing things; while the fund itself, like
the river, is the abiding thing.

It is a striking fact that labor also is a permanent
force-- a fund of human energy that never ceases to
exist and to act. Men are as perishable as are capi- Labora Per-manent
tal-goods, but labor is as permanent as is capital. _orc..

The problem of wages has to do with the continuous
earning power that the imperishable agent, labor,
possesses and will possess. The question is, What

will labor create and get during this year, next year
and all the following years ? If the rate of wages is
hereafter to rise, this means that labor will acquire,

as the years pass by, an increasing power of produc-
tion. Tile attention of practical men is directed to
the interests, the rights and the struggles, not of
particular laborers, but of labor in its permanence.

This enduring agent is not an abstrae_ or an im-
material thing any more than is capital. We do

157
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not view it as an action apart from an actor, for it
consists of men in action. Moreover, the men, in

their capacity of consumers, get the benefit of their
work, and they have the privilege of deciding what
forms their work shall take. Just as a capitalist
determines what kinds of goods shall constitute his

productive wealth, so the laborer decides into what
kind of productive action he shall put his bodily
and mental powers. He decides, that is, whether he
will make of himself a farmer, a miner, a weaver v,'

a printer. The man as a consumer is the owner of
the man as a producer. He will put his powers into
the particular kind of activity that, in his view, gives

a promise of yielding the largest product.
As the generations come and go, the forms that

labor takes steadily change. The conditions of the

year 1800 demanded certain kinds of labor; those of
Formsof 1900 demand different kinds. There are youthfullabor
changeful, laborers coming continually on to the industrial

stage; and, when the conditions of their time are
akin to those of their fathers' time, they may learn

their fathers' trades. Even then, however, they usu-

ally practise the trades in new ways; and where the
conditions require it, they master wholly new acts.

Labor, the permanent personal agent, is as change-
ful in its forms as is capital, the permanent material

agent. As a worn-out instrument may be succeeded
by one of a different kind, so may a retiring laborer
be followed by one who will do a different kind of
work. Men come and men go, but work continues

forever. Because the men are changing, however,
the kinds of work change also.

There are, then, two permanent entities combined

in the industry of the world. The one is capital, or
the wealth that continues forever by casting off and

renewing material bodies--capital-goods. The
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other is labor, which continues in a similar way.
It is represented to-day by one set of men, and to-

morrow by another. Both of these permanent agents
of production have an unlimited power of bodily
transmutation: they are changing their embodiment
every year and every day.

What has here been termed economic dynamics
compels both labor and capital to go through this
change. With new wants to be gratified, men must
make new kinds of consumers' wealth; and they

must do this by working in ways and with instru-
ments that are unlike the old. Mechanical inven- Dynamica

compels
tions alter the forms of labor and of capital. The both labor

and capital
centralizing process that supplants many small shops to change
by one great factory, and then gathers many such their form.

factories under one management, does the same thing.
Labor, as such, never stops; but certain forms of it
stop and are succeeded by others. Capital never

goes out of existence, but certain forms of it perish
and are followed by others. These permanent pro-
ducing agents are in endless self-transmutation.

What has already appeared, and what greatly con-
cerns us at this point, is the fact that any increase
or diminution in the amount of labor that is employed
in connection with a given amount of capital causes
that capital to change its forms. Where there is a

capital of five hundred dollars for each worker, that
fund is in one set of forms; and where there is a

capital of a thousand dollars per man, it is in a dif-

ferent set. Now, the labor changes its forms in the
same way. The men who are working with the
smaller capital perform one set of acts, and those

who have the greater capital in their hands perform
another set. Arts are always practised in new and
changed ways, when capital multiplies itself and takes

the shape of costly and elaborate machinery. That
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Achangein the relative amounts of labor and capital should
the relative

amountsel change, means that the forms of both should change:
the two
agents it means that each agen_ must fit itself to the other's
,.auses lequirements. Mutual adaptations are the rule,ohanges In

the forms of wherever the two agents are combined.both.

We are now prepared to test the productive power
that resides in the final increment of each of these

permanent agents. With a fm'ce of a thousand
men, working for decade after decade, with neither
diminution nor increase, and with a capital of a mill-

ion dollars, sustaining itself also without deduc-
tmn or enlargement, how large is the product that
a unit of labor will produce? The answer to this

question, which furnishes the law of wages and
Thefinal interest, is: These incomes are fixed by the final pro-
prod uctivity
test _sto be ductivlty of labor and of capital, as permanent agents
apphed to
l,tbm and of production.
capital as There is a formula which has been used to explainpermanent

agents, the rent of ]and that we may well apply in a new

way. We may have a simple illustration, by disre-

garding, for a moment, the existence of that auxil-
iary capital which labor needs in tilling the soil.
We will suppose each worker to carry with him a
simple tool, of which the cost is too small to repre-

sent any appreciable amount of wealth. Practically
empty-handed, then, this labor applies itself to a

piece of land, and creates an income in the shape.of
a crop. This reduction of the auxiliary capital toa
practical zero, be it noted, affects no principle that
we are studying ; for the thing that we have to prove
could be established perfectly well, if we used a

Theprinei- more cumbersome illustration, by assuming that the
pie illus- workers were supplied with a complicated outfit oftr_Lted by

applying tools, seed, live stock, etc. The product that can
empty-
handed be traced to the last unit of labor applied to land
labor to
land. affords, however, the most available, because the
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most simple, illustration of the principle of the final
productivity of labor.

It is a static standard of wages that we are now

seeking. The field and the working force are assumed
to rem_dn unchanged, while methods and environ-

ment also remain constant. What permanent income
are we, under these conditions, to attribute to the

final unit of labor? We apply the simplest test. that n man may
be added to

can be made, when we t_ke one man from the force a working
and so dispose of the remaining men that no appre- forceortaken from

ciable disarrangement of the industry results from it withoutwasteful
this withdrawal. The field is still tilled in its entire disarrange-

ment.
area; but it is tilled less completely and the crop is,
by a certain amount, reduced. On the other hand,

we may add a man to the force and rearrange the
company so that no misadjustment is occasmned by
the addition. A more intensive cultivation of the

field now results, and in consequence there is a

definite enlargement of the product.
The amount that is taken flora the crop, when one

cultivator is withdrawn from the force, measures the

effective productivity of every laborer of like per-
sonal capacity. It makes no difference which of such
laborers is selected for the test. The withdrawal of

any one makes the force by one unit smaller; and
what we wish to measure is the reduction of the crop Theeffecton the crop

that the taking of a unit from the working force measuresthe effective

occasions. No man can get more than his presence productivity
of every

adds to the product that the land and the labor could man.
create without him.

It may be that there are differences in the kinds of
work that different men do; and one man may do

what is indispensable to the securing of any crop
whatever, while another does what is of fur less con-

sequence. The man who drops seed cannot be dis-

pensed with; but the one who gives to the land the
u
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final touches that prepare it to receive the seed can
Kinds of be spared with less loss. Yet the one laborer is of
work that
are unlike no more effective consequence than the other, so long
in absolute
importance as they are interchangeable. Let the seed sower
areequal in depart, and the other man will be put in his place.effective

productlv- The crop will be the same as it would have been, if
ity.

the worker in the less important place had been the

one to depart. In effect, the products of all men
who are personally equal and interchangeable are
alike. The product that can be attributed to any

one, as due solely to his presence, is tested by taking
him out of the force, rearranging the remaining
workers and letting only the least important kind of
work go unperformed.

Now, if we can assume, for a moment, that this

territory is a state by itself, and that workers do not
come to it from other industrial fields and do not go

These prin- from it to others, the rate of wages is fixed by whatciples illus-
trated m a one man on this isolated plantation is effectivelyself-con-
tained field, worth. A man can claim, not what men are paid

somewhere else, but what he virtually gives to his
employer here. Only under such circumstances are
wages fixed by the product that is attributable to a
final unit of labor.

If the assumed reduction in the working force be

permanent, so that the force forever continues smaller,
the crop will amount to less, year by year, by reason
of the rednction. A similar test might have been
made by adding a unit of labor, instead of takii_g one

away. In that case, if the addition be permanent
and the force always continues by one unit larger,

the average crop will be greater. This enables us
to measure the permanent income that is imputable
to one unit of labor.

It is the "final" productivity of labor, as thus
measured, that fixes wages. This term, final, ira-
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plies an order of succession: it signifies that there
is a first, a second and a last unit of labor to be dis-

tinguished. By the common method of illustrating
the law of value, there is a final unit of a kind of

commodity consumed by one person. We give to Theterm
final pro-

him one article of a kind, then another and after ductivlty
a while, a last one; and we discover that they are less _mphesanlmagqnary
and less useful to him, as the series is carried toward series.

completion. The last unit has less of utility than
any of the others. By a law that Austrian studies
have made familiar, the value of any article in this
series of goods of one kind is fixed by the utility

of tile final one--final utility universally gauges
value.

This principle we have undertaken to apply to the
productive powers of different agents of production,
and just now we are applying it to labor. We may,

if we wish, arrange in a similar imaginary series
workmen who are of like personal capacity and can

be changed, the one for the other. We shall then
introduce the men into the field one at a time, and

see what product is virtually created by each of them.
With one man in a field of a given size, a certain A serllt]Oflaborers
crop will, on the average, be secured. With two wouldget
men, however, the crop will not be doubled; for the diminishingreturns

second worker will create less than the first one.

This reduction in the productivity of successive units
of labor, as they are set tilling a field of fixed extent,
furnishes the basis for a general law.

It is, of course, true that, if two men can combine
their labors so as to assist each other in essential

ways, such a diminution of their specific produc-

tivity may not appear. Two men make possible a
rudimentary organization of labor; and this is a new
influence, of which a full study must take account.
If we stal_ with one man quite alone on a very iarge
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tract of land, he may work at a certain disadvantage ;
and a second man may so far remove this disadvan-

Improved tage as to insure more than a double crop. A third,
orgamzation
may at _rst a fourth and a fifth man might contribute to the per-

,_rC°Un_eraCtcoacealfection of the organization, and so hold somewhat in
1he dimmu- abeyance the law of diminishing returns that wetlon.

have cited; but in the end the law would assert

itself. When there are twenty men in the field, for

example, the addition of a twenty-first will have no
appreciable effect in improving the organization;
while, on the other hand, it will overcrowd and over-

work the land. The mere effect of this crowding is
what we now have to study. We may disregard the

gain that would come in the earlier stages of the
process, through the organization of labor; for in a

large force it is the last unit which fixes by its
product the standard of wages; and what this unit
does is not needed for the perfecting of the organi-
zation.

In studying the mere effect of crowding the ]and
with laborers, it is better at first to disregard the
gain that comes by organization. This gain we have

to study by itself, in that division of the theory
which is to be devoted to economic dynamics. Or-
ganization, like mechanical invention, simply im-
proves the conditions under which the successive

Lan_crowa- units of labor are applied. It is as though the new
ing of itself
reducesre- men brought better tools with them. If we are to
turns, isolate and measure the mere effects of overcrowd-

ing the land, we must, however, assume that this
and all other conditions remain for the time being
unaltered.

We will, then, assume that one man goes into a

large field, then another and another, till in the end
there are twenty. We will assume that their meth-
ods of tilling the soil remain unchanged, and we will
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disregard the enlarged power that, in the early stages
of the growth of the force, they may derive from
cooperation. The whole process of thus building up
a working force is, of course, imaginary: it repre-
sents an unreal and one-sided process in economic
dynamics. Nowhere can we ever find such an experi-
ment. A farmer would never actually place one man Theactual

building up
on two hundred acres of land, leave him there for a ofaworking

force by
year and measure the crop; and then, putting an umtsimpoo-
additional man there in the following year, measure sible.
the increase of the crop. He would certainly not
continue such an experiment for twenty years and so
make of his farm a laboratory where the economist
might see, in complete operation, the law of dimin-
ishing returns from land under tillage. Having
twenty men at work on the two hundred acres, the
farmer would, indeed, ascertain in some experimental
way how large a product is imputable to the twenti-
eth one. He would test the final productivity of
labor; and he would find that the product due to the
twentieth man's presence is less than would be the
product that one man would have called into exist-
ence, if he had entered the field when it was less
crowded. This fact is amply attested by experience,
is confirmed by deductive reasoning and is one of the
undisputed truths of economic science. Land of a
given area and quality yields less and less per man,
as more and more men are set tilling it. The sim-
plest and most natural mode of illustrating this law
is to imagine the men placed in a field, one at a
time, tin there are twenty of them at work. Each
of them is thus seen to add less to the crop than did
his predecessor. The product that can be attributed
to any one man grows steadily less, as the force is
thus built up to its full complement; and the amount
that is due to the twentieth man is least of all. If
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all men must accept as pay what this man produces,

we have the solution of the problem of wages. 1
In a static state the working force continues for-

ever, without addition or diminution; and methods

and conditions of production remain forever the

same. The personnel of the force undergoes the
change of identity that must occur as one man dies
and another replaces him; but the laboring force, as

such, suffers no change. The processes and the en-
vironment of the labor are fixed. There is no building
up of the force from a small beginning, and no change

The force in its per capita product. Yet the earnings of the
unchanging
in a static men are fixed by the law of final productivity. This
state ; *ts
paysubject means, in reality, that every laborer gets what would
to tho law be lost to the employer if any one man now in theof final pro-

4uctlvity. force were to stop working. One way of measuring
this final product of the labor, and at the same time
presenting to the mind a principle that governs the

amounts of it, is to imagine that the force grows,
unit by unit, to its present size. Each unit, when
it adds itself to the force, is for the time being the
final one ; and it transiently sets the standard of pay.
But when the last unit comes, its product becomes

the permanent standard; as the force is not further

enlarged, and the pay of the men is not again changed.
Twoactual The whole process is imaginary; but it illustrates
laws illus-
trated by tWO principles that together control the fortunes of

the imag_- laboring humanity_ namely : (1) At any one timenary force

Lhatgrows wages tend to equal the product of the final unit offrom a

singleuuit. labor; and (2) this product becomes smaller or larger
as, other things remaining the same, the force

1 The possibility that in the early stages of the growth of the
laboring force, the diminution of the returns might be counteracted

by improved combinations among the men_ or by improved methods
of tillag% needs to be considered_ as do other dynamic influences,

in a separate division of economic theory.
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becomes larger or smaller. The former principle is

static, and governs wages in each period; while the
latter is dynamic and, with other dynamic princi-
ples, controls the future of the laboring class. Mere
growth of population, without further change, is an

impoverishing influence.
How is it, now, that the product which is attributed

to the last man fixes the pay of all the men? Here
we must be careful to make the conditions of our
illustration conform to the facts of life. A farmer

hires his men in a general market, and pays a rate of

wages that the market has in some way established.
He then puts the men into his field until, by the law on a single

farm the
of diminishing returns, the product of the final man finalpro-

duct_vity ofhas become so small that it yields wages only. The labor con-
rate of pay, be it noted, is fixed in the main outside formsto thegeneral rate
of this farm; and the final productivity of labor on of wages.
the farm is made to conform to this rate of pay.

What if there were no outside market in which the

rate of pay might be fixed ? What if the farm were
the whole industrial field? This supposition would

simplify industry, so as to make it grotesquely unlike
the actual world; but it would place in the clearest

light the law of wages that is at work in the actual
world. If the farm were an isolated society, not sell- In a society

as a whole,
ing its products and buying others, and not import- therate
ing labor at a rate of pay that was fixed outside of conformstothe final

its confines, then the rate of pay would be fixed productivityof labor.

within the farm itself, and by the final productivity
of the labor there employed.

Let there, for example, be an island of the sea not

reached by ships, and having a fixed amount of land
and an unchanging population; and let it have no
industry that needs to be considered except agri-
culture. We need no one to tell us that this state is

imaginary and grotesquely unlike the world as it is.
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It is, nevertheless, like the world in this vital par-
ticular, that what is produced by the final man in
such an isolated population sets the wages of all

men there. The effective value of any man to his
employer is what would be lost if he were to
cease working. That amount--the effective prod-
uct of any man in the force--sets the standard

to which the pay of labor generally conforms.
There _s now no consulting an outside labor market

shere is no importing into this community a rate
of" pay that in some way is fixed in an environing
world. We have made the community on the island

to be a world by itself, and have found that any such
society gives to all laborers, as their natural reward,
what the final laborer produces.

We will next, to complete our illustration, make
our plalltation resemble the world in this essential
respect, that it is a cornpletely organized society.
We will make it vast in extent and will cause the

occupants of it to carry on, not agriculture only, but
every industry. We will give to the community its
complement of smiths, carpenters, weavers, shoe-

makers, miners, printers, etc. We will supply the
needed capital and see that it takes the needed forms.
We will make sure that each particular industry has

its proper part of the whole social fund, and we will
carefully retain the condition originally assumed
that the community is isolated from all others. It
is a world in itself, and there is no other accessible

Thisrue world from which it can derive its standard of wage.
prevails in
the eco- W_lat_ then, fixes the rate of pay for labor? Clearly
nomic
world, the final productivity of labor, as it is employed in

connection with the total fund of productive wealth
in all the affiliated groups and sub-groups, or specific
industries. The product created by a final unit of

social labor sets the standard of wages.
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There is, in fact, no other standard to which pay
can conform. When we were speaking of a farmer

who obtained his laborers from an environing region
of shops, railroads, etc., we found that he would pay
to his men what the shops, etc., pay; and he would
employ so many of them that the last one set work-

ing on the limited piece of land in the farmer's posses-
sion would earn his wages only. Here the last man's Other stand.ardsfor
product does not set the rate of wages, but simply general
conforms to the rate that is imported from without, wagesim-possible.
In a society that is a world in itself, the rate of wages
cannot be a borrowed one. The men cannot be lured

into society from without and paid enough to induce
them to come, since there is no without in the case.

The men are in the society from the first, and must
stay there; and all of them must be employed.

Every one of them who offers himself to an employer
has something to offer to that employer, since he can
increase the output of goods in any establishment to
which he may go. At some rate the employer will
take him; and if competition is perfect, the rate will

actually conform to the amount that the man's pres-
ence adds to the product of the mill, farm or shop in
which he may be set working. If the man gives to
an employer more than he gets from him, an induce-
ment is offered to other employers to take him at a

better rate of pay. Men in other occupations are in
the same strategic situation, and the wages of social
labor equal the product of a composite final unit of it.

How is this product to be measured ? Take away
one social unit of labor, and see what is lost by the
withdrawal of it; or add one such unit, and see what

is gained by the addition. In either case, it is pos-
sible to note the amount of product that is separately
due to a unit of labor and to no other agent. Let
us, then, withdraw what we have called a social unit
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Character of labor. This is a composite unit, consisting ofof the final
unit of social some labor from every industrial group that the corn-
labor munity contains. We will take away cultivators of

the land, smiths, carpenters, weavers, etc., in care-

fully adjusted proportions, causing a final unit of
labor to vanish from every specific industry.

As we take away laborers, we leave the capital
everywhere unchanged in amount ; but we change the
forms of it in every one of the industries, so as to

make it accurately fit the needs of the slightly reduced
working force. There must be, if our test is perfect,
no disarrangements caused by the withdrawal of the

The with- unit of social capital. The whole of that capitaldrawal of it
causes forms must continue to be utilized; and, therefore, when
of capital
to change the departing men throw down their tools, these

must not be left on the ground, as representing so
much wasted capital. If this were done, the depart-

ure of the men would mean, not only loss of the prod-
uct of a unit of labor, but the further loss of so

much of the products as was attributable to the tools

that the men were using. The remaining men may
have no need of the abandoned tools themselves,

but they do need the capital that these implements

embody. That we must save, and we do it by the
transmuting process already described. The aban-
doned pick and shovel become, by a miracle of trans-

mutation, an improvement in the quality of a horse
and cart. There are fewer men digging; but they
have as much capital as ever, and they have it in
a form in which, with their reduced numbers, they
can use it. Similarly, in the mill there are aban-

doned machines, and the remaining workers cannot
set them running. The capital that is in them can
be utilized, however, if it will transform itself into

an improvement in the machinery that the remain-

ing workers use. Everywhere there are fewer in-
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struments, but better ones ; and the capital, as such,
is not reduced by a jot or a tittle.

This hypothesis it is that tests the productive Whewith-
drawal then

power of a unit of empty-handed labor--that reveals tests the
productivitythe actual standard of wages. If a hundred men of labor it-

constitute the unit of social labor that we have de- self.

scribed, and if their departure reduces the product of
all industries by a total amount that can be stated

as two hundred dollars, then that is the product that
can be attributed solely to the work of the hundred

men. If they are typical men of equal working
powers, two dollars a day make one man's natural
wages.

How ultra-imaginary is such a test of the produc-
tive power of labor! How far beyond possibility is
the actual creation of such a microcosmical society
as our assumed plantation would constitute! It
would, indeed, be impossible to apportion the labor

rightly among all the different industries that, in a
laboratory test of the wage law, would have to be

represented, or to withdraw exactly the right number
of men from each of the industries, when the final

unit of social labor should be taken away. How
nearly unthinkable is that essential part of the test,
the prompt transmuting of the capital into the forms

that the reduced working force would require!
Yet all this is done in actual industry: the world

daily accomplishes this miraculous thing, automati-
cally and without obsei_vation. By forces that run
through its economic system, it gives to each indus-
try its due portion of the whole social capital. It Tholawthm

illustrated
puts that portion, in every case, into the forms that is reaL
the men of the group require. Wherever men
become scarcer or more abundant, it alters the forms

of the capital to fit their needs. It makes an uncon-

scious but real test of the final productivity of labor;
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for it reveals what the world would lose, if a unit of

labor were to withdraw itself and if the capital were

still to be fully utilized; and it makes the pay of
labor conform to this standard. In this process is
involved a permanent fund of social capital, a per-

manent force of social labor and an automatic adjust-
ment of wages in each particular part of the indus-

trial system, to conform to the final productivity of
labor as a whole.

NotE. -- If in this static study we could allow the eye to range
forward and take m a vmw of the part of the field where changes
are going on, we should see that the very formula that describes

the present natural standard of wages reveals one of the cardinal
influences that cause this standard to rise. If capital becomes

abundant, while the supply of labor remains stationary, the same
effect is produced as if the supply of labor diminished, while that

of capital remained unchanged. It is the reverse of the effect that
comes from crowding an environment with workers, and it makes

the efficiency of one man grow larger, instead of smaller. The

rmher the world is in capital, the richer the worker is in productive
power. Into this region of thought we may not now go ; but what

we may properly note is that at every point in the period of grow-

ing wealth, labor will find its natural rate of pay fixed by the law
that we have now before us. Fifty years hence wages will be
higher than they are to-day ; but they will be fixed by the final

productivity of labor in that later and more fruitful industrial
state.



CHAPTER XII

FINAL PRODUCTIVITY THE REGULATOR OF BOTH

_rAGES AND INTEREST 1

INSTEAD Of the plantation in our late illustration,
we will think at once of the world, with its innu-

merable industries and its complete outfit of agents
and appliances. It is, of course, isolated, since
neither products, workers nor instruments can mi-

grate to it or from it; and the rate of wages that it
affords must be determined entirely within itself.

We can now derive an advantage from the imagi-
nary process of supplying the labor for this commu-
nit),, unit by unit, provided that we can do this

without getting the impression that the action of the
law of final productivity depends on it. This is
only one way of illustrating the action of that law.
The actual and practical test of the productive power
of one unit of labor is made, if one unit only is taken

out of a complete force and if the ensuing reduction
of the product is noted. This test we have already
applied. It is for the sake of having a more complete

view of the action of the law of final productivity
that we now build up a working force, unit by

1 The theory advanced in this chapter and the two following

ones was first published in the Quarterly Journal of Economics,

in two articles entitled, respectively, "Distribution as Determined
by the Law of Rent" (April, 1891)_ and '_A Univeraal Law of

Economic VariaUon" (April_ 1894).
173
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unit, leaving capital unchanged in amount, though
changing in its forms with the arrival of each new
unit of labor. We will let a thousand workers con-

stitute each increment of labor, and let farmers, car-

penters, smiths, weavers, printers, etc., be represented
Anlllustra- in it in carefully adjusted proportions. Every oecu-
tlVOsociety
created bya pation must have its representatives, and the com-
suecessm, parative number of them must be fixed according toof composite

unitso_ a law that it will soon be our duty to study. Alllabor.

that we now need to know about this law is, that it

so apportions labor among the different groups and
sub-groups that the productive power of labor is
brought to a certain uniformity in the various occu-

pations. Common and adaptable labor is made to
produce as much in one sub-group as in another.

Give, now, to this isolated community a hundred
million dollars' worth of capital, and introduce

gradually a corresponding force of workers. Put a
thousand laborers into the rich environment that

these conditions afford, and their product per capita

will be enormous. Their work will be aided by cap-
ital to the extent of a hundred thousand dollars per
man. This sum will take such forms as the workers

can best use, and a profusion of the available tools,
machines, materials, etc., will beat every laborer's
hand. If we were to try to imagine the forms of pro-

ductive wealth that such a condition would require,
we shou]d bring before the mind a picture of automatic

machinery, of electrical motors and of power obtained
from cataracts, tides and waves. We should see

chemical wonders performed in the preparing of
Formstaken materials, the creating of soil and the like. We
by a vast
capitalused should place the worker in the position of a lordly
by few director of natural forces so great and so varied thatworkers.

they would seem more like occult powers of the air
than like tools of mundane trades. All this, how-
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ever, is only a picture of what would be slowly and
remotely approached, if capital were quietly to out-
grow population and were to reveal its power of
taking the forms that the needs of the relatively few
workers would require. Something like this is the

goal of natural economic tendencies.
Add, now, a second thousand workers to the force ;

and, with the appliances at their service changed
in form--as they must be--to adapt them to the
uses of the larger number of men, the output per
man will be smaller than before. This second incre-

ment of labor has at its disposal capital amoul,ting to
only half a hundred thousand dollars per man; and
this it has taken from the men who were formerly

u_ing it. In using c,tpital, the new force of workers
goes share in share with the force that was already in
the field. Where one of the original workers had an
elaborate machine, he now has a cheaper and less
efficient one; and the new workers by his side also
have machines of the cheaper variety. This reduc- Nature of

the change_
tion in the efficiency of the instrument that the m these

original worker used must be taken into account, in formscausedby
estimating how much the new worker can add to the additmnstethe number
product of industry. His presence has cheapened of laborers.

the instruments used by the first set of workers and
has taken something from their efficiency. His own
share of the original capital, as it is made over to

him by the workers formerly in his immediate part
of the field, consists also in the cheaper and less
efficient instruments. For two reasons, therefore,

he brings into existence less wealth than did one of
the first division of laborers.

All over the field the hundred million dollars has,
as it were, stretched itself out to meet the needs of
a double force of workers. Of some kinds of tools

there are now twice as many as before; but they are
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all less costly and less efficient. Cheaper buildings
and more of them, is the rule. Railroads have more

curves and grades, less durable bridges and, in gen-

eral, less substantial plants. There are two saihng
vessels, where there was formerly one steamer; and
there are two wooden ships, where there was one

of steel. The capital of the community, without
changing in amount, has taken a form that is more
extended than its earlier one--the instruments are

everywhere multiplied and cheapened.
We must be careful as to the arithmetic of the

change. The product that can be attributed to this
second increment of labor is, of course, not all that

it creates by the aid of the capital that the earlier

division of workers has surrendered to it; it is only
what its presence adds to the product previously

Theproduct created. With a thousand workers using the whole
of the final
increment capital, the product was four units of value; with

all°flabOrthatltn°t tWO thousand, it is four plus; and the plus quan-
creates with tity, whatever it is, measures the product that isthe aid of its

shareo_ attributable to the second increment of labor only.capital.
There is a minus quantity to be taken into account

in calculating the product that is attributable to the
final unit of labor. If we take, first, all that it

creates by the aid of the capital that is surrendered

to it, and then deduct what is taken from the product
of the earlier workers and their capital by reason of
the share of capital that they surrender to the new
workers, we shall have the net addition that the new

workers make to the product of industry.
With the vast capital utilized, the product that

the new unit of labor adds to the product that could

have been had without it will be very great, though
it will be less than was created by the first unit.

Every man in the new working force produces enough
to rival a fortunate gold hunter. Add increment
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after increment of labor, till the force is decupled;

and the product that is due to the last of the addi-
tions is still great. Continue to add to the force
till it numbers a hundred thousand, having still
the hundred million dollars' worth of capital, but in

changed form. The workers are then about as well
equipped as are those of the United States at the
present day. The last increment of labor may be
supposed to add to the product that the society
would have realized without its aid about as much

as a working force of the same size, in this country,
could separately create, by adding itself to the force

already employed.
If, now, this hundredth increment of labor is the

last one that the isolated society contains, we have
the law of wages. We have set the population
working till no reserve exists from which we can

get m_,re. The last composite unit of labor--the
final division of a thousand men--has created its

own distinguishable product. This is less than the

product that was attributable to any of the earlier
divisions; but, now that this section of the laboring
force is in the field, no division is effectively worth
any more than is this one. If any earlier section of

the working force were to demand more than the
last one produces, the employer could discharge i_
and put into its place the last section of men. Wha_
he would lose by the departure of any body of a
thousand men, is measured by the product that was

brought into existence by the last body that was set
working.

Each unit of labor, then, is worth to its employer

what the last unit produces. When the force is The final
product of

complete, no one body of a thousand men can with- laboronly
draw without lessening the product of the whole the test ofall wages.
society by the same amount that we have attributed

N
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to the one that we last set working. The effective
value of any unit of labor is always what the whole
society with all its capital produces, minus what it
would produce if that unit were to be taken away.

This sets the universal standard of pay. A unit of
labor consists, in the supposed case, of a thous_md

men, and the product of it is the natural pay of a
thousand men. If the men are equal, a thousandth

part of this amount is the natural pay of any one of
them.

We are seeking, of course, a static standard of
wages; but the process that gradually builds up a
force of laborers from a thousand to a hundred thou-

sand, and causes capital to modify its forms as the

ilJerease of the force goes on, is not a static process.
It is a dynamic operation which brings the working
force up to its static complement. From the time
that the force is complete, however, we leave it un-
changed: we let the static condition thus attained

continue forever. The importance of going through
the _llustrative dynamic process, and making up the
permanent force unit by unit, lies in the clear view

that this gives of the product that can be attributed
to the "final" unit.

Nounitof Actually, no unit is last in time. The hundred
labor _nal
in pmnt thousand men, with the hundred million dollars'
of time. worth of capital, work on year after year, and no one

division of a thousand can be singled out as consti-

tuting the particular division whose product fixes
wages. Any one such body of men is always worth
to its employers what the final division would pro-
duce, if we were to set them working in such an order
of succession as, for illustration, we have described.

That the men will get this amount, is insured by

employers' competition. The final division of a
thousand men has in its hands a certain potential
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product, when it offers its service to employers. If
one set of entrepreneurs will not give them the value

of it, another will, pr4wided that competition is
perfect. With an ideally complete and free com-

petitive system, each unit of labor can get exactly
what a final unit produces. With an imperfect com-
petition, it still tends to get that amount. The final
product of labor sets a standard for the pay of labor;
and actual wages tend toward it, with variations.

We have no_ed the fact that an entrepreneur's net
profi_ is an incentive to competition. Such a profit

is mercantile, and means that employers are selling
their products for more than they are paying out in
wages and interest--that the price of the goods
exceeds the cost of the elements that compose them.
We noted the fact that "natural price, '_ as defined by
economists, is really a wages-and-interest price; for

it equals the sum of these two outlays. A profit-
giving price exceeds that sum, but the competition
that tends to annihilate the profit cuts it off at both

ends. By bidding against each other in selling
goods, employers make the prices smaller; and by
bidding against each other in hiring labor and capi-
tal, they make wages and interest larger. There is Profit*
a profit on labor, so long as the men in a working causecom-petition that

force are paid less than the final one produces; but secnreAtolabor its

competition tends to annihilate that profit and to product.
make the pay of labor equal to the product of the
final unit of it.

As has again and again been said, we have con-

structed an ideal society in which disturbing facts
are omitted, and we have so far described none of

the obstacles that pure law encounters in real life.
We have made no estimate of the amount of devia-

tion from the final productivity standard that the pay
of workmen actually reveals. All such studies have
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Variations a place in the dynamic division of our work. As real
to be treated
in the aS gravitation is the force that draws the actual pay of
dynamic
d_vis_onof men toward a standard that is set by the final pro-
the theory, ductivity law. This law is universal and permanent:

everywhere it will outlive the local and changeful
influences that modify its operation. We are to get
what we produce -- such is tile dominant rule of life ;
and what we are able to produce by means of labor_
is determined by what a final unit of mere labor can
add to the product that can be created without its

Summaryof aid. Final productivity governs wages. We may now
conclusions, summarize the conclusions that we have thus far

reached, concerning the natural standard of wages,
in the following series of propositions : --

(1) Labor, like commodities, is subject to a law
of marginal appraisal. The rate that the market

puts on the final unit of the supply of each of them,
it puts on the entire supply. As the last unit of con-
sumers' goods is a price-making one, so the last unit

of labor is the one that fixes wages.
(2) The term final does not designate a particular

unit that can be identified and separated from others.
There is not, for example, in the elevators of the

United States a special lot of wheat that is in a
strategic position and has a price-making power that
other wheat does not possess. Any unit whatever

of this commodity is final in the economic sense;
inasmuch as, by its presence, it brings the supply to
its present actual magnitude. Similarly, the final,

marginal or last unit of labor does not consist of par-
ticular men. It is especially necessary to guard

against the idea that the final men, whose products
fix the general rate of wages, are those who would
naturally be employed last, because they are the poor-
est. We have been careful to say that it is units of

labor, as such, that are the basis of the law of wages ;
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and a body of men must be of the average quality of

ordinal 7 laborers, if it is to constitute such a unit.
(3) In presenting the law of final utility, it is

customary to arrange the units of a commodity in an
imaginary series, to present them one at a time and
to ascertain how important each one is to tile con-
stoner. Yet commodities never come to the market

in such an order. The whole present supply of a
commodity is offering in the market; but the price
that it is bringing is fixed by the importance that

would attach to the final unit, if the supply were
offered in such a series of units.

In like manner, we may find it useful, in present-
ing the l_w by which wages are fixed, to go through
an imaginary operation of setting men at work, one
man at a time or one company of men at a time, and
thus to find what impmtance the market places on
the last one. This reveals the opmation of a law of

diminishing productivity; and whether we take a
single man or a body of men as the unit of labor, any
unit can get, as pal�, u, hat the last one would produce,
if the force were set working in this u,a_.

(4) The standard of wages thus attained is a static
one. So long as the labor and the capital continue
unchanged in amount, and produce the same things,
by the same processes and under an unchanging
form of organization, wages will continue at the
rate that this test establishes. Se_ting men at work

in succession is a bit of imaginary dynamics, but
what it reveals is a static law.

Let the number of units of labor be measured, in oraphi¢
statement of

the following figure, along the line AD. Let them the law.

be set working in a series, in connection with a fixed
amount of capital. The product of the first unit of
labor, as aided by all the capital, is measured by the
line AB. What the second unit of labor adds to this
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product is the amount expressed by A_B r. The third
unit enlarges the output by the amount A'B", the

next by A" B 'rr, the next by A'" B'" and the last by
DC. DC measures the effective productivity of any

unit of labor in the series and fixes the general rate
of pay. If the first unit of labor claims more than
the amount DC, employers will let it withdraw, and
will substitute for it the last unit. What they lose

by the withdrawal
B of any one unit in

the entire force is

the amount DC.

A fact of great
importance now
appears. We may

, _. reverse the appli-
J

i i'_lr,, cation of this law,
, , and by so doing get
t i I

'_ i i 1_-.._c a law of interest.
' ' , I Let the labor beI I t

t I f

], , ' , the element that
i t i t

.... D is unchanged iu
A A_ A" N'_ A_v

amount, and let

capital be the one that is supplied in a succession
of increments.

AB is now the product gained by using one incre-

ment of capital in conaectiou with the whole working
force. ArB _is the additional product that is created

by a second increment of capital. ArPB" is the
product of the third increment and DC is the amount

produced by the last. This amount, DC, fixes the
rate of interest. No one of the series of units of

capital can secure for its owner more than the last

one produces. If the owner of the first increment
asks more than this for the use of it, the entrepreneur

will relinquish this bit of capital and will put the
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last unit in its place. What he will lose, in the way
of product, is measured by the amount DC, the
direct product of the final increment of capital.
This expresses the effective product of every incre-
ment, since it is the amount that would be lost if

any one of the series were withdrawn.
All that we have said about the change that must

take place in the forms of capital, when the amount
of it is fixed and the working force is increasing,
applies here, where these conditions are reversed.
The steady increase of the capital, if the amount of
the labor be fixed, compels a similar change of forms.
With one unit of capital and ten units of labor, the
instruments will be simple and cheap. Hand tools Charactero,

the changes
will generally prevail; and buildings, roadways, in the _ormf
bridges, vehicles, etc., will be of a makeshift kind, o_capitalcausedby
which will, at a small cost for each instrument, increase inquantity.
enable the men in some way to work. With two

units of capital, a better type of instruments begins
to prevail. Every increase in the amount of the
capital shows itself primarily in transmuting poor
appliances into better ones. There are, indeed,
more tools, and there is more raw material; but the
striking fact is that all the tools, etc., are costlier and
more efficient. With the addition of the tenth unit

of capital, the condition may be thought of as ap-
proximating that of our own country at the present

day. There is much costly machinery, many durable
buildings, a good supply of large ships, efficient rail-
roads, etc.

At the cost of what may be a tedious repetition, we
have now described the series of changes that an

increasing capital undergoes, because this is what is
actually taking place. Capital is the element that
is outgrowing labor. We may take the world that
exists instead of an imaginary one, as our illustration.
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As the accumulation of capital actually goes on, it
shows itself more and more in qualitative changes of
existing instruments. Society pulls down its barns

and builds others, better as well as larger; it carries
its mercantile buildings farther into the air, and
makes them fireproof and durable ; it substitutes steel
ships for wooden ones and steamers for sailing craft;

it takes the curves and grades out of its railroads,
and makes bridges and viaducts of the kind that
defies time and strain; it bores tunnels through
mountain ranges to avoid climbing over them and
cuts canals across isthmuses to shorten the voyages of

ships. As capital grows very abundant, there are
made longer tunnels and canals; and they have, as
their purpose, the avoiding of climbs that are easier

and voyages that are shorter than were those that
were avoided by the earlier engineering works.
They thus represent a greater outlay incurred for a
smaller gain. Society also makes all its machinery
as nearly automatic as it can, so that one laborer's
guidance shall keep much machinery in successful

motion. Everywhere there are taking place such
adaptations of capital as fit a large amount of it to
the needs of a relatively small amount of labor.

The changes that have to be made in the forms of
the capital, as the amount of it increases_ reveal a
reason for the decline in the rate of its earnings.
The rudest hatchet that can be made may vastly

Themost increase the owner's power to get firewood. It may
_or°ductive wear out in a year; but in that period it may saverm earli-

est in the enough of time, that would otherwise have beenseries.
devoted to a slow and painful mode of wood gather-
ing, to enable the owner to make six new hatchets.
Though he will probably not use the liberated time
for this particular purpose, whatever he does secure

by it represents an interest of five hundred per cent
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on the capital invested in this first and most produc-
tive tool. A second tool may liberate labor enough
to replace itself only five times. The owner will
actually replace it once, and will employ the time
that coald give him four duplicates of it in making

other things for his own use; but the fruit of the
spare time that the second tool makes available is
now four hundred per cent of the cost of the tool,
as computed in terms of unaided labor.

Tools are, of course, employed in the order of
their productivity, so far as men judge their several
powers of production correctly. It soon ceases to be

possible to add to a working equipment anything
that produces a multiple of its own cost in a year, and
the interest on the final increment of capital becomes
a fraction of that capital itself. This fraction steadily
diminishes, as the productive fund grows larger, and

as improvement in the quality of tools, etc., becomes
one form of investment for the growing accumula-
tions. The difference between the cost of a rude

and poor hatchet and that of a better one represents

an increment of capital; but it has less power to
reproduce itself, in amount, than had the investment
that was made in the original tool.

As accumulation proceeds, there are always made

costlier machines, representing more capital; and the
product that comes from using them is a smaller
fraction of their cost. The straightening of the
curves in railroads is one of the ways in which capi-

tal may find investment. This may cost as much as
the first making of the corresponding parts of the road
themselves ; but it does not liberate as much labor, in

proportion to its cost, as did the building of the old
and crooked road. The boring of a long tunnel, to
avoid a short climb over the mountains, does not

result in as large earnings for the capital that is thus
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invested as did the making of a short tunnel to
a_oid a higher climb. Everywhere do the forms of

the capital show differences in earning power; and
the owners choose first the most productive forms,
and later the less productive. To this fact is due the
present low rate of interest. We are utilizing
the opportunities for investment that stand late in

the series and are low in the scale of productivity.
We have said that no increment of capital can get

for its owner more than the last increment produces.
We may state this in another way by saying that no
form of capital can claim and get for its owners in a

year a larger fraction of its cost than the least pro-
The least ductive form produces. Under modern conditions,
fproduetlve _,
ormtheone if the man who lends "money for the procuring of

that sets
the standard a highly necessary tool demands the whole amount
of interest, that is secured through the use of it, the entrepre-

neur, who is the borrower, will refuse the money and
will use, for the procuring of the tool which is so
much needed, the money that formerly went into the
tool that was last and least important on the list.

In terms of more primitive life, if the man who

performs the labor of making a very necessary tool
demands the whole product that it creates, the

entrepreneur will decline to utilize this tool-making
labor and will divert to the making of the needed
instrument that labor which has been used for the

making of the least important part of his work-

ing equipment. Capital is, it thus appears, com-
pletely transmutable in form. Society can quit

making one kind of instrument and make another.
Capital-goods are, then, interchangeable; and while
this is so, no increment of capital can ever secure
for its owner more than the final increment produces.

It is, of course, true that labor also has to change

its forms, as capital accumulates. The man who
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watches a complicated machine is going through a
set of movements very different from those executed

by a man working with a hand tool. Every time
that we change the form of the capital, we change,
by that very fact, the character of tile labor. Mutual
adaptation in form is the general rule for these two

producing agents. Change the merely quantitative
ratio of one of them to the other, and you make it

necessary to transform both of them in character.
As with ten units of capital for ten units of labor
there will be one grade of instruments and certain
kinds of work performed in connection with them,
so with eleven units of capital for ten units of labor Correspond-

ing change_there will be somewhat different kinds of instru- in the form

ments and different modes of working. This double of labor.
transformation must, moreover, theoretically extend

through the whole mass of capital and the whole

process of labor. Everywhere there are to be seen
new and improved kinds of capital-goods and new
modes of using them.

With this qualification, we may represent the law
of interest by the process of building up, increment

by increment, the fund of social capital and measur-
ing the product produced by each unit of it. In this
imaginary process we have revealed a true law of vary- Two-fold

action of the
ing productivity. As we have said, the addition to law of _nal
the product caused by the last unit of capital fixes productiv-ity.
the rate of interest. Every unit of capital can
secure for its owner what the last unit produces,

and it can secure no more. The principle of final

productivity, in short, acts in two ways, affording

a theory of wages and of interest.



CHAPTER XIII

THE PRODUCTS OF LABOR AND CAPITAL, AS MEAS-

URED BY THE FORMULA FOR RENT

IT has been customary to define rent as the income
dgrived_J_mu land. In attempting to solve problems

of distribution, furthermore, it has been customary
to eliminate from the earnings of society the element
of ground rent, and then to try to find principles that

Thetraai- will account for the division of what remains. That
tional
treatment of ground rent is entirely unlike wages, interest or
rent. entrepreneurs' profit, has been the most prevalent

theory. According to this view, the income from
land is a differential gain fixed by a law of its own,
which does not apply elsewhere. The rent of a par-

ticular piece of ground is measured by comparing its
product with that which can be had from the poorest

piece that is utilized by the application of the same
amount of labor and capital. When, by this inde-

pendent reckoning, the part of the income of society
that is derived from land has been disposed of, it is

thought that one step has been taken in the direc-
tion of solving the really difficult problems of dis-
tribution. Wages, interest and net profits, it is
believed, can be accouiated for the more readily when

the product of land has been put out of sight.
It has become obvious, however, that wages are

fixed by the final productivity of the labor that is
used in connection with a fixed amount of total capi-

188
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tal; and in computing that total capital, we make
confusion, if we do not take all kinds of capital-goods
into account. It is the whole fund of productive
wealth, in every form that such wealth takes, which
constitutes the complex agency that coiiperates with
labor. When the amount of productive wealth in its Land a part

of tilepro-
entirety remains fixed and the quantity of labor ductlve

wealth that
increases, the law of diminishing returns that we figuresin
have stated operates. The final unit of the agent, the theoryof wagea.

labor, --coiiperating, as it does, with land and every
other instrument,--produces less and less, as the units
of labor become more numerous ; and thus the standard

of wages fails. When the increase in the working
force ceases, the rate of wages remains fixed.

It may be alleged that the same result will be

reached by assuming that capital in artificial forms
remains fixed in amount, while the working force
grows larger. Land, it may be claimed, is fixed in
amount by nature; and, if we can measure the pro-
ductive wealth that exists in the shape of buildings,
tools, materials and the like, and keep that also un-

changed in amount, we shall have the condition that
we have described. The totM amount of productive
wealth will then be a fixed quantity; and we can let
the labor increase, unit by unit, testing its final pro-

ductivity as we have done.
This method of statement would tell the truth

about the decline in the productivity of labor, but i_

would not assign that effect to its true cause. What
the labor combines itself with is not merely the arti-

ficial capital: it is that and the land, as they are
combined in one and make a general labor-aiding

agency. As the working population has grown
larger, some of it has betaken itself to hitherto rent-

less ground- the enlargement of the laboring force
has pressed outward the margin of utilization of land.
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During the same period of growth, moreover, new
labor has constantly added itself to the force that has

All capital- tilled good land. More and more intensively hasgoods con-
stitute one land everywhere been cultivated and otherwise used.
element in
adjusting The artificial capital, as such, has received, as it

wages, were, only its own fraction of the increasing force of
labor. It has aided the land, and together they have
received all of the new workers. Wages fall because
such capital and land together cannot make the tenth
unit of labor as productive as they made the first.

It is, therefore, the whole economic environment

of the growing population that has to be considered,
if the cause of the decline in the final productivity of

labor is to be understood. Land and artificial goods
are blended in an intimate mixture; and the last

unit of labor produces what this whole composite
agent enables it to produce. There are only two
generic members in the combination by which the
rate of wages is determined. Indeed, as we have
noticed, the variations in the comparative amounts of

these two agents, labor and all capital, determine
both wages and interest.

No controversy need arise over the question of mere
nomenclature. It is necessary to find some term to

designate the whole permanent fund of productive
wealth, and the natural name for it is capital.1 It
is also necessary to have a term for all kinds of

concrete goods in which this permanent fund con-
sists ; and we shall call these things, including land,

1 It will be seen that this is not calling land capital. When land

is referred to, it will be called by its ordinary name. There is a
constant necessity for referring to the total fund of permanent pro-
ductive wealth that is embodied in land and in artificial instruments.

When this is thought of, in practical life, as "money invested in

business," it is designated by the term capital ; and in this work
it will be so called. The objection to calling land one variety of

capital-goods vanishes, if it is admissible to call all productive wealth,
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capital-goods. As our analysis of the process of dis-

tribution proceeds, we shall hope to justify this
nomenclature by its fruits. In any case, it is im-
portant to note that it is the quantity of labor, on the
one hand, and that of all productive wealth, on the
other, that fix the natural or static standards of

wages and interest.

Ground rent we shall study as the earnings of one
kind of capital-goods--as merely a part of interest. 1

We are now able to see that wages and interest,
_hough they are determined by the law of final pro-

ductivity, are also capable of being measured exactly
as ground rent has been measured. That is to say,
the Ricardian formula, which describes what is earned

by a piece of land, may be used to describe what is All wag_
earned by the whole fund of social capita] : all inter- and interes_may be re_
est may be made to take the form of a differential gardedasdifferential

gain, or a surplus. Again, the Ricardian formula gainsakin
to ground

may be employed to describe the earnings of the rent.
whole force of social labor; for wages, in their en-
tirety, are a differential gain. It is one of the most
striking of economic facts that the income of all

labor, on the one hand, and that of all capital, on

the other, should be thus entirely akin to ground
rent. They are the two generic rents, if by that
term we mean differential products; and the earn-
ings of land constitute a fraction of one of them.

Let us now simplify the law of ground rent, by
disregarding the auxiliary capital that, in advanced

"in the abstract, _' capital. Any objection that may arise to thi_

usage is less serious than is the objectmn to usmg through a long
discussion such a phrase as "permanent fund of productive wealth, '_

or some equivalent and equally inconvenient expression. The

nomenclature that we adopt guards not only against confounding
land with this fund, but against confounding any other instrument_
as concretely regarded, with it. In this_ at least_ it is a strict con-
structmnist nomenclature. 1 See Ch. X:_II.
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agricultural states, is applied in large quantities to
land. Let the ground that we use as an illustration
be worked by labor that is practically empty-handed.

Every laborer brings with him a simple tool, but the
interest on the capital that the tool represents is so
small a part of what the man earns in a year that it
may be disregarded. We have, then, only two pro-

Differential ducing agents to deal with, and they are the land--
lgainsof which now embodies all the capital that needs toabor ap-
plmdtoland, be considered--and labor. The neglect of auxil-a type of
all rents iary capital affects no principle that we are studying :

for what we }lave to prove could be established as

completely, though less clearly, if we made our illus-
tration more complex by taking all kinds of capital
into account. The differential gain of labor as applied
unaided to fertile land, offers the clearest illustration

of the different incomes that can be measured by the
Ricardian formula. It is the type of all the rents. 1

Labor, as thus applied to land, is subject to a law

Thelaw of Of diminishing returns. Put one man on a quarter
diminishing
returns here section of land, containing prairie and forest, and he

operative, will get a rich return. Two laborers on the same
ground will get less per man ; three will get still less ;
and, if you enlarge the force to ten, it may be that

the last man will get wages only. We must, however,
be very careful to make sure of the reason why the
tenth man gets only his wages. If the men are hired

by the owner of the land at the prevalent rate of wages,
what has happened is that the force has been enlarged
till the last man produces only what is paid to him.
In this case, as was said in the tenth chapter, wages fix
the intensive margin of cultivation of this land. The

rate that we must pay to the men decides for us how
many of them we can employ on our farm. If, however,

1 These are (1) the rent of all capital, (2) that of all labor, (3) tha_
of particular capital-goods, and (4) that of particular laborers.
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our farm is isolated and the workers are a society by
themselves, and if there are ten of them to be employed,
we shall set them all working and pay to each of them

as much as the last one produces. Here it is the prod-
uct of the marginal labor that fixes the rate of wages,
as we noted in the chapter referred to ; and here, also,
the situation illustrates the true law of rent. 1

All the earlier men in the series create surplus
products, over and above the amount created by the Surplus

products
last man. They get only what the last one produces, created by
and the farmeI-landlord gets the remainder. What the earherIueu.

goes to the owner of the land is the sum of a series
of remainders that are made by taking, in each case,
the product that is attributable to one of the earlier

men as a minuend and the product that is imputable
to the last man as a subtrahend.

Call the product that the single worker creates,
when he has the whole field to himself, p_t. Call the

additional product that the second man is able to

bring into existence p2d etc. ; call the enlargement
in the output made by the last man p10th.

1The law of rent, as commonly stated, has the defect that is

illustrated by the former of these cases, where it is apphcd to the
reward for labor. The farmer who figures in the current statement
of the law hires hm men at the wages that prevail in the varmus

industries that arc carried on about him ; and, when he fnds that

more men will not produce their wages, he quits enlarging his force.
Each of the earlier men creates a surplus above hm wages. When
we are considering the rent of a hmlted piece of land devoted to one
use, the scmntific way to calculate the rent is to use as the subtra-

hend wages, rather than the final product of labor ; since it is wages

that fix final product. If what we want m a genuine differential

product, we must isolate our working society, count the laborers,
set them all at work and let the last produce what he can. There
will then be a difference between what each of the earlier men

produces and this final or standard product. This is, in e_ch case,
a true differentml product. It is measured by comparing, not

products created for the farmer and wages paid by him, but one
product with another product.

O
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pm_ plom = surplus created by the first worker.
p_ _ pl_h --_ surplus created by the second worker.
pgth _ _10th -- sllrphls created by the mnth worker.

If we complete the series of such subtractions
and add the nine remainders, the sum of them

all will be the rent of the piece of land. This

is the amount that the owner can keep, from the
total created by the different workers aided by the
land.

The sum of p_t + p_ + pad, etc., to and includ-

ing p10th, is the whole product of the field and the
labor that is spent on it. It is the sum of all the
minuends in the foregoing series, with the product
of the final man added to it. 10 x p_h equals the
total subtrahend; and the total rent of the field

is the difference between these amounts. It is, in

other words, the whole product minus ten times
the product of the tenth and last unit of labor.

Let us, again,
measure the num-

ber of laborers by

the line AD, and

the product of sue-
t, cessive increments

of labor by AB,

t,, ', ",_,, A'B', etc. If we
', i_ give to these lines

'i [ _ an appreciable

_ series of them will

,' ,' ', ,' ] fill the entire fig-, t t ,

A _, ' ' ' o ure, ABCD, that
{

A" Nu A,V
area will measure

the product of aI1 the labor and all the capital in our

ilhstrative agricultural community. The capital is
virtually all in the form of land; and we are now
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able to attribute to the land that part of the product
which, in effect, it creates.

The last unit of labor creates the amount of product
that is expressed by DC; and, accordingly, each unit

of labor is effectively worth just that amount to the
employing farmer, and each unit gets that amount as
its wages. AECD measures total wages, and EBC
measures the entire rent of the land. This amount

we have spoken of as composed of a series of sur- Rent the
8urn of a

pluses, or differential products, and we have meas- _enesofsul_

ured them in each case by subtracting from what we plu_,
have called the product of one of the earlier incre-
ments of labor the product of the last increment. AB
minus DC gives such a surplus, and it is a part of
the rent. It looks, at a careless view, as though land

had the capacity to cut off and claim for itself a
part of the product of labor--that is, the surplus
part of the product of all the earlier increments of
labor appears to be the rent of the land.

In reality, this surplus is the fruit of the aid that
the land affords, and is attributable to the land only.
A correct conception of the nature of any rent makes
it a concrete addition which one producing agent is
able to make to the product that is attributable to

another producing agent. Land makes its own
addition to the product of each unit of labor except the

last one. When there was available only a piece of eaehofthem
agtributable

land, with no labor to till it, the product was nil. t_ _e land.
When one unit of labor combined itself with the

land, the product was AB ; and in this form of state-
ment we impute the whole product to the labor. 1 A

1 In the case of the first increment of labor, we might, by differ-

ent dialectics, attribute the whole product to the land. Labor by

itself creates nothing, and the addition of the land brings the whole
product into existence. Again, by subdividing the one unit of labor
into a series of smaller units, we might attribute the product partly
to the labor and partly to the land. The product of the last frac-
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second unit of labor now comes, unaided by capital,
into the field and adds itself, empty-handed, to the

working force. Whatever it produces, it brings into
existence by adding to what the field yielded to one

mail's cultivation. The product thus created by an
addition to labor, with no addition to capital, is
ArB r. The difference between AB and AIB r, which

is the line ErB, measures the surplus that a man can

produce when he has the whole field to aid him
above what he can create when he is unaided. The

last man adds labor and no land to the productive
combination; while the first man had land, and
the addition that the land itself made to the bare

product of labor constitutes the differential quantity
which is the rent of the land. The science of rent

is a science of economic causation, which traces

products to their sources. The rent getter is a
product creator.

The third man, also empty-handed, creates the
amount A'B" ; and ErB + E'E pmeasures the contri-

bution that the land has thus far made to the ioint

product of land and labor. Extending the vertical

lines and giving to them width enough to make them

tlonal unit of labor would then set the standard to which wages, or
the effectzve product of all frac-

B tzonal units of labor, would con-
form; and the figure that would

express this fact would be the one

I _ in whmh AtB r is the amount that

E "'_' _ is attributable to each fractionali ! . 8t unit of labor, AA_BrE is the
amount that is attributable to all

the labor, and EBtB is the amount
i that is attributable to the land.

C It is when there is more than one

fil I_ unit of labor at work that it be-comes clear how much should be

{ I _ J attributed to all the labor and how
_A A, 0 much to the land.
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fill the area of the entire figure, we have AECD as
the product of all the labor, when it is taken unit by
unit and made to work virtually unaided. ABCD
is _,hat it creates as it is aided by the land, and
EBC is the amount that the land contributes to the

product of the combination. This measures the dif-
ference between the product of ten units of aided
labor and ten units of unaided labor.

We can now make the really important application

of the principle of diminishing returns, which fixes
both marginal productivity and rent. This is the
application that is actually making everywhere in
the business world. The isolated farm, with its whole

capital in land, is an illustration only; while the
real field for labor, to which the farm corresponds, is
the world, with its whole circle of industries and its

complex equipment of capital.
For a fixed area of land read, now, a fixed fund of Theproauetattributable

permanent social capital. It is at this moment an to capitaltestedina
exact sum; and it will, as it were, prolong the con- similar way.

ditions of this moment, remaining at exactly its
present size. The artificial instruments are, of
course, perishing and renewing; but, if there is no
need of changing the form of the capital, a worn-
out instrument will be replaced by another that
is exactly like it. A hoe will replace a hoe, and

a ship will succeed a ship; and the new instruments
of production will be exact duplicates of the old.
This would be clear in a completely static condi-
tion. We are, however, to introduce labor, in-

crement by increment, into this general field of
industry; and this, of course, compels such a change
in the forms of the capital as we have already
5_erlbed. The amount of the capital remaining
fixed, the instruments become more numerous and

cheaper, as the force of labor enlarges.

J
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Labor, applied to the whole fund of capital, in
land and all other instruments, is now subject to the

law of diminishing

_, returns. The first

unit produces the
amount AB, the

second produces
the amount ArB r,
the third creates

', "_ the quantity A'B"

! andthe lastthe
m

', i ,_--_ s_ quantity DC. This
I i f

E _ i i J-_,c last amount sets
, _ ! ] the rate of wages,i t I |

' ' ' ' I andthearea AECD: I ', ; a measures the
A A! A" Atu A"

amount of wages.
It leaves the amount expressed by tile area EBC as
the rent of the fund of social capital. All interest

is thus a surplus, entirely akin to the rent of land, as
that is expressed by the Ricardian formula: it is a
concrete product, attributable to the agent that claims
it as an income.

This rent is, moreover, made up of a series of
genuine differential gains. It is not like the rent of
the farm, in our former illustration, which, as we

found, really depends on the rate of wages that pre-
ID_r_t the vails elsewhere. The rent of the whole fund of social
stun of a
seriesof capital is the sum of a series of differences between
surpluses
attributable certain products and a final, or standard, product.
to capital True differentials lie between different products, and

not between products and wages. The line DC,
which sets the rate of wages, expresses primarily the

product of the last unit of labor. We have set u]i
the men in the society working, we have measured
the amount created by the last addition to the force,
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and we have measured the surplus that each earlier
unit of labor creates above this amount. The sur-

plus is, in each ease, a true differential product;
since it is not merely a remainder that is left after

paying wages, but is a difference between one pro-
duct and another. It is the difference between the

product of aided labor and that of the labor that is
virtually unaided, and the sum of all these differ-

ences is the rent of the social fund of capital.
Reverse now the situation. Let labor be the fixed

element and let social capital enlarge, changing its
forms of course, in the enlarging.

ABCD is the

total product. AB B
is the product of
the first unit of

capital, ArB _ the

product of the sec- s'
ond, A'rB lr that of I
the third and DC

that of the last. A ', ' _w-
unit of capital, add- , '

ing itself with no ! i i-_[ Onew labor to the
I I I |

productive combi- .' ', ,' ,' 1nation, enlarges A A, A,,_ A,,
the product by the
amount DC. So much can be attributed to any

unit of capital, separately considered. The effective
importance of every one of the units of capital is the
same. While capital-goods are not interchangeable,

true capital is completely so; and all parts of it are,
therefore, on a plane in their earning capacity. A
merchant, a manufacturer or a farmer, if he can offer

good security, can hire all the "money" that he needs
at the rate that the least necessary sum which he invests
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in his business will earn for him. Does this imply
an exploitation of the earlier units of capital ? Does
the borrower of these sums rob the lender ?

If the final unit of capital produces the amount
DC, it will get that amount as interest ; and certainly
no other unit can get any more. AECD will be the

total amount of interest, and EBC will be a surplus ;
but it will be a surplus that is causally attributable
to labor, and to labor only. The difference between
the product that is solely due to capital and that
which is due to capital and another agent in combi-

nation is the effect of the presence and the work of
that other agent.

If we were to apply the term rent to all such sur-

pluses, we should say that EBC is the rent of the
force of laborers that is at work in connection with

capital. This amount is made up of a series of
differential products. Apparently AB- DC is the
difference between the product of the first unit of

capital and that of the last, ArB r -- DC is the differ-
ence between the product of the second unit of capi-

wages the tal and that of the last, etc. The re_t of the labor, if
sum of a
series of we use that expression, is the sum of the surplus prod-
surpl,.,B ucts connected with the earlier units of capital butattributablo
_labo_. not attributable to them as a cause. The laborers

seem to get a part of what the earlier units of capital
produce; whereas, in reality, this is the difference
between what capital and labor jointly produce and
what capital alone contributes to the product of the
combination. EBC is, therefore, the amount that is

imputable to labor only.
One law governs wages and interest--the law of

final productivity. By one mode of statement of the

law (Fig. 1), we get wages as an amount directly
determined by this principle : it is the area AECD of

our diagram. Arithmetically stated, the earnings of
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all labor equal the product of the final unit of labor

multiplied by the number of the units. In Fig. 1,
in which wages are thus determined, interest is a

B B

A D A D
I_G. I. F_u 2.

surplus that is of the nature of rent. By another Wagesand
interest

mode of stating the law (Fig. 2), we get interest determined

as the amount that is positively fixed by the final bothdlrectlyand resid-

productivity law, and wages are now the surplus _]Y-

that is akin to rent. These amounts together make
up the whole static income of society.

Profit has no place in such static conditions. The
two incomes that are permanent and independent of
dynamic changes are the 15roducts, respectively, of
labor and of capital. Each of them is directly deter-

mined by the final productivity law, and each is also
a remainder -- a surplus or a dif[erential quantity. In
one use of terms, it is a rent made by subtracting
the other income from the whole product of social

industry.
Does such a remainder ever go to the persons who

naturally get it, merely because it is a remainder and

is not claimed by others ? In Fig. 1, where EBC,
representing interest, is a surplus governed by the
law of rent, does the capitalist get this amount
merely because labor cannot get it? The whole
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product is ABCD, and labor can have only AECD.

If there is no profit, capital must get the remainder.
Do the capitalists, then, come into the possession of
this income merely because it is thus left for them
by the laborers?

This point is of much consequence. The question
at issue is nothing less than whether any static in-
come is determined residually. Clearly it is never
so determined. No static income is what it is merely
because the deducting of another income from the

social product leaves a certain remainder. Any in-
come that is nothing but a remainder must go to

Residual the entrepreneur. Because EBC, in Fig. 1, is not
BtlmS, aB

Buch,left in claimed by labor, it is left in the hands of the entre-

entrepre-neur,_preneur. Thus far it is a residuum. It is, moreover,
handm, important that this amount should thus be left in

the employer's hands, for by this means he is made
able to pay the interest that the capitalist will claim ;
but there is in the mere fact that he has this sum

nothing that makes it necessary for him to pay it to
the capitalist. What the owners of capital can force

entrepreneurs to pay them, is determined by the final
productivity of capital. Employers of capital must

butmade pay for the final increment of it just what that in-
over to their

ownersin crement produces, and they must pay for all other
obedience to -
me _al increments at the same rate. If this necessity takes
p reduetiv- from them the whole amount, EBC, which labor
zty law.

leaves in their hands, then EBC goes to the capital-
ist. It does so, however, only because the capitalist

can claim and get it, by the direct action of the final

productivity law. What the capitalist can get under
this principle is expressed by Fig. 3. AECD is
here the amount of interest, as directly and posi-

tively fixed. This amount must pass, in any ease,
from the entrepreneurs to the capitalists.

The entrepreneur, then, after paying wages, as in-
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dicated by AECD in Fig. 1, has left in his hands
EBC, out of which he can pay interest. What he
must pay as interest, is AECD in Fig. 2. If the

area EBC in Fig. 1 were larger than AECD in Fig.
2, there would be a remainder left fox' the entre-

preneur. This would be a pure profit, the only kind Profitaresiduum

of income that is ever residually determined, only.
It is clear, on the face of the facts, that the two

static incomes -- those, namely, of the laborer and of

the capitalist--are paid to them by the entrepreneur,
who receives and sells the product of their joint in-
dustry. In the cotton mill, it is the hirer of capital
and of labor who puts the goods on the market and

from the proceeds pays the workmen and the owners
of capital. If he pays first to the capitalists what the
final productivity law, as applied to capital, calls for,
he has a remainder out of which he must pay wages ;
and now it is the final productivity law that decides

what he must pay as wages. If there is anything
left on his hands after the two payments are made,
it is a profit ; and the terms profit and residual ineome
are thus synonymous.

This truth we may demonstrate by using our dia-
grams in a reversed order. In Fig. 2 AECD is
interest, as directly determined, and E/_C is the
remainder, which is left in the entrepreneur's hands

for the payment of wages. What the entrepreneur
must pay to the workmen is AECD of Fig. 1. If

that is less than ECD of Fig. 2, there is a residuum,
or profit, for the entrepreneur. Static conditions,
however, exclude such a profit by making these two
areas equal.

_k We have, then, established the following proposi- Summaryot
tions :- conclusions.

(1) Wages and interest are both determined by
the law of final productivity.
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(2) When, in an illustrative ease, one of these in-

comes is so determined, the other appears to be a
residuum.

(3) As a residuum, such an income would be left
in the entrepreneurs' hands; but it is actually taken
from them by a further action of the final pro-

ductivity law.
(4) Entrepreneurs' profit and residual income are

synonymous terms. 1 The static conditions assumed

in the present study preclude the existence of such
entrepeneurs ' gains.

1 The above theses appear sharply to contradict the theory of
wages advanced by the late President Francis A. Walker, in which

wages are called the residual share in distmbution. It is an aid in

removing causes of confusion from the discussion, and m giving
to the theory of this eminent economist what is due to it, to notice

the fact that his study was essentially a study of a subject in eco-

nomic dynamics. If the total product of industry becomes larger
than it has been, and if interest, rent and profit do not become
any greater than they were, wages must absorb the whole increase.

In this view, the residuum may be regarded as a remainder that is
left when the former product of the whole industry is subtracted
from the present product. Such a view of the power of labor to

get all the increase that dynamic changes create would be consm-

tent with the view that, in the merely static adjustment that takes

place at all times, wages arc determined directly by the law of final

productivity, as are other shares of the total product. We might
claim that the progress which makes industry_ as a whole, more
productive makes labor, separately considered, more so, but leaves

the productivity of other agents unchanged. Laborers would

then, in each static adjustment that takes place, force entrepre-

neurs to give them their product, just as capitalists would do.

Statically, wages would be determined directly ; while dynamically
they would consist partly in a residuum, made by deducting the

former product of industry, as a whole, from the present product.

In our view, progress in methods of production makes both

labor and capital more productive ; and the fruits of progress are
thus shared by the two agents, according to the degrees of specific
productivity that the progress gives to them. Labor, then, does

not get the whole difference between the former product of indus-

try and the present product. What we are trying to make clear
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is that, m a merely static adjustment of shares in distribution, both
wages and interest must be determined directly, and not residually.

After paying interest, the entrepreneur has wages left in his hands ;

but he is forced to pay _t to labor because it is the product of
labor. In making his bargain, the worker has the benefit of free
competition. He is virtually selling his forthcoming product, and

can resort to another employer, if the present one refuses to give
him the full value of it. The capitalist, in making thin contract for

the payment of interest, is in the same way selling a product, and

can exact the value of it. Without this power, neither laborers
nor capitalists could get their shares from the entrepre_eur's hands.
For an early statement of the principles presented in this chapter,
the reader is referred to an article by the present writer, in the
Quarterly Journal of Economics, for April, 1891, on "Distribution
as Determined by a Law of Rent."



CHAPTER XIV

THE EARNINGS OF INDUSTRIAL GROUPS

WE have not yet exhausted the applications of the
principle that is at the basis of the familiar law of
rent. It has been customary to apply it to the

product of land; we have made it govern the prod-
uct of all capital ; and, in thus applying the principle,

The prin- we have put out of sight particular instruments ofciple of rent
apphedto industry and have treated capital in its entirety as a
social
capital permanent agent of production. Interest, the prod-

uct of this agent, can be translated into a form that
is akin to rent. Capital constitutes a social fund;
and, if economic law be not obstructed, the suitable
amount of it is to be found in each one of the affili-

ated industries that constitute the producing organ-

ism, society. This apportioning of the social fund
among the different industrial groups helps to fix the
amount of goods that each group shall produce ; and

that, again, controls the value of the goods. Values,
as we have seen, control the comparative earnings of
different groups; for the one whose product is selling

at a high price is getting a relatively large group
Themode of income, and the one whose product is cheap is get-
apportion-
mg this ring a small one. Yalues themselves are governed
fond amongdifferent by the same all-embracing law that fixes rents, but it
groups, is that law in another sphere of action. We have to

examine the special way in which this law acts in

fixing values, which is the same thing as adjusting
2O6
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the comparative earnings of groups. Group distri-
bution and that final distribution which fixes wages
and interest are controlled by one law.

We have seen that the law which has been made the

basis of the rent of land really governs the earnings
of labor; and, in studying labor, we have ceased to
think of particular men and have considered labor,
in its entirety, as a permanent agent of industry. The prin-cipleof rent
Work continues, though particular workers pass from a_,phedto

l_tbor as a

the field and are replaced by others. Labor is a permanent

social agent of production; for, like capital, it has soclal_orce.
to apportion itself in certain quantities among the
groups and sub-groups of whwh industrial society
is composed; and a free play of economic forces
decides how much labor each industls, shall have.

We presuppose this apportioning and locating of
labor, when we speak of it, in its entirety, as a second
generic agent of production, and one that is combined
with capital in a proportion that determines the earn-
ings of both of these producers. It is by the combi-

nation of all the labor of society with all the capital
of society that the general rates of wages and interest

are fixed; but the combination runs through all the
groups, and a play of forces that is simple in principle,
though minutely detailed and complex in its practical
working, tends to give to each occupation that men
pursue a definite amount of the laboring force of
society, as well as a definite part of the social capital.

It is, again, by this apportioning process that group The appor-
tionment of

products, values, and group incomes are controlled, labor among
Each industry tends, under a perfectly free competi- the groups

tion, to get that share of the social laboring force which
will make its output of goods and its collective in-
come, as derived from the sale of the goods, normal.

By a wonderful social mechanism these results are
brought about. The production of the world is car-
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Groups ried on by a network of affiliated groups or industries,interde-
pendent, which are so interdependent that a change in any

one of them carries a series of resulting changes
through the whole complex system. It is this de-
pendence of industrial occupations on each other
that makes it possible to speak of labor and capital

as having, in each case, a unity, a social character
and a general rate of earnings.

We have already gone far enough to get a view of

one very general law. So all-embracing, indeed, is
it that it dominates economic life. Classical studies

afforded a glimpse of the working of it, within a very
limited field, by their study of the so-called diminish-
ing returns from agriculture. As they pointed out,

labor and capital, when applied to land in a series
of increments or "doses," produce less and less per
dose.

Modern studies of value afford a glimpse of the

action of this principle in a wholly different sphere.
They show that doses of consumers' goods, given in
a series to the same persons, have less and less utility

per dose. The final utility theory of value rests on
the same principle as does the theory of diminishing
returns from agriculture; and this principle has a

far wider range of new applications. One law, there-
fore, governs economic life, and theories old and
new contain partial expressions of it. The theory of
value rests upon one application of the general law,

and the theory of rent on another. As this law may
be traced in consumption, where the "final incre-
ment" of a particular article is less useful than earlier
increments, so it is observable also in production,
where the final increment of an industrial agent is less
fruitful than earlier ones. As value depends on final

utility, so shares in distribution depend on final pro-
ductivity. Thus, interest is fixed by the product of
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the final increment of capital, and wages are deter- .GroupIIlCOmes_
mined by the product of the final increment of labor, wagesandinterest
The value of goods, on the one hand, and the pro- governed
ductivity of the two agents, labor and capital, on the by oneeom_prehensive

other hand, depend on the same general law. It is principle.
value, however, that controls group incomes in their

entirety ; and it is the action of this law in the sphere
of consumption that ultimately fixes values. Opposite
in kind, indeed, are consumption and production.
Nature spends itself upon man in the one process,

and man spends himself upon nature in the other.
Yet the same law governs tile results realized in each One lawacting in

of these cases. It may be called a law of variation consump-tion and in
of economic results; and, if it were stated in its production

contro]s
entirety, it would give unexpected unity and corn- galns, bot_
pleteness to the science of economics. It would andSubjectiVeob-
explain at the same time values, wages and interest, jective.

Consumption is a process that yields subjective
returns, which are measured in the sensibilities of

men and are the ultimate objects of the production
itself. The immediate objects of production, on the

other hand, are the material things that affect the
consumer's sensibilities. These things are objective,
but they are valued only for what they do for man.
Man acting on man through matter--such is the whole
economic process. How much can be gained by the
whole of it ? is the practical question to be answered.

The gain depends on the benefit that a product will
afford to a man when he gets it, and also on the
number of products which he can get. This, how-
ever, is merely saying that it depends on the utility

of the goods, and on the productivity of the agents
that create them. It depends, then, on the two
variations that are governed by this law.

Final utility itself has been studied in a way too
narrowly limited. In the case that is usually cited,

iP
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Recent one commodity is taken and, in imagination, is givenapplication
of theprin_ in increasing quantity to one consumer. The succes-
ciple tosermsof sive units of it then do less and less for him. Bread

similar given to a man in a succession of slices nourishes, andeommodi-

ti_ pleases, but ultimately gluts him. The nth slice, if
he must eat it, is worth nothing to him, and the follow-
ing slices less than nothing. Coats of one kind be-
stowed on a man, one after another, soon lose their

power to benefit him. The fourth may be of so little

use that a tramp can have it for the asking. Dupli-
cate copies of the same book or of the same picture
encumber the shelves and walls, and their room is

better than their presence. Very abrupt, in short, is

Abruptly the descent of the "utility curve" which, in graphic
descending representation, expresses the lessening services thatutihty

curves thus successive units of things of exactly the same kindgamed.

are capable of rendering.
Vary the articles in kind, and you have a different

result. Change the weight, the color and the cut of
the successive coats, and the man will be glad to have
more than four of them. Give him books that differ

from each other, and he may strain the storage capac-
ity of his house to accommodate them. By changing

the quality of the articles offered you appeal to dif-
ferent wants ; and so long as there are in man's sen-
tient nature wants still to be satisfied, there is no

reason why he should cease to accept what you offer.Increasing

wealth in If two coats are alike in all respects but weight, thevaried forms

showsgrad- thicker garment satisfies just one want that is not
ually dimin-
ishing satisfied by the other. It will be purchased, perhaps,
utility. :[oi' the sake of that single utility. Clothing in gen-

eral, not confined to garments of any kind, shows a

utility curve descending gradually. Food in general
diminishes in utility far less abruptly than does a

single article, like bread. Duplicate nothing; to
potatoes add bread, then meat, pastry, fruit and the
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refined products of the French cuisine, and you will
find the diminution of the utility of successive incre-
ments far less rapid thau is the diminution of the

utility of any one thing. Where we thus vary the

quality of the second increment of an article offered
to a consumer, we virtually offer him a different arti-
cle, which renders a new and distinct service.

The theory of value has not taken due account of
the abruptness in the decline in the utility of an
article, when successive units of it, wholly uniform in

quality, are offered to one consumer. The gently
descending utility curves of the ordinary graphic rep-
resentations tell what is true of a genus of articles
rather than of a single one ; 1 and a correction, there- Correction8needed in
fore, needs to be made in the theory of value, thetheory

This is not the only correction that needs to be of valao.
made; for we have undertaken to generalize the law
that is at the basis of the theory of value. In reality,

it is all-comprehensive. The first generalization to be
made consists in applying the law, not to single arti-
cles, but to consumers' wealth in all its forms. The
richer a man becomes, the less can his wealth do for

him. Not only a series of goods that are all alike, The law of
diminishing

but a succession of units of wealth itself, with no utility, as
applied to

such limitation on its forms, becomes less and less general
useful per unit. Give to a man not coats, but "dol- consumers'wealth.

lars," one after another, and the utility of the last

1 These curves tell, also, what may be true of raw material that
m capable of being put into many kinds of finished goods. Oak
lumber offered for sale, foot after foot, may have a utihty that
diminishes quite gradually; for it can be wrought into tables,
chairs, mantels, bookcases, doors, etc. But if, on the other hand,

its use were confined to the making of dining-tables of one pattern,

the utility of the lumber itself would soon be slight. Raw materials,
however_ are not consumers' goods and shotfld not figure at all in
this part of the study. They have productivity, but none of the

utility of which we are speaking.
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will still be less than that of any other. The early
dollars feed, clothe and shelter the man, but the last

one finds it hard to do anything for him. A dollar,

as thus used, mean_ command of a quantity of con-
sumers' wealth indeterminate in its form ; and wealth,

as such, loses its specific utility, if you give it, unit
after unit, to a single consumer. To apply the law

of diminishing utility only to series of similar goods
is to get only one of the facts that are at the basis of
the law of value ; but to apply it to the largest genus
of usable goods that can be made--that is, to con-
sumers' wealth in general--is to take a scientific

step in advance. The more wealth, then, that a man
has for personal use, the less is its value per unit to
him.

Thecorn- Very many and very diverse, it should be observed,
potation of
different are the articles that constitute the last increment of
increments general wealth that a consumer devotes to his per-of con-

sumera' sonal use. In the consumption of any person for awealth,
year, for example, an article or two for food may
constitute the first or most necessary element. Plain

clothing may constitute the second. Rude shelter,
an improvement in the food, and some fuel for heat

and light may compose the third. Every later ele-
ment, however, will include qualitative changes in
the articles already possessed; for the man wants,

not only more things, but better ones. He improves
and diversifies the material that he uses, and the

later increments of his year's stipend of consumerg'
wealth take on a very heterogeneous character. The

composition of the several increments of wealth con-
sumed is of scientific importance. In the statements
that are current, it is said that the final increments

of different commodities purchased for consumption
at the same cost are, with certain allowances, of the

same utility to the purchaser. With the last hundred
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dollars of the year's income, the man in the illustra-

tion will buy some particular things that he did not
have before, and he will add quantitatively to his
supply of things of which he has already had a cer-
tain amount. If each distinct article on tile list costs

a dollar, they are all supposed to be of equal utility :
but their degrees of utility are, in fact, very unequal. Error eon-

cermng
If the modern theory of value, as it is commonly final incra-

ments of
stated, were literally true, most articles of high qual- wealth.

it)" would sell for three times as much as they actually

bring. It is well, at this point in the discussion, to make
the needed correction of the law of value; inasmuch

as group incomes depend on that law, and inasmuch
as the distinction on which the correction rests is of

cardinal importance in connection with wages and
interest. When we undertake the more detailed

study of the productivity of final investments of
capital, we shall find that success depends on keep-
ing constantly in view this essential distinction.

In careful statements of the law of value, allowance

is made for the fact that, as an income grows larger,
there is not a continuous quantitative increase in the
consumption of all the articles that are early secured.
Some articles for consumption are never duplicated

at all; and others which are duplicated have, after
one unit has been supplied, a comparatively slight
utility. Thus, one watch may be nearly indispen-
sable, while a second would be of very little use.
Another correction of the current form of statement

of this law is of much more importance. What is
the final increment of wealth consumed? It is not

complete articles, as such : it is almost entirely corn-
poked of utilities of articles. These can be mentally

¢hstinguished from other qualities that compose the
entire articles, but they cannot be separated from
them. A man's final increment of consumers' wealth
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They consists mainly in certain elementary qualities that
actually
consistin help to constitute the articles that he uses. It is a
articles.utihtiesinliteral fact that one can scarcely find on the dining-

table of a rich man a single article that, in its entirety,
enters into the final increment of wealth that he con-

sumes ; yet some component element of almost every-
thing there found does so. Something in the meat,

the prepared vegetables, the pastry, etc., is bought
with the man's final dollars and constitutes his final

increment of food.

In pure theory, the statement of the vital fact of

consumption should be this: Every article that a
man buys for personal use contains a composite of
elements, some one of which enters into his final in-
crement of consumers' wealth. What a man does,

as his means increase, is, before anything else, to
demand new qualities in the articles that he uses.
Often he does not add at all to their number ; but he
causes them to be made of finer material or to be

Gooeslm- larger or handsomer. He adds to his wealth for
provedin consumption, not new things, but new utilities ; andquality as

cousump- these are mainly attached to things of the kindstion m-

creases, formerly consumed. As he cannot literally buy a
cheap article and afterward improve it, he buys the
improved article at a single purchase. The literal

effect of spending his last dollar consists in the sub-
stituting of a good article for the cheap one, with
which he would have contented himself if his avail-
able means had been smaller.

Shelter, for example, is one of the prime necessities
of life, and there is something in the rich man's man-
sion that satisfies this primary need. His present

house may be the last house that he builds, and in

point of time the whole of it is final; but, in its
entirety, it is not included within the final increment
of his consumers' wealth. The element of simple
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shelter that the building contains represents one of
the earliest increments. Some of the dollars that he

has spent are paid for shelter, some for comforts and

conveniences, and some for the final elegances that
the owner adds to his list of consumers' goods. It is Onlytheleast nece_
these last elements of cost in the dwelling that, in saryele-mentsin
this man's case, constitute the final increment of goods
wealth consumed. The same thing is true of simpler arefinalutilitl_.
articles. As the man sits at his breakfast table, he

recognizes, if he thinks, that the very chop on his
plate, by virtue of its different utilities, spans the
entire range of his consumption, from the first incre-
ment to the last. It contains nourishment which is

bought with what is logically the man's first dollar.

It also has qualities that are imparted to it at great
cost. Skilled and expensive culinary labor has done
much for it; and it would not be precisely what it
is, if it were not for the last dollars that are expended
in securing an accomplished cook. Simple as this
article is, it contains, in effect, a composite of qual-
ities, some of which enter into the final increment of

wealth consumed, while others distribute themselves

through the series of increments to the very last. If
he can isolate one of these qualitative elements, he
can locate it in the series. But the chop, as a whole,
is bought with a sum of which some part enters into

each increment of the "money" that the man spends
on his own gratification.

It is clear that what is called a "final" unit of Utilities
of different

consumers' wealth is not the one secured last in point grades
of time. In the case of the house in our illustration, securedbypurchasing
the first and the last increments of consumers' wealth one article.

were bought at the same time, and so were all inter-
mediate increments. This, moreover, is the usual

rule. Even if we were actually to dole out to a man,
unit by unit, the money that he is to spend on him-
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self in a year, and let him try to buy the supplies fo_

the year in the order of their importance, he could
not do it. Let him have, for example, a yearly in-
come of ten thousand dollars. Give him this amount,
in a series of sums of a thousand dollars each, and

let him try to buy with the first thousand dollars
what is actually the first increment of consumers'
wealth for a man on a ten thousand dollar income.

With the second of the units of income, let him try
to buy what is actually the second increment of con-
sumers' wealth for a man in his status ; and with the

last thousand dollars let him try to buy what is
the true final increment of consumers' wealth for
such a man. How could he do it? With the first

unit of income he would have to buy the cheapest
food; and with later increments he would be obliged
to transmute such material into that which is of finer

quality. But he does not, in fact, try to accomplish
this impossibility. Knowing the extent of his income,

he buys the fine food in one purchase. That which, in
logic and not in time, constitutes the first increment
of consumers' goods is that economic element, or

utility, in goods consumed which in some form would
have been secured if the man had had only one unit
of income at his disposal. A man does not, with the
first unit of his income, build a shanty, and with later

units transmute it successively into a house, a mansion
and a palace: he builds the palace at one operation.
Somewhere within it there is what, in an economic

sense, is equivalent to a shanty; for there is in it,
above all else, a power to afford some shelter to its

occupants; and this single utility, merged and lost in
the great structure, constitutes an early unit of con-

sumers' goods. Logically, this unit stands near the
head of the list, since it precedes most others in im-

portance. In time, however, it accompanies othez
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utilities that stand late in the list. Some quality in
the house and similar qualities in the other goods
that the man uses constitute the logically final incre-
ment of his goods for consumption. A mass of util-
ities- the gloup of logically last and finest qualities

imparted to articles used for consumption--consti-
tutes the true final increment of the wealth that h6

consumes. This is an obvious and practical fact, and
it demands--what we shall soon consider--a some-

what radical amendment of the theory of value.
Men add to their consumers" wealth, then, more by

improvi_g the grade of the goods that they use than by
multiplying them. They infuse wealth, as it were, into
their goods. They give to these goods new service-
rendering powers, and cause articles that in their
cheapest forms embody one unit each of consumers'
wealth to take a form in which they embody two,
three or ten such units.

Capital increases in the same way. 1 New units Parallelfactscon-
are added to producers' wealth more by improving cerning
capital-goods than by multiplying them. We infuse capital.

new wealth into the instruments in our hands by im-
parting to them new productive powers. We substi-
tute a better tool for the one that we have been using,
and it is the difference between the two tools that

constitutes a final increment of capital.
The conclusions so far reached may be summarized PropoBitions

concerningaS follows : -- allwealth.

(1) Wealth, as such, whether it be used for con-
sumption or for production, may be arranged in a
series of increments, in the order in which they

would be selected by a user, if they were purchased
one at a time.

(2) This series is imaginary, since it is impossible

to separate and buy singly these increments.
1_ C_. xvII.
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(8) The several increments of consumers' wealth,
on the one hand, and of producers' wealth, on the
other, consist rather of elements in goods than of

goods in their entirety.
(4) The utility of the final increment of consum-

ers' wealth grows smaller, as the number of the incre-
ments in the series increases.

(5) The productivity of the last unit of producers'
wealth in a series grows less, as the number of units
increases.

Valuenot Two further assertions that we now have to prove
fixed by the
utility of are: (1) Market values are fixed entirely by the
entire utility of the final increments of consumers' wealth,articles

as we have just defined them, and not, as a rule, by
the utility of entire articles. (2) Interest is fixed

Interestnot by the productivity of final increments of capital, asfixed by

the produc- we have just defined them, and not by the productivetlvity of
entire power of instruments of production, taken in their
hastrumenta.

entirety. The usefulness of the final commodity of a

given kind seldom fixes the values of such commodi-
ties; and the productivity of the final instrument of

a given kind seldom fixes the rate of interest. 1

1 The law of variation that we have stated in this chapter is so

comprehensive that, in another mode of action, it fixes wa___es.

The pay of labor is governed by the final productivity of labor,
as such, and not merely by the productive power of a final or

marginal laborer. We can add to the supply of labor by making
workmen more efficient, as well as by making them more numerous.

:Educating and training men adds new increments to the supply

of human productive energy We can arrange increments of labor,

as such, in a series, in the order of their importance, and define the
successive increments m the same analytmal way in whmh we have
defined the increments oi consumers' wealth and those of producers'

wealth. In the serms of increments of labor, as thti_ defined, there

is traceable the law of diminishing productivity, and it is the pro-

ductive power of the final increment of labor, thus defined, that in

reality governs the rate of wages.



CHAPTER XV

THE MARGINAL EFFICIENCY OF CONSUMERS' WEALTH

THE BASIS OF GROUP DISTRIBUTION

VERY practical is the correction that has to be

made in the accepted theory of value. If we were to
go through the shops of a city, selecting at random
articles of high quality and learning the prices at
which they are actually sold, we might multiply all

these prices by ten, without bringing them up to the The final
utility the-

figures at which, according to the final utility theory oryapplied
as it is usually stated, these goods ought to sell. If to entirecommoditie6

this theory in its uncorrected form were true, a man cansfora great
would pay five hundred dollars or more for an over- markmgupof actual

coat for which he actually gives fifty, and a thousand priceB.
dollars for a watch for which he actually pays a hun-
dred. A very rich man would give ten million
dollars for a dwelling instead of one million, etc.
The final utility theory of value, when it is thus

applied to commodities in their entirety, gives results
that are grotesquely at variance with the values that
the market establishes. It exaggerates the prices of

all goods, except the poorest and cheapest.
Here we record a charge of some gravity against

a modern theory. We assert that the so-called

Austrian teachings concerning vahe rest on a per-
fectly sound principle, -- that, namely, of final utility,
--but that the mode of applying this principle needs

to be changed. It is final increments of wealtlz in
219
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commodities, and not, as a rule, commodities in their

entirety, that furnish those test measures of utility
to which market values conform.

The difference between the last commodity of a
given kind that a man buys for his own consump-
tion, and the last addition that he makes to the con-

sumers' wealth that he uses, is a very real one. As
we have seen, the man adds the last increment to the
wealth that is embodied in his wardrobe, when he re-

places a coat that cost forty-five dollars with one that
costs fifty. The last five dollars that are spent on the
coat are represented by some quality that this garment

Modeo_ possesses. It is a final utility in the coat; but the
detecting
real_nal garment in its entirety is far from being a final util-
utilitlea, ity, even though it be the last one of its class that

the owner procures. It is only what the man pays
the last five dollars for that acts directly in adjust-

ing the value of the coat; and what he gives the
forty-five dollars for consists of elements that get
their value in another way, and a way that is not
directly connected with this action.

In a few cases, however, commodities in their en-

tirety are final units of consumers' wealth. There

are some goods that cater to no wants except the
last and least intense ones that a consumer satisfies.

In these cases, the entire articles figure directly in the
adjustment of values. But in most cases there are ele-
ments in the goods that do not figure directly in
the adjustment of values;and these elements often

constitute almost the whole of the goods. Very
analytical is the test that the actual market applies
to the goods that are offered for sale. Very subtle

is its process of resolving goods into their economic
elements, and of putting an appraisal on each of the
separate utilities that compose them.

Here we forecast the correction that has to be
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made in the theory of value, for the distinction be-
tween final commodities and final units of wealth

in commodities is equally important in the theory of
wages and interest. The earnings of all capital, in
fact, are gauged by the product of the finM incre-

ment of capital ; and this final increment consists, not
mainly of entire instruments of production, but of
elements in these instruments.

Wages and interest are the chief subjects of our
present studies; but they depend on a general law of
economic variation which, in another applicatiou, ad-
justs also the market values of goods. In all the appli-

cations of this law, the distinction between final goods
and final wealth-elements in goods is of primary con-
sequence. The so-called Austrian theory of value
with which our readers are assumed to be familiar Whegeneral

law of eco-
--gives a psychological basis for the commercial fact nomic varia-

that the more goods of a kind there are to be sold, t_onbestknown in tt_

the lower must be the price, in order that all may action on
be purchased. As the classical economists said, the prices
price must be reduced, in order that men who have

not as yet bought goods of this kind may take some
of them, and also in order that those who have already
bought some may take more. For this result the
Austrian theory accounts. It furnishes the philoso-
phy of the adjustment of what may be called, in the

case of each kind of goods, the consumers' purchase
limit. It tells why a man who has bought three
units of the commodity A, when the price of it was

a dollar, buys four units and no more, when the price
falls to ninety cents. The purchaser, it shows, sim-
ply obeys the rule of getting the largest obtainable
utility for each dime that he spends. 1

1 The money that the man spends really represents some sacri-

rice on his own part ; and a full statement of the theory of value
would take us into a psychological region whenever w_ speak of
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Single articles that are exactly alike grow, as is
usually said, less and less important to a user, as he
comes to have more and more of them. The com-

modity A may be the most necessary thing that the
man uses; and the first unit of it, if indispensable to

his life, has an indefinitely great utility. A second
unit of this article will be much less needed, and it

may be that a first unit of the commodity B will now
be preferred. We may for convenience define, as a
unit of each kind of goods whatsoever, what is offered
in the market for a dime. The man will buy, with

the dimes that he can spend each day, a series of

things that arrange themse]ves in the order of their
Graphicil- importance to him; and the law that determines
lustratlon of
the lawof what he will actually buy is that of the diminishing
final utility, utility of the successive units.as usually
stated. A

H

"\I r |

Let A, B, C, etc., represent different kinds of con-

sumers' goods; and let the utility, to the same con-

cost, as it does whenever we speak of utihty Cost is. in the last

analysis, pain infli_eted, just as utility is pleasure conferred. So
far in the study we do not now need to go. It Ls enough, for

present purposes, that the man, as a result of his sacrifices, has
dimes to spend and is studying how to make the most of them.
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sumer, of a dime's worth of each of them be measured

by the vertical distance of the letter that represents

it from the line JI. The first unit of A has a utility
amounting to A J, and the first of H has a utility of
HI; while B, C, D, etc., have the utilities that are

severally measured by vertical lines descending from
them to the line JI. A, B, C, etc., are first increments

of the several commodities ; while A r, B r, Cp, etc.. are

second increments of the same kind of goods; and
A', B rr, C", are third increments. In like manner,
we may designate fourth and fifth increments, etc.

We will say that the man arranges in a series the
dimes that he can spend in a day, and buys with the
first dime what is of most importance to him; with
the second dime that which stands next in the order

of importance; and so on, till with his last dimes
he buys things that are needed least of all. The
first increment of his day's purchase of consumers'
wealth is, then, one dime's worth of the article A.
The second unit is B. As a return for the next dime

to be spent, there are two articles offering themselves
which have equal degrees of utility. They are C and
a second unit of A, here designated as A r. The man
will spend two dimes and get these two articles. D and
B' are next in importance, and they have equal utilities.

The raan's fifth and sixth dimes will get them. With
the seventh dime he buys Cr, or a second unit of the
article C ; and with the eighth, ninth and tenth dimes
he buys E, B" and A'. When he reaches H, he finds
that that article and B'% C", D _, E r and F pare on

a par in importance to him, and he spends hi_ last

six dimes on these things. In all, he has spent
twenty-one dimes and has exhausted the free income

of a day.
The last increments o[ each commodity that this

man buys are price-making increments. The sale of
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them is secured by bringing the price down to such a

point that nothing else that the man can buy with
the money has for hHn a higher degree of utility. In
other words, the lowering of the price of the article
brings this increment of it within the man's pur-

chasing limit and within the purchasing limit of
other men who are in the same economic coi_dition.

If the price were higher, no one of these men would
take what is now Ms final increment. If the whole

supply needs to be sold, the price must be reduced
to the point thus defined. If, for example, in our
diagram, the article H were costlier than it is, the
article I would be preferred to it by all of this

class of purchasers. As it is, the increment of H
indicated in the diagram is sold; and the price that
insures this sale is also the price of all other units
of this commodity.

Final increments, then, are commercially strategic.Final incre-
ments the Their utilities count in price making ; while the excess
price-mak-
ing ones. of utihty in the earlier increments does not, in this

connection, have any influence. In fixing the prices
of these things the great usefulness of the earher
units of A and B counts for nothing. These units

would be purchased, even though the prices were

higher than they are ; and there is, therefore, no need
that the venders should bring the price of A and B

to the present level, in order to insure the sale of
these highly serviceable units of them. This is saying
that, in the case of each kind of goods, all increments

except the last one give net gains to the purchasers.
They insure to them what has been called "con-
sumers' rent." The utility of final increments to the

men who buy them, however, gives no surplus benefit,

since it is fully offset by the cost of them. What the
man sacrifices in order to get them is worth to him as
much as they are. The extra utility of the earlier
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increments,on the other hand, is uncompensated.Consumers'
surplus

]t is a differential amount of personal benefit, or an illustrated_

amount of good tllat is done to the consumers by
certain units of a commodity, in excess of the benefit
conferred by the last unit.
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If, for example, the utility of successive increments

of A declines along the curve AA v, and if AB meas-
ures the utility of the first increment, ArB r that of
the second, and A"B v that of the last, the differential

benefit conferred on consumers by the earlier incre-
ments of this article is measured by AC + ArCrq -
A'C rr + A"rC r" + A'vC 'v. If we suppose that the

lines are contiguous, having width to fill an area,
then the area CAA _ measures the whole of what

has been called the consumer's rent, derived from

the article A by one purchaser. Such consumers' It doee notcountin
rent, differential benefit or uncompensated utility price
cannot enter into the adjustin_ of prices. This is a making.
principle that everywhere holds true.

Final increments of different goods, then, are sup-

posed to compete with each other for the favor of
Q
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purchasers--with the result that final utilities se-
cured at equal expense are equal; that the earlier
utilities in the series are unequal to each other, and

are always greater than the final ones ; and that the
amount of this excess has no effect on prices.

What if even the final increments themselves do

Final units not always count in the adjusting of market values ?
of goods usu-
ally donot Careful statements of the law have already shown
_ount. that this is sometimes the case. There may, indeed,

be a large difference between the utility of the first
increment of a commodity and that of the second,
and the utility curve for such an article may show a
series of considerable gaps. It is not a continuous
downward curve, but a series of points more or less

widely separated. The points in the diagram on page
222 that are marked by the letters A p, A', Br, and
B rr, etc., constitute such a series. In cases of this
kind, the last increment of a commodity that a par-

ticular man gets may not figure in the adjustment
of values. He would pay more for it rather than

go without it. The last units of many articles that
the consumer buys have a degree of usefulness to
him that exceeds the utility of the really marginal

things that he buys for the same price. The prices
of A and G might go up considerably before he
would cease to buy these articles; and the prices

might go far down without inducing him to buy
more. The articles B r', C', D r, E', and F r in this

diagram are really in the strategic or price-making

positions. If you raise the price of any one of these,
the consumers of this class will cease to buy it, and

will take another article in place of it.

In seeking for the reason why the article A is sold
at the price that it actually commands, we must, of
course, find the reason why some part of the supply

will remain unsold at a price that is in the least degree
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higher. With this adjustment the men whose con-

sumption is represented in the diagram on page 222
have no connection. There are, however, other men

in whose cases an increment of A is a part of the true
final increment of consumers' wealth. To them this

commodity is on a plane, in usefulness, with other
things that are bought with their final units of avail-
able income. If you raise the price, those men will

cease to buy some of A; and then some of this prod-
uct will remain unsold. Thus far we have stated,

in outline, the accepted theory of value, and have
added nothing that is not already contained in care-
ful presentations of it. The discontinuity of sucees- Articles thatenter into
sive units of some commodities, as they are arranged the final
in a series joined by a utility curve, is a part of this mentS°cialofincre"

theory. In this there is enough to show that, if we consumers'wealthare
understand the philosophy of value, we must take pricemakers.
all society into view as the purchaser of things.
If you raise the price of an article, you will find,
somewhere in the consumption of the public, a

point where purchases of this article will cease.
The action of raising the price singles out the par-
ticular men, in the strategic position, whose action
fixes the value of this commodity for all other

men. They are the social price makers for this
commodity.

It is not enough, however, to say that this principle
merely introduces a refinement of the theory of value,

as that theory stood before the discontinuity of succes-
sive units in the utility curve of a particular article

was recognized. It is not final commodities, but final
units of wealth, that figure in the adjustments of
values, and articles in their entirety are seldom final

units of wealth in any consumer's scale. Search
through the whole of society, and you will probably
not find a man in whose estimates the commodity
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C is a final or price-making utility. There are, as
we have seen, a few cases in which whole articles are
included in the last social unit of consumers' wealth,

Few articles and the utility of these things is a factor in price mak-
in their
entiretydo inK. As, in most cases, only one element in an article
zhis. is a part of this test increment of consumers' wealth,

only that element is a factor in price making. There
is no class in all society to whom the last unit of C
does not afford a surplus of utility. If C is a house,
it affords shelter; but it also caters to the more lux-

urious wants. In the house, merged with other quali-
ties, there is something that is a true final utility.
This quality acts on prices, and the other utilities
that the house contains do not.

What is essential in a theory of value that shall

account for prices, as they actually exist, is contained
in the following propositions. We state them here,

because something akin to what they assert is true of
capital, and is essential in a theory of distribution
that shall account for the rates of wages and in-
terest that actually prevail. The universal law of
economic variation must be stated with accuracy, if

it is to account for either values, wages or interest.
(1) It is the final increment of consumers' wealth,

Propositionsas such, and of that only, that figures in the adjust-
concerning
the law of ment of values.

value. (2) Commodities in their entirety are seldom in-
cluded in the final or price-making increments of
consumers' wealth.

(3) A commodity for consumers' use is a service-
rendel_ng thing, and is valued according to the amount
of service that, at certain test points in social con-

sumption, it is able to render.
(4) Most commodities render several different

kinds of service at the same time. A thing of this

kind is to be regarded as a bundle of distinct utilities,
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tied together by being embodied in a common mate-
rial object.

(5) The tests of the actual market measure these
utilities separately, and the value of the article results
from all the measurements.

(6) Only one of the utilities that constitute a
commodity is a part of one man's marginal unit of

consumers' wealth. The other utilities in the thing
are intra-marginal. They are higher utilities and do
not, in the case of this consumer, have an influence

in fixing the price of the article.
(7) Only as the final utility principle is applied

separately to each of the utilities or service-rendering
powers in goods can it account for the values that

goods have in the actual market.
If the principle of final utility be applied to entire

articles, it will give values that are, in most cases,
many fold greater than are the actual values that the
dealings of the market establish. If, on the other

hand, it be applied to value elements in goods, it will
give results that the market will confirm. Here we
are bringing theory into harmony with life. The
modern theory of value analyzes the psychological
process that lies back of the phenomena of the mar-
ket- that is, it traces the phenomena of the market
to their causes, in the mental operations of those who

buy goods. In every market there are measuring
operations going on, and the things measured are per-
sonal benefits. If a commodity has embodied in itself

the power to render several distinct kinds of service,
-- if it is a composite thing, having a number of dis-
tinct utilities, -- there is no escaping the fact that a
true valuation must find a way to appraise each of

these qualities by itself.
If we were not to push the analysis of this process

to the end, we should do well to adhere to the older and
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more simple theory of value, and to keep altogether
clear of the psychology of market dealings. Mr. John
Stuart Mill has told us that, if the tentative price of an

article is too high to insure the sale of the whole sup-
ply, the price is lowered till new purchasers take some
of the goods and old purchasers take more than they

Oldtheo_es formerly did. This statement is, in any view, a cor-er value
moreaccu- rect one; and unless we want to understand the men-
rate than
recentones, tal operations that determine the action of consumers
if theseare and bring their purchases to a stop at certain definiteleft incom-

plete, points, it is enough. But if we do wish to understand
that operation, we must find how each utility in that

composite thing, an average commodity, is actually
measured, and how the measurement controls the
market. We shall, therefore, now examine the
manner in which utilities, as such, are tested in com-

mercial dealings. Only thus is it possible to perceive
how values and the group shares that depend on them
are actually adjusted.



CHAPTER XVI

HOW THE MARGINAL EFFICIENCY OF CONSUMERS _

WEALTH IS MEASURED

THE simplest condition in which the law of value Hypothesis
that each

could act would be a state in which each article in articleren-
dersone

the stock of consumers' goods was able to render one sernce.
kind of service, and that only, to the man who used
it. Let us, then, at first assume that this is the fact,

and later let us modify the assumption, by taking into
account the different kinds of service that a com-

modity can actually render.
It is a psychological fact that a person cannot

receive, at any given time, more than one service of
a particular kind. If at this moment you can confer

on him one particular benefit, you cannot, at the same
moment, confer on him a second benefit that is the

exact duplicate of the first. There is a difficulty
encountered, in appealing to a consumer with two
services that are quite alike, which is akin to the Imposst-

bilit_ of re-physical difficulty that is experienced if one tries to celvmgat
make two material objects occupy the same space at oncetwoservices

the same time. Two utilities that are absolutely exactlyalike.

alike need, as it were, to get access to the same spot
on the consumer's sensorium ; and they cannot do it
at once. There is no enjoying two absolutely simi-

lar pleasures together. They must come in turns,
if they are to be enjoyed at all.

231
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If any commodity were able to render only one
service, then, for use within a particular period of

time, a first unit of it would have a positive utility
Under the and a second unit would have a negative one. Anyabove hy-
pothesis the unit after the first would be in the way, and the
secoud unit
of any com- possessor would take some trouble to get rid of it.
modity Having a coat of a certain kind, he would have nowould have

a negativc immediate use for another made of the same goodsutility.
and cut in the same pattern. If he possessed such a
coat and had to use it at once, if at all, and if there

were no secondary use that he could make of it, any
tramp might have it for the asking.

Under such circumstances, there is no utility curve
for this commodity. The line that expresses the use-
fulness of successive units of it will show an abrupt

drop from a point that indicates a plus quantity to a
Graphic rep-
resentation .A

of this fact,
9

E _

G N

S_

D'

point that indicates a minus one. Let positive utili-
ties be measured upward from the line GH, and let

negative utilities, usually called disutilities, be meas-
ured downward from that line. The line descend-

ing from A to the line GH measures the amount of
service rendered to a consumer by one unit of the

commodity A, and the line ascending from A r to the
line GH measures the disutility of a second incre-
ment of it. In like manner, the lines from B, C, D, E
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and F measure the usefulness of the first increments

of these things ; and those ascending from Br, C r, D r,
E' and F r measure the disutility of the second incre-
ments. The curve that descends through A, B, C,
D, E and F is the only utility curve that the case
affords. It describes the diminishing amounts of dif-

ferent utilities arranged in a series. The line from
each of these letters to the horizontal line GH meas-

ures the importance of each single service, which is

the only one of its kind that the man is receiving.
Here we have the primary law of value. Of a serms

of utilities that are exactly alike, the first is measured by
a positive quantity and all following ones by negative
quantities. These negative quantities_ moreover, grow
lalger as the number of similar utilities is multiplied : a

_econd superfluous A is somewhat more in the way than
is a first one, and a third is a still more annoying in-
cumbrance. The same is true of successive B's, C's, etc.

We may, however, often get secondary services out
of goods, by devoting them to uses so distinct from

the services which they primarily render that we can
use two similar commodities at once. The case of the

rolls of bread cited by Professor yon B5hm-Bawerk 1is
an instance of this kind. Some of the bread is there

used as food for the man who possesses it, and the
emainder serves to feed his dog. There we obviate

the psychological difficulty which arises from the
impossibility of rendering two services to the same
consumer at the same time by introducing a second

sentient being, a four-footed consumer, for whose
welfare the man is concerned.

We can usually get secondary services from goods,
by ceasing to limit the time in which they must be

rendered. One might, for example, have furnishings,

1See The t_osit_veTheory of Uapital,by Professoryon BSkm.
Bawerk,page146.
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decorations, equipage, etc., at a city residence and
similar things at a country house. The owner would
then use the two sets of commodities in turn, the real

utility of one set consisting in saving the cost of trans-
Where a portation of the other set. In all cases like this, the
second unit
renders a second unit of the commodity is virtually a different

secondary thing from the first one. It may be commercially theservice, it is

to be treated same article, but it is a different consumers' good. Itas a differ-

ent arUcle, appeals to a different want, and may be of some use
to the person who is already enjoying the first unit
of the commodity.

If we assume that our commodity renders only one
service, we do not vitiate the principle on which value

is based, and we make a gain in simplicity of state-
ment. In making such an assumption, we put out of
view the subsidiary services that a thing can often

render--we forget that the roll of Professor yon
Biihm-Bawerk's illustration can feed the dog, as well

as the man. This is separating, in a bodily way, the
utilities that the market actually appraises separately.

The primary fact about such isolated utilities is that
we can use only one of them at a time, for a second
one is worth less than nothing. The figure on page
232, then, shows what goods have a part in fixing mar-

ket prices--namely, those only which are indicated
by the letter F of the diagram. Each article, let us

say, costs a dollar. Since all of them except F
afford consumers' surpluses, or "rents," they are not

Onlythe on the margin of consumption, and you may ask
last article
is a price- somewhat more than you do for any of them without
makingode. losing this customer; but if you raise the price of

the last thing that is within his purchase limit, he
will stop buying it. A, B, C, D and E are not, in
this man's case, price-making articles.

How, then, do these commodities get their market
value? Somewhere in society there obviously must
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be a point, at which the sale of these things will stop, Certain
units of the

if the price becomes higher than it is. There are, in o_lier
fact, a number of such points. There are men in articles arefinal ill the

whose scale of consumption E, for example, is a mar- scales ofother con-

ginal article. The price of E is made to be what it sumers,
is, in order that these men may buy it, for their pur-
chases are needed to carry off the supply of it. There
are, again, other men to whom D is a marginal com-

modity; and there are those to whom, respectively,
C, B and A are marginal. For each commodity,

separately considered, there is a group of purchasers
who will cease to buy the article, if it becomes more

costly ; and this group of men is, therefore, the social
price-making class for this commodity. It is to insure and the_are

their prme
the patronage of this class that the makers of the arti- makers

cle put the price where it is.
Now tie these articles together, in different combina-

tions, and sell the entire bundles. Let one combination
contain all the utilities ; let another contain A, B, C, D

and E ; let a third contain A, B, C and D; let a fourth
contain A, B and C ; and let a fifth contain A and B.

Let A stand alone and be separately procurable. How This_act
not changed

is the law of value affected by this bunching process ? bycombin-
ingthe

Does the selling of A, B, C, D and E in the same articles in

bundle with F give to these things any power over variousways, and

prices that they did not have before ? Not at all. F sellingen-tire comhi-
is still the sole price maker, in the case of the men who natmn_

buy it. The man whose scale of consumption already
contained all the articles, to and including F, will buy

them all, as he did before ; and of them all only F will,

by the amount of its utility, act in adjusting values.
If F becomes dearer, this purchaser will not buy

the bundle of goods containing it: he will buy only
the bundle that contains the other articles, and E

will now be the thing procured by his marginal pur-
chase. All the men in his economic status will do
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this; and the demand for the combinations of goods
terminating with E will be quickened, while that for

the bundles which have F, in addition to these things,
will be slackened. Production will adapt itself to the
changed demand. More combinations without F and
fewer with F will be the result. The net effect is

precisely what it would have been, if each article

had been sold by itself. A rise in the price of F
has caused the men with whom F was a marginal
article to cease buying it. A return of the price of
F to its former level would cause them to resume

their purchases of it. The price of F, in fact, adapts

itself to the utility that this article has in the want
scale of this class of men.

The price of E is regulated in a similar manner,

but the regulating is accomplished by a different
set of purchasers. There is a class of men to whom E

is the marginal article ; and a rise in the price of it
would cause the members of this class to stop buy-

Theprices ing it. They do this in the way already described,of thediffer-
ent articles by ceasing to take the bundles of goods containing
stlll deter- E and taking instead those having D as the leastminedby
different needed or marginal article. Restore the former pricesetsof pur-
chairs, of E, and this class of consumers will renew their

habit of purchasing the combination containing it.
This class, then, is the one whose estimate sets the

market value of E. Another class of men similarly

do the price making for D, since this is their margi-
nal commodity. For each article, in short, one class
of persons is in the strategic position, at the point in
the economic society where values are determined.
The estimates that members of this class may make
of the utilities of other articles have no direct in-
fluence on values, z

1A full study of value would, of course, notice many things
that we hereomit. Oneof them is, thata rise in the price of any
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Now we are ready to see how values are in reality Commodi-ties are
adjusted. Every article, except one of the poorest bundlesof
and simplest kind, is a composite of different utili- unlikeutih-ties, whmh
ties, and can render various unlike kinds of service act as dis-tract artm]es

at once. It is only for the sake of these services in the fixing
of values.

that it is wanted or bought. Utilities, as we have
said and as we cannot say too emphatically, are all

that the market takes account of in fixing values.
Commercial dealing has its way of measuring the
importance of each specific service that an an'title
can render, and of fixing the value of it so as to
make it express these measures. In every such com-

modity there is a marginal utility, and this is the
only one that counts in fixing the price of it. Every Onlyoneof

the utllitms
commodity, except the poorest and cheapest that can is marginal
be made, is, in effect, such a bundle of service-render- in the case

of each pUro
ing elements as we have just described. The margi- chaser,and

only mar-
hal element in the bundle has a direct influence on _na_ utili-

ties mflu-
prices, but the other elements have none. enceprmes.

For example, let A, B, C, D, E and F represent, not
separate articles, of which each can render one ser-
vice, but separate utilities in one article of a high

grade. There are six different things that this arti-
cle can do for a man who uses it; and, as the services

are dissimilar, they can be rendered at the same time.
A is the most important of these utilities, or service-

article m the list would cause purchasers of the class first men-

tioned, if their incomes m money remained unchanged, to cease
buying F. The demand for the marginal goods of each of the
classes of puichasers is thus checked, wherever goods that are not
marginal become dearer. Moreover, when a rise m prme, either

of F or of one of the other things, throws F out of the purch_s-
ing list, some article--say, G--may take its place. There is in
this, however, nothing that calls for a modification of what we here
affirm--namely, that each class of purchasers has its marginal
article, that the utility of that artmle to them has a direct influence
m the adjusting of the price of it, and that the utility to these per-
sons of other things has no direct influence on valuea
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rendering powers, and F is the least important. F
is, then, for the time the only price maker. If this

article, with all these qualities, becomes more costly,

buyers will cease to take the article which has that
quality and will content themselves with the one that
is of the next lower grade. They will, in other words,
cease to buy a bundle of utilities including all from
A to F and will buy instead the bundle that includes

the list ending with E. The demand for the utility,
F, is thus slackened, and the price of that particular
value element tends to fall.

That this is no bit of pure imagination, may be seen

by examining the workings of the market for any
kind of goods of high quality. Our illustration is, in
fact, far from making our theoretical statement actu-

ally as subtle as is the working of demand and supply
in the commercial world. Unerringly does this pro-

cess single out the value elements in goods and adjust
prices, in all cases, by appraisal of the marginal
element in them.

A practical Here, for example, is a canoe that a man keeps, for
illustration. ]_S recreation, in a lake in the wilderness. It is a

composite article ; and, if we were to analyze it into
the elements that give it value, we should find that,
for all economic purposes, it virtually consists in a
series of utilities. This series of economic qualities,
named in the order of their importance, would stand
somewhat as follows'--

(1) Power to keep a man afloat. A dead tree
would have this quality.

(2) Power to carry a man across stretches of deep
water. A smooth log could render this service.

(3) Power to keep an occupant dry and comfort-
able, and to carry his effects. A dugout would do this.

(4) Power to move swiftly and to ride waves
safely. A weft-made sailing canoe would do this.
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(5) Power to gratify the owner's taste. A grace-
fully shaped vessel, with appropriate colors and fit-

tings, does this.
Here are five distinct services that the sailing canoe

renders, and of them all the first is the most impor-

taut. A means of floating is what the man absolutely
needs, if he is to entrust himself at all to the waters.

The capacity to sustain the man on the surface of the
lake is, then, the primary utility of the canoe. If the
man embarks on the water at all, there is no limit to

the "subjective value" that he would assign to this
quality in the thing that he uses to sustain him.
Though this thiDg were only a dead tree rolled into
the water, the one utility that it has is greater than
is any other utility that the best canoe can possess.

Nothing whatever in the finished and graceful craft
is as important to the owner as that element in it
which is nothing more than the equivalent of a float-
ing tree. The quality that is next in importance is
power to move, and this a smooth log possesses.
The third is the increased commodiousness afforded

by the dugout, the next is the speed possessed by
the well-shaped canoe with its sail, and the last is
the elegance of the handsomely shaped and decorated
vessel.

Figuratively speaking, in a very good canoe there
are a dead tree, a log, a dugout, a convenient sailing

boat and an elegant one ; for the qualities of all these
things are massed in the one craft that a sportsman
actually procures. We need, however, to see clearly
that only the last of these qualities is, in the economic
sense, a final utility and that the whole boat cannot
be such. The boat in its entirety includes utilities

of every grade. For them all the owner may have
given seventy-five dollars; but he would, perhaps, have
given a thousand, if he had paid what would measure
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the individual importance of the various utilities.

The power of the canoe to keep him afloat would be
worth five hundred dollars to him, if he could not

have it for less. The power to move to and fro would

be worth three hundred. Carrying power counts for
one hundred dollars, speed of movement for seventy-
five and decoration for twenty-five. These sums
represent what he would give, if he had to do so, for
the various utilities in this commodity. If this man
were the marginal purchaser of this whole commod-

ity, a thousand dollars would then be the price of it.
Howtho The last quality that the boat possesses is a final
market ana-
lyzes goods utility in the true sense. If the decoration of this yes-
and sel cost thirty dollars, the fisherman would buy a le_sappraises

thelrele- ornate canoe. The demand for decorated vessels
ments sepa-
rately, would thus be reduced, and the demand for vessels of

the less ornate type would be increased. More canoes
of the inferior kind would be made, and there would

be fewer of the superior kind. The net result

would be a reduction in the output of that product
which "consists in utility number five in the series.

As many canoes would be made as before, but they
would be without the special decoration that consti-
tutes the fnal utility in the canoes of the highest

quality. In canoes costing seventy-five dollars, this
utility is clearly the only one the measure of which

is a gauge of price.
How, then, do the other utilities in the boat get

their market valuation ? There is a class of persons
to whom the fourth utility in the canoe, its speed, is

A different the final one. They buy boats of the fourth grade
set of pur-
chasers ap- instead of those of the fifth, doing without the deco-
praises each rations. The amount that these men spend, in orderelement.

to insure a boat that will sail by some points faster

than another would do, yields to them, in pleasure,
a result that is worth just what it costs. The float,
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ing power of the boat and its other intra-marginal
qualities are, however, worth to them more than
they cost--they yield a "consumers' rent," or a gain
that exceeds the gain that can be had by a marginal
purchase. To this class of men, therefore, only the
fourth utility in the canoe is a price-making one.

In consequence of the demand of this class of per-
sons, this utility may bring twenty dollars in the
market.

There is, likewise, a class of persons to whom the
third utility in this composite article is marginal;
and these men are the consumers whose demand sets

the market value of this third utility. They sacri-

fice speed, contenting themselves with comfort; and
their demand may make this utility worth fifteen
dollars. There is, again, a class of buyers who fix the

price of the second utility w say, at ten dallars--
and another of those who fix the price of the first

utility--say, at five dollars. If there are five dis-
tinct services rendered by such a pleasure craft as
we have selected for illustration, it takes five dis-

tract classes of persons to fix the value of it in the

market. The law of final utility works as it would
if each service-rendering power possessed by the boat
were a distinct article. To all intents and pur-
poses, the different utilities are different articles tied
in bundles, some of which contain all five of the
articles, some four, some three, etc. To no one con-

sumer are all these virtually different things final
utilities. A bundle, a_ a whole, is never a final unit

of any one's consumers' wealth ; but each clement in

it is a final utility to some class, and it is that class
only whose mental estimate of it fixes its price. There
are, then, five prices in the canoe. Expressing the
values of the five different services which the canoe

renders, they are, respectively, twenty-five, twenty,
R
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fifteen, ten and five dollars. The entire canoe, then,

brings seventy-five dollars in the market.
Make watches dearer than they are, and the man

who pays a hundred dollars for a watch will not go
without one. He will buy one that formerly sold for

ninety dollars, and will forego something in the way
of ornamentation. Another class will take the grade
that lately sold for eighty dollars, and will forego
something in the way of accuracy. Each class will

give up, not watches, but something in watches. A
certain class that formerly bought dollar watches
will, however, give them up altogether, since there

is no cheaper pocket timepiece to be had. To these
men the lowest grade of watches, taken in their
entirety, may be rated as final utilities. Their demand
fixes the price of watches of this first and lowest

grade.
Although this statement may seem to take us into

a region of theoretical subtlety, there is no doubt
of the substantial fact that the market acts in this

analytical way, and that the commerce of the world
takes a character which is the result of this action.

Over the whole world the mills would be turning
out different goods from those that they are now

making, ships and railway cars would have different
contents from those that they now contain, shops
would everywhere have different goods in their win-
dows and on their shelves and counters, if the law

of final utility, as applied to goods in their e_tlrety,
determined the values of the goods. If we could
make the theory of value, as it is commonly stated,

rule actual markets, we should radically change the

prices of all kinds of goods; and in doing this we
should change the quantity of goods of each kind
that is produced and used--we should effect a radi-
cal transformation in the economic life of the world.
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Goods of fine quality would then be, as a rule, many
times dearer than they are.

If we were here undertaking to present at length

the theory of value, we should lay great stress on the
fact that value is a social phenomenon. Things sell,

indeed, according to _heir final utilities; but it is
their final utilities to society. In the social body as Societyas 8

whole the
a whole, every utility in a costly article is somewhere appramer of
in the position of a final utility. The shanty that, in goons.
an earlier illustration, we found was virtually con-
tained in the palace, is a final utility to some mem-

bers of society; and it is their valuation that fixes
the market rate which that element in the palace com-
mands. This quality in the palace we may call the
first of the value elements that compose it. It is the
lowest and cheapest of the economic constituents that

compose the royal dwelling, and may be had for a
hundred dollars. The difference between the shanty
and a cottage may be regarded as the second value
element; and this also has its marginal purchasers.

If it were possible to make the shanty and then to
transform it into a cottage, the two value elements
would be produced at different times. What is act-
ually done, however, is to build the cottage instead
of building the shanty ; and the second class of pur-

chasers gauge by their demand the value of this sub-
stitution. It is in this way that a distinct class of
buyers has the fixing of the actual price of each value
element that enters into a palatial dwelling. If there
are ten grades of watches, and if, therefore, it takes
ten classes of purchasers to fix the value of a watch of

the highest grade, each of these classes may be re-
gamed as the social valuers and appraisers of the
particular value element that, in the consumption of
its members, is a final utility. In general, then, when
fine articles--composite things, bundles of distinct ele-
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ments--are offered to society, the great composite

consumer, each element has somewhere in the social

organism the effect of fixing a part of the total value.

In no other way can the article, as a whole, get a valu-

ation. To no individual are all its utihties finalJ

1 A pomt of much consequence is the fact that many articles have
secondary uses, hemdes those for whmh they are primarily m-

tended, and so more than one such artmle may he useful-- but for

different purposes--to a consumer at one time. The roll, in
:Professor Bohm-Bawerk's illustration, already cited, can be used

to feed a dog as well as a man, and. if we regard the dog, not as

a consumer, but as a commodity for his owner's consumption, the

roll that appeases the dog's hunger is put to a distract and subordi-
nate use. Agam, the sportsman whose hunting lodge is on one of

the Adirondack lakes may keep boats on several others, for the sole

purpose of saving the trouble involved m carrying boats from place

to place. None of these boats, of course, except the least useiul of
them, can, m its entirety, be a marginal and price-making commod-

ity. If the owner, for economy, rehnquishes any of his boats, it

will be this margmal one ; and he will give for no one of them more

than the marginal one _s worth to inm. Does that change the prm-

eiple that we have just stated, that values rest on marginal uUlities
in goods rather than on goods m their entirety ? Let us see.

If the prmes of the boats rise, the man who is about to purchase
an outfit of them has the alternative of getting on with one less

than he had intended to procure, or of keepmg the proposed nmn-

her intact and somewhat reducing the quahty of all. If he had in-

tended to buy five boats, for use on five different bodies of water,

he may content himself with four ; and, in heu of the fifth, he may
submit to the inconvenience of carrymg one of the others occasmn-

ally to the lake where the fifth would have been kept. If this is a
smaller sacrifice than is involved in reducmg the quality of (say)

three of the less important boats, it is conceivable that we have

here an exceptmnal case, in which an entire marginal article of a
high grade figures as a prme-making increment of consumers'
wealth. The man may buy no boats but those of the quahty that

he had intended to buy before the price was raised, but he may
take fewer of them. The utilily of the final one, consisting solely

in its power to save to the owner the trouble of hawng a boat

transported_ will furnish a gauge for the price that this man will

pay for all boats of this kind. It is the fortuitous fact that the
article has secondary uses which makes this mode of adjusting the

price of it possible.
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The line of conduct that the owner of these boats is here supposed

to pursue is, be st noted, not the line that consumers usually

pursue. In a vast majont, y of eases, a use ill the prme of goods of
a ioarttcula_ t,md thrown, not entlle g_t_ds, but marginal ttualltles
in goods out of use E_ en m tile case --n,,t over-frequent-- of the
man who is about to buy several exactly similar boats, the chances
are ten to one that a rose m price wouht cause him to foreg,_ some-

thing in the quality of one m mine of them. If he does this, --if
he takes cheaper boats ±or the les_ iinporrant uses, --the prinmple

that we have stated apphe_.
Goods of the very poorest grade may, indeed, be marginal in

their entirety. I2 there is no cheaper kind to whmh one may resort,

he m_mt take th_s grade or nothing. Even then he will doubtless
seek for some article, of a somewhat different kind, that will serve

as a partml substmtte for what he foregoes; and, when he does
this, the effect is nmch the same as if a still poorer grade of the

article that ts foregone had existed.
I_ should be noted that most articles deteriorate in the using, so

that the only way to keep Olle's self supphed with perfect or nearly

perfect goods of this kind is to get new ones often. Wear a coat
a few weeks only before discarding it, and be equally liheral with
the remamder of your wardrobe, and you will always be clothed in

garments that are atyhsh and free from tracesof wear. You must,

however, buy many coats, etc., m order to do _t ; and, by thus in-

creasing the quantity of such garments, you really nnprove the
quality of those that you use. This, indeed, _s the sole object of

the increase. Quantity m goods for consumptmn may thus really

insure quMlty. It is only the last and least utility that has gone
out of a coat that has been used for a short season, and _t is only

for the sake of restoring that marginal utility that the man buys
another. The prmmple that we have stated operates here. In-

creasing the amount of consumers' wealth always means _mprovlng

the quality of consumption, for new quahtms are thus added, in

an all-around way, to the things that every one uses There is a
somal increment of utilities -- a vast and compomte addition to the

service-rendering qualmes of things- that appears at every step
in the increasing wealth of the world. These are the strategm
elements which rule the market. The measure of them fixes val-

ues. The men who, m each case, do the measuring are the agents of

society controlling their respective parts of the whole market for
consumers' wealth.



CHAPTER XVII

HOW THE EFFICIENCY OF FINAL INCREMENTS OF

PRODUCERS' WEALTH IS TESTED

WE are now ready to apply to the fixing of wages

and interest the principle which we may term that
Thelawof of analytical valuation. Everywhere does the market
analytmal
valuation, have a marvellous power of resolving concrete things

into their elements, and of measuring separately the
efficiency of each element. Consumers' wealth and

producers' wealth alike it treats in this way. If we
are to understand its procedure in fixing prices, we
must seek out and identify not, as a rule, certain
whole commodities, but certain elements in com-

modities; and so, if we are to understand the ad-

justing of interest, we must find in instruments of
production, in a like way, certain elements that are
in a strategic position and control the gains of all
capital.

The earning power of capital is fixed by the pro-
ductivity of the final increment of it; and this final
increment of capital does not, as a rule, consist of
instruments of production in their entirety. It con-
sists of elements in such instruments. Just as we

add to our consumers' wealth by procuring for per-
sonal use better articles than those which we have

been using, so we add to our producers' wealth by
procuring better instruments of production. When,
for a machine that has worn itself out_ we substitute

246
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one that is by a single point more efficient and more

costly, we are adding a final increment to our capi-
tal. It is final increments of capital, as such, the

productive power of which fixes the rate of interest.
As entrepreneurs, we must pay for any capital that Its action iatile case of

we hire what a final increment of it will produce; capital.
and that is what we and others can get, as a net
addition to our products, by making our buildings

by one degree larger or more substantial, our ma-
chines by one degree more rapid or more nearly
automatic, our engines or our water-wheels by one

degree more powerful, our raw materials by one
grade finer, etc.

We have seen that in a limited number of cases

final increments of consumers' wealth consist of goods

in their entirety. When, for example, we procure
the plainest and cheapest article of its kind that is

anywhere made, as an addition to our stock of goods
for personal use, the whole article is a part of our
final unit of consumers' wealth. In such a case, the

article, as a whole, helps to set the standard price for

all goods of exactly that kind. Nobody gives for a
duplicate of this final article in our supply of con-
sumers' goods more than we give for this one. So
there are cases in which entire instruments of pro-

duction are final increments of producers' wealth ;
and in these cases what these instruments produce,

in their entirety, helps to set the standard of interest.
If there is a hammer, a shovel or a cart, so poor

and cheap that one of a lower grade cannot anywhere
be found, then we add a final increment to our capi-

tal, whenever we procure one of these instruments.
These cases, however, play only a small part in the

general adjustment of interest; for the enriching of
the industrial world shows itself by a steady upward

trend in the grade of its capital-goods. Better things
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of every kind come to constitute the world's working
Theraodein equipment: buildings are taller, ships are faster, en-
which
capital gines are more economical, raih'oads are straighter
mcreaaes, and more nearly level, locomotives are more power-

ful, trains are longer, etc. It is what we gain,
in the form of more products, by making these per-
fecting changes that determines what we can afford
to pay for the last capital that we hire. Society as
a whole pays for all its capital what these last Tro-

ductive elements in goods are worth to it.
This truth is not affected by the fact that, as the

wealth of society increases, capitM-goods become
more numerous, as well as better. It is true, indeed,

that we are building more engines, at the same time

that we are building better ones; hut the new ones
are mainly of a grade so high that, in their en-
tirety, they cannot be treated as final increments of
producers' wealth. Here, for instance, is a new loco-
motive. It has not been secured by the railroad that
owns it to take the place of one worn out, but is an

additional engine, made necessary by an enlarged
traffic. Is it a final increment o[ capital ? Not un-
less that engine would be dispensed with, in case any
reduction of the capital of the road were necessary.

The actual fact is that the quality of the new engine
is determined by that of the roadbed, the rails, the
bridges, the cars, etc., with which it is used; for it
would be uneconomical to combine one poor engine

with an equipment of good cars, good rafts, etc.
Symmet- This complementarity of producers' goods must al-
rical im-
provement ways be considered; since a poor machine introduced
of entbre
plantsthe intoan equipment of good oneshas theeffectoftak-
rule. ing something from the productive power of the other

parts of the equipment. The good cars, etc., cannot
develop their full wealth-creating power, if they have

to eoiJperate with a poor engine. With a given num-
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bet of cars, there needs to be a proportionate number
of engines ; and for the best results the entire equip-
ment of cars, engines, track, freight houses, etc., is

maintained at a uniform standard of quality. In a com-
mercial form of statement, therefore, the " money"
which is spent in bringing the equipment to the point
of perfection that it has reached represents the final
increment of capital " invested" in the railroad.

In a more scientific view, money is a means of mov-
ing real capit_d from hand to hand, and there must

somewhere exist capital-goods that embody capital.
The cars, engines, tracks, buildings, etc., are these
goods. They embody the whole capital of the rail-
road; but when we try to find and identify the
part of it that is "final" and interest-determining, we
cannot single out such parts of the equipment as

partmular cars, engines, etc. We must try to find
what is the final productive element in the whole

equipment, and in each of the instruments that con-
stitute it. What outlay would the company forego
if, in the building and equipping of a railroad, it
found that its real capital--its concrete and mate-
rial outfit of instruments for carrying passengers and
merchandise- must be made smaller than its origi-

nal plans had called for? If it proceeded in a natu-
ral way, it would slightly reduce in quality nearly Thefinal
everything in its proposed outfit. It would forego p_oduotiwelement in

putting the final perfecting touches to cars, engines, theplant_overns

roadbed, buildings, etc. ]t might relinquish a few interest.

instruments altogether, but these would be things
of the poorest and cheapest kinds.

There are, of course, facts to be considered which,

]n a practical case, would modify this policy. If the

railroad in the illustration were a connecting link in
a great system, it would have to carry the cars of
other railroads, and it would have to make its gauge
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broad enough, its rails heavy enough and its bridges
strong enough to do this. This case, however, con-
firms, instead of contradicting, the general fact which
we are stating--namely, that it is uneconomical to
reduce, in a disproportionate way, one part of the

equipment of an industry. The small road is, in this
case, not a complete industrial plant. The larger sys-
tem, of which it is an integral part, is the complete
industrial establishment that has to be considered. If

the great system, as a whole, were to reduce its capital,
and if it had the power to reduce it by cheapening
things as well as by reducing the number of them, it
would prefer to make the equipment of every part of
the entire system poorer, and so preserve the coSp-

erating power of all the constituent parts, rather
than to leave most of the system untouched and take
out parts of the equipment of some railroad that is
only one link in the system. It must be remembered
that we are seeking to identify the final increment of

the capital of a complete industrial establishment;
and, in the case of a railroad system, that is not the
fraction of the great plant that happens to belong to
one small corporation. The system must be consid-
ered in its entirety.

Moreover, if, when the road was about to be built,

the owners found themselves able to use a larger capi-
tal than they had expected to use, would they lay the
same track and procure the same rolling stock that

they had planned, with some extra ears or engines ?
Would they build depots of the form and quality
that the first projects called for, merely adding

a building or two to the list ? It is clear that, in add-

ing a few things outright to their equipment, they
would improve many things--that they would add

everywhere what we have called productive elements.
The final increment of the capital of this railroad
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corporation is, in reality, a difference between two
kinds of plants for carrying goods and passengers.
One of these is the raih'oad as it stands, with all its

equipment brought up to the highest pitch of perfec-
tion that is possible with the present resources. The
other is the road built and equipped as it would have
been if the resources had been by one degree less.
A difference in all-around quality between an actual

and a possible railroad--is, in reality, the final This elc-meritreally
increment of capital now used by the actual corpo- the differ-

ration. The product of that last unit of capital is eneebe-tweentwo
the difference between what the road actually earns kindsofplants.
and what it would have earned if it had been made

by one degree poorer.
It is clear that this final increment of the capital

of this industry is not one that can be physically
taken out of it, as it could be if it consisted of
a few locomotives or a few cars that could be sold

to another company. 1 It is in the plant to remain.

It runs through the whole tissue of the complex in-
strumentality that engineers, trainmen, superintend- Thefinalincrement
ents, etc., make use of in the carrying of goods and ofcapital

notphys.-
persons. If we wished to make a good test of the callysepara-ble fromthe
productive power of this particular bit of capital, we otherincre-
should have to invoke a magic that would at once ment_.

shrink the whole plant into inferiority.

1 If one part of a symmetrical equipment for carrying on an
industry were taken awaybodily, this would have such a derang-
ing effect on the remaining parts that it would reducetheir own
separatepowerof production Removing all the locomotivesfrom
a railroad would, of course,paralyze all the cars, the tracks, the
freight-houses_etc.; and removing even one of them might, in a
smaller degree, have the sameeffect. Reducingthe quahty of the
whole equipment by one degree would, however, have no such
effect. This method of taking out an increment of capital takes
from the product of the whole industry only what is attributable
to that one unit. It doesnot reduce the productivepowersof the
remainingunits.
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In a long period we might make such a practical test.
We might let the plant deteriorate, letting the engines
become worn and weak, the passenger cars shabby,
the buildings dilapidated, etc. If, in the interim, the
other circumstances that affect the productive power
of a railroad remained absolutely unchanged, we

might compare the earning power of the plant before
it had deteriorated with its earning power afterward.
Two difficulties are, however, encountered in the

making of such a test. First, the other circumstances
that affect the productive power of capital do not
remain unchanged. Secondly, the qualities that wear
and tear take out of instruments of production are
not the same qualities that would have been left out
of them if, in making them, it had been decided to

"invest less capital in them "--that is, to make them
by one degree less costly and efficient. No one is
ever willing to waste a part of his fortune by making
in cold blood such a laboratory experiment for testing

the productivity of capital; yet actual experience
enables employers to form such judgments as to the

productive powers of final units of capital.
Could not an entrepreneur, however, test the pro-

ductive power of his final increment of capital, as

embodied chiefly in the final qualitative element in
his working equipment, by reducing the quality of

one thing at a time ? Here, let us suppose, are two
machines side by side, and alike except in the extent
to which they have suffered the effects of wear: one
is new and perfect, and the other is old and worn.
Cannot the owner form a true conclusion as to the

Apossible difference in their productive powers? Here, again,
mode of
testing the are two machines, both new, of which one is costlier
productivity and better than the other. Cannot the entrepreneurof the final

iacroment, tell how much one exceeds the other in its earning

capacity ? If he can make such a test as this at all,
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why cannot he make it in connection with all parts
of his equipment? He can take his plant and outfit
by sections, and find, in the case of each section of it,
how much he would gain by making it better or how
much he would lose by making it worse.

The difficulty to be encountered in making such an
experiment consists in the deranging effect that a re-
duction of the quality of a single instrument may have
on the general plant. This effect could, however, be

made small, by taking great care in making the
change. Moreover, in making experiments of this
kind, an owner could avoid all the more serious de-

ranging effects that would follow if he took bodily
from the equipment some instrument that is needed
to make the whole an efficient complement of capital
goods. He does not even need to let the machine
that he is testing wear out to such an extent as

greatly to mar the e_ciency of anything else. If
the test is to be made by buying and using a machine
of an inferior grade, the owner does not need to make
it so greatly inferior that the other machinery will not

work well in connection with it. Little by little, a
man could undoubtedly test in this way the productive

power of the final increment of his capital. Though
his calculations would be difficult and liable to error,

he could form some opinion of the difference between
the earning power of a part of his capital, as it is em-

bodied in one set of instruments, and the earning
power that it would have if it were by one point
better or by one point worse.

Some such tests are, beyond doubt, constantly mak- Thepracti-
cal necessity

ing. Men must form business judgments as to the _ormaking
exact grades of instruments of every kind that will suchtests.
"pay the best" in their several places. As the equip-
ment of a mill and the mill itself wear out, the

owner has constantly to decide what grade of instru-
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ments he shall procure to replace the discarded parts
of his outfit. He must know -- approximately, at least
--how large is the difference in productive power
between a tool of one grade and a tool that is above

it or below it in the scale of quality. This is a part_
and a vitally necessary part, of the complicated pro-
cess by which society puts its productive fund into

The decisive the most judicious shapes. Conscious mental esti-testsmade
by competi- mates are constantly being made of the productive
rich. power of such final increments of capital. It is not,

however, this conscious measuring which makes it
certain that the instruments which are either too

cheap or too costly will be discarded, and that those
of the right kind will be retained.

Competition makes the test in another and an in-
exorable way. It causes establishments that are so
equipped as to get out of their capital the utmost ser-

vice that it is capable of yielding to survive, and incapa-
ble ones to fail. If, in a certain mill, every machine,
every tool and every other working appliance is so
judiciously selected that the final productive element
in each yields, as net income (let us say) five per cent
of its cost, and if that is the prevalent rate of interest
on loans, the owner of this mill is, in so far, in a con-

dition to stand competition. The rate of interest on
capital that he borrows will, moreover, be five per
cent, if that is what the final increment of capital

in properly equipped establishments generally yields.
This is saying that a man's outfit of capital-goods
must be so selected and so combined that the final

productive element in each part of it shall yield the
same rate of interest that is yielded by the final element

Thesurvival in the outfit of capital-goods used by competitors.of well
co6rdinated Competition acts as a leveller, by reducing the earn-
equipments ing power of the final increments of different men'sof c,aplta3.-
_oods. capital to equality. This it does by putting ou_
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of the field the competitor whose last increment of

capital--consisting in the final productive element

in his various capital-goods--creates less than the

standard amount of product. With the final unit of

capital generally earning five per cent, interest is at

that rate. With interest at five per cent, the bor-

rower whose last unit of capital earns only four

must take each year the one per cent that is needed

to make up the deficit out of his capital. This is a

procedure that cannot be long continued; for the

man must change the forms of his capital and bring

the fund up to the prevalent standard in its earning

power, or he must go to the wall.

We are here making assertions that will bear a
more extended examination than it has thus far been

possible to make. We affirm that interest is fixed by With the
final prod-

the earning power of the final increment of social acts of difo

capital; that that increment consists mainly of qualities ferentcapitals
of instruments of production, rather than of instru- brought toequahty, the
ments in their entirety; that competition acts as a earmngpower of the
leveller, causing the earning power of such final _nal incre-ment of
productive elements in capital-goods to tend toward social capi-

a certain normal level; and that any kind of instru- tal _xoslnterost.
ments in which this element earns less than the

standard amount must be thrown out of use.

In the interpretation of these statements there are
cautions to be observed; and one of them connects

itself with the assertion that, as capital increases, the

new parts of the fund embody themselves in new

qualities imparted to goods. It is here assumed that

labor remains unchanged in amount, and that it is a A per capitaincrease of
per capita enlargement of capital which forces entre- capital in-

sures the _m-
Treneurs to procure better and better working instru- provement,
merits. Indeed, with workmen doubled in number rather thanthe enlarge-
and with capital doubled in amount, there would not ment, ofworking
need to be the qualitative improvement of the capital- plaat_
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goods of which we have spoken. If we could give
to the new men exactly the same outfit of working
appliances that the former workers possessed, the cap-

ital would be doubled in a more or less natural way.
There would, it is true, be a difficulty in doing this,
owing to the relation of land to other capital-goods.
We could duplicate every part of the outfit except
the laud; and, because we could not duplicate the

land, we should still be obliged, in enlarging the cap-
ital, to make changes in the quality of the goods that
embody it. What we desn'e now to make clear is,
that our assertions concerning the natural way in
which capital increases have reference to an increase

that is not accompanied by a parallel enlargement of
the working population. With ten units of capital
in the hands of ten men, that fund is in certain con-

crete shapes; while with twenty units of it in the
hands of ten men, it takes different shapes. The im-

provements in the instruments, much more than such
increase in the number of them as may also take place,
embody and measure the new capital. The final in-
crement of capital is mainly, though not wholly,
qualitative.

If this is so, it is clear how far from being true is the
conception of capital as existing, in bodily shape,
a stack of concrete instruments,--in the midst of com-

peting entrepreneurs, and as ready in that shape to
be drawn to this one or to that one, according as the
one or the other offers the most for it. Capital is, in

just this way, the subject of competition ; but capital-
Capitaland goods are not. The capital that is competed for does
not capital-
goods,as not consist in instruments--concrete, visible, mov-
such, corn- able and ready for any one of a dozen different uses :peted for by

employers, there is no stock of capital-goods that has such adapt-

ability that all entrepreneurs are anxious to get shares
of it. Yet there is a universal competition for
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capital, and the effect of it is to fix the rate of interest.
Any e_trepreneur in tile entire system of social
industry is a possible demander for any capital exist-
ing in the system. ]f he can make more with it than
the present holder of it can make, his natural course
is to bid lngher for it than the present holder will bid

and thus to secure it. No capital, as such, is fastened
to one user or to one place in the system. Yet tile

goods that embody the capital are as fettered ill their
movements as the capital itself is free. A's tools are
often useless to B. If we were to take one of them

bodily out of A's shop and put it into B's, we should
render to B no service. We should injure A's opera-
tions and benefit no one else. A furnace is valuable

to a smelter, but not to a cotton spinner; a ship is
useful to a carrier, but not to a miner, etc. There is,

in short, only a very limited competition for capital-
goods between employers in different kinds of business.

If tools of trade are not very mobile, what is to be

said about productive elements in the tools ? Can we
take out of the smelter's blast-furnace the last of the

qualities that give it efficiency, and impart this quality
to the spinner's mules? Can we speak the magical
word that will reduce the quality of the furnace and

improve that of the mules? This is exactly what
would need to be done if the smelter were to sur-

render the final increment of his capital and the

spinner were to get it.
Here it seems expedient to enumerate some of the

facts that are to be reconciled with each other if a

final-productivity theory of interest is valid : --

(1) Interest generally conforms to the earnings of Summaryoffacts that

the final increment of soci_tl capital, involve a

(2) This increment consists mainly of qualities seemmgcon-tradmtmn.
in instruments of production, rathor than of instru-

ments in their entirety.
s
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(3) Instruments are limited in the range of their
productive action, and are often useless in any kinds

of business other than those for which they were
designed.

(4) Qualities in instruments are, of course, not

literally transferable to other instruments.
(5) The final increment of the capital of each kind

of business consists in an element that is literally tied
to that business.

(6) Capital is absolutely mobile: it can go any-
where. It can leave any business and betake itself
to any other; and it is therefore the object of a com-

petition that is universal. Any single unit of capital
is desirable for use in any productive process that is

going on ; and it is by the general competition for it
that the rate of interest is fixed.

We have said, moreover, that the capital which is
the object of this universal competition does not ex-

ist, antecedently to the bidding for it, in any bodily
shape in which the men can see it and carry it to their
several shops. There is nowhere a central heap or

stock of instruments of production waiting to render
service to some one. Such stocks of merchandise as

those which are in shops are already in use, doing their
productive work. There is no accumulation of food,

clothing, houses and other subsistence goods, waiting
to be doled out to laborers, in order that the laborers

may make capital-goods and so, virtually but not lit-
erally, transmute the subsistence goods into capital-

goods. We have noted the several reasons why this
entire feed-and-work theory of the origin of capital
is untenable, and we have seen that the chief of
them is the fact that there is no stock of subsistence

goods anywhere accumulated and capable of being
used in that way. l Competition for capital is, there-

1See Ch. X.
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fore, not a competition for capital-goods that already
exist.

The most comprehensive of the paradoxes concern- Competltlon

ing capital and interest is, that the competition for between dif-ferentindus-

capital, which is constant and universal, is an all- treesforcapital is

around struggle to get concrete things that are about biddingfor
capital-

to be. The capital of society has no existence till it goodsthat
are about to

is in the shapes in which entrepreneurs use it. Till be.
it is raw materials and tools for the manufacturer,
merchandise for the retailer, vehicles for the carrier,

etc., capital has no existence at all. Of the hundred
billion dollars' worth of capital-goods in the United

States practically all will be in use as instruments
fitted for certain purposes and actually doing the
things for which they are fitted.

When the entrepreneur bids in the market for an
extra unit of capital, he is asking for something the
presence of which in his business means a readjust-

ment of his plant. He is virtually saying : "I offer
five per cent a year for a certain amount of produc-
tive wealth that cannot come to me, except as I change
the shape of the plant I am using. I must make that
plant better; and the improvement that I propose to
make in it will constitute the new unit of my work-

ing capital. Moreover, whoever surrenders to me a
unit of capital must do it by a similar change. He
must make his business equipment worse."

Bidding for capital, then, is bidding for something
which does not antecedently exist and which, when

it exists, will consist mainly in a change of quality
of working equipments. When we offer interest
for capital, 1 we virtually ask for the power to trans-

1 It is employing new labor without new capital that makes capi-
tal-goods more numerous. Extra men can go into a business in

which the capital is not enlarged, but they can do this advantage-
ou_ly only where tools axe cheapened and multiplied.
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mute our shops and tools. This transmutation is pos-

sible, because the things that are about to be, and for
which we are bidding when we offer to borrow
"money" for the enlarging of our business, are

wanted for the replacing of things that are about to
cease to be. In the place of a tool that is worn out
and on the point of being discarded, we may put a new
one of superior quality. In this condition lies the

possibility of adding a new capital ele_nent to our
plant, without adding a new tool in its entirety.
When we tender interest for the loan of new capital,

we offer something for the power to substitute new
tools containing a certain complement of capital ele-
ments for old ones containing fewer of such elements.

Machines of grade number one are in demand at many
points, because machines of grade number two are
about to be discarded; and new productive powers
are thus everywhere adding themselves to the social

stock of capital-goods.
Not one of the employers who is making such a

change as this is making it for the sake of applying
a scientific test to a final increment of capital and of

registering the rate of its productivity; yet, as the
many changes are actually made_ the test is applied,

Unconscious and the rate of productivity of final units of capital
testing of
the final is registered. What the man finds he has gained,
productivity
of capital when he has infused a new capital element into his

plant, becomes a guide for himself, at least, in bidding
for further capital, since it tells him how much he can

In saying that competition tests the productiwty of final capital
elements, by driving out of business the men in whose plants these
elements earn less than a normal amount, we do not deny that the,

surwvors, who fix the rate of interest, must have ways of ascertain-

ing what the final capital elements in their own plants earn for
them. By comparisons of various kinds they manage to ascertain

what these elements produce, and this knowledge is the basra of
the offers that they can make for loans.
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pay for it. Similar experiences tell other employers
what they can afford to offer; and, when new capital
is to be had, the men whose experiences reveal the
fact that new capital elements will yield large re-

turns will bid for and get the new capital, rather
than any employers whose tests have proved that
new capital elements are worth less to them. All
such tests take time, but social evolution has time

enough at its disposal. Slowly, but surely, it comes
to be known what value elements are worth the most

to each employer, and also what employers can, on
the basis of the amounts that the best capital ele-
ments will in their hands earn, overbid others in

the competition for loans and thus get such new
capital as may be offering. Slowly and surely, the
whole capital of society disposes itself in the way in

which it can produce the most. It leaves the men in
whose hands it creates the smaller products and goes
to those who can make it create the larger ones; and
in a perfect static adjustment it would attain a state
of locally equalized productivity, as well as one of
maximum total productivity.

There is, as we have seen, a zone of indifference

for labor. There is a limited marginal region, within
which a few men may be taken out of one employment
and put into another, with no appreciable change in the
character of the capital that is, in either case, used.

This fact has much importance in the practical ad-
justment of wages. There is, in connection with
capital also, a fact that is rudely parallel to this. A
few instruments are usable in different industries.

We may take a hammer from one shop and put it Azoneof
indifference

into another; and we may do the same in the case in the field

of a number of things, without causing a change forcapital.
in the nature of the work that is done or in the

character of the remaining equipment. There is,
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then, something resembling a zone of indifference

for capital.
These zones, however, are not the whole marginal

The product fields in which wages and interest are adjusted.
there an in-
dmatorof Those fields are much larger. Wages tend to con-
the product form to the product that an additional unit of laborin the larger
marginal can create anywhere in the industrial system, pro-field.

vided the entrepreneurs will make an advantageous

place for it, by changing the shapes of their plants
and equipments. Interest tends to conform to the
product that an extra unit of capital can nearly
everywhere create, by embodying itself in an advan-
tageous change in the outfit of capital-goods. When

these more general dispositions of capital have been
made, the product of capital on the zone of indiffer-
ence becomes an available indicator of its productive
power in the more general marginal field.

From the first, we have remembered that capital
is material. It exists only in goods that can be seen,
touched and handled; and yet it now appears that

final increments of capital cannot be thus manipu-
lated. We cannot, in any literal and physical way,
take out of a machine such a final capital element as

Finalincre- we have just defined, leaving the rest of the machinemerits of
capitalnot intact. There is no mechanical process that can take
physically out of a tool of the first grade that which makes iteeparable

fromothm. better than one of the second grade and even pre-
serve for use the element that is thus withdrawn.

Increments of capital may be arranged in an imagi-

nary selves, in the order of their productive efficiency,
so that the final unit is the least efficient one; but

it is utterly impossible to take the working plant

of any employer and separate it bodily into such
increments. Assorting the different machines into

classes would not do this, and taking them to pieces

certainly would not do it. If we let them all
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wear out and then replace them with inferior appli-
antes, using what is s_ved by the buying of inferior
tools in improving the quality of some other general
plant, we indirectly separate the final increment of
the capital from the other increments ; yet, when the
process is completed, we still have that increment

inseparably tied to others in a new combination. All
the increments, taken together, constitute a stock of
capital-goods, or appliances of trade, that can be
handled bodily; but increments of capital, separately Suchmcre-
viewed, are abstractions, for they are mainly nothing mentsre-solvable into

but qualities of material things. We are, in fact, in qualitiesofthings.
a realm of such abstractions, when we reason about

the productivity of successive "doses" of capital ap-

plied to a farm, a mine or a manufacturing plant.
By reducing capital, for purposes of study, to a series
of increments, we are able to analyze a concrete thing
into qualities; but, while these together may con-
stitute the thing, separately they have only an ideal
existence.

It is, therefore, blended increments of capital that

are embodied in capital-goods; and the phrase "lit-
erally separated increments of capital" would involve
a contradiction, for any literal separation would mean
the ruining of the capital-goods and the annihilation

of the capital. 1 Increments of capital-goods may, how-
ever, exist separately. Having built one ship, we can
build another and another, till we have a fleet; but

each sh_p will span the whole range of our increments

of capital, if these be arranged in the order of their
productive power, and will contain some part of every Moving

goods con-
increment of our capital, from the first to the last. trasted wltb

1 In the case of some of the very cheapest tools that are used, an capit_
exception to this rule _s to be made. They constxtute first incre-
ments of capital. It is the later increments that cannot be sepa-
rated from combinations.
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We can, of course, move the ships literally and
bodily; but we cannot move the final increment of
the capital, in the economic sense, from group to

group, except by the method of gradually replacing
the ships of the fleet with poorer ones and raising
the grade of capital-goods elsewhere.

In spite of all this, it is possible--and, indeed,

absolutely necessary--to measure the productive
power of the final increments of true capital. The
entrepreneur who cannot successfully do this will
be eliminated from business. In the hypothesis of
a static state, in which competition works with ideal

perfection, the whole field is possessed by men who
have made the tests successfully and have so de-
veloped the power to use the agents of production
with the maximum of efficiency.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE GROWTH OF CAPITAL BY QUALITATIVE

INCREMENTS

TF[_ outline of the law of interest and wages has
now been filled in by the addition of some important

details. The diagram that has already been used
presents the law Detailsthathave now
of interest in its been added

to the out-
S i m p 1es t form ; nne of the

law of
and it is now interest.

clear that the

capital which
increases along
the line AD is a

permanent fund,
The capital

consisting of in- c consists in

struments every _ self-renew-one of which, mrEREsr inggoods,

ioexcept land, per-
ishes but virtu-

ally creates a successor to keep the series unim-

paired. The increments that come to the fund, as
the line AD lengthens, are mainly new qualities
infused into the capital-goods already in the working
outfit. If we were to try the experiment of making and the in-crements
a capital grow from a small beginning to the size consist

mamly in
which, in view of the amount of labor that was to use _e_ qualJ-
it, it was naturally to take, we should need to have a ties in thesegoods.

magical power of transforming and improving every
instrument of production; and we should have to

265
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exercise this power with every addition that we might
make to the productive fund. At a touch, nearly
everything that labor uses would then become by one

grade better; and the difference between the old grade
of everything-in-the-stock and the new grade of this
miscellaneous aggregate would constitute the new
increment of true capital. It is composite in the

highest degree, and it is mainly an aggregation of
new qualities imparted to old things. We have next
to see by what mechanism this is done. In the group
system of production, we shall see, lies the alchemy

that accomplishes this difficult thing.
The new capital, as thus composed, is under a very

composite control. It is all, indeed, the property of
the social organism; but this means that a certain
foreordained part of it is in the hands of each entre-

The incre- preneur in the system. A social law governs this
ments are
apportioned apportionment; and, if the law could work without
among dif- friction or disturbance, it would make the apportion-ferent in-

dustries by merit unerringly. If, under such conditions, a raillioua social law.

dollars' worth of capital were injected into the work-

ing fund of an entire society, a definite fraction of
this amount would go to every sub-group in it; and
a law that it is possible to trace would determine how

large each of these fractional amounts should be.
Interest, under such conditions, would conform to the

product of this widely distributed increment of true
capital, consisting mainly in qualities newly infused
into old appliances. Before us, then, is the further

problem of tracing the manner in which society, by
no conscious act but by what is clearly a collective

or social act, makes this apportionment, assigning
to each group and to each sub-group its determinate
share of the whole fund of capital, as well as of each
new increment that adds itself to the fund.

The same law that apportions the capital among
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the sub-groups apportions the whole laboring force Labor ap-portioned
among them, and thus gives to each specific industry by the
a certain share of the whole number of workers. The samelaw.

increments of labor a_e social, and are apportioned
among the groups and sub-groups by an unconscious
act of society. These increments are not mainly
qualitative, for a working force is not to be thought
of as gn_dually built up by making a given set of men

more efficient. Improving men does, indeed, add to Incrementsof labor not
the laboring power of society; but the addition to mainly

qualitative.labor that economics has first to deal with comes

from an increase of population. The chief qualitative

transformations that the enlargement of the working
force occasions are still in the capital-goods ; but they
are opposite in character to those which take place
when labor is fixed in amount and capital increases.

Enlarging population, with a fixed quantit!/of capital,
means, as we have seen, an increasing quantity and a
deteriorating quality of capital-goods. With two men
working where one worked before, there are, perhaps,
twice as many tools as before, each costing a half
of what a tool for the same purpose formerly cost.

Quantitative increments are, in this case, adding
themselves to the working force, while qualitative

elements are leaving the capital-goods, and quanti-
tative additions to the stock are making and are

keeping the true capital intact.
With these interpretations of the terms of the

general law in mind, let us see, first, how qualitative
additions to capital are actually made and, later, how
capital apportions itself among the sub-groups. The

mechanism by which capital-goods are improved is
the same as that by which they perpetuate their kind.
We noted that each perishable instrument of produc-
tion virtually creates a successor for itself. The
table that represents the group system of production
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reveals how this is done and also how, as true capital
grows larger, the goods that embody it become better.

Let us, then, complete the table representing groups
and sub-groups, in an extremely simple form but in
a way that will completely reveal the law by which the
apportionment of labor and capital is affected.

A u_ BUl C m HUt

Art B u C u H u

A _ B _ C r H _
A B C H

The A's in the table now represent an article of

prime necessity in process of completion. Let us say
that A" is food ready to be eaten, and that A is the

rawest material that enters into it. Possibly A may
be standing wheat, M threshed and winnowed wheat

stored in the granary, Arr flour and A Hr bread. B

may represent the material for clothing, in the shape
of wool on sheep's backs; B r may be wool washed,
sorted and stored in the warehouse ; B rr may be cloth
and B"r clothing. The C's may represent, succes-
sively, forest trees, saw-logs, lumber and houses.
Severely simple, indeed, would be the wants of a
society that should content itself with this list of

articles. It is, perhaps, heroic theorizing that creates

such a society, even in imagination; but what we
said before, about the creating of an imaginary
static society, holds true here. We are putting a

myriad of facts for the moment out of sight, in order
that we may isolate and clearly understand certain
other facts. The law that would apportion the labor

and capital of a very simple society is, as we shall
see, the one that actually apportions them in the most
complex society that anywhere exists.

In every one of these sub-groups there is labor and
capital; and, as we have seen, the material tissues of
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the capital- the concrete things that compose it-
are in a perpetual process of destruction and renewal.
How are the destroying and the renewing effected?
The stock of passive goods wastes, whenever an A vfr,
a B "_ or a C_ is withdrawn for use; and it is re-

plenished by the industry that continually goes on in
all the sub-groups. So much we have already seen.
The stock of active capital-goods--the tools, ma-
chines, buildings, etc. -- wastes by wearing out and by
falling into natural decay. How is this stock replen- Howthe

tlsslles of
ished ? There is, obviously, no power in the group circulating
of A's directly to restore the active capital-goods a,d o_axedcapital are

that are used up in making A rrp, for the whole power replemshed.
of this group exhausts itself in making A "r.

Somewhere, however, there is another group, which
we may represent by a series of H_s. Its function is
to make tools, machines, etc. In our highly simpli- The table

representing
fled table, we will let this group of H's replenish all groups(._,m-

pleted by
the waste of tissue that fixed capital suffers in the the addition

of a group
whole series of groups. H, H r, H" and H r1I now rep- o3produc.
resent the materials that go into active instruments ersof activecapital-

of production, and they represent them in four stages goods.
of advancement. H is the rawest material that goes
into tools, etc., while H rfr is the assortment of in-

struments ready to be used. This succession is kept

up, as in the case of the other groups : every evening
finished HP_'s are taken away, and every day the

stock of Hrr's is replenished by the transmuting of
H rl into H r', H r into H" and H into H I, and by the

creating of a new H. Forever intact is the series of
H's, and this means that the true capital in the instru-

ment-making group remains unchanged in amount.
Where do the H''s go, and what do they bring to

the man in the H group? They go everywhere

throughout the system replacing instruments that
are worn out. Some of them go to A, some to Br,
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some to C", etc. Some of them go back into the
different sub-groups of the H series itself, to replen.
ish the stock of instruments that are worn out in the

making of instruments. The income which comes to
the men in the sub-group H "r must, it is clear, come
in the form of A prt,B rlrandC lip. The men in the

last group in the table cannot eat the looms, the
threshing-machines, the flouring mills, etc., that they
are themselves making; but they must eat the bread
represented by A "_. They can not wear their ma-
chines or dwell in mills ; but they must have clothing

and dwelling-houses. These they must get by taking
some part of the product of the first three groups.

What is the source of that part of consumers'

wealth which goes to supply the wants of makers of
instruments ? Is it gained by taxing the other groups ?
Does it come out of other men's wages? Is it, in
truth, produced by labor or by capital in the former

groups? Here we must be careful; for here, if
anywhere in the analysis, there is a temptation to say
that labor is creating "capital," by feeding the men

who make the capital. The laborers in the A group
are certainly working for the laborers in the H group,

and getting capital-goods as a return for it. Yet,
as a matter of fact, the food for the men in the H

group is no part of the net product of any of the men
Thesources or of any of the tools in the A group. It is, however,of the in-
comesof a part of the gross product of the tools in these
tool makers, groups. Every instrument that is worth having

creates a product that makes good its own wear and
tear, besides the further product that is a dividend
for its owner. The cloth that a loom weaves, to make

good the waste that it undergoes itself in the weav-
ing, is what it passes over to the H "r group. The
men of H "v are virtually eating flouring machin-

ery, since they are eating the flour that the mill
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makes in wearing itself out, but they are eating only
that part of the flour which is reserved to make good
this waste.

There are, then, quantities of A r', B rr' and CHr
that are regularly making their way to the H rrr
group. If they constituted deductions from the

wages and the interest of the men in the first three
groups, the makers of H rrr would be pensioners
of the men in the other groups. In fact, however,
the men in H rrpmake their own income goods, in an
indirect way, just as the men in the first three groups

make their own active capital-goods, also in an indirect
way. The men in H rH are not pensioners, but self-sus-
taining men, eating their own wages and interest. In
concrete form, their incomes consist in goods that are
of the kinds that support other men and that come
from the same sources. The A", B _r' and Crrt The tool-

making
groups make the things that maintain the men in groupsoil-

Hr'1; but the quantitative part of these products maintaining,because

that goes to the men in H "f is solely that special toolsinuseare so.
amount that is produced by the machines, etc., in

the first three groups for the replacing of the worn
parts of the plant. In quantity, it is entirely distinct
from the product of labor; and it is equally distinct
from the net product of true capital, as such.

The men of the first three groups, then, in main-

taining the men in H Hr, do not tax themselves in any
way. The first task that is imposed upon a tool is
to create wealth enough to buy another like itself,
when it shall be worn out. This is a part of the

gross product of the instrument, but it is no part of
the net product of the capital in the instrument.
Only where an endless succession of instruments does
more than to maintain itself--only where such a

series of capital-goods creates a net surplus for its
owner w is capital, as such, productive.
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We have noted the fact that capital tends to be

everywhere equally productive. It is true capital,
however, that is so, not capital-goods. The net
product from an endless succession of working in-
struments in the sub-group A tends to be as great
as that of an endless series of working instruments

in the group C', or as that of one in B "_ or else-
where. This tendency requires that every instru-
ment which is anywhere used shall, under a normal
adjustment, create a product just large enough to

pay for a duplicate of itself, besides yielding to the
Surpluses man who uses it a net annual income that is the same
for self-
renewal dis- fraction of the cost of the instrument as is the in-
tinguishedfromrater- come yielded by other capital-goods. This is the
est literal and concrete fact that is involved in the law

of uniform interest.

The instruments of the H "r kind that are scattered

through the general groups, A, B and C are thus
besides providing for their own successors, pay-

ing uniform interest. Every one earns a sinkillg
fund during its lifetime, and the goods that constitute
this sinking fund maintain the men in W'; but
entirely distinct from this fund is the interest on the
true capital embodied in the instruments, which tends,

under static law, to be uniform in rate. The goods
that feed the men in H "r are the material forms into

which, in a figurative sense, the tissue of the fixed

capital has converted itself; while the goods that
feed the men in A "r, B "p and CI" are the true product
of the labor and the capital in these groups.

Active capital-goods, or the tissues of fixed capi-

tal, are, then, self-maintaining; and, over and above
this, true capital maintains its owners. 1 What thi_

1 In the foregoing discussion, the statement has been made that

capital-goods_ v_rtually though not literally, make their own succes-

sors and thus keep capital unimpaired. Active instruments do this by
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capital bestows on its owners they can afford to use

up, without at any point impairing the integrity of
the series of capital-goods that is to embody the per-
manent capital.

creating a special income for the group that replaces them. Pas-
sive instruments, or raw materials, such as the A, A pand A sr of

our table, do it by becoming, in the end, consumers' goods for

the men in this series of sub-groups, whose activity keeps the serms
of A's, etc., intact. The active instruments perish m tile using, but

the passive ones do not permh while being used as capital-goods.
During thin process, they receive accretions of value and lose noth-

ing Only when they cease to be capital-goods and begin to serve

consumers do they begin to go to destruction It is when they are
ready for consumptmn that they are ready to replace themselves
by making it possible for the men in the lower sub-groups to

replemsh the tlssue of the circulating capital.
Saying this is not falling into the old error, which has been eriU-

clsed m an early chapter of this work, of calhng a store of food for

laborers the primary form of capital. In the vJew here advanced,
(1) there is no such store in existence, (2) the goods of the A 'u,
B ru and C sit type cease instantly to be capital-goods when they are

devoted to consumption, and (3) they are not "food for laborers,"
but income goods for all laborers and capitalists Fro%her, the way

in which they keep the tissues of capital intact is by _ubstituting
themselves for capital-goods that laborers and capitalists have

already created and that constitute their incomes in the original
forms winch those incomes take. Products of the type A u_, B _u and

C _u, as they go through the sub-group system to be used, merely
transmute incomes already exmtmg into available forms. The A
that is created in the lowest sub-group is entirely income to that

group; for Jt _s not a constituent part of its capital or of the

serms that that sub-group must keep intact in its own hands. It

represents the amount that this lowest sub-group can afford to
spend on its living. In a static state this group will spend the

whole amount. To society, these goods, as they are passed on to

the A f sub-group, are a constituent par_ of capital ; since socmty
cannot afford to trench on the amount embodmd m the complete

series of A, A p, etc. Society can, however, speml tht A tu that

ha_s just enmrged from the last steps in the serms Tlus it does by

substituting the A ru for the unfinished goods that, to the men who
now have them, are income in amount but not income in a usable

form. In the forms in whmh they first exast these incomes keep
social capital intact.

T
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More capital, as has been shown, means better cap-
ital-goods ; and we can now see how they are secured.

In terms of our table, this improvement signifies that
the H group becomes larger and that, in this way, a
larger amount of productive energy is available for
replenishing the tissues of fixed capital, as they per-
ish in the using. Either more tools or better ones
can now be made; but the conditions require that,
in the main, it shall be better ones. The fixed

Modein number of workers in the A, B and C groups get im-
whichcapi-
tal-goodsareproved appliances, and they turn out more of th'e A "_,
improved, the Br" and the C_" than they formerly did. The

improved tools maintain themselves, as the original
ones did ; and the special surplus of consumers' goods
that goes to the H group is sufficient to maintain
that group in an enlarged state.

An incidental result of the existence of more capi-

tal is higher wages and a larger grand total of inter-
est. This signifies a greater output of A _rr, Brrr and
Cr'; but it involves an improved quality of these

consumers' goods, rather than a greater number
of them. The studies that we have made of the law

of value make this clear. Consumers' wealth, like

producers', enlarges itself mainly by qualitative incre-
ments; and it follows that the difference between

A, B, C and A rrp, B r11, CHr becomes greater than
it was. Each transmutation that takes place in a

raw material that is "refining" under the workers'
manipulations becomes a more decided transforma-
tion, and the finished product is a finer and better

thing than an equally ripe product formerly was.
This is possible without any addition to the number
of laborers in the A, B and C groups, by virtue of the

increased power that more capital- that is, better
capital-goods m gives to them.

How the original enlargement of the capital is
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caused is a question of economic dynamics. It may
even seem that we ]lave been outside of the strict
limits of a static science, whenever we have traced

the process of increasing the social capital. Through-
out this volume, however, we have allowed ourselves

to observe changes that directly bring about static

adjustments. We have followed the growth of capi-
tal from a small begi,ming to a natural size solely for
the purpose of placing by itself the product of the
final unit of the capital. The fund is used by a
complex society composed of groups and sub-groups,

the sum total of the fund is fixed, and tile growth of
it to its existing size is an imaginary and illustrative
process. The illustration, however, is the more
valuable when it respects the facts of life and keeps
before the mind so much of the action of groups

and sub-groups as suffices to reveal the mechanism
by which, first, the material tissues of each kind of
capital can be maintained and, secondly, the grade
of each kind of capital-goods can be improved.
What is a mere substitution, when a new and ira- Howsubsti-

tutions of
proved tool is put into the place of an old one, be- new_oods
comes a transformation, when the permanent series of for old onesbec<_me

such tools is viewed in its entirety. Here permanent transforma-tions of

capital transforms itself for the better,--leaves infe- permanent
rior bodies and enters better ones,-- when the amount capital

of it increases, while the laboring force remains un-

changed. But it transforms itself for the worse,
when it remains unchanged in amount, while labor
increases. Both transformations are effected by the

agency of the branches of industry that in our sim-
plified table are designated as the H group.



CHAPTER XIX

THE MODE OF APPORTIONING LABOR AND CAPITAL

AMONG INDUSTRIAL GROUPS

WE are now prepared to state the law by which
the entire capital of society at each point in its
growth apportions itself, in certain natural quantities,

among the different groups and sub-groups. That
conception of social capital which we have carried
through our entire study implies such an apportion-

ment as this; for capital does not act as a completely
socialized agent unless society, in some way, contlols
it all and disposes it so as to secure the best results.
This requires that an economic force shall put into
each sub-group in the system a definite and normal

fraction of all the capital that society possesses, much
as physical force levels the surface of a pond by
putting into each part of it a definite fraction of all
the water that it contains.

It is clear that there is a normal apportionment.
In the static state, there must be a given number of
units of capital at A, a given number at A r, a given

number at B, and so on throughout the system.
Rowa What is it that makes these numbers normal ? We
normal ap-
portionment have said that, in a general way, the apportionment
o_laborand is normal, when both labor and capital are uniformlycapital

amongthe productive at all the different points within the sys-sub-groups
is distin- tern--that is, when a unit of labor produces as much
guished, in one sub-group as it does in another, and when a

276
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unit of capital has everywhere the same producing
power. Labor moves to and fro, seeking the points
where it can produce and get the most wealth.
What capital may get at the different points is not

an influence that appeals to labor, for wages only are
what labor is seeking. Capital, likewise, moves to
and fie in the group system, seeking out the points
where it can get the most interest. So far as motives
are concerned, each of these agents is independent of
the other.

Yet neither of these agents can move without affect-
ing the productive power of the other. If any labor
departs from the sub-group A', the capital that re-
mares there will lose something of its own productive

power--will produce per unit fewer goods than be-
fore. As yet we say nothing about values, although
they constitute a second element that must soon be
considered. The first consideration is: How much

power has a unit of labor, on the one hand, or a unit

of capital, on the other, to create goods ? If labor de-
parts from one group, the power of capital to create
commodities is there reduced; and there is, to this

extent, an influence that tends to make capital move
also. As a matter of fact, neither of these producing

agents can move from group to group without exerting
an influence that tends to make the other agent also Amovemont

move. The action of these influences in actual life by oneofthem affects
is highly complex, because different industries are the produc-tive power
related to each other in very detailed and complex of the other.

ways; yet the principle that governs the movement
is in its nature simple. It is not difficult to under-
stand what share of the whole capital of society is
the normal amount for the group A to possess, or
what is the natural amount for B or for C. When

an abnormal amount of capital is found at one of
these points, an influence that is not hard to detect
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sets itself at work to move capital to or from it, as the
case may require.

Capital is moved from group to group by the same
agency which brings about the transformation in its

quality. Both kinds of changes involve the interven-
tion of the H group. If there is an instrument in the
A group that is not to be replaced, and if it has earned
its sinking" fund by creating enough of A "t to pay for

the replacement of it, then this A "_ goes to pay for
another instrument that is capable of being used in
(say) the B group. The men in the H group make,
for example, a tool that will help to make clothing,
instead of one that would have helped to create food.

The entrepreneurs at A thus relinquish a certain quan-
The func- tity of capital, and the entrepreneurs at B receivetion of the
tool-making it. The mechanism by which this transfer is effected
groupm the
movmgof we have just traced, for the self-replacing fund
capital created by one instrument has been used to pay men

for making an instrument of another kind. There
are, of course, cases in which tools may be taken

bodily out of one industry and put into another; but
there are few in which this can be done without

some waste of capital. The regular method of
moving capital, without wasting any of it, is the

one that we have just described. Together with
this moving of fixed capital, there are, of course,
local changes in the amounts of raw materials used,
and these are equivalent to moving circulating capital.

It is to be noted that labor is moved in the same

way. Men can be taken out of one industry and put
into another more easily than can material instru-
ments, since they are more adaptable; and yet the

cases are few in which a workman can change his
occupation with absolutely no waste of productive

energy. If he has learned to work at one occupa-
tion, it requires some time to enable him to work at
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another equally well. Old workmen in highly skilled
occupations can, as a rule, never develop in a new
employment the facility which they have possessed in
the old one. The regular way of moving labor with-
out wasting any of it is to let the son of a work-
man learn a trade that is unlike his father's. The

permanent force of social labor maintains its own tis-

sue in a way that is quite analogous to the way in
which social capital does so. Besides earnin_ a liv-
ing for themselves, men must rear successors who will

take their places in the working series. The moving
of labor from group to group means, then, that the
successors of certain laborers do new kinds of work.

Labor, as a permanent force, may be said to be per-
fectly mobile ; and yet the transfers, if they do not re- A parallel

wa S induce the amount of the force, must be made without whmhlabor

actually changing the places of the men. is moved.

Being, then, quite sure that it is perfectly possible

to move both labor and capital without sacrificing any
part of either of them, we may put before our minds
a society that fulfils the condition of the static state.

The elements are perfectly fluid, but they do not flow.
The condition is like that of a pond, where the

dropping of a pebble into the water would ultimately
move every particle of it, and yet not one particle
stirs. The static group system is one in which a
slight disturbance would cause many transfers of

labor and capital from group to group, and yet not a
single transfer takes place. There is, in other words,

a perfectly normal amount of labor and of capital in
every group and sub-group in the series. How did

it get there ? It is equalized pressure that brought
the surface of the pond to a level ; and it is e_ualized
indueement that produces the static adjustment of
labor and capital in the group system.

We have described, in an earlier chapter, the law
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that controls the apportionment of labor and capital
among all the groups, and have called it the universal
law of economic variation. It acts in consumption ;
and when it operates upon a fixed number of persons,
it causes an increasing amount of consumers' wealth

to have less and less specific utility. That taw thus
regulates values; for goods bring smaller prices, the
more there are of them. The law acts also in pro-
duction, causing an increasing amount of one indus-

trial agent, when it is used in connection with a
fixed amount of another agent, to have per unit less
and less productive power. Labor, for example, in
connection with a fixed amount of capital, produces

fewer and fewer goods per unit, the more there is of
it. The law has to act in both these ways, in order
to apportion labor and capital, in natural amounts,

throughout the industrial system. The general law
that, on the one side, fixes values and, on the other

side, fixes power to produce goods thus has a two-
fold effect ; and the outcome of it all is that a unit

The move- of labor tends, under perfect competition, to have as

mentlaboroftends large a power to produce value in one part of the
to _ve to Jt system as it has in another. A unit of capital showsa umform

value-pro- the same tendency.
ducmg
power, and Let us apportion labor and capital somewhat at ran-
that of capi-
tal doesthe dom throughout the group system. In some places
same we shall have more of both agents than a static ad-

justment calls for, and in some places we shall have

less of both. In some sub-groups we shall have more
of one agent and less of another than a normal ad-
justment would give. If the proportions of labor and

capital within a group are normal, and if there is an
excess of both of these agents within the sub-group,
the effect will show itself simply in the low price of

the product of the industry. The respective products
of labor and of capital, as these products are meas-
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u:'ed in kind, will be normal. Each agent creates the

right amount of goods within the group.
Where, on the other hand, there is too much of

one agent and too little of another, a unit of the
agent that is present in excessive quantity will create
fewer goods than it should, and a unit of the agent
that is present in deficient quantity will create more

g_,ods than it should. It is possible, under these
conditions, that the price of the goods may still be
normal; since, whatever their respective productive-

ness, the two agents together may produce a normal
quantity of the goods. In apportioning labor and
capital among different employments, we can seldom
secure to a group, as a whole, the exact amount of

productive power that static law calls for; and we
can still less hope to secure for the labor and the cap-
ital that go to each sub-group the right amounts of
specific power to create goods in kind. Nearly every

sub-group will, then, produce either too much or too Twoea_
that may

little of its commodity ; and the price of its product throwthe
producttvo

will be either too low or too high. In nearly every pow_ of
sub-group there will be too much labor, as compared laboror ofcapital out
with the amount of capital, or too little. The specific o_tin,form-
power of one of these agents to create goods will be ity.

larger, and that of the other will be smaller, than
static law requires. Under such circumstances, there
will be movements in many directions; as there
would be in a pond, if water were in some way put

into different parts of it in an equally haphazard
way. Nevertheless, the principle that governs such
currents of water as would result is simple, though

the currents themselves may be too complex for trac-

ing; and the same thing is true of the movements of
labor and capital.

Labor and capital move from separate impulses,
since each agent seeks its own interest, and not the
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Interde- interest of the other. The motives of their move-
pondenceof
the move- merits are independent: but their movements are
mentsof interdependent, since neither of them can move with-labor andof

capital, out changing the productive power of the other. As
the result of all this, each one goes where it can pro-
duce the most. Whenever one is placed in such a

position that any movement would diminish its pro-
ductive power, it is under an inducement to stay

where it is. Such an agent, however, may enjoy
for the moment a productive power that is abnor-

mally great; and, if that is the case, it is bound
to lose this excess of productivity by reason of the
movements of other agents. We shall see how this
occurs.

Let us, at first, confine our attention to move-

ments between the general groups, whose incomes

are clearly derived from the sale of completed prod-
ucts. When the price of A "t, for example, is high,
the whole group that makes it is well off; and
when the price falls, this body as a whole becomes
worse off. This change affects the product and the

income of the group as a whole; but there is another
change that affects the product and the pay of labor

within the group; and that, as we have seen, is a
diminution in the amount of this labor or an increase

in the amount of the capital that is used in connec-

tion with it. In general, the returns obtainable by
an agent of production depend, first, on the relation
of the group in which it works to other groups and,
secondly, on the relation of this agent to other

Localpoints agents within its own group. The agent that has
of highest
produc- the largest productive power of all is in a group the
tivity, total output of which is abnormally small; and,

further, this agent is present in the group in an

unnaturally small quantity. Labor would have its
largest wealth-creating power, if it were employed in
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making an article of which the demand exceeded the
supply, so that the value of the article should be
great, and if it were working in shops in which capital
was over-abundant, so that the part of the product
that could be traced to a unit of labor itself would be

large. A single workman might virtually make, in a
year, many pairs of shoes, because of the profusion of
instruments placed in his hands; and yet the price of
the shoes might be high, because of a shortage in the

total supply. Here is the condition of an abnormally
large productivity for this kind of labor.

It is clear that labor would rush to such a point
from groups where opposite conditions existed. This
influx would have two effects. It would first reduce

the specific power of labor to create goods; for, as
soon as there were more laborers in the shops,--

supposing that the capital were adapted, in form, to
the needs of the larger number of workmen,--a par-
ticular worker would be able to make a smaller num-
ber of them than he could make when labor was

scarcer. Moreover, the influx of labor would mean Twocumu-
lative

a greater sum total of these goods for sale, and tile effectson
price would fall. The goods attributable to a its ownpro-ductlve

unit of labor would, then, already have been reduced powerof themovement
in quantity; and they would now also be reduced of oneagent

to such a
in price. The specific product of the labor, as counted point;
in value, would thus be reduced in two ways. Each

man would produce fewer goods than he did before,
and each unit of the goods would sell for less.

What, now, is the effect of such an influx of labor

on the productive power of capital in this group? In

one way it reduces it, while in another way it in-
creases it; and it may end by leaving it not greatly
changed. The more labor there is in the group, the

greater is the specific power of capital there to pro-
duce goods. In this respect, capital steadily gains
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by the influx of labor. On the other hand, this
influx means the enlargement of the total output
of the industry, and a reduced price for its product.

and twomu- Here the capital loses. While there are more goods,
tually neu-
trahzing the origin of which is traceable to a unit of capital,
effects on these goods sell for less than they previously soldthe produc-

t,re power for. Capital loses by the fall of the price of itsof the other

agent, product, though it gains in the quantity of its own
specific product, as measured in kind.

It may be that, after the influx of labor, the capi-

tal of this sub-group is slightly more or slightly less
productive than it is in other industries. The varia-
tion from the normal productivity will, however,
probably be far less than it was in the case of labor.
The original hypothesis assumed that capital was
abundant in the group and also that the price of

its product was high, by reason of a small total out-
put. Under these original conditions, a unit of
capital would produce few goods; but, as the price

of the goods would be high, possibly the power of
a unit of capital to produce value might not be very
abnormal. When the new labor came into the group,

the power of the capital to create value might not
greatly change, for it would be diminished by one
influence and increased by another. The enlarging

power to create goods might, therefore, allow a unit
of capital, in the end, to create about as much value
as it did at the outset.

The power of labor to create value would, then,
have been lessened by two influences working to-

gether, since a unit of it would create fewer goods,
while the goods would bring smaller prices. The spe-

cific power of capital to create value would, on the
other hand, have been reduced in one way and raised

in another. If, as we have said might be the case, the
value-producing power of capital, after the transfer of
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labor had been completed, were either more or less than Sn6hts_-on_ary
it was elsewhere, there would be a slight movement movemelltS

of capital to or from this group. This movement induced.
would quickly make the productive power of this

capital about normal. If capital were flowing into
the sub-group, this movement would reduce the pro-
ductive power of capital in the two ways that we
have described--by diminishing its power to
cre:_te goods, and by bringing down the price
of the goods. It would, however, have very little

effect on labor; for, while it would slightly increase
the total output of goods and would reduce the price
of them, it would increase the quantity of goods
specifically traceable to labor.

It is clear that movements of this kind have the

power to correct disproportions in the quantities of

labor and capital existing within the groups. We
selected for study an industry in which the produc-
tive power of labor was at its maximum--where
labor produced much in goods and goods were high

in price. Such a group exercises the largest attrac-
tive power over labor. The group from which labor
would be most strongly repelled would be the one
iu which these couditions were exactly reversed_
one, namely, in which there should be much labor

relatively to capital, a large aggregate of goods pro- Localpointof minimum
duced and a low price for the goods. Here one man productivity
would produce few goods_ and the goods would be of laUor.
cheap; so that the men would be under the greatest
inducement to move away.

In noting the manner in which a disturbed pond
of water acquires a level surface, we do no harm by
supposing that the identical water of the highest wave
flows into and fills the deepest trough. So, in the

ease of the disturbed sub-groups, we may suppose that
labor rushes from the point where it has the small-
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est productive power to the point where it has the
greatest. If, for local reasons, some of this particu-
lar labor stops on the way, it does not fail to cause

an equal amount of labor to move to the point where
the great deficiency existed; and the effect is the
same as though the identical men in the group where
the labor had the smallest productive power made

their way directly to the group where it had the
largest.

In the group from which the labor moves the
effects are, of course, exactly the opposite of those

which are seen in the group to which it goes. We
said that at first the group where labor was in excess
created a large output of goods and got low prices

for them. The productive power of a single unit
of labor was low, however, because it produced few
goods and because the goods did not sell well.
With every unit of labor that departs from this group,

the remaining labor becomes more productive of goods
and the goods sell better. The labor thus gains doubly

zffectsof in its specific power to produce value. The capital
the movo- in this group loses power to produce goods, but thement of

laborfrom goods gain in value; and, although these influencessuch a point.
may not accurately offset each other in quantity, and
some small movement of capital to or from the sub-

group may still take place, the amount of this move-
ment, as compared with the movement of the labor,
is slight. The changes that take place in this sub-

group are, in short, the antithesis of those which take
place in the group that we first described.

Two influences, then, determine the specific pro-
ductive power of labor and of capital in a group.
One of them is the price of the product, and that

depends on the total amount of it. Another is the
fraction of the product that is attributable to a unit
of labor or to a unit of capital, and this depends on
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the relative amounts of labor and capital within the
group. Where one agent--say, labor--is in excess,
the two influences work together to reduce the amount

of it; while, in the case of the other agent, capital,
the two influences work in opposite ways.

Three possible conditions render an agent compara-
tively unproductive in the group where it is located: Three pos-

sible condi-
(1) It may have a low power to create goods, while t_onsot

abnormally
the goods are of normal value ; (2) it may have a nor- lowproduc-
mal power to create goods, while the goods are abnoro tivlty.
really cheap; or (3)it may have a low power to
produce goods, while the goods have a low value.
The first condition is corrected by a change in the
relative quantities of the labor and the capital in the
group, leaving the gross output of goods unchanged. Mode of

correcting
If labor is the agent that is poorly paid, some labor each.

may move out of this group and some capital may
come into it. The second condition is corrected by a
change in the absolute quantity of goods produced,
leaving the relative amounts of labor and capital es-

sentially unchanged. Both labor and capital may
move out of the group, and the price of the product
may rise. The third condition is corrected by chang-
ing the proportionate amounts of labor and of capi-

tal, and also the total amount of goods produced.
If labor is the poorly paid agent, some of it may
migrate fi'om this industry to others, while no capital
migrates to it. The whole output of this industry
will then be smaller, the pIice of it will be higher,

and the contributory share of a unit of labor, as
compared with that of a unit of capital, will be

larger.
Three opposite conditions make an agent excep- Three con-

dltions of
tionally productive: (1) It may have a large power abnormally

high prod-
to create goods, while the goods are of normal value; uetivity.
(2) it may have a normal power to create goods,
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while the goods are abnormally dear; or (3) it may
have an exceptionally large power to create goods,
while the goods are unnaturally dear. Movements

the reverse of those just described correct these condi-
Mode of tions. Whenever the price of goods is normal, while
correcting
each. one agent is abnormally productive, the other agent

must necessarily be abnormally unproductive. The

one agent will, therefore, move to the group and the
other will move from it at the same time. One

influence tends to raise the price of the goods, while
the other tends to lower it. These influences in time

neutralize each other, and the only effective change
is in the specific powers of each of the agents to pro-
duee goods. This is the adjustment that the condi-

tions required, and it ends by making both of the
agents normally productive. Where the value of
the goods needs to be ehanged, with no change in
the relative powers of labor and of capital to pro-

duee goods, the adjustment is effeeted by an influx
or an efflux of labor and capital moving together.
Where value and comparative productivity have both
to be changed, in order to bring the value-creating

power of labor and of capital to a natural level,
the adjustment is effeeted by the process that we
described at the outset. One agent is moved out of

or into the group by two forces which work to-
gether, while the other agent is affected by two
forces that work against each other. If the two
forces work concurrently in the ease of labor, the
sum of them expresses the amount of force that is

impelling labor to or from the group. If the two
work against each other in the ease of capital, the
difference between them measures the resultant force

that acts on that element.

If we were actually to apportion labor and capital

at haphazard among the different industries, there
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would be a few of them into which both labor and

capital would flow, ill quantities that would be about
uniform ; there would be a few industries from which

labor and capital would flow, in about uniform pro-
portions; and there would be a few into which only
one agent would go, and others from which only one
agent would go. A gieat majority of the industries
would require some compounding of these adjust-

ments--would demand that one agent should go
to them or from them in large quantltes, while the

other should go from them or to them in small quan-
tities. Every nmvement that would thus take place
would be brought about through the action of the
universal law of wriation that we have described. An the

movement8
The greater the amount of one agent that cooperates referable to
with the other, the smaller is the power of a unit one law
of it to create goods; while the greater the amount
of goods produced, the smaller is their value. Agents

that are perfectly mobile would quickly reach a state
of uniform productivity in all industries, by the action
of these influences.

We have spoken of the movement of labor and
capital as though it were spontaneous, and as though
labor, for example, went of its own accord from

place where its productive power was small to a place
where that power was greater. But it is, in reality, Entrepre-neurs the
entrepreneurs who do the movb_g, and it is competi- _o_ersof
tion that makes them do it. Our theoretical assump- labor andcapital.

tion makes the competition of one employer with
another active and certain; and unerring, therefore,
are the transfers of labor and capital that result from

the competition. In every group in which the produc-
tive power of labor is slight, low wages only can be
paid; and labor can be lured away from this group
by the offer of the slightest advance over the rate
that it gets. In our ideal hypothesis, there is no

u
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friction to be overcome: five cents a clay of extra

wages will take labor out of one employment and
into another, and a tenth of one per cent in interest
will move capital.

In the industry where the productive power of labor
is great, the actual pay that the men are getting
depends, however, on the productive power of labol,

not in that group, but in society as a whole. Thel_
is a general rate of wages; and employers in this
group can have laborers for what it costs to get them
out of the other groups, in which their productive

Wagesfixed power is smaller. By doing this they can make a
by the final
productivity profit. For an interval they can hold the difference
of social
labor, and between the pay of labor in the general market and
anentre- its earning power in the industry into which theypreneur's

returnsby bring it. This is, however, a vanishing difference;that of labor
m a sub- for, as competition does its work, it slips through the
group, employers' fingers. The eagerness of different em-

ployers to get a part of th_s profit makes them strive
to anticipate their competitors in enlarging their

working forces; and the enlargement goes on till
the local product of labor is equal to its pay, and
there is no further profit to be gained from this
source.

Movements The movements of capital are brought about in
of capital
causedby a the same way, by the action of entrepre_eurs. Com-
similar petition does it all; profit is the universal lure thatinfluence.

makes the competition work ; and the ultimate goal of
the whole movement is a no-profit state. As the move-
ment proceeds, each bit of entrepreneurs' gain dwin-

dles to nothing. A static state offers no inducement
to further movement ; and that is saying that it offers
no profits, for profits are always an inducement to
such movements. 1 When, therefore, we say that the

1 It is clear that one group cannot keep its profit-making posi-

tion in the system, if entrepreneurs who are making no such net
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productivity of labor is high in one industry, and
that other labor flows into it, what we mean is that

the entrepreneurs in that sub-group are getting the
benefit of the high productivity. They are making
a profit; and the competition of other entrepreneurs
moves the labor into this sub-group, till labor pro-
duces here no more than it gets--that is, till profit
is annihilated.

Any unbalanced state of the group system gives
profits to some one. Too much labor here and too little
there, or any other of the unnatural conditions that
we have just described, means that somewhere labor

creates more than, for the moment, it gets. Its pay
is fixed by its general or social productivity, but here

and there its productive power is above this general
standard. The profit that is here to be had is the

lure to the movement that adjusts the local produo-
tivity of the labor to the general standard. 1

gains are at hberty to enter it. May not all entrepreneurs be
making the same rate of net profits, and making them at the

same time ? May there not be a condition of equal and um-
versal profit ? Clearly not ; for this would be a universal invita-

tion to capitalists to become entrepreneurs and, as such, to bid

against each other for labor and capital till the profit should every-
_here vanish, by being made over to laborers and capitahsts in
the shape of additions to wages and interest. The pay of each of

these agents, therefore, under perfectly free competition, is bound
to stand at the productivity level.

i A difficulty may seem to arise from the fact that a particular
entrepreneur, in changing the amount of labor or capital in hia

establishment, is not greatly affected by a shght change in the value
of the product that may result from his action. A concurrent in-

crease in the capital of a whole sub-group would lower the value

of its product_ but an increase made by one employer might not

do this m any appreciable degree It might chance that the entire
capital of a sub-group would be normal in amount, and that some
employers would have too little and others too much. An em-

ployer who had too little capital, in proportmn to the labor that he
employed, would not be deterred from keeping all his men and

hiring more capital by the fact that he would make his product
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The adjustment that determines how many units

of capital are to be used in one general group, in

connection with a given number of units of labor, is

not the only one that has to be made, since every

sub-group needs to get its normal share of the labor

and the capital of the general group to which it be-

longs. This secondary adjustment is made by the

same play of forces that makes the more general

apportionment between the groups in their entirety.

In every completed commodity there is a distinct

element that constitutes the specific product of each

of the sub-groups that have contributed to the mak-

ing of it. The product of the A' sub-group is, in-

deed, merged and lost in the finished article, A"';

but it is a definable element in that completed article.
It is the difference between A and A'. A itself is the

product of the lowest sub-group in this series; and

the product of the second sub-group is the utility

cheaper; and one who had too much capitM and too little labor
might not be deterred by the same consideration from keeping all
his capital and hiring more men. If this happened often, the whole
sub-group would suffer from lowered prices and would reduce its
labor and capital in an all-around way. It is clear, however, that
it would not happen ; since, with prmes normal, the man with a rela-
tive excess of labor would find his marginal labor not earning its pay,
and would discharge some part of his force ; and the man with an
excess of capital would, for a similar reason, part with some of that.
The labor d_seharged by the first employer should, in theory, go
to the second; and the capital released by the second employer
should go to the first. Such ad]ustments within a sub-group are
more easily and surely made than are adjustments between the
different _-oups and sub-groups. The practmal fact is that each
sub-group attains, by experunent, a knowledge of the normal ratio
of labor to capital which in its own specific industry will give the
best results This ratio then tends to remain more or less fixed.
Enlargements and reductions of output are afterward made by in-
creasing or reducing labor and capital together, and the motive for
the increase or diminution is the state of prices. When the product
of the sub-group is dear, its facilitms for production and its opera-
rive force are enlarged together.
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that it imparts to A in converting it into A r. So
the specific product of the A '1 sub-group is, not the
article A u in its entirety, but the single utility which,

when imparted to A r, converts it into A'. With
this understanding of the nature of the specific prod-
ucts of the different sub-groups, we may apply to
them the whole statement that has been made con-

cerning the more general groups. The term sub-
group may, in fact, be substituted for the term group
in the entire foregoing argument. 1

In movements that take place within one general

group a certain steadying effect is secured by the neces-
sity of preserving a uniform flow of the passive capital-
goods that are ripening into the completed products.
A nice adjustment of the raw materials in different
stages of advancement is always needed. There is a
relation to be maintained between the quantity of A

and the quantity of A _, and between that and the
quantity of A u, etc. For every A" that leaves the
series in a day, one A u must become A "_ in a day;
also one A p must become A', one A must become A r,
and one new A must be created. This does not ira- Thecoor-

ply that there are necessarily in the series as many dinationrequired fol

A's as there are At's, as many Ar's as there are AP's, a uniformflow of

etc. On the contrary, unless it takes the same num- ripening
goods.

ber of hours to prepare an A as it does for that A to
become A r, the number of units of these different pas-

sive goods that are constantly to be found in the series
will be unequal. If it takes ten days to make an A

and twenty days to convert an A into an A _, then a

1 The movements of labor and capital to or from one sub-group

are not necessarily from or to another in the same series. There
is nothing to prevent labor or capital moving from A _to B pt or to

Crrr; and_ if it does so, it is under the twofold influence of price-

and goods-producing power that has been described in the forego-
mg pagea.
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uniformity of rate in the general onflow requires that

there shall be constantly in the stock twice as many
Ar's as A's. Let there be ten A's in the stock, with

a new one added every day ; and let one that has had
ten days of ripening be passed on to the A r group.

Here it requires twenty days for further ripening,
before it can be passed on to the Arr group. If there
are twenty Ar's constantly on hand, one of them can
be passed on every day, in the shape of A r, to the
following group; but, if there are only ten of them,

taking one away daily must mean taking it away
in an unripened state.

If, for example, trees in the forest require twenty
years to fit them for cutting, and if one row is planted
and one row is cut every year, there must be

twenty rows in the forest. The same amount of cut-
ting could be done from a forest consisting of ten
rows, if the trees ripened in ten years ; and even a sin-
gle row would do, if the maturing took only one year.

Again, along the course of a river which is flowing
steadily, the same amount of water passes each point
in a minute; but, where the movement of the

water is rapid, the stream may be narrow and shallow;
while, where the flow is slow, it has to be broad and

deep to give a uniform flow. Accordingly, it is clear
that, if converting A into A r takes ten weeks and con-

verting A r into Arr takes twenty weeks, there must
be twice as many units undergoing manipulation in

the Arr group as there are in the A l group, in order
to give a constant product.

The very existence of circulating capital, or of that
which is in the form of passive capital-goods, is, in the

strictest logic, the result solely of the time that the
transformations of matter require. If we could con-
ceive of them as instantaneous, there would be none

of this capital ; if, the moment that a raw element in
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nature were touched by a worker, it passed through
all the steps of its ripening and emerged as a finished

product, it would be impossible to find passive capital-
goods on hand. If the ripening, without being in-
stantaneous, were very rapid, there would be few of

such goods. But with slow ripening there are many.
Economy, then, in the use of capital requires that

there shall be an accurate adjustment of the rela-
tive quantities of passive capital-goods in the differ-

ent groups of each series; and this adjustment is W,th such
primarily determined by the comparative rapidity eodrdina-tion, in-

with which the ripening process takes place in the d,stryreplemshes
different sut>gtoups. When the correlation is corn- at every

point the
plete, all the labor and capital of each entire group wasting

tissue of
exactly replenishes the waste of tissue of circulating mrculating
capital that takes place when a finished article- say, capital.
an A"--passes out of the hands of organized society
and goes to some individual to be used up. There

is then no industry wasted in making things to be
stored, for there is just enough of the A 'r made to

replace the A rr_that is taken for consumption.
This concerns only the different quantities of cir-

culating capital in the different sub-groups of ono
general group, but there must be at every point a
similarly nice adjustment of fixed capital to circulat-

ing capital. It is uneconomical to whittle two blocks

of wood at a time with one knife, and it is equally
bad to use two knives at a time whittling one block.
Increase the quantity of circulating capital used in

connection with a given amount of fixed capital,
and the former variety will create a smaller and
smaller product per unit." Haxdng plenty of tools to
work with and no material to work on, the product
is nothing. With very little material and a profusion

of tools, the material is worked up very quickly; but

the gross amount transformed in a year is small. Every
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Themode part of this little stock of raw material is, under such
of adjusting
the relative conditions, of great consequence. Reduce the stock
_uantities of

xed capital by one-tenth, and you take much from the daily prod-
andcirculat- uct of the industry, as a whole; add a tenth to theing capital.

stock, and you add much to the output. The s2ecific
productivity of a small amount of circulating capital
thus used in connection with a large amount of fixed

capital is very great. It is possible, evidently, that
a shop may have on hand too little raw material to
give adequate scope to its machinery; and then the
machines produce too little, while the materials pro-
duce relatively too much.

The product of the circulating capita] per unit
grows smaller, as the quantity of it is increased. At

first, it is as though there were one log waiting to be
squared into timber by the axes of a dozen workmen,
who work at a great disadvantage for lack of free play
for their tools. A second log, drawing off six work-

men with their tools, would effect a very large m-
crease of the product. Though the six men cannot

hew one log into shape quite as rapidly as can twelve,
they can do it nearly as rapidly ; and so the advent

of the second unit of raw material, the second log,
may very nearly double the product of the entire in-
dustry. This increase in the output represents an
enormous proportion--several thousand per cent a

year--of the amount of capital embodied in one log.
In this condition, any increase of general capital, if

it is to have its best effect, must take the shape of en-

larging the quantity of passive capital-goods in use.
Doubling the amount of them the second time will
vastly increase the general product; though, in the
nature of the case, it is not likely to increase it as

much as did the former doubling. The active tools
now have much freer play; but, if we continue

increasing the raw materials, there will certainly
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come a time when a further increase of them will

do less in the way of enlarging the product than
will some enlargement or improvement of the active

tools. This means that capital embodied in passive
goods, on the one hand, and that embodied in active
goods, on the other hand, will have reached an equal-
ity in their specific productivity. A unit of circu-
lating capital will then be worth as much to the
entrepreneur as a unit of fixed capital. No more
material in the left hand than can be profitably manip-

ulated by the tool in the right hand, and no more
tools in the right hand than can work advantageously
on the stuff that is held in the left--these are the

principles of adjustment. The organized worker,
society, follows the common-sense rule that a man

would follow in fixing the amounts of the two kinds
of capital; but, in the ease of society, this means a
delicate and elaborate adjustment through all the
minutest details of the production of every article.

Ore and mining machinery, wool and the mills that
are to manufacture it, logs and the saws that are to
cut them--all must be proportioned in quantity;
and these are only a few simple and crude cases of a
coordination_ the minute and delicate details of which

we cannot stop to indicate, which runs through every
occupation that men pursue. In the different sub-
groups of each series, the circulating capital, in the
shape of materials in different stages of advancement,
must be present in certain well-adiusted proportions ;

and the fixed capital must also maintain a certain
relation to the circulating capital. Crowding the
shops at A I with tools and stinting those at A It,

would obviously be uneconomical. But within the
general groups these apportionments are easily made.

Land is one of the active goods, and it must be
adjusted in quantity to the other goods of the same
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general class. There must not be in any industry
so much land that it cannot be advantageously used
in connection with the buildings, tools and machines
that are there combined with it Grant, for example,
that in the production of A in our table there is much

land, in proportion to the other capital-goods, while
in the sub-group at A r there is comparatively little.
The specific productivity of land itself will then be

larger in A than it is in A r, and there will be all
inducement to use less land in the creating of A and

more in the transmuting of A into A r.
The natural and accurate expression for the method

by which land apportions itself among different groups
and sub-groups of the economic system is, that land
shifts itself freely from point to point in the system,
until it attains equalized productivity. The mean-

ing of this term, equalized productivity, will require
special attention, when we reach the point at which
we shall study the rent of land. 1 It does not mean
that one acre is as productive as another, or that

one man will produce as much as another, for there
are differences between men and likewise differences

between acres. Yet there is such a thing as a unit of

land, just as there is such a thing as a unit of labor.

Thequa- As the apportionment of labor throughout the groups
tity of land and sub-groups of industrial society gives a uniformineachcom-

bination productivityper unit,so the apportionmentof landadjustedby
a lawo_ gives uniform productivity per unit of land. Weequaliza-
tion o_spe- shall see in time just what this means, in the way of
eificprod-uctivlty, the adjustment of land to various other producing

agents. What we wish now to note is, that land is
economically mobile. It is the exception to the rule
that capital-goods, as such, cannot be taken out of
one industry and put freely into others. Capital, as
we have seen, is absolutely mobile, while capital-goods

1 See Ch. XXII.
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are usually not so. Land, however, is mobile; and Landmo-bileand to
what we have been saying about it shows that it be treated
cannot develop its full productive power, uuless it versalaSaurn-

moves freely from industry to industry till exactly producer.
the right quantity of it is found in each o_Je. There
is not the full and normal amount of permanent capi-
tal in the form of this capital-good, hind, so long
as one industrial group has more and another has

less than it ought to have. The starting-point in a
really scientific study of land and its rent looks upon
this agent of production as a universal producer, and
thus as helping to create every kind of commodity.
It looks upon the land as apportioning itself, by a
nice adjustment, among all the sub-groups in indus-
trial society. Unscientific is that limited view which,
in the study of rent, holds within the field of vision
only so much land as, in some mysterious fashion, is

given over to creating one particular kind of product.
The rent of land is not the result of the price of
wheat: it is the result of the power of land to create

wealth in a myriad of different forms.
The general law of varying productivity that we

described in an earlier chapter determines, first, how

much circulating capital shall be combined with a
given amount of fixed capital. With the amount of
fixed capital given, more and more units of the cir-
culating kind will produce less and less per unit;
while, with the amount of circulating capital given,
more and more units of the fixed kind will produce

less and less per unit. This law operates in so appor- General
actmn of

tioning the whole amount of capital, as between the the lawof
varying

fixed and the circulating kinds, that a unit of one productlv-
is as productive as a unit of the other. Within the ity.

fixed capital, too, an adjustment has to be made.
Land is one form of such capital; for it contains a

portion of the entire fund that is embodied in active
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instruments and operates to impart utilities rather
than to receive them. This part of the fund is sub-
ject to the law of varying returns. If you combine
more and more land with a given amount of fixed capi-
tal in other forms, you get less and less product per
unit of land. If you combine more and more fixed cap-

ital in other forms with a given amount of land, you
get less product per unit of the other capita]. These
two principles, if they have their full effect, result iu

combining everywhere the right relative quantities
of land and of fixed capital in other concrete shapes.

When we study the whole amount of capital in
one industry, as compared with the whole amount
in another, we have on our hands an elaborate ad-

justment that introduces considerations of value.
What any one kind of business produces, depends

on the price of its product. The law of varying
productivity, to which we have just referred, does
not, however, primarily involve questions of value.
In considering it, we were talking about the power
of different kinds of capital to produce goods,
such. With a certain total amount of capital in one

industry, that total amount has to be apportioned
among the different kinds according to a law of

productivity. Too much fixed capital, combined with
a given amount of circulating capital, means that
the power of a unit of fixed capital to produce
goods is less per unit than it should be. If a shoe
manufacturer, for example, has made such a misadjust-

ment of his working funds, he is getting fewer shoes
in a year than he might get, and he can increase the
output by correcting the error. The law of varying
productivity, in all its applications, means primarily
that, if we put one productive agent in increasing

quantities into combination with another, the increas-
ing agent will produce, in commodity, a smaller and
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smaller product per unit. If, then, within any par-

ticular sub-group--say, A'--we add land, unit by
unit, the land will produce less and less per acre in

the way of concrete things. Thus far no considera-
tion of the value of the goods is introduced.

We said, however, that land apportions itself

among the different groups and sub-groups, until
it is as productive in one as it is in the other. It

has to be moved freely from sub-group to sub-group
until this equality is attained, and the same is true
of artificial capital and of labor. When we are study- Theproduc-tivityof an
ing the combination of these things within a sub-group, agentfirst
the only thing that we have to note is, what part of termseStimatedofin

the sub-group's product--estimating the product only commodity.
in kind- is imputable to each agent. An entrepre-

neur in the shoemaking business, for instance, has
occasion to know, first, how many more cases of
shoes he can make in a year if, without changing
his capital in quantity, he gets a few more men in

his mill. Again, he has occasion to know how many
more shoes he can make in a year, by adding a few

thousand dollars to his general capital. Also he needs
to know whether he can the better increase his prod-

uct, counting the product always in shoes, by using
more fixed and no more circulating capital, or vice
versa. When the fixed capital is to be increased, he
needs to know whether he will turn out more shoes

in a year, if he uses more land without enlarging
his buildings, machinery, etc., than he will if he keeps
his present area of ground and enlarges his mill.

Within the sub-groups, or specific industries, pro-
ductive agents have to be coordinated with each
other--the quantity of each kind has to be deter-
mined; and the first thing that determines this co-
ordination is the specific power of each agent to

produce goods.
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In the end, the whole social supply of the several

productive agents has to be apportioned among the
different industries, so that the right quantity of each

The value one of them may enter into each sub-group. Into thisof the com-
modity a adjustment, moreover, value enters; for the value of
further
element, the shoes that are attributable to a final unit of land

helps to determine how much land shall be used in
the shoe-business. The power of each agent to pro-
duce a commodity is one factor and the value of the

commodity is another factor; while the working of the
two together determines how much of each agent

The prod- there shall be in each sub-group. Each general agentuctzvity of
anagent of social industry is, in short, subject to a law of uni-
lnadeforminUni" form final productivity -- measuring products in value,
terms of and not merely in kind--in all the different uses tovalue.

which it is put.



CHAPTER XX

PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION SYNCHROI_IZED BY

RIGHTLY APPORTIONED CAPITAL

THE law of final productivity that the familiar dia-
gram presents is not yet translated into concrete and
literal terms. We know that, when the agent which
is increasing along the line AD is capital, it is the
productive fund of true capital, rather than the mere

number of capital-goods, which is thus increasing; also,
that the increments are mainly qualitative improve-
ments of the general stock; also, that at any point

in the growth of the fund, it is all apportioned among
the sub-groups according to a certain law; and,
finally, that the forms of it, in each sub-group, are de-
termined by an equally nice adjustment and by the
action of the same law. There are further general
statements, suggested by the same figure, that need
to be expanded into detailed and literal descriptions
of the phenomena of business life. CD, for instance,
measures the rate of interest on capital, and AECD
expresses the total amount of this income. In a

static adjustment of society, no one is "saving money"
and adding to his capital; and therefore the whole
income of capitalists, as a class, comes to them in the

shape of goods that are ripe for consumption. These
are goods of the type of A r/_, B rH and Cfir of the
table that we have often used to illustrate the system

of groups and sub-groups and the mode of producing
303
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wealth of different kinds. Capitalists in all the dif-

ferent sub-groups get a uniform rate of income, in
proportion to their several capitals, and get it in

a uniformly ripened state ; yet capitalists in the sub-
groups, A, B, C--
and, indeed, in all

the sub-groups ex-
cept those in the

uppermost tier in
the table--are pro-

ducing things to-day
that will not them-

selves he ready to use

c for some time to come.

I Weeksormonthsmay
elapse before the cap-

o italists in A can use
any of the things that

they are at this moment working on. But during
the interim they must live. May they not, therefore,
have to borrow commodities from capitalists at A _"

May not the element, time, make trouble, disturb the
simple action of tile law that the diagram expresses,
and make it necessary for capitalists in the lower

Theques- sub-groups to ge_ advances from men in the upper
tion whetherincomesare ones and to pay for these advances9 May not such
advancedby payments disturb the equality of the earnings ofone class to

another, capital at different points in the system ?
The same question arises in connection w_th the

laborers in the different sub-groups. Those at A" r Br_r

and C rrr are making finished goods ; and, if they can
divide their gross products with the capitalists in
their several industries and car D" away from their
mills their own shares of the joint output, they have

only to exchange with each other, in order that each
may at once get his income in the forms in which he
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needs it. Laborersat A, B and C, however,are

apparentlynot in so favorablea position.May not

theyhave togetand pay foradvancesfrom thework-

men inthe uppermosttierof sub-groups,justas the

capitalistsinthelowertiersseem obligedtoget them

from the capitalists in the uppermost tier
The whole question, whether goods are advanced

by one class of persons to another, in order to tide
that other class over an interval of waiting, clearly
has reference, not to the relation of capitalists in

general to laborers in general, but to the relation of
certain sub-groups to other sub-groups in the produc-

ing series. It is the sub-group A r" that must ad- If advancesof (.oil-

vance the stock of the article A t" to all the sub-groups sumers'

that are below it in the series, if any advances at all goodsaremade, they

are needed ; but does it actually make any advances ? must bemade by the

If this term be used in an)- true sense, it must mean highest sub-
groups to

that a stock of passive capital-goods is drawn upon at the lower
one date and replenished at a later date, and that it ones.
stands reduced in size during the interval. Nothing
of this kind, however, takes place. The stocks of A "r,

B r" and C"I are drawn upon and replenished simul-
taneously, like water in a full pipe, with an inflow at
one end and an outflow at the other.

Let us try the experiment in a simple and practi-
cal way, and see whether advances of this kind are
necessary, either by capitahsts to laborers or by one
sub-group to another. Here are three households Illustration

showing
needing water for daily use. Two have capital to that ad-
use, while the third has only labor. One establishes vaneesarenot require4

a pumping plant which raises the water to a high e_therby]abor or by

level; the second furnishes a settling tank and a the lower

filter, which, as it were, "ripens" the water, or makes sub-groups.
it fit for use ; and the third family, having labor only

to put into the combination, does the pumping for
all. The tanks are full, pumping is going on and

X
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the outflow of pure water is continuous. Does the
man who furnished the settling tank advance water
to the man who furnished the pump and to the other

man who is using it ? He gives to them to-day, it is
true, water that is in a more advanced state than the

water they are pumping to-day, but he does not de-
plete his tank in doing it. A true advance would re-
quire that he should drain his tank and let it fill again,
but this he does not do. The apparent storage of
water is only a means of improving the quality of it:

the man imparts a utility to the water, but he does
not change the quantity of it.

Intermittent production, with constant use, of
course, demands storage. Where production is, for

natural reasons, periodic, as in the case of agriculture,
a special store is obviously needed. If the pumping,
in our illustration, could not take place except in the
early morning, it would be necessary to have a reser-
voir of pure water, in addition to the settling tank.

This kind of storage, however, raises questions en-
tirely apart from the problems that arise from the mere
relations of labor to capital, or from those of sub-

Irregular- groups to sub-groups. Where production is constant,
1tiesin pro- there are laborers to be provided for, and there areductionand
consump- whole sub-groups that of themselves produce onlytlon not to

be con- raw matel_als. These all get finished products for
sidered

in solving use, and that without imposing on any one the neees-
this general
problem, sity of making a true advance.

Does the amount of A H_ on hand at any one
time have anything to do with the rate of wages ? 1
The form of wages it affects in a certain way. If the
demand for this kind of finished goods were to be,
not continuous and uniform, but intermittent and

irregular, workers might chance at some time to

1For an early discussionof this subject see Chaptersvii and viii
of The Philosophy of Wealth, by the author of the present work.
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exhaust the stock of it. in that case, they would
have to take their pay in some other form. In a
statm condition, this could occur only in consequence
of the changing seasons. The production of winter

clothing, for instance, might go on through the year;
and there would then be, at the beginning of a cold
season, a stock of it large enough to meet the de-
mand arising at that time. In the absence of such
an intermittent demand, the A"' would be taken for

use as fast as it ripened, and no faster. With the
sub-groups properly balanced, the A" would be

brought to completion as fast as would the A", the
A' and the A. There would be no accumulation

at any part of the line. If more of A were made
than could in the same time be converted into A',

there would ensue a glut of A, a falling of the price
of it, and a quick transfer of labor and capital to the

other sub-groups. Static law thus keeps the sub-
groups balanced in point of size and productive power,
keeps the passive capital-goods in a continuous flow
and makes every one's pay depend on the rate of the

flow. Passive capital-goods are, however, never a
fund, in the normal sense of the term. They are not

kept in storage, except as irregular demands require
this. It is on the rapidity of the flow of ripening Incom_depend _
commodities that income depends. It is all a ques- the rapiditywith which

tion of velocity- of the quantity of A" that ripens goodsripe_
in a given time. 1

1 The amount of A 1'' which ripens in a given time is the prod-

uct of quantity and velocity, since the quantity of unfinished

goods on hand, in connection with the rate at which each piece
moves toward completion, determines the gross amount com-
pleted within a given period. In so far as the quantity of un-

finished goods varies directly as the number of units of labor and

of capital that are at work on them, the quantity of income goods
per unit of labor and of capital depends on mere velocity of move-

ment. The gross quantities of wages and interest are the products
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Capital, apportioned in the ways that have just
been traced, is a requisite of synchronized production
and consumption. Labor and time are the o_dy abso-
lute requisites of production not thus qualified. If
the existence of the natural world and of human

wants and powers be assumed, man has only to
work and to wait in order to create wealth. But,

with capital already on hand and rightly coor-
dinated, labor and its fruits become synchronous.

CoSrdinated capital is, then, a requisite of that pro-
duction which is instantly followed by a ripened and
consumable income. By means of a permanent fund
of capital, adjusted in the ways in which the play of

forces that has just been described would arrange it,
men in all the sub-groups may produce at the same
time and consume at tile same time; and the con-

sumption of all of them may closely accompany their

production.
Eftor_ann In the natural sense of the term, then, the universal
time the
universal requisite of production is effort; but the production
requisiteB, that comes by effort only is certain to cover a period

of time. It separates by an interval the beginning

of the productive operation from the enjoyment of
the first fruits of it. If the man is collecting tree
trunks for a raft, it will be some time before he can

float on it across the stream; and if he i.s making a

hut, in the same primitive way, it will be still longer
before he can get shelter within it. _ It is, however,

of the two factors, quantity and speed of flow ; but the rates de-

pend mainly on speed. How quickly can an A be made and
transformed into an A tr_ ? This is the chmf question to be asked,

in this connection, if what we want is the rate of wages and that
of interest.

1 An unfinished raft is wealth, though it is not yet a consumers'

good. It is a capital-good The first log that is put into position
for the making of the raft is a bit of wealth of this kind. It follows

that for the creation of the beginnings of wealth effort without time
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placticallycertainthatthe man willnot builda hut

inthissimpleway. He c£n do betterby firstmaking

a rude hatchet;aud thismakiug of the hatchetis

the "round-about" method of making goods, of
which Professor yon B_hm-Bawerk h_s spoken, as
the typical fact in capitalistic production. By spend-
ing some time in making a tool and more time in
using it, a man can get a larger and better house in a
month than tie could have secured by working empty-
handed for the same time. The tool adds to his

product; and indirectly, therefore, the time spent in T,mepro-
duetlve

making it does so. becaus_
Tools are productive, but time is the condition of toolsare

getting tools--this is the simple and literal fact.

The round-about or time-consuming mode of using
labor insures efficient capitM-goods. Granting that
time be used for this purpose, we may say that "time
is productive"; but we must be careful to keep in
view the fact that it is the tools secured by time which

do the producing.
When the hatchet has worn itself completely out,

and the fruits of using it are before the man in the
large dwelling, he may look backward to the beginning
of the process, when he faced nature empty-handed,

and say : "Labor has done it all. Work and waiting

is all that is requJmte. We have, however, been careful to keep
m view finished goods, m condition to render thmr services to the

men who make them. For securing these, an amount of time that

is at least appreciable is requisite. Yet one cannot work on raw
material through any permd of time without having a bit of capita]-

goods in his hands undergoing manipulation. The full statement,

therefore, is that, with only man and nature in existence at the out-

set, pmducuon is imUated by labor only, and the mmplest kind of
caIntal-goods is brought at once into existence. Further effort,

extending through time, insures consumers' goods, but not without

manipulating the materials that are in the interim capital-goods.
Capital _s requisite for the creation of wealth in the forms in which

it can satisfy direct wants.
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have given me my goods." The working and the

waiting have, indeed, insured the hatchet, as an inci-
dental result of this way of working. Production
that plans to put its fruits into the future will create
capital-goods as an immediate effect, but labor and
time are enough to make the ultimate effect certain.

Let the man work intelligently through an interval
of time, and the production of consumers" wealth is

An essential sure. The thing, then, that is ultimately essential
fact con-
cerning for production is labor. But if time is to intervene
capital- between the labor and the enjoyment of its frmts, thegoods.

work may be first spent on capital-goods, which are a
requisite of an accelerated rate of production. What

they insure is an added quantity of product. They
are not, however, a requisite of production, as a pro-
cess, for wealth may be created without them.

What, on the other hand, are the requisites of that

production which does not put its fruits into the
future ? What must be given, in order that effort

and the emerging of the product of effort may be
simultaneous? When a savage contents himself
with gathering sticks by hand and throwing them
into his fire, he consumes very little time on each

armful of wood; and an industry conducted on this
plan is conceivable; yet even in this case the wood
that is in transit from the forest to the fire is not

warming the man. The labor and the enjoyment are
not quite synchronous. It would seem that working
with any elaborate outfit of instruments must put the

bringing together of work and enjoyment out of the
Capital- question. Capital-goods would seem to be retarders
goods seem-
ingly Of enjoyment; though, when the enjoyment comes,
retarders of it is clear that they have increased the amount ofenjoyment.

it. If this is their effect, it is certain that enjoy-

ments will always be so retarded. Working without
tools is physically possible but practically impossible.
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Men can do it, but they certainly will not: they
will invariably make the instruments that aid later

work. The first tool that is made separates work
from its fruits--makes the men wait for what

they want, and every added tool means more wait-
ing. Every addition in days of labor to the cost
of a tool extends the interval of time that thrusts

itself before the enjoyment that is to come. The

mass of raw material and enginery by which a mod-
ern society produces is the enormous wedge that
civilization has driven between labor and products.

It is solidified time, or the material result of waiting
on a vast scale. It is the visible testimony to the

fact that some one's labor for present fruits began far
back in the past.

Capital-goods imply waiting for the fruits of labor.
Capital, on the contrary, implies the direct opposite

of this: it is the means of avoiding all waiting. It
is the remover of time intervals--the absolute syn- Capital

the syn-
chronizer of labor and its fruits. It is the means of chronizer ot

labor and
putting civilized man in a position which, so far as fruits.
time is concerned, is akin to that in which the rude
forester stood, when he broke off limbs of dead trees

and laid them on his fire. The very appliances which,

in their extent and complexity, seem in one view to
mean endless waiting, in another view mean no wait-
ing at all but the instantaneous appearance of the
final fruits of every bit of labor that is put forth.

What, now, are the requisites of production in Threerequ_.
sites of

which time intervals do not figure ? Labor, capital production
without the

and organization. Grant these, and the fruits of to- interval

day's effort appear to-day, in the shape of the myriad betweenitand con-

things that civilized men need. Society is an organ- sumption.
ism. Let it work as an organism, with the proper
instruments in its hands, and out of every day's labor
will come in their completed shapes the consumers'
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goodsthatcivilizedlifewillatonceuse. Given eo_

lectivelaborand not individuallabor,and you may
put out of view all those separations of work from its

fruits that appear when we take a different look at
the world as it is. Into the shops go workers, and
out of the shops come goods. The work and the out-

coming of the goods are synchronous.
This synchronization--this bringing together in

time of work of every kind, and the complete ripening
of its virtual product--is the function of what we

have termed capital, in distinction from capital-goods.
Watch a bit of capital-goods--say, a lump of iron
ore just broken off from the bed of similar mineral in
the Mcsaba range. It will make its way to the ships,
traverse the Great Lakes, reach a smelting furnace,
and become, first, a piece of steel and, later, a knife

The action blade. There is a long interval between the begin-
of capital- ning of its career as a capital-good and the beginninggoodscon-
trastedwith of its service as an article of consumption. But watchthat of
capital, the entire capital of the steel-making and the cutlery-

making industries, and you will see this period vanish.
There is always ore in the mine and in the ships, and
steel in the furnaces and in the mills. If society is in

a static condition, there is always the same amount
of it in each department of the extended industry.
As some is withdrawn from each department, more
takes its place; and a fixed amount of "ripening" metal
maintains a continuous existence. As labor goes on

in the department farthest removed from the cutlery
shop,- as the picks break off lumps of ore in the
mine,-- knives ready for use emerge from these

shops; and the essential fact is that some of these
knives are the virtual, though not the literal, product
of the work that is done in the mine. All this results

from the maintenance of a fund of permanent capital.
Let us take the simplest ofillustrations. The water
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that is now flowing into the reservoir of a mill is a
good in the raw state. It will take its turn in mov-

ing the machinery of the mills, but some time will
elapse before it does this. The drops that are at this

instant entering the upper end of the pond will re-
quire time for their passage to the wheel pit. It
takes many days for one of them, which is now ia
its raw state near the inlet, to "ripen" into motion
_mparted to a turbine wheel. The drops, separately
regarded, have periods of production, but the pond
as a whole has no such periods. The water that at
this moment flows into one end of the pond causes an
overflow from the other end, and the overflow moves
the wheel. There is an instantaneous result from the

coming of the "unripe" water, and this is assured by
the full reservoir. It is this permanent quantity of

hydraulic capital that enables the water which to-day
is far from the wheel virtually to move the wheel.

Forget all about the identity of particular drops of
water and the time that each one will take in trav-

ersing the pond, and what you see is an inflow which
at once causes an outflow that moves the wheel.

Capital in the shape of a pond full of water--of
which the constituent drops, indeed, are forever
changing--synchronizes the flow from the inlet
and the moving of the wheel.

Again, let a forest twenty acres in extent suffice to
furnish fire-wood for a family. A tree will mature

in twenty years ; and the forest must be kept intact,
in point of size and maturity, or the supply of wood

will fail. Each year we plant a row of trees along
one side of the forest, and cut a row from the other.

The planting and the cutting are, in a way, simul-
taneous. We do not burn to-day the tree that we

plant to-day; but we do burn a tree, the consuming
of which is made practicable by to-day's planting.
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The tree that is just set is, then, an enabling cause of
the consuming of one that is twenty years old. To
plant a sapling and wait for it to mature would be a

slow way to make a fire ; but to plant one and, by
mean8 of this planting and the maturing of the forest,
to get at once another tree for use, is a quick way to
make a fire. The forest is a synchronizer of labor
and its virtual fruit. The fact that is of practical
consequence is, that if we have once secured the

permanent forest, we need do no waiting for fuel.
The identity of the tree that we burn is of no conse-
quence. To plant one and to burn another, which is

at once made available in consequence of the planting
of the former, is to annihilate the interval that would

have existed, had it been necessary to depend on
one particular tree. The key to success in the effort
to make to-day's work yield to-day's fuel is the sur-

render of the identity of the thing that we are now
working on and that of the thing we at once use.

If, as consumers, we were so made that only the
particular thing which is beginning to take shape
under our hands to-day could satisfy our wants,

then the wants of the present would have to go
Conditions unsatisfied. There would be an interval of pain-
thatwould
make w_t- ful waiting between industry and its fruits. Again,
ing neces- if industry were conducted on such a plan that thesary.

work that to-day begins to fashion a bit of raw mate-

rial had no influence in causing a finished article at
once to emerge at the other end of the line of opera-
tions, then also we should have to wait. As it is,

we wait not at all. It is, in practice, immaterial to

us whether we consume one thing or another that
is exactly like it. Our plan of working enables
the labor that is done on a raw article to cause a

finished one to come into our possession. In the

hydraulic illustrations, the full pond is the condition
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that causes water at the inlet virtually to move the
machinery of the mill. The full pipes furnish the
condition that causes water among the remote hills
virtually to satisfy the wants of the people of the
city. In the case of the forest, the fixed number of

trees maintained in the different stages of maturity
is the condition that enables the planting of a sapling
to furnish fuel. Capital it is, in each case, that does
the synchronizing work. This is a cardinal function
of this social agent of production.

On the ranches of Montana cattle are breeding, Illustrations
of the mode

among the forests of Pennsylvania hides are tanning, in which

in the mills of Brockton shoes are finishing; and, if capitalabolishes

the series of goods in all stages of advancement is waiting.

only kept intact, the cow-boy may have to-day the
shoes that he virtually creates by his efforts. This
result is attainable because of the existence of a com-

plete stock of capital-goods. We must have grow-
ing cattle, hides, tanned leather, partly made shoes

and finished shoes, all maintained in a constant quan-
tity, in order that a certain number of shoes may each
day be taken for use. With sheep in the pastures,
wool in the mills, cloth in the tailoring shops, and
ready-made garments on the retailers' counters, the

labor of the people can, as it were, instantaneously
clothe the people. With a series of capital-goods of
the right kinds once established, the work of to-day
yields its result to-day in the shape of completed
clothes.

A A r A" A 'lr

Let the letters in the above horizontal line repre- The position
of workers

sent such a series of goods in various stages of corn- in the dif-
pletion. A is the raw material, A r is that material ferent sub-

groups of a
somewhat transformed, A _t is the same material _n_.

farther advanced toward completion and A rtr is
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the completed article ready for consumption. Thus
stands the series at the beginning of a working day.
At the end of the day the series stands thus :--

(A) A' A" A'" (A"')

The A p here is the A of the former series, which

has been advanced to its present state by ten hours
of industlT; and at the same time a new A has been
created, as is shown by the letter in parenthesis that
is now prefixed to the series. A rt is the A r of the
former series, which has also been advanced toward

completion. A "r is the earlier A vl, which has now
been made ready for final use. The A p" in the
parenthesis represents the former A m, which has been
taken away to be distributed among all the workers

and the capitalists whose agency has made the con-
suming of it practicable.

There is enough of this A llv to satisfy the claims
of all the workers and all the capitalists in the series ;
and each of them gets his share, and gets it without

waiting. All have been applying their powers to
the stock of capital-goods, in order to keep the series
of goods intact. The withdrawal of the A "_ is called
for by the wants of all of them, and it is foreordained

to take place. In itself alone, it would have made an
inroad on the stock of capital-goods- an inroad that
had to be neutralized. A "r must never be lacking,
and the industry insures that it never shall be. The

creation of a new A and the ripening of each of the
remaining articles of the former series leaves, at the
end of the day, a new series that is the exact dupli-

cate of the former one. At the opening of the second
day of industry, there are the same conditions that
existed at the beginning of the first day. A is wait-

ing to be made into an A r, A r is waiting to be made
into an Arr, A _r is waiting to be made into an A m
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_md A'" is ready to be taken for consumption. At
each point in the series there is a distinct set of men
ready to make the needed transformation, and all these

groups will now act again. Each will do its appointed
work, and at the end of the second day all will again
receive their pay.

This is a picture of organized industry. All the
farms, railroads, mills and shops of the world arc
doillg exactly what we have described, and doing it
on a vast scale. What stands for A"r in the economy

of the world is a vast mass of consumers' goods of
every kind that humanity uses. It is all in process
of creation, by the method that our simple illustra-
tion describes. Each finished article has its series of

uncompleted articles of its own kind behind it. When

one such thing is taken for use, another replaces it.
('oats are bought from the retailers, and other coats
c-me from the workshops to take their places. Cloth

goes to the workshops ; wool goes to the mills ; sheep
are growing up on the Western ranges and yiehting
their fleeces to the shearers. Bread comes from the

bakeries for this evening's use, and other bread re-
1,1aces it. Flour comes from the mills ; wheat from

the elevators, and ultimately from the soil. Every-
where there is the series of capital-goods in various
stages of advancement. Everywhere industry is ap-
plied to this stock of goods, to ripen it, thus making
good the waste of its tissues which results from the

withdrawal of the consumers' goods and keeping tho
series intact.

For the immediate creation of wealth for consump-
tion, then, there is needed: (1) A series of con-
sumers' goods in various stages of advancement;
(2) workers and tools at each point along the line;

(3) simultaneous work. Out of this organization
comes consumers' wealth, yet the supply of pro-
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The relation ducers' wealth never fails. The men keep the stock
of perma-
nent capital of capital-goods from failing. The permanent stock
andt°worktoen- Of shifting capital-goods -- the true capital m keeps

joyment, the men from waiting. 1

1 For an earlier statement of these principles see an article on

"The Genesis of Capital" in the :Yale 2_ev_ew for November, 1893.



CHAPTER XXI

THE THEORY OF ECONOMIC CAUSATI01_

IF a society is static and capital is not increasing_
both wages and interest consist in goods of the type
A "r, B "f and C frpof the illustrative table. They come
into existence in a steady flow that is synchronous
with the productive action of labor and capital in
all the sub-groups, and they go simultaneously to the
men in all of these groups for consumption.

It is capital, as such, which earns the interest that
is embodied in these goods ; and the earnings of it are
made to be uniform- that is, they are made to secure
as much of A Hr, Brpr and C "r to the men in A as

they do to the men at A rrr, at B r_1or elsewhere. The
products of labor are, in a like way, uniform. Is
it certain that capital, as a whole, gets exactly
what it produces? Obviously, what the last unit
of capital gets is what it produces, and that is what

every other unit must take ; but is there not a chance
that the earlier units may be exploited ? The same
question arises in connection with labor: The last

unit of labor gets its product, it may be admitted;
but do the earlier ones get their full product ? Does
the income of the whole body of laborers tend at all,
under natural law, to equal what they produce ? Is
there not an exploitation of all early increments of
labor, if the law of final productivity works in per-
fection ?

319
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Restatement With this question in view, let us revert to theof the law

of_nal familiar graphic statement of the law of final
productivity
as acting on yrouucv, v,vj.
a social
scale

t _
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Letting the amount of capital remain fixed and

causing the amount of labor to be measured by the
line AD, we will go through the imaginary process of
supplying this labor, unit by unit. The first unit,

then, so long as it remains alone, has a vast amount
of capital to coSperate with it. For simplicity, let
us say that each unit of labor is a tenth of the whole
force and that, while the first unit is alone, it has a

profusion of appliances, all of the costliest grade, to
coSperate with it. It is, in fact, aided by ten times
the amount of capital that a single unit will, in the
end, have to aid it. If we are to think of an actual

society- ill which labor is thus, as it were, over-satu-

rated with capital, we shall have to imagine costly
materials, buildings of the most solid and enduring
kind, motive power in abundance, and automatic

machinery of a degree of costliness and perfection
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that is far from having been attained ,_s yet, even in
the departments of industry in which invenUon has
doue its best. With all that machinery to aid it, the

product of the one unit of l_bor will be _normous.
In our figure, we measure the amouut of a unit of

labor by distance along the line AD, and indicate
one unit by a teuth of this line, or the distance AA'.
We may measure the amount of the ptoduct of the
first unit of labor by the area of the figure AB[_'A'.
This area measures the amount of wealth that is

called into existence by one unit of social labor,

assisted by a nearly inconceivable profusion of social
capital; and the wealth measured by this area con-
sists in consumers' goods of every kind, destined for
the use of a whole population.

Let us now add a second unit of labor, the quantity

A'A", measuring the quantity that it produces by the
area A'B'B"A '1. tIere we must be careful. The

quantity that this second increment of labor pro-
duces is, as we have said, measured by the axca of

this second figure. This statement may easily bear Animper-fectfinal
an interpretation that will make the entire theory lead productivity
to an erroneous conclusion_to one, in fact, which theory(._fwages, ira-

is the direct opposite of the truth. With a eertaiu t,ly,_anexploitatmn

interpretation, the statement that the second incre- of labor.

ment of labor produces less than the first may lead to
the inference that,--so long as all are paid at the
same rate,-- nearly all labor is robbed of a part of what
it produces, and that too by the action of competitive
law. This is a natural inference from the law of final

productivity, when it is left incomplete. If one man
produces the value of a dollar and a half a day, while

another produces the value of a dollar, and if each gets
a dollar, there is a clear ca_e of exploitation of labor. 1

1 The most brilliant of early German economists, Von Thimen,

offered a theory that applied a final productivity test to both labor

Y
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The surrender of a share of capital by the first
division of the working force is the important fact

The element here to be considered. With the coming of theneeded for
correcting second increment of labor, tools are multiplied; but

this theory, they are so cheapened that all of them together

and capital, and made wages and interest depend on the result.

In his work_ Der isolirte $'taat, he said that, when new men are

taken hlto an industry,- the tilhng of a farm, for example,- they
produce less than dld the men who were earlier employed. What

the farmer gets by means of the labor of the last man, is what he
pays for the work of every man. Von Thunen also asserted that a
final umt of capital, tested m the same way, shows a similar reduc-

tion in its productive power_ and that the product of the unit last

applied sets the standard of interest.
It is a startling fact that the statements of Von Thfinen did not

lead directly to the solution of the problem of wages and interest

With such a brilliant beginning of a true theory before them, why

should economists still account for the rate of wages, by saying
that it depends on the amount of capital that is foreordained to

be divided among laborers m the form of wages _ Why, also,

should they account for the rate of interest merely by saying that
it depends on demand and supply ? It is doubtless true that

Yon Th_men himself attached far less importance to his final-

productivity formula than he did to that entirely different formula
by which, in his view, the socially desirable and rightful rate of
wages _s expressed; yet it would seem that his statement of the

principle of final productiwty should have put investigators on the

right track.

The explanation is to be found in the incompleteness of Yon
Thunen's actual theory. It was left in a shape in which it not only

fails to reveal the most important fact about wages and interest,

but seems actually to contradmt it. This fact is that, under the

influence of perfectly free competition_ the pay of all labor tends to
equal the product of all labor, and that interest on all capital tends

to conform to the product of all capital

Von Thunen's theory of wages is apparently a theory of the

exploitation of labor. In his illustratmn, there is a certain force of
laborers working on a farm and a man is now added to the force

His presence enables the farmer to glean his fields more closely.

As Yon Thunen suggested, he can now gather a smaller _o-r_le of
potatoes than it was formerly profitable to gather ; and if the new
man is taken in the harvesting season, his product is embodied in

the addition that, m such ways as th_s_ m made to the crop. Thi_
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embody only the original amount of capital. How
do we estimate the specific product of the new incre-
ment of labor? The essential fact is that the new

working force and the old one share alike in the
use of the whole capital, and with its aid they

man, however, produces distinctly less than the men who are before
him in the order of the serms ; and thmr pay is scaled down to his

product. There are express:ons in Von Thunen's d_scuss:on whmh

seem to imply that, in hm own view, the law of final productivity
is a law of exploitation of labor. There are also indmations that

his theory of the final productivity of capital involved a similar

exploitation of the earlier units of capital.
What is first needed, in order to make Von Thunen's statement

cover a principle that is of cardinal importance in eonnectmn with
wages, is a theory of what has been called "imputation," or of

what, in the foregoing chapter, has been called economic causa-

tion. At any one time, all nmts of labor tend to be equMly pro-

ductive. There is, then, no class of workers who are degraded and
virtually robbed, because of the pressure of othem who produce

less than they do and who set the standard of their pay. The

excess of pay that the men on the illustrative farm formerly got is
attributable to the greater product that they .formerly created ; and

that is solely due to the excess of capital which they had in the ear-

lier period. The theory needs to trace to capital, and net to labor,
that extra product which an overplus of capital insures to the men
who, in the assumed case, are made to come early in the series.

It needs, also, in studying the products that arc attmbutable to a
series of units of capital, to use the same discrimination and to

show that the earlier umts of tins agent are not exploited.

As between a theory which asserts that every unit of labor nat-

urally tends to get, as its pay, its entire product and one whmh says
that the great mass of laborers are, by eompetitmn, regularly robbed

of a part of thmr product, the difference m radical, and yet these
theorms may use identmal lan_age, in telling how the pay of all

labor is directly determined. Both may apply to labor the com-
mercial principle of final valuation and say, in effect, that there
cannot be two prices of the same article in the same market -- that
what the last unit of labor brings, all labor brings, and that the

last unit brings what it produces. If it produces less than do other
units, these others are sufferers by their connection with it, for

they lose a part of their products. If, however, all units under
present conditions produce the same amount, there is no robbery
involved in fixing the pay of all by the product of the final oae.
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now create equal amounts of product. The earlier
men have relinquished a half of the capital that they
formerly had; and in making this surrender, these
men of the earlier division have reduced the pro-

Von Thunen's theory is a final productivity theory ; but it needs to
become, m addlUon, a specific product_vzty theory, whmh makes
the pay of each unit of labor conform to its own specific product

A theory that is to explain the adjustment oi wages and interest
needs to make clear what is the nature of that "last dose" of capi-

tal, on the product of which interest depends, and this revolves dis-

criminating between capital and capital-goods. Particularly, also,

does the study need to enlarge its scope, so as to include, not
one industry merely, but the whole system of groups and sub-

groups that make an economm society. The final increment of

labor, the product of whmh fixes wages, is a soclal increment,

some of winch is found in every sub-group in the series, and the
same thmg is true of the final increment of capital. The law of

value is active in making these apportmnments, and it needs to be

included as a part of the theory of dlstmbution as a social phenom-
enon. With Von Thunen's work before us, no one else can claim

as his own the apphcatmn to labor and to caDtal of the principle

of final valuation and the basing of valuation on productivity. A

prospector m a mining country may, indeed, independently discover
and re-occupy an abandoned clmm, and tins is all that one would do

who should re-discover the single principle of final valuatmn of labor

and capital and should stop where Von Thunen stopped Going

farther and discovering laws that tend to bring the products of
different umts of labor at any one Ume to an equality, to bring

the products of different units of capital to an equahty, and to

make wages equal to the entire product of labor and interest equal
to the whole product of capital--this is attaining the essential truth

in the theory of wages and interest ; since it estabhshes the fact that

natural law, so far as it has its way, excludes all spohatmn. Such

further study reveals the fact that what are apparently surplus parts

of the products of early increments of labor are really products of

capital. This result is gained by following the line of study in which
Von Thunen took the lniUal steps ; and it may, pcrhap% give so
much of a Utle to the final result as a miner secures when he

strikes a new vein of metal by using, as an entrance way, an

abandoned shaft that had led only to a deposit of ore of a different
kind. As Von Thiinen did not suspect, the natural law of wages

gives a result that would satisfy his own reqturement, as being
desirable and morally justifiable.
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duetive power of their industry, by the amount that
the extra share of capital formerly imparted to it.

This _eduction measures the amount of product that
is attributable to the relinquished capital. Of prime
importance is this fact that the product which is now

attributable to the first section of the working force,
with its tools and other appliances, has now become
smaller than it formerly was, solely by reason of the
capital that has been taken from it. The excess of

its former product over its present one is not attribu-

table to labor ; and no exploiting of labor takes place,
though each of the two umts now receives less than

the first one formerly received.
Two facts are now clear; and we may state them

briefly in two propositions which include a whole

theory of economic causation -- a theory that tells
to what agency each fraction of a composite social
product is to be traced. (1) The difference between

what the first division of workers created by the use
of the whole capital and what they now create is an Surpluses

connected
amount that is solely attributable to the extra capital withearly
which they formerly had. (2) The difference between incrementsof labor at-

what one increment of labor produced, when it used trlbutable
to capital ;

the whole of the capital, and what two increments tbewhole
product

are now producing, by the aid of that same amount connected
with the

of capital, is attributable solely to the second incre- final incre-

ment of labor. We have, in this way, tested the ment attrib-utableto

specific productivity of a certain amount of capital, labor.

and we have also tested the specific productivity of
one unit of labor.

It is with the latter test that we are immediately
concerned; and what we have been careful to guard AUumtsof

labor at one
against is the notion that, at any one time, there is timeuni-
a difference between the products of different units formlyproductive.
of labor, as such. Each of them, with its share of

the capital, produces one-half of the whole present
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output of the industry; but a half of the present
output is less than was the whole output, when only
one man was working with the aid of the entire
capital. This reduction measures the product of
one-half of the capital, as used by one unit of labor.

On the other hand_ the whole product, now that the
two units of labor are working, is greater than was
the whole product with one working; and this addi-
tion to the product is due solely to an accession of
labor. The amount of the addition measures the

product of that labor and of all labor under the
present changed conditions.

If C stands for the amount of capital that is used
in the industry and if L stands for one unit of labor,
the difference between the product of C �|�and

that of C 4-2 L is the amount that is attributable to
2

one-half of the capital. The difference between the
product of C + 2 L and that of C + L is the amount
that is attributable to a unit of labor. In the first

of these formulas, the minuend is what one man can

produce with the whole capital, and the subtrahend
is what one man can produce with a half of the cap-
ital. In the second formula, the minuend is what

two men can produce with the whole capital, and
the subtrahend is what one man can produce with
the whole of it.

In the following diagram the amount of capital is
not represented, but it remains fixed. The product
that is imputable to one-half of the capital is the area
ABBrA ', minus one-half of the area ABB"A'. The

product that is traceable solely to one unit of labor
is the area ArBtB'A ", and this is now the amount

that is specifically attributable to either of the two
units. It will be seen that here there is no un-

natural cramping of the productive power of the
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second man--there is no limitation of his produce

to the gleanings of any field, agricultural or other.
Each man gets what one unit of labor, under fair
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conditions, creates; while capital gets what is impu-
table to it.

Let us now revert to our graphic statement of the
law of specific productivity. Keeping the original
capital intact, and changing only its forms, let us
add a third unit of labor to the force. The product
of it is the area A"B'rB"'A '''in the figure on the

followingpage; and,ifwe continueto make simi-
lar additionsto the forcetillitis complete,the

product of the last unit of labor will be the area

A'xB'xCD. This is the standard of wages. It is Theproauct
of alllabor

the specific product of any one unit of labor, at the separatedin
detail from

time when there are ten units of it. All that we that of
have said about the product of the second man, capital.
when he was the last one, applies here. Before the
arrival of the tenth man there were nine in the field;

and they were utilizing the whole of the capital,
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having it, of course, in forms adapted to the use of
that number of workers. Each produced an amount
that is measured by the rectangle the sides of which
are A'tl'A Ix and A1xBTM. All of them together pro-
duced the amount that is expressed by the area

AEIBIxA ix. A narrow strip between the lines EF
and EiB TM measures the difference between what nine

men of themselves produce at the time when they

are working in connection with the whole of the

B'
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capital and what the nine men produce when they
are working in connection with nine-tenths of the

capital; for it is fair to consider that, when ten men ,
are using the whole of the fund_ each of them virtu-

ally uses a tenth of it. The area AEFA TM represents
nine-tenths of the product that is specifically attrib-
utable to the whole working force when it has the

entire capital coGperating with it, and of course add-

ing its own further share to the joint product. The
area EE_B_F represents, not the entire addition that
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a certain amount of capital makes to the output of
the industry, but only the addition that an increment
of capital makes to that part of the output of the in-

dustry as a whole which is separately attributable to
labor.

So, when there were eight men at work, each one

produced the amount of A'_lB_l'Bv'l_A_ll; and all of
them together produced the amount AEI_B'_IIA,l'l. A
second narrow strip, between the horizontal lines
E_B _h and E_Bl_, measures the difference between

_vhat eight men of themselves produce when they
have all of the capital coiiperating with them and
what they produce after they have shared the capital
with the ninth man. They give him one-ninth of
the entire capital, and the strip between E_tB_ and
E1B TM, therefore, measures what the eight men lose in

their own productive power by this surrender. In
like manner, when the working force is enlarged
from seven to eight, there is a surrender of one-
eighth of the entire capital and a reduction in the
distinctive product of the labor of the seven men en-

sues. Every per capita reduction of the productive
fund takes something from the amount that is spe-
cifically traceable to the labor of each man. 1

In all the foregoing graphic representation there is a slight
mathematmal inaccuracy, due to the fact that the upper boundary

of the figure is made to be a curve with a continuous downward

trend. Strictly, the whole figure should have been
made of rectangles, and the upper boundary should

have been the tops of the contiguous rectangles. With

ten units of capital one man produces the amount that - - ]

is expressed by the first rectangle in the following
figure ; while, after he has rehnquished one-half of the I
capital to the second man, he produces only the amount iindicated by the smaller rectangle on the right of the

figure. The difference between these areas, or the space I
above the dotted line in the larger rectangle expresses I

the product of five units of capital m the hands of ]
one man, If we continued thus to build up the figure,
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Another Knowing that the area At_B_xCD, in Fig. 1 below,
mode of dis-
tmguishing measures the product of the final unit of labor, we
oftheanproductlabor may be sure that no unit in the working force pro-
fromthat duces less than this amount. Brief statements ofof al]

capital, the law of final productivity may raise the ques-
tion, whether the earlier units of labor in the series

do not produce more than does the last one; but

that they produce as much as does this one cannot be
doubted. AECD, then, is the smallest amount that
can be traced to labor as the cause of its existence.

1i
A h'x D .A A*xD

Fla. 1. FIG. 2

In Fig. 2, let the line AD measure capital in-
stead of labor, let the amount of labor be a fixed

quantity, and let the product of successive units of

capital decline along the curve BC. A'_B_xCD is,
then, the product that the last unit of capital brings
into existence. No other unit of capital produces
any less; and the area AECD is the least that can be

attributed to the entire ten units of capital.
Now, in Fig. 1, EBC is all that is left of the

entire product that is not produced by labor. If

A.ECD, of the second figure, is as large as EBC,
of the first, this amount, EBC, is the product of
capital; since the rectangle A.EGD is certainly the

we should avoid the small inaccuracies just referred to ; but ws
ahould have a somewhat cumbersome mode of description to con-

tend with, when we should describe the figure by letters.
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product of capital. We know that, by our hypothesis
of perfect competition and a complete static adjust-
ment, there is no profit realized by the entrepreneur,
as such; and the figure ABCD cannot contain more
than wages and interest. The amount EBC is, there-
fore, not larger than is AECD of the second, and
all of EBC is the product of capital.

Again, _EBU is shown, in the same way, to be
the product of labor. It is not larger than AECD,
of Fig. 1. The static hypothesis prevents the entire

figure ABCD from containing more than wages and
interest. There is, then, no area in it representing

entrepreneur's profit; and EBC, which equals AECD
of Fig. 1, is the product of labor solely, since the
rectangle AECD measures the least amount that can
be ascribed to labor.

As we have, throughout this study, kept con-
stantly before our eyes the fact that, whenever one
man comes into the force, the capital changes its
forms and adapts xtself to the number of men who
are to use it, so we have to keep as constantly in
mind the fact that the modes of labor itself have to

change in a parallel way. A working force may be
built up, unit by unit, so that the enlargement of the
force seems to be quantitative; but the change in

labor, abstractly regarded, is mainly qualitative.
More effort is expended, as the force enlarges; but. Changesin
it shows itself, not so much in doing things that the charac-ter of labor

were formerly left entirely undone, as it does in cansedbyquantitative

doing nearly everything in a more perfect manner, changesoflabor and

If the work is agricultural, the ground will be more capi_.
evenly fertilized, the seed more uniformly distrib-
uted, etc. This is one type of change that labor, as
a process, undergoes when workers become more

numerous. Another type of change is that which
is caused by the altered character of the tools and
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other appliances that a laborer has to use, as the
force becomes larger, while the amount of the capital
remains the same. Every change in the instru-
ments with which men work changes the mechanical
movements in which work consists. Labor, how-

ever, is capable of being measured in units, as
though it were homogeneous; and there is a prac-
tical method of measuring the product of all of it.

It will be remembered that, in an early chapter,
we described a zone of indifference, within which an

employer can take a very few more men, at the rate
of wages that he is now paying, without sustaining
a loss. In a great establishment, there is often such
a limited elasticity in the size of the working force.

If the establishment were a great farm, an extra man
might somewhere be employed without being forced
to do any gleaning in which he would produce per-
ceptibly less than other men. This man's product
would, as we have said, express the rate of wages.
Men on the zone of indifference are also an aid in

adjusting wages. Our whole study requires that a

lmmrtanee man on this zone in one industry shall be as pro-
of the social ductive as a man on the similar zone in anotherzoneof
indifference, industry. It requires, in fact, that there shall be

a comprehensive zone of indifference extending
through the whole industrial field, and that labor on

all parts of this social zone shall be uniformly pro-
ductive. It is now doubly clear that labor on all

parts of the industrial field has the same degree of

productivity that it has on the marginal zone.
The practical usefulness of this zone lies in its

influence in facilitating competition. A single unit
of labor, in seeking employment, always has alterna-
tives open to it. A young man who has not mastered

a particular craft has many employments open to him,
and can count on getting about what he is worth,
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anywhere on this social zone; and one who, after
learning one trade, has to take up another may often
get a new employment on some new part of this
comprehensive area. An entrepreneur who is enter-
ing a sub-group, as a competitor of the men who are
already there, can gather a force of workers for his
mill by withdrawing men from this large social area
of indifference--from which they may be taken

without causing disturbances, either within any
sub-group or in the relations between the different
sub-groups. The scientific importance of this zone,
however, depends on the test that it affords of the
productive power of all labor. If only the adjust- Antecedent

adj ustmenta
ments which have lately been described have already necessary
taken place, and if labor and capital are now appor- inorder thatthis zone

tioned in a nicely accurate way among the different may afforda standard

industries, the product realized from labor oil this of the pro-
ductlvity of

zone has become an indicator of the product that all labor.

may be attributed to labor everywhere.



CHAPTER XXII

THE LAW OF ECONOMIC CAUSATION APrLIED TO
THE P_ODUCCS OF CONCRETE I_ST_U_ENCS

As capital always consists in goods, it should be
possible to account for the whole earnings of it by

tracing the amount that is specifically created by
each productive instrument. Studies of capital
proper should be confirmed at every point by parallel
studies of capital-goods, and they can be. There is

a simple way of showing the causal connection
between all-capital and all-interest, by showing the
detailed connection between each piece of capital-

goods and its concrete product, or rent.
In the classical idea of rent there is something

which is contras T to popular notions on the subject.

The popular In practical life, almost any concrete instrument of
eonceptmn
of rent. production may become a rent earner; and the thing

that is most frequently spoken of as securing this
kind of income is a building. One may, for example,
"rent" an office, an apartment, a dwelling, a ware-

house, etc. Although the hiring of any one of these
involves hiring a certain quantity of land, that

quantity is frequently minute and is not prominent
in the minds of the parties to the transaction. In

popular usage, the term rent also designates the
earnings of many things to which no land is attached
in the letting: one may, for example, "rent" a ship,
a carriage, a horse, a tool, or any other of a hun-

dred concrete things.
334
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This use of terms in popular speech rests in reality
on the distinction between capital and capital-goods.
Interest is the fraction of itself that permanent The distmc-

tlon between

capital earns; and the capital in the case, while it capitaland
is certainly not thought of as a disembodied abstrac- capital-goods the

tion, is nevertheless regarded as permanent wealth, basisof it.

the concrete and changing forms of which are left
entirely out of sight. Interest is not a fraction of
buildings, ships, horses, etc. : it is a fraction of the

permanent fund that an endless series of such shifting
things embodies.

With rent, on the contrary, it is the concrete forms

that come into prominence. Every instrument that
helps to constitute the permanent fund of capital
earns, during its active existence, a certain definite

quantity of wealth, which can be measured in a lump
sum. The axe may earn two dollars ; the spade, four
dollars; the boat, fifty dollars; the building, a hun-
dred thousand dollars, etc. In all this there is no idea

of a percentage connected with these earnings. We
can, however, reduce that part of the gross product
of an instrument which is really a net income to a

percentage of the va]ue of the instrument. If we
do this, we shall have reduced the rent, with a cer-

tain deduction, to the form of interest. If we make
a distinction between the gross earnings of the in-

strument and the net earnings, by deducting fi'om the
gross earnings the amount that is necessary to replace
the instrument when it is worn out, the net earnings
can be treated as interest on the value of the instru-

ment. If we follow the usage of the market, we
shall, then, use the term rent to include the whole

gross earnings. Thus, the rent of a house is what
the tenant pays for it. But, if the landlord keeps the

house in repair and replaces it when it is worn out,
merely from what the tenant pays, he must set aside
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a sinking fund for that purpose; and only what is
left will become an available income. 1 If we make

this calculation in the case of every instrument in
use, we shall have the net earnings of all the capital-

goods that exist, and we can reduce this amount to
The mode the form of interest, by comparing it with the amount
of _ranslat-
mgrentmto Of the capital that the goods embody. We can, for
interest, this purpose, get the net income of the instruments

in dollars, estimate the aggregate value of the in-

struments in dollars, get the ratio between the two
quantities and, stating the ratio in a decimal frac-
tion, have the rate of interest--the percentage of

itself that capital earns in a given time. If, on the
other hand, we simply make a list of all the instru-
ments that are in use, without reference to their

value, and compute the lump sums that they can

earn in a given time, we shall have the gross earnings
of the instruments in the form of an aggregate rent.
This rent, however, includes a sinking fund that
offsets the wear which causes deterioration of the

whole mass of instruments during this time. In
dynamic conditions ]and usually increases in value,
while in a static state it does not. But even in a

static state most things deteriorate by use. If we
deduct the sinking fund thus made necessary from

the gross rent, we have what we may term net rent_
or the part of the gross rent that is really income.
This is what the owners of the instruments can

use with impunity for personal consumption.

Net rent is, then, nothing more than interest

1 Where a building stands on land that is increasing in value,

a crude kind of book-keeping treats the increased value of the land

as an offset for the diminished value of the building, and therefore

reserves no sinking fund from the earmngs of the building for the

replacement of the structure when it shall be worn out. The whole
rent that the tenant pays is, in that case, not very inaccurately re-

garded as the rent of land and building.
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regarded from another point of view- it is an aggre-
gate of lump sums, each of which represents the net
earnings of some instrument. It is identical in
amount with interest, and it becomes interest the
moment that we reduce it to a fraction of the value

of the instruments that earn it. In a static state,

the only difference between net rent and interest lies
in the manner of computing them. State how many
dollars all capital-goods of every kind earn, above Netrent

and interest
the cost of repairing and replacing them, and you identical

have told what is the net rent of all capital-goods, sumscom-putedin

It is the same as the whole amount of interest, but different
ways.

you translate it into a rate of interest by comparing
it with the value of the capital-goods.

We shall regard the product of permanent capital
as interest, the gross product of all capital-goods as
gross rent, and this same amount, less the cost of

replacing the goods, as net rent. Herein we are
following practical usage in the choice of terms, and
we are expressing a distinction that business men
make between rent and rent-producers, on the one

hand, and interest and interest-producers, on the
other.

Science has proposed a different distinction be-
tween rent and interest. It has tried to confine the

former term to the product of land,--and that, too,

without taking account of changes in the value of
land,_ defining it as what a tenant pays to his land-
lord for the use of the "original and indestructible "
properties of the soil. This usage probably would

never have grown up, if the science of political
economy had originated in America, where land has
always been a commercial article, and where the man

who buys a piece of it reckons whether he can get as
good interest on his investment in that form as he

can in any other. It is, then, obviously very impor-
z
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tant to know whether the usage that is prevalent in
ordinary life is not, after all, really more accurate,
and hence more scientific.

The two distinctions that are usually cited as dif-

ferentiating land and other instruments are: (1)
The quantity of laud is absolutely fixed, while

Two dis- instruments may be multiplied; and (2) the earnings
tinctions
usually Of land consist in differential quantities, obtained by
madebe- comparing the yield of good land with that of poor.tween land

and other "The rent of a piece of land," says the definition, ininstruments.
effect, "is what it produces, minus the product of
the poorest land in use that is tilled or otherwise
utilized by the application of the same amount of
labor and capital." The rigidly fixed amount of
land, then, on the one hand, and the differential way
of reckoning the product of it, on the other, are the
facts on which science has based its practice of treat-

ing this agent as unlike capital and as distinct from
it as an economic agent.

Let us see how much, in a static study, these dis-
tinctions amount to. That capital, in the aggregate,
should be fixed in amount, is one of the conditions

of the static state. This assumption, moreover, ex-

presses what is true at any one moment in a dynamic
state. The gross amount of capital in the world
cannot be instantly changed, and the rate of interest

at this moment is based on the gross amount existing
T_rst at this moment. If dynamic changes were not to
distinction
not appli- occur, the present amount would be the permanent
cable in a
static state, one, and all capital could be treated, like land, as

a fixed quantity. The idea that land is fixed in
amount, and that capital can be increased at will
and to any extent, is really based on an error which
one encounters in economic discussions with weari-

some frequency. It is true, indeed, that if one
particular kind of instrument is highly productive,
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we can multiply the number of such things at will;
and we shall, in fact, multiply it till we reduce the
earnings of these goods. We thus bring the returns
of the capital that is invested m them down to the

rate that corresponds to the general earnings of social
capital. The value of the instrument appears to be
fixed by its cost, while the number of instruments

of this kind is varied according to the earnings. A
piece of land, on the other hand, earns an amount that
the Ricardian formula measures; and the value of

the land is the capitalization of the earnings. Land,

of course, has no cost value, since it is furnished by
nature. In this view, it looks as if, in the case of

land, quantity were fixed, earnings fixed and value

conformed to earnings. It looks as though, in the
case of capital-goods, quantity were variable, value

were variable and earnings were brought into a rela-
tion to the value by a change of quantity.

Let us look again and more carefully. What we
are really comparing is land in general and capital
in one particular form. In the terms of our table,

we are noting the quantity of all land, as an all-
around agent of social production, and that of the Confusionresulting
capital employed in a particular sub-group. In one fromcom-

paringaUcase we are taking a social view, and in the other a landwith
local view. This is a method that has been adopted onekindofcapital-
in many other connections- and never without con- goodw.
fusion.

Let us, then, rather compare all land with all other

capital-goods: let us take all society into the field
of view. In every group and sub-group there is
land, and in every one there is capital in the form
of artificial instruments. Neither the one agent nor
the other can be increased in the aggregate at will.

At any one time, the amount of artificial capital
in existence is as fixed as is the amount of land.
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Within any short time it is impossible to increase

the general fund of artificial capital enough to make
a perceptible difference in the conditions of social

At one time industry. At any one time we have to deal with
all land and
all other definite quantity of land, in combination with a
capital- definite amount of capital in artificial forms. More-goods are

fixedin over, the distinction between land and other capital-their aggre-

gate goods, based on the notion that land cannot beamountfl.
increased and that other things can be, has obviously

no validity in a static study; for the static assump-
tion itself precludes all increase of capital.

Let us see where, if ever, the distinction holds

good: let us take a limited view, confining ourselves
to a particular sub-group. Is it true, even here,
that land cannot be inc, eased, and that capital in
other forms can be? The distinction has as little

application here as it has in the general view. We
can, of course, move more land into this sub-group

by taking it out of others. Land is, in the economic
sense, mobile; since we can cease to use land for one

kind of product and devote it to another. In exactly
the same way, we can increase the amount of capital
in artificial forms--we can take capital out of one

industry and put it into another. In the particular

sub-group on which we are concentrating attention,
we can have more tools and machines, if we want

them. If we are looking at the shoe manufacturing
business, we can have as many stitching machines,

pegging machines, etc., as we wish; but we can
have them quickly only by diverting capital from
other forms of investment. In a static condition of

society, however, we never shall do this, for an eco-
nomic influence prevents it.

Is there a limit on the amount of land that, con-

sistently with economic laws, we can use in this
industry, and no limit on the capital that we can
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thus consistently put there9 Is there an economic
consideration that virtually says: "For the best re-

sults you must have exactly so much land in this
business, while the amount of cat,ltal that you may
have is an uncertain and variable amount? On the

contrary, the quantity of land is fixed in exactly the
same way as is the tluantity of capital in other
shapes. Land is mobile ; artificial capital is mobile ; Bothland

and _trt]-
and the law of variation that we have described m li,.,.d_._pital
an earlier chapter determines exactly how much laml a,_-n,,,_,,le,and tile

there shall be in each sub-group, and exactly how q,mntitlosof them m

much capital in other forms there shall be. 1 Put in one suh-
groll p are

too much land, and the product of the land, estimated _xe,t by a

in goods, is reduced, the wdue of the goods is singlelaw.
reduced, and these two influences act concurrently
to make you take out the excess. Put in too much
capital in other forms, and the same thing happens.
The unit of capital then produces too few goods, and

goods of toosmall vahe. Hence the excess vanishes.
The result of the action of this law is that there

is, in every sub-group, a normal amount of lend and
also a normal amount of capital in other forms.

If you change either amount, you change it for the
worse; for, when you apportion either your land or

your other capital badly, you get a smaller income.
One peculiarity of land is here to be noticed, in
connection with the fact that artificial capital has

no special adaptation to any particular industry. It
ehanges its outward forms freely, as it goes out of one
industry and into another. There is nothing about
its form that ties it permanently to one occupation. Land and

artificial
Some forms of capital, indeed, are very durable ; and capitalare

when capital is invested in them, it cannot easily be transferredfrom group

taken out. Not all the capital can be withdrawn togroup indiffereng

from such an investment without a great deal of ways.
i See pp. 297-Z99.
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delay, for it is there to stay till the instrument wears
out. In general, however, there are enough kinds

of capital-goods in every industry that are quickly
perishable, requiring frequent renewal, to make it
possible to change the form of the capital quickly
and without much waste.

Land, on the other hand, has to be moved bodily,
when it is moved at all. It is possible to change

the form of improvements connected with it, though
doing this too quickly involves a waste ; but the land
itself has to be transferred flora group to group as it
is. We cannot wait for one kind of land to perish
and for a different kind of land to take its place.

The process by which we can move capital without
waste, if we take time enough to do it, is not avail-
able in the case of the indestructible elements in the

soil. When we move land from sub-group to sub-

group, we take it, with all its qualities as they are,
from one to the other. Land has, moreover, its

special adaptations, and it never develops its full
productive power unless those adaptations are
respected. Land that is good for grazing or for
forestry is not equally good for wheat cultivation,
land that is good for market gardening is not

equally good for building sites, and land that is
good for building sites for one purpose is not

equally good for building sites for another purpose.
This fact makes it necessary to modify the law

that apportions land among the different sub-groups.

Special That land which has a special adaptation for one use
aaaptatlonl
of land are may be devoted definitely to that use, with no moral

tobe con- possibility of taking it out of it. If it is necessarymdered.

to reduce the quantity of land thus employed, that
which should be taken out of this department of

business is land that is less preeminently adapted
to it. There is, for example, some land so well
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adapted for grazing and so ill adapted for tillage
that taking it out of the former use and putting it
into the latter would be a pure waste. On the other
hand, there is a great deal of marginal land that is

adapted to either use. In making the adjustment
of quantity between the two industries, we respect
the peculiarities of the land that has marked adapta-

tions and move only that which can be used indiffer-
ently for either purpose. Some land, too, is so
supremely well adapted to be used in building sites
for mercantile structures that we can never think of

using it for anything else. There is, however, mar-
ginal land that is as well adapted for mercantile uses
as it is for residence uses; and when we reduce

the amount of land that is devoted to the one pur-
pose and increase the amount devoted to another, we
do it by transferring some of this indifferent land.

We shall see, when we get our ultimate measure

of value, that there is such a thing as a unit of true
capital in the form of land. 1 For economic purposes, Unite of

capital in
land is to be measured, not by the acre or by the lind;
square foot, but by units of productive efficiency.
Thus, there may be much capital concentrated in a

small piece of land in the heart of New York City,
while there may be very little of it in a whole township
in the Rocky Mountains. But the law that appor-
tions land among different sub-groups so locates it
that every unit of it--that is, every unit of the cap-
ital that it embodies--goes where it will do the

most good. Land that is supremely well adapted to
one use and ill adapted to another represents many

units of capital in the one use and few in the other.
Suppose, now, that it were necessary to take some
land out of the former of these employments and to

put it into the latter. Should we think of taking
I See Ch. XXIV.
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land that, in its present employment, represents ten

units of capital and put it where it will represent
only one unit? That would be suicidal. We shall,
in fact, transfer some of the land which represents
one unit of capital where it is and will represent the
same amount in the place where we are to put it.

That is, we shall try to move land from sub-group
to sub-group without rudely destroying the produc-
tive power that depends on its adaptations. Land
that is worth more per foot or per acre where it is
than it can ever be worth in any other sub-group,

will stay where it is. Land that can be moved
theirten- without any such waste as we have described will be
towarddencya moved freely, till an adjustment is reached which
maximam gives two results: (1) Land, as a whole, will be sototal prod-

uctivlty placed as to develop its maximum productive powerand toward
a uniform --which is equivalent to saying that it will embody
specific
productivity,the largest number of units of capital that it is

capable of embodying. (2) All units of capital in
land will, of course, be uniformly productive.

With this reservation about the kinds of land that

will be chosen, to be taken out of one use and put

into another, the principle that locates land among
the different sub-groups is identical with the prin-
ciple that locates capital in other forms among them.

Capital, in all forms, is brought to a uniformity of
productive power per unit: capital, as a whole, is

brought to its highest efficiency. Mislocating capi-
tal of any kind is reducing the total efficiency of
the fund. Locating capital of all kinds according to
the law of apportionment that we have outlined gives
to the whole of it the largest possible power to pro-

duce. In a static hypothesis, we assume that this
adjustment is made and kept--that the quantity of
land and of other capital in each sub-group is fixed.

We now have to see that the earning power of
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land and that of the other forms of capital are
determined in exactly the same way. Here we take
issue with the second claim of the classical economist

concerning land--namely, that its earnings consi._t
only of surpluses, or differential quantities, while

the earnings of capital are determined otherwise.
We shall find that two things are true: (1) The The earn-

ings of aH
earnings of every kind of capital-goods can be brought instruments

Into the form of surpluses, or differential quantities" maybeviewed as

and land is not unique in this particular. (2) Tile surpluses.but the

returns that capital of any kind can secure for its am,mitts
are not tlxed

owner are determined directly and not residually, residually.
The positive power of each bit of land to create
wealth fixes the rent of it, just as the positive power
of each unit of capital to create wealth fixes the
interest on it. The entreprene_r who hires land does
not make over the rent to the landlord because, after

paying other claims, he has a certain remainder in

his possession. That fact would never compel him
to part with the remainder. He pays over this re-
mainder, indeed; but he does it because each bit of

land has a positive power to produce, and the land-
lord can make the tenant pay the value of the specific

product of it. If this particular entrepreneur will
not pay for a piece of land what it produces, another
will. Competition forces the user of any productive
agent to give to the owner of it the amount that it
brings into existence. What it earns for its owner
is determined directly, not residually.

There are in use lands of every grade, and there
are in use artificial instruments of every grade. The

lowest grade of every instrument produces nothing, A differen-tial form for
and is a no-rent article. Higher grades of every an static

instrument, land included, produce something; and. lncome_
if there is any advantage in calculating the amount

of that something by saying that it is a product of
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the good instrument minus the product of the poorest
one, that calculation will always yield a correct re-
sult, since the product of the poorest one is nothing.

This method of calculation reduces the rent of

everything to a differential quantity; but whether
there is anl/ 81gnificanee in the fact that it is such a
differential quantity or not, depends on how the
margin of utilization is located. What is it that

fixes the grade of the poorest instrument in use, and
determines that all poorer ones shall be neglected or
abandoned? We shall see that there is a single
principle which locates this margin everywhere
which determines how poor a grade of land it will
pay to cultivate, how poor instruments it will pay
to use and how poor a quality of laborers it will be

profitable to employ. The product of any produc-
tive agent is, in fact, just what it can add to the

marginal product of capital and labor. If the groups
are in a normal condition, these marginal earnings
are uniform in all of them and arc the standards of

social wages and interest. The product of any spe-
cific agent is what it can add to the product of the
labor and the capital that work with it, when these

products are thus computed on a marginal basis.
For measuring a unit of labor we need a standard,

and we shall soon get it. Provisionally we may use,
as a unit, a day's labor of a man of average quality.

Provisional The term "average quality," it may be admitted,
unitsof
_borand requires and will soon receive definition. Capital,
capital, also, has to be measured in units; and we may pro-

visionally take, as a unit, whatever improvement can
be made in the working equipment of any group by

; a certain number of days' labor of the standard or
average kind. Additional labor put into the shops
that make instruments of production will have the

effect of turning out either more tools or better ones.
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In one case, they make a quantitative addition to
the capital-goods; in the other case, they make a
qualitative addition; but in any case they make an
addition, and we now need to recognize the fact that
this increase of productive wealth, which is due solely
to the labor of a certain number of men working for

a given time, can be treated as a unit of capital.
From the studies that we have already made, we

know that such units of labor and such units of cap-
ital create definite amounts of produce. The prod-

uct of a marginal unit is obviously a definable thing;
for if labor, in any combination in which it finds

itself, produces less than the marginal amount, it
will get out of the combination. Also, if a unit of
capital anywhere produces less than its marginal prod-
uct, it will disentangle itself from the combination
that has handicapped it, and will bestow itself at a
point where it will be marginal capital and will get
its normal return.

Now we are ready to locate the margin of utilization, Ageneral
mar gnn of

not alone of land, but of all other instruments. There utilization

is land so poor that it adds nothing to the marginal foran in-struments.

product of the labor and the capital that are combined
with it. If it were one grade poorer, it would yield
less than this amount, and the labor and the capital
would withdraw from it and would seek to locate

themselves elsewhere on the margin of employ-

ment, where they could make normal earnings.
This land is the poorest that can be used, with-

out in some degree wasting the other agents. A
better grade of land, however, adds something to
the marginal product of labor and capital used in
connection with it; and this addition is the true

product of this land -- the rent of the land. It is the
gross product of the land, minus the wages and the
interest of the labor and the capital that work on it.
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It seems, then, that wages and interest, rather
than the product of the poorest land in use, tilled
with a certain amount of labor and capital, constitute
the standard by which the product of land is to be
measured. The fact is that wages and interest locate

How in the the margin. They determine how poor a grade ofcase of land
this margin land it will pay to utilize. We follow the grada-
islocated, tions of land downward till we get a piece that adds

nothing to the marginal product of labor and capital,
which is the same as saying that a piece produces
nothing more than wages and interest. There we
stop. We thus extend the margin of utilization of
land just to the point at which wages and interest
are afforded. The term "gross product of marginal
land, tilled with a certain amount of labor and capi-
tal" is a cumbersome expression for "the wages and
the interest of that amount of labor and capital." 1

1This is not the only objection to using the old expression. .a
more serious objection lies in the possible imphcatmn that, if we
were to extend the margin, we should necessarily increase rent. and
should do it by wrtue of the extension. A forced or blundering
extension of the margin, however, would not add to rent. The
loeatmn of the margin is not the cause of rent. The power of land
to add something to wages and interest is that cause, and wages
and interest arc the true subtrahend to be used in determining rent.

Let us revert to what is certainly a general and defensible for-
mula for rent. It is a net product. It L_what any instrument can
add to the marginal product of labor and capital. It is what the
industrial world would lose outright, if that instrument were taken
away. The advance of the margin of utilizatl,_n is a c_rcum_tance
that accompanies and reveals an increase in the productive power,
and in the consequent rent, of an agent of production. Nothing can
make a good piece of land produce more than it now does that will
not also make the poorest piece in use produce something more.
Whatever does this will also have the effect of making a still poorer
piece-- which formerly produced a minus quantity, if it was used at
all, since it handicapped the agents combined with it--produce
something. This piece of land, by virtue of a change of conditions,

_' ceases to be a drag on labor and on auxiliary capital, and is pro-
rooted to the position of no-rent land. Land that is still poorer,
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The rent of anything else is, in like manner, its

true product. It is what society would not have
without it. If the labor and the auxiliary capital

that are used on an antiquated ship, a worn-out
machine or an old building can he just as well used
elsewhere, by becoming marginal 1,_bor and capital,

society gains nothfi_g by using these things; and
their product--that is, their rent--is nil. These
instruments have lost their combining power, or their

capacity to enter into a combimttion with labor and
calAtal in a way that adds something to the inde-
pendent product of these agents.

It is clear that we can always measure the rent of

a good instrument of any kind, by comparing the
product of it with that of an instrument that is at
the point of abandonment. The rent is always the
ne_ product, minus nothing; and the poorest instru-
ment is the one that produces nothing. There is,

and that, if used at all, would have inflicted a still greater loss on

the agents that combined themselves with it, m)w inflicts a smaller
loss on them. II is promoted from the position of land that is by

two de_rees below the marginal grade to land that is but one degree
below it. In short, an all-around increase of rent has taken 1)lace :

land of every sort has acqmred an mcrea._ed productive po_er or a

smaller destructive power. Land that produced som(.thlng n(_ prr,-
duces more ; land that produced n:)thmg now pre)dueeu s,)metbing;

land that destroyed a small amount now neither destroys nor pro-

duces anything, lands that would have destr,*yed larger quantltms,

if they h,_d been used, under the new conditions destroy less. An
all-around infu_,)n of productive p:_wer into land carrms w_th it an
extension of the margin of utilization. We utilize all grades to

the zero hne, and that is now below the former line.

In saying that the rates of wages and of interest locate the maxgin

of land, we do not overlook the fact that the product of labor on

marginal laud enters iu a minute degree into the determination of
wa_es and interest. This point has been fully distressed in an

earlmr chapter. In the main, wages are what a unit of labor can

produce by adding itself to all the other labor and to the great
mass of capital, including instruments of all kinds and land of all

grades, that are already in use.
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A valueie_ however, no value in this periphrase; and there is
periphrase.

some danger in using it. It is simpler to say: The
rent of any instrument is its net product. This, the
only product that is imputable to it, is what it can
add to the marginal product of the agents used in

connection with it. This formula removes the danger
that comes from supposing that the extension of the
margin of utilization is the cause of an increase of
rent. The truth is, that it is the increase of rent

which extends the margin.
In pure theory one might even measure wages in

the concrete way in which we are measuring the
product of instruments; for he might apply the rent

Thepossi- formula to men of different personal qualities.
bihty of
reducingan There are to be found workers with so little power
wages to
rentof to create wealth that it does not pay to intrust any
person_l capital to their hands. Rather than give to them asuperiority.

bit of land, with the tools and seeds needed for cul-

tivation, it would be expedient to add the land to

the holdings of some efficient producer, who already
has an adequate amount of it. There the piece
would be a marginal increment of/and, adding itself
to the other productive agents in the entrepreneur's
hands, and it would make a net addition to his out-

put of produce. This net addition would be the

product normally imputable to the land. It would
be a larger product than the land could create in the
hands of the inefficient worker. Auxiliary capital,
too, cannot profitably be left in inefficient hands. It
is better to withdraw it and make marginal capital

of it elsewhere. This application would afford the
four types of rent to which attention was called in

i the thirteenth chapter. 1 We applied the principle
which is familiar in connection with land first to

capital in its entirety and then to the social force of
See note on page 192.
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laborin itsentirety;and we thusobtaineda general

law of interes_and wages. We then appliedthis

principleconcretelyto particularcapitalgoods,and
in a likeway we may applyittoparticularmen.

There are,in fact,few no-rentmen in actual

employment; and the reason for this is clear, since
work involves a sacrifice, and it does not pay to
incur the sacrifice unless the earnings be a positive

quantity. In those times and places in which child
labor has been employed, with little regard for the
welfare of the victims, labor that was not at the

no-rent point, but very near it, has been pressed into
service. But, where the sacrifice entailed by labor is,

in some way, neutralized by a benefit that wolk con-
fers, labor which creates literally nothing may some-

times be employed. Lunatics or prisoners may be
kept at work, in order that they may secure fresti air
and exercise, even though tim amount of capital that

they use, if it were withdrawn from their hands and
turned into marginal capital, would produce as much
as it does when it is used by them. In such a case

the product imputable to their labor is nil.
The existence of any no-rent labor enables us to

make the rent formula general and to apply it
to every concrete agent of production. Men, land

and capital-goods of other kinds produce something
that can be measured by this formula. The product
of any one of them is the difference between what is
created by the aid of it and what the same coSperating

agents that are now combined with it could produce,
if they were relegated to the position of marginal
agents of their several kinds. This is one way of
saying that the product of any agent is what it creates

as a net income; and we can deduct the product Therent
created by the poorest agent of the kind,--which is formula

made

nothing,_ if we wish to do so. The product of any uniwrta.
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agent is, in short, what it contributes to the total

output of industry; and the reduction of such a
product to a differential sum is useless, since finding
what any agent adds to the marginal product of other
agents combined with it is all that is necessary.

The location of the several margins of utilization
is effected by one comprehensive law. .Entrepreneurs
stop using anything, when they find that it adds
nothing to the marginal product of other agents.
Independently of all considerations of humanity,
they would, from mere self-interest, stop employing

the labor of a child or of a disabled person, if his work
added nothing to the interest of the capital that they
would have to put into his hands. They would
likewise throw any instrume_lt out of use, when it
lost its combining power --its capacity to add to

the independent product imputable to laborers and
to other instruments combined with it. The margins
of utilizatmn of men, of tools, of land, etc., are all

fixed in the same way; and they all advance and
recede according to one universal law. While this

advance and this recession are subjects of study
under economic dynamics, we may note now the uni-
versality of the law that locates them at any one
time. All depends on the quantities of the several

agents that are brought together. If capital of all
kinds, including land, were very abundant, it would
be possible to employ very poor grades of labor.
The abundant capital would mean a high rate of

wages; and this might render unnecessary the
work of children, invalids, cripples and aged
persons. Abundant capital would, however, lead to

_!, the employment of such able-bodied persons as might

_ formerly have been excluded from employment,
because they were below the grade of intelligence
or skill that, under the former conditions, was
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requisite.For suchworkers,increasingabundance

of capital would extend the margin of employment.
Again, an ablmdance of labor would, so far as it

went, insure the employment of poor lands, poor
tools, poor buildings, etc. In practice, this would

mean that perishable instruments would ha_ c a long
lifetime. We should repair the old ship and sail it
a year or two longer than we should if labor were
scarcer; and we should likewise prolong the _/se of
the worn tool, the rickety machine, etc. In a static
state, there is in use a constant quantity of perishable

tools of every kind. If a machine steadily deterio-
rates from the time it is made, aad if we make one

every year and use it for six years, we have six How.m a
static state,

such machines in constant use. But if we use each marginsare
maintained

one for seven years, we have seven in constant use. a_,l h.w
Much labor calls for a great number of instruments, quantitiesof the sev-

and one way to get them is to use each one for a eral agents
arc kept

longer time. When the world is crowded with constant.

people, the margin of utilization of all capital-
goods is pressed fitr outward--just as, in familiar
theories, is the margin of cultivation of land.

Nothing is really labor, in the economic sense, that
consists in the effort of laborers who are below the

marginal grade; and nothing is really capital that
consists in instruments of any kind--land, tools,
buildings, etc._that are at or beyond the point of
abandonment. True labor is always productive,

though there may be unproductive effort. In the
same way, true capital is always productive, though
there are land and tools that are too poor to create

anything. In the case of laborers, therefore, the
marginal line separates persons who represent true
labor from persons who do not; and in the case of
instruments, the marginal line separates those that

embody true capital from those that do not.
2A



CHAPTER XXIII

THE RELATION OF ALL RENTS TO VALUE

THUS TO GROUP DISTRIBUTION

ONE detail of great importance remains to be sup-

plied in the outline of the theory of wages and
interest. This is a unit for measuring wealth in all
its forms. Both wages and interest change when
the quantity of capital changes, and a unit is needed
for so measuring capital as to give a result that is
an absolute sum. Such a unit will soon be supplied.

It is best, however, before leaving the subject of rents
and beginning the quest for an ultimate unit of value,
that we should make sure that no embarrassment has

been created by resolving all wages and interest into
surpluses that are of the nature of rents. It has, for

t
example, been a current belief that "rent is not an ele-
ment in value" and that interest is such an element.

In discovering that rent and interest are, in substance,

identical, though they are differenth" viewed and
computed, it would seem that we have found either
that interest is not, or that rent is, an element in

Rent uni- determining value. The fact is, that rent is uni-
versallyan veI_ally an element in the determining of valueselement in

the deter- and prices. Moreover, as values have an influencemining of
values, that controls group distribution, whatever controls

them governs that general division of the social
income that takes place between the different specific

, industries, or groups.
354
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We have noticed the nice apportionment of labor

and capital among the different sub-groups which is
necessary in order that values may be normal. There
must be in each sub-group, not only the exact amount

of capital that unhindered competition would put
there, but also the exact amount of every kind of Valuesde-pendent
capital that competition would put there, or else on theaw

portmnment
values are in a disturbed and abnormal state. There of laborand
must be the right amounts of fixed capital and of cir- capitalamong the

culating capital, and there must be the right amount producinggroups.
of land as compared with fixed capital in other forms.

If you take out of one occupation a quantity of land
that perfectly free competition would naturally place
there and put it into another occupation, you cause
to be created less of one product, and more of another,
than the perfect action of natural law calls for.

Exactly the same thing is true of every agent of
production. When competition has its way, it puts

a certain amount of each agent into each sub-group;
and you cannot make the amount less or more with-

out making the quantity of the product smaller or
greater, and the price of it greater or smaller, than
a perfect action of natural law requires. Wherever
the quantity of a product is unnatural, the value of
it is also unnatural.

It appears, then, that the amount of a productive

agent that is at work in a sub-group is an element
determining the value of the product. The amounts
of all kinds of natural agents that are present in any
sub-group are, likewise, the regular determinants of
value. They are such, because of the amounts of

different goods that they create; for the product
of every one of the agents enters into the supply of
the goods that is put on the market.

This product of an agent, concretely regarded, is
the rent of it. Thus, the rent of the tool in the
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The product shoe factory is essentially the number of pairs of
of an agentthat is shoes the existence of which can be traced to the
assigned to
a groupis tool. Similarly, the rent of a square rod of land
_herent of utilized by the shoe factory is essentially the numberthat agent.

of pairs of shoes the creation of which is referable to
that amount of land. Regard the land as marginal,
contract the area occupied by the shoe factory just

enough to take out a square rod of it, leave the other
capital unchanged in amount--although changed
in shape, because of the contracted area --and you
find that you produce a certain number of shoes the
less every year. The reduction of the output due
to the withdrawal of the land, or the addition that
would be due to the restoration of it, is the rent of

the laud. The real rent of land, as of everything
else, consists in goods that the land virtually creates ;
and these enter into the supply of such goods and

Land notan help to determine their value. Rent is primarily to
exception.
The product b_ regarded as a product traceable to a concrete agent,
of it an ele-
ment in oi' as a distinguishable part of supply. The rent of
aupply, land, then, as the concrete product imputable to

land, is emphatically an element in determining
value. The rents of all the agents of production
constitute, when society is in a natural static con-

dition, the entire supply of goods; and the supply
that is furnished by any one of them- or, in other
words, the concrete rent of it--is, of course, one of

the value-determining elements.
So far as values are merely relative, it is the appor-

tionment of the producing agents among the different
sub-groups that determines them. Moving any one

of the agents from sub-group to sub-group changes
i values; and, as we have said, putting a perfectly

normal amount of each agent into each sub-group
makes relative values normal. There is a sense,

however, in which values are not merely reciprocal;
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for it is possible to get an absolute unit of value, by
means of which we can add all values and get a sum
total. If article A is worth a half of article B, and
a third of article C, this fact enables us to state the

value of any one in terms of the other two; but it

does not enable us to get the sum total of the value
of all three. Reciprocal comparisons yield no sums.
If, however, the values of A, B and C can be meas-

ured in something that is distinct from them all, we

can get the sum of the values of these three things.
Now, it is possible to get such a sum total of Thcposli-

bflity of
values; and, whenever we get it, we shall find that gettm_ a

rent is an element in determining it. Rent is sumoxvalues.

product, as we have said; and the sum of all the
products of the different agents that are at work,

measured in terms of an absolute unit of value, gives
the total of all values produced. Every agent must
create just what it does, or the sum of values created

will be different from what it is. Suppress or

diminish the productive action of an agent--or
reduce the rent of it--and you reduce the sum of

values created. Disturb the natural apportionment
of the producing agents among the sub-groups, and
you somewhat reduce their aggregate productivity--
that is, reduce the sum of values that they create, if
values be measured in absolute units.

Rent, then, is an element in determining, not only Rent an ele-

relative values, but the sum of values created. It mentin
constituting

is all this, because it is itself identical with supply, sucha 8u_.
The rent of the land in a particular indust_ T is the
pa_ of the supply of the product of that industry
which is traceable to the ]and. The rent of all land

used in production is that part of the supply of com-
modities in genera] that is traceable to land. Rent
and imputed supply, or partial supply traced to one

agent, are synonymous terms; and comparative sup-
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ply fixes relative values, while total supply fixes
total values.

"Rent is not an element in price "-- such is the

classical statement on the subject. It even expresses
a view that is now prevalent. The expression itself
however, is vague. It seems to mean that the fact
of rent plays no part in the adjustment of values,

and that things would exchange for one another in
exactly the ratios in which they now do, if there

Theclai-_ were no such thing as rent. But, if one defines rentthat rent is

notan cle- as product imputable to a concrete agent, the im-
mentin possibility of maintaining such a claim becomesad]ustmg

values apparent. Even if one were to restrict the termrefuted by

definingrent rent to the product created by land, the claim thatas product

imputable it is not an element in adjusting market values
to a concrete
agent, would be absurd; for it would amount to saying that

a certain part of the output of every kind of goods
has no effect on their market value. The "price"
referred to in the formula is, of course, the market

value expressed in units of currency.
What the classical economists have really tried to

prove is that, so far as price is concerned, it is of no

consequence who gets rent. Their argument merely
establishes the fact that the destination of rent, as

an income or share in distribution, is of no impor-

tance in affecting prices. The proof that is given
is essentially the following: Of the supply of such
an article as wheat, some part comes from no-rent

The tradi- land. The demand for this cereal has brought this
tional argU-
ment _or land into utilization, by raising the price to the point
proving that
rent is not at which it can profitably be cultivated. At this
an element price a certain definite quantity of wheat is wanted,
in adjusting

v_u_. but it cannot be had without resorting to this land
I of lowest quality. The price, therefore, conforms to

the cost of production on this area. The crop that

I is here secured is conceived of as in a sense the
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"most expensive "' part of the supply of wheat, or the

part that is raised at "the greatest disadvantage."
Whether, from an entrepre_eur's point of view, a

bushel of wheat procured by using labor and auxiliary
capital on no-rent land is really created at a greater
disadvantage and is more costly than a bushel that
is raised on good land, is a problem that is worthy
of further attention; and we will return to it. We

shall find that to the entrepreneur the cost of all the
different bushels is uniform, and that it is equal to

the price, if static law works perfectly. What we
now have to note is that the cost of wheat raised on

no-rent land, as well as that of other wheat, does

certainly equal and express the normal price of this
cereal.

If the proprietor of superior land were to say, "I
will take no rent for it," this would not make wheat

cheaper. The supply would not be changed ; for the
same quantity would be raised, the marginal amount
raised on the no-rent land would be needed and would

be bought at the former price, and all other parts of
the supply would command the same rate. The
farmers who use the good tract of land would still
be able to sell their wheat at _he price that they now

get for it, and they would add the remitted rent to
their own gains. This condition, however, leaves
rent in existence, and not reduced in the slightest

degree in amount. It leaves it, indeed, in the hands
of the farmers instead of in those of the landlords ; but

the price of wheat is not affected by this transfer.
What the argument really establishes is the fact that
it makes no difference, so far as price is concerned,
whether landlords or farmers pocket the income called

rent-- the money received for that part of the wheat
crop that is traceable to land.

The argument may be carried farther. The farmers
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may say, "We will not keep the rent, but will pass
it on to our laborers. We will divide it, in a 2re rata
way, among all who work on the farms." This, again,
will not make wheat cheaper; for the marginal quan-

tity of it will still be needed and will be paid for
at a rate that makes good the cost of getting it.
Therefore, whether landlords, farmers or laborers

absorb rent, the rent will exist, so long as land adds

its quota to the supply ; and the price will be constant.
We may go still further with the argument. The

laborers may decline to take the premium on wages
which the farmers offer to give to them. In their
beneficence, they may resolve to give it to the public.
Even this will not affect the price of the wheat sup-

ply, as a whole. If the farmers sell the wheat and
give the money that would represent rent to the
laborers, the only way in which these men can give
it to the public will be by some eccentric and arbi-

trary plan of distribution. The wheat will still have
been sold at the regular rate. If, however, the rent
is made over to the workers in kind, and if they
are determined not to keep it, they will have to

devise a method of giving away that part of the
supply. Whatever is sold will, despite all these
complications, bring the former price.

I This whole argument concerns, not the existence

of rent, but the disposition of it as an income. Not
one of the hypotheses that have here been made, fol-

lowing the line of the classical argument, annihilates
the element, rent: the product attributable to land
still exists. There is a definite number of bushels

of wheat somewhere in the granaries that has been

brought into existence by the agency of good land.
This wheat is, in reality, the rent of the land; and
some one has the _¢alue of it as an income. The fact

that one person rather than another has this income
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is not anything that affects values, and this is all
that the traditional argument proves. It establishes

the fact that the European system of landlord alld The argu-
ment really

tenant leaves values where they would be, if the land proves that

were the property of the cultivators or of the nation systems,,flandholding
as a whole. Under either of these conditions, rent do not deter-mine values.
would exist; and it would constitute an element in

supply that would affect value. _
It is a striking fact--but one hitherto much

neglected--that similar conclusions apply to the
product of every other agent. The principle of rent
may be applied, as we have seen, to the concrete
products of all artificial capital-goods, and even to
tho_e of workmen. In the same inaccurate sense in

which it may be said thaL the rent of land is not an
element in price, the rents of tools, etc., and those
of men themselves, or interest and wages, are not,
elements in price. It makes no difference who gets The tradi-

tional argu-
these amounts. Price remains the same, whether ment re-

peated and
we take one of them away from the persons who now applied to

get it and bestow it on others, or leave _t where it capital-goods and

is. We can repeat, word for word, the argument tolaborerJ.

concerning the rent of land, making it apply to the

1 The hypothesis that comes nearest to annihilating rent m one
that makes all land free, and allows laborers and capltalmts to

resort to all parts of it at their pleasure. Thus, if ten men wished
to ctflt_vate an acre of very produeUve land, they m_ght do _t, and
if an eleventh man chose to add himself to their number, he would

be admitted. Such an arrangement would be practmally m_poss_ble;
and, in mere theory, the effect of it would be to reduce rent, by

causing an unnatural crowding of good land, and to scatter what

rent remained in apro rata fashion among laborers and capitalism.

It would, incidentally, cause the relative amounts of goods produced
to vary from the present relaUve amounts, and so _t would affect

comparative prices. It would also reduce the absolute quantity of
value produced. For a discussion of this subject, see an article on

Marshall's Principles of Economir, s_ in the Political _cieace _uaro

$erly for M_rc,l_ 1891.
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rent of men or to that of artificial instruments, and
it will be as true in the one case as in the other. The

differential product of artificial instruments of su-

perior quality still constitutes the interest o_1 the
capital that they embody, and the differential prod-

uct of men of superior quality constitutes wakes.
Artificial instruments of production are _'irtually

loaned for hire, when the capitalist loans "money"
with which to buy them or have them made. What

goes to the capitalist is really the earnings of the
instruments; but it goes in the form of an annual
fraction of the money that he has advanced; and it
is thought of in this form, and termed interest rather
than rent. If the capitalist says, "I will take none

of this interest," the earnings of the instruments
simply remain in the haucls of the entreprene_r. The
price of the products is unaffected. Some of these
products, as we have seen, are created by the use of
no-rent instruments; and the price is su_eient to

justify the use of these instruments. At that price
the public demands a certain quantity; and this
cannot be secured without using the no-rent instru-

ments, except in ways that are even more costly.
The quantity will be secured and the no-rent instru-

ments will be used. With that quantity of product
in the market, the price will justify the using of these

instruments. The entrepreneur will now keep the
rent that the capitalist makes over to him, but the
value of the goods produced will not be changed.

The entrepreneur may refuse to keep the gain and

may pass it on to his workmen; but it exists still, as
the rent of concrete instruments of production or--
what is the same thing--as the interest on the

capital that is in them. This second transfer pro-
: duces no more effect on price than did the first.

The value of the goods is still enough to justify
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using the marginal instruments. If the workmen
in certain factories were to refuse to receive this

rent, it might be passed on to the purchasers of the
particular goods that were made in these establish-
ments, in the shape of a discount trom the market
value of these goods ; but the price of similar goods
would remain the same as before. The rent of the

good tools, etc., used ill these factories, -- or the
interest on the capital in them,--would still be

in existence; but the purchasers of the particular
goods made by this capital would have it. It. makes
no difference whether capitalists, entrepreneurs, labor-
ers or favored customers get this interest: prices are
not affected by transfers of it from one class to

another. In reality, the existence of the interest, or
the rent of the capital-goods, is of importance. It
is a part of the supply of the goods; and, like every
other part of the supply, it is a regular determinant
of price.

Exactly the same principles apply to labor and
wages. There arc a few no-rent laborers at work,
though they are not numerous ; and what they create
is really an infinitesimal part of the supply of goods.
If they were more numerous than they are, it would
be possible to point to a considerable part of the sup-

ply of any one kind of goods and say that this part
had been created entirely by capital in the hands of
no-rent men- capital working at the "greatest dis-

advantage." The public needs tbis part of the sup-
ply and is willing to buy it at the rate at whmh it
pays to produce it by entrusting capital to these mar-
ginal workers. In such hands, the capital creates less
than it creates elsewhere, and the entrepreneur has to

pay for the capital; so that, in terms of interest, thia
part of the supply of the product is the "costhest"
part, since the entrepreneur must use more capital in
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order to bring a given number of goods into existence
by the aid of poor labor than he would use with

good labor. Five thousand dollars entrusted to a
no-rent man may create no more than would five hun-
dred entrusted to an average worker. The cost of
all parts of the supply is, however, uniform. The cost

of what is prodaced by hiring capital, paying interest
on it and entrusting it to no-rent men, resolves itself
wholly into interest, while that of most parts of the sup-
ply consists partly of wages ; but the amount of the
cost of the several parts is the same, and the value of

all parts is equal.
The consideration of such conditions, artificial

though they be, under which owners of capital-goods
of any kind should refuse to accept the incomes from
them, reveals the generic fact that the ownership of
an income is not, but that the existence of it is, a

determinant of price. Exactly this can, however, be
shown to be true of wages. In the same sense in
which the interest on artificial capital and the rent
of land are not elements in price, wages have no

effect on price. If good workers were to relinquish
their claims against their employers and work for
nothing, the price of the goods would still conform
to their marginal utility. It would, incidentally,

Wagesnota equal the cost of creating them by means of the
price-deter-
minin_ ele- labor of no-rent workers, even if the entrepreneurs
meat, if rent should pocket the relinquished wages, or should passis not so.

them on to capitalists, as a premium on interest, or to
favored customers, as a discount on the market value

of goods. But wages would exist in any of these
cases, even if the wage-earners did not get them;
and prices would be the same as though distribution

had not been tampered with.
This hypothesis has an unnatural sound, for there

are very few no-rent laborers in the field. Men who
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producenothing,getnothing;and thecasesarerare

inwhich suchpersonswork at all. They work only

where thesacrificethatlaborentailsis,insome way,

offset by a personal benefit; and this is the same as
saying that they work only where labor entails no
real sacrifice. Yet the proposition, that what has been

claimed concerning rent is equally true of wages, is
perfectly sound. If there is any sense in which land
is not an element in price, then in the same sense
wages are not an element. The important kernel
of truth in both of these statements is the insistence

upon the fact that the identity of the persons who

receive these incomes is immaterial as affecting
prices. It is not true, however, that the existence
of these rewards is thus unimportant. 011 the con-
trary, rent of land, rent of concrete instruments and
rent of men are all components of the supply of

goods -- that is, are price determiners.
If wages are not an element in price, then rent

is not so; and this is an absurdity. Wages, as a
whole, are the rent of social labor as a whole;

and the wages of laborers in a group are the
rent of the labor in that group. We may here
cease to treat as rent producers laborers in the

concrete or men of different grades of producing
ability. We may now bring into view a permanent
force of labor, as such, measured in units. The no-

rent laborer embodies not a single unit of labor; and

though he can put forth effort, he cannot himself
produce anything. But the man of the highest grade,
the very high-rent laborer, represents many units of
labor in the abstract, for he has the power to create

a large product. Measuring the working force in
units, we may get from the formula that expresses
the law of interest a surplus, or differential amount_
which is the rent of pure labor, as such.
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The argu- Let us assume that the number of units of labor
mentap-
pliedto all is fixed, that capital increases unit by unit, that the
laborand amount of capital is measured along the line AD,capitalas
permanent and that the prod°agentsof B
production, uctivity of suc-

cessive units of it

declines along the
eurveBC. AECD

is, then, interest
and EBC is the

WAGES - surplus, or the
rent of labor.

In this view,

the last unit of'NTEREST the supply of the
a' 0 product isthe one
that is created by the final unit of capital, unaided
by labor. In our former study, we noticed the
virtual isolation of this final unit and of its product.

Add a unit of capital and you get a certain net
addition to the output of goods, and that without
any change in the laboring force. Take away
a unit of capital and you make a net deduction

from the product, and that, too, without any change
in the laboring force. The addition that you make
in the one case and the deduction that you make in
the other are the products of the units of capital that

you respectively add and subtract. If you neither
add nor subtract any capital, but leave the amount as
it is, there is in the output of the industry a certain
final or marginal amount that is entirely due to the

presence of the final unit of capital--an amount in
the production of which labor does not coiSperate.

Now, if the traditional reasoning about land and

i its products has validity, the same kind of reasoning
is valid here. The price of the goods must be suffi-

i
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ciently high to enable the entrepreneur to create a
certain marginal portion of them by the use of this
final unit of capital, unaided by labor. The fact that

the earlier units of capital- aided, as they are, by
labor--produce "at better advantage" does not affect
the price, since that equals the cost of the marginal unit
of the supply, which is traceable to the marginal unit
of capital. If we can conceive such a thing as an
entire working force refusing to accept wages, while

continuing to work, then we must accept the conclu-
sion that the entrepreneurs will pocket the gain.
They will, obviously, be under no necessity for pass-
ing it over to the public; since, by the action of the
law of value, they can always get from the public a
price that equals the cost of that marginal unit of

the product into which labor does not enter. If the
entrepreneurs choose to dispose of this gain by making
it over to capitalists, the effect on price will be nil;
and nothing short of presenting it to the public as a
gratuity, by arbitrarily and unnecessarily throwing

off something from the price of the whole supply,
will cause the price to change. In short, total wages,
or the rent of the whole force of social labor, bears

the same relation to price as does the rent of land.

Real wages are the goods that labor itself, apart
from capital, produces. These goods, like those which

land produces, are a component in the supply of the
goods and an element in price, although the ques-
tion who gets them has no bearing on price. If real
wages, or the distinct product of labor, were to grow
smaller, the absolute value created in a year would

become less, and the relative values of different
commodities would be affected. A reduction of the
contribution that labor makes to the output of

different kinds of goods would, however, affect the
supplies of the several kinds of goods unequally;
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since labor creates a certain part of the supply of
(say) woollen cloth and a different part of the supply
of steel. A horizontal shrinkage of wages, or of the

product of labor, would cause the output of woollen
cloth and of steel to contract unequally and would
thus affect their relative values.

The argu- Rent i8 always product-- that is, the part of the totalmentbe-
comesa product that can be traced to a distinguishable agent
reductio ad of production. The statement that product is not anabsurdum

element in value is, then, obviously an absurdity; just

as the assertion that any component element in prod-
uct is not an element in value is an absurdity. We

have just seen that a general shrinkage of the product
of labor would reduce the product of different kinds of

goods unevenly; for, since labor enters into the dif-
The result ferent industries in unequal proportions, this would
of a general
shrinkagein change relative values. For a similar reason, a shrink-
the product age in the product of artificial capital would also haveefoneagent.

this effect. This capital enters in unlike proportions

into the production of different kinds of goods ; and if
the whole product of it were to become less, the com-
parative quantities of different commodities in the

market would be changed. Even the gross amount
of every rent is an element in relative value ; and the

rent that is realized from any agent of production in a
particular sub-group--or, in other words, the con-

tribution that this agent makes to the product of the
sub-group--is obviously an element in adjusting
relative values. In this respect the rents of land, of

artificial capital and of laborers are all alike. It
would be absurd to assert, broadly and vaguely, that

wages are not an element in price ; and it is equally
fallacious to say, in the same vague and sweeping

way, that the rent of land is not such an element.
These propositions are all specific applications of one

principle. Rent is product ; product controls values ;
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the existence of any part of any product is important,
as fixing the price of the product. But the question

who gets this product is not thus important; and the
destination of rent as an income is not, in this direct

way, a factor in value.
The idea that different parts of a product can be

created by an entrepreneur at greater or less advan-

tage to himself, or at greater or less cost, is falla-
cious. It is entrepreneur's cost that figures in con- All parts ot
nection with the permanent or "natural" adjustment a productare created

of values : in a static state all things tend, in the long by an entre,preneur at

run, to sell for what they cost the entrepreneur. 1 To equalad-vantage to
him it makes no difference whether he hires one agel_t himself.

or another, or the two together; since he gets the
same results for the same outlay in all cases. When

he uses good land and gets a given amount of prod-
uce with very little labor, he is employing much of

the first agent and relatively little of the second ; but
he is virtually buying the product of the land at its
market value, and he is buying the product of labor
also at its value. Hiring an agent is buying the

product of the agent, and the values of all parts of
the same product are uniform. When the e_trepre-

neur uses the poorest land and pays nothing for it, he
is employing one rent-paying agent instead of two ;

but he gets the produce at the same price per unit,
neither more nor less. In a perfectly static state,

in the case of any one commodity, cost is as uniform

as is price.
The rent of any agent comes into existence in the

hands of the entrepreneur, and it consists in the goods

that the agent produces. The selling of the goods

1 Final utihty is, of course, the determinant of value ; but, by
changes in the comparative amounts of different articles, those which

have equal costs, in the sense here defined, come to have equal final
utilities and market values.
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puts the rent into the form of money, but it is still

in the entrepreneur's possession. When he pays this

rent to the owner of the productive agent, rent be-

comes to the entrepreneur a cost. In a static state,

all the entrepreneur's costs consist in such rent claims

made on him by laborers and capitalists. As rents

created in the shop are products, and as rents received

by owners of productive agents are incomes, so rents

The way in paid by entrepreneurs are costs. All rents are, at thewhich rents
are identical proper stage of their existence, thus paid by entrepre-

with entre- neurs; and at this stage rents and costs are synony-preneurs'
costs, mous. Costs are then determinants of value. The

broader statement is that rents are products, originally

and fundamentally ; that the quantities of products fix

values; and that values, as thus fixed, influence the

income that each specific industry, taken as a whole,

can get. 1

NOTF..-- For the earliest statement of the theory advanced
in this chapter the reader is referred to an extended supple-
mentary note in a monograph on The Possibility of a Scientific
Law of Wages, published by the American Economic Associa-
tion, in March, 1889. At the same date there appeared, in
Professor Wieser's work on Natural Value (Chapter XII),
an argument maintaining that the part of rent that is not
differential, but general, is an element in price making; while
even the differential portion may be such an element, provided
the land that earns this income is devoted to "secondary or de-
rivative" uses. In Professor Marshall's Prineiples of Economics
(Book ¥, Chapter VIII), it is shown that, by reason of the
competition of different agricultural uses of land with each
other, the amount of land devoted to a particular crop may be
limited, the supply of that kind of produce may be reduced and

1Total rent is total supply and is one determinant of value.
Value is the determinant of group distribution ; but, as we have
seen, group distribution tends to adjust itself so as to annihilate
profits and insure uniformity in wages and interest. The ten-
dency of labor and capital to uniformity of productive power is the
most fundamental of these facts.
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the price may be influenced by thLs limitation of the supply.
The reader will see that in the argument presented in the
present work the contention is made that all rents, even
though they may be reduced to differential quantities, are
essentially contributions to the supply of goods and elements
in the determining of values, and also that all the rents that
have been enumerated are, in this respect, on a parity.

In a work on The Theory of Wages, by Mr. Herbert _¢I.
Thompson, published in 1892, the view is maintained that rents
"in the aggregate " are elements that enter into the expenses of
production, as do wages, profits, and interest considered as
aggregates, and that "the analogy which subsists between land
and other agents of production is a very close one." This
theory has a near kinship with the one here advanced.

In Part III, Chapter IV, of his work on Pri, c_ples of Social
Economws, Mr. George Gunton criticises on quite different
grounds the traditional view of the relation of rent to prices.

In connection with all early discussions of rent, and partic-
ularly with that of Ricardo, it is to be recalled that at the time
when they appeared the distinction between the statics and the
dynamics of the subject was not consciously drawn by any one.
The impulse to study rent came from a dynamic fact -- namely,
the increasing density of popu]ation and the increasing cost of
food products that is traceable to the action of the law of di-
minishing returns in agriculture. It was to be expected that
a writer of that period, in presenting the standard to which
under the conditions of a single year rent tends to conform
which is a static subject --would be led to make incursious
into dynamic territory. These arc wholly admissible, when
they are made for the purpose of showing how a static adjust-
meat is brought about. We explain the forces that keep the
surface of a pool of water level by showing what movements
would bring the surface to the level, if the waters were injected
into the pool in irregular fashion and in a way to make the
surface originally uneven. References like this to dynamic
economic forces are needed in explaining the adjustments of
the industrial groups and of values, wages and interest; and
they are equally in order in explaining ground rent, when that
is singled out as a special and unique product. It is to be re-
called, however_ that the mode of treatment that merges statics
and dynamics, without making a conscious distinction between
them, must result in giving a formula for measuring rent that,
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if it were applied without amendment in dynamic conditions,
would give a result either larger or smaller than the actual
returns that accrue from the use of land. When socmty is in
the midst of the disturbances that inventions, migrations and
a comprehensive reorganization of tile business world create,
what is actually gained by the use of a pmce of land often con-
tains theoretical static rent, with an element of entrepreneur's
profit added or a loss deducted. ]t is prospective profit that
lures entrepreneurs to the occupation of wholly new areas of
ground, and a rigorous application of an economic test is neces-
mary in order to determine how much of tile composite gain is true
rent. Moreover, the conditions afforded by such a dynamic
state make the Ricardlan formula, which gives a correct meas-
ure of rent in a static state, inadequate for making such
a separation of the composite income and isolating rent
from all admixtures. For the scientific isolating and measur-
ing of rent in a dynamic socmty, we need, filst, a formula that
is akin to the one used by Ricardo and, secondly, a further
formula that will account for the diffelence between the theo-

retical rent that the Ricardian formula directly affords and
a different rent, strictly statm, toward which actual rent is
tending. The discussion of the dynamics of rent must, how-
ever, be reserved for a later volume.



CHAPTER XXIV

THE UNIT FOR MEASURING INDUSTRIAL AGENTS AND

THEIR PRODUCTS

WE are ready for the supplying of the last detail
that is necessary, in order to make the statement of

the law of wages and interest intelligible. There is
before us the picture of social labor coSpcratiug with Summaryof

conclusions
social capital. Both are governed by the law of di- thus far

minishing returns, and their earnings are fixed by attained.

the productivity of their final units. The labor in
the case is a permanent force, and the capital is a

permanent fund. Each exists in an endless succes-
sion of concrete forms, which change whenever the
quantity of either agent changes. Particular incre-

ments of capital consist in distinguishable elements
in concrete instruments, rather than in particular in-
struments in their entirety. Both capital and labor

have to be apportioned, by a nice adjustment, among
all the groups and sub-groups of society, if either

value, wages or interest is to be normal. Every
separate increment of labor and capital has to be
apportioned in the same way and by the same play

of forces. Wages, then, conform to the product of
the final increment of social labor and interest to

the product of the final increment of social capital.
Both of these incomes may be translated into the

form of rents of concrete producers; and these, like
all products, are elements in determining values.

373
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This statement will be complete enough to reveal
all the general and essential facts of distribution,

when we know how we may measure labor, capital
and their products. But we need, evidently, a univer-
sally usable measure of values.

In the statement of the law of diminishing returns,
as applied to capital, it was said that the successive

units of capital produce less and less. Provisionally,
the "doses" of capital are measured in terms of

An ultimate money; 1 but it is necessary to know exactly what
measure of
capitaland the money ultimately represents. When, in our
of products illustration, it is assumed that the capital of a societyis needed j

increases from ten thousand dollars to a million, does

this mean, at bottom, that the capital comes to rep-
resent a hundred times as much labor as it did be-

fore or a hundred times as much personal sacrifice?

If it means either of these things, it is still necessary

to find some way in which to express a measurement
of labor or of sacrifice.

andthis Moreover, when what we are measuring is social
must yield
absolute capital and the social product, it is clear that we must

sums. have some unit that will give us absolute sums.

In a way, the capital of a group might be measured
by comparing it with the capital of another group;
but this process would never give us the total capital

of the whole industrial system. So, also, might the
product of one group be compared with the product

of another; but that would yield no sum total of

products. Interest is a ratio between the sum of the

1 It is clear that the product of capital cannot, in such connec-

tions as these, be the basis of the measurement of capital. If we

say that whatever produces a umt of consumers' wealth is a unit of

capital, we assert nothing by adding that, at any" one time, all umts
of capital are equally productive. On the other hand, when we

my that a series of units of capital show diminishing returns, while

still measuring the umts by their products_ we assert what is a
self-contrad/ction.
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products of all the separate capitals and the sum
of the capitals themselves. For these purposes,-
and for more than it is now necessary to enumerate, --
a universal unit for measuring economic values is

necessary, if the law of final productivity is to have
scientific exactness.

The entire study of wealth is, indeed, meaningless
unless there be a unit for measuring it; for the ques-

tions to be answered are quantitative. How great is
the wealth of a nation? Such inquiries demand

that the thing which is studied shall be measured in
units of some kind and that the result shall be stated

as an absolute amount. Mere reciprocal comparisons

give no sums. The commodity A may be regularly Reciprocal
comparisons

exchanged in the market for B, and the two together inadequate
for C; but that fact gives us no intimation as to the formeasur-mg values.
total value of the three. Ratios of exchange alone
afford no answer to the economist's chief inquiries.

The actual wealth of a community consists in

heterogeneous things. If they are ever added to- Difficultycaused by
gerber, it must be because there is some one element the hete{o-
present in all of them and this element is absolutely geneityofthe things

measured. Thus, unlike things can be weighed and to be meas-ured. Need

their total weight can be stated in a sum, because o_ findingcommon

they all gravitate toward the earth and exert a element in
force on whatever resists their movement. A unit them.

of weight may, therefore, be applied successively to

many such apparently unlike things, in order to
measure one element common to all of them. In like

manner, there is one element that is common to all the

diverse things that appear in the inventory of social
wealth. In every commodity there is a power of a
certain kind which can be measured.

Amounts of wealth are usually stated in money:

thus, we say a man is "worth a million dollars." This,
however, does not mean merely that he could sell all
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he has for a million of our bulky silver coins. The

Real signiil- thought in the minds of the men who use money as ,_canee of the
monetary standard of value runs forward to the power that

measure-Unitof resides in the coins. They will buy goods or they
mentof will set men working. There resides in each onevalues.

of them a certain amount of influence on human

well-being. The rich man in the illustration wields
a power of this kind, and it is a million times as
great as that which resides in one of the coins. The
intuitions that are at the basis of this popular mode

of speech are nearer to absolute truth than much of
economic analysis. They discern a power of things

over men, lay hold of an available unit of that power,
apply it to the diverse goods and state the measure-
ment in a sum. 1

_.ffecti_e Effective utility is the name by which this potency
utility the
basis of of goods will here be designated, it is the power

values, that a particular unit of a commodity has to change
the status of its possessor and to promote him in the
scale of well-being. Give to a man a barrel of flour

and you make him by so much better off. You do not
save him from starvation, though he may live for a
time on the food that you furnish. If you had not

given him the flour, he would have got it by some
sacrifice ; and what you have clone is, in effect, to save
him from the sacrifice. This effect measures the value

The substance of this chapter was published m the rule l_eview

for November, 1892, and, as thus pubhshed, was a continuation of

an article that was printed in the New Englander in 1881. In that

earlier study the power residing in all economic goods was termed
_ effective utihty. '_ The entity thus defined is closely identified

with the" final" or "marginal '_ utility of Professor Jevons and the
Austrian economists whose researches were then unknown to me.

The manner of approaching the law of value differed from that

adopted by the European economists, and led to a certain distinctive
view of the nature of that law. According to this view value
is always subjective and social. It gauges the power of things over
society in its entirety.
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,_ftheflour.Take away abarrelofflourthattheman

now has, estimate the real detriment that he suffers,

and you measure the effective utility in another way.
tie must have food and will get it by a sacrifice of some

kiHd. He may not fully replace the loss of the flour ;
for he may live on maize, and in that case the utility
of the barrel of flour is gauged by the cost of the
n:Aze and the unsatisfied want of a better quality of
food.

It will appear that this power of substituting one

thing for another, in repairing the injury caused by the
loss of that other thing, plays a very comprehensive
part in determining values. In the case of manyar-
ticles the substitute resorted to is quite different in kind

from the thing that it replaces. Having parted with
o_e means of well-being, the man proceeds, as best he
can, to make himself as well off generally as he was

before. If he is to gauge the real importance to
himself of a particular saddle horse, he may, perhaps,

do it by ascertaining how many hours he must work
in order to get enough in the way of boats, guns or a
tennis outfit, etc., to afford as much pleasure as he can

get from the horse. The mental process in the case
is, first, 'a balancing of one pleasure as against another Howsaeri.

and, secondly, a measuring of the substituted pleas- measurericemay

ure by its cost. By the two operations the owner of effectiVeutfiiti_.

the horse determines how much it is effectively worth
to him. The final measure in the case is one of

pain; for the ultimate injury that is done to a man
by depriving him of any one means of pleasure,
resolves itself into putting him under the necessity

of enduring a certain amount of personal sacrifice in
the effort to secure something that will effectually

replace it.
It is this process, in which men are continually

engaged, of determining how important it is to have
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one thing by ascertaining how much it will cost to

get a very different thing, that reveals one special
significance of a study of effective utility. Men pur-
sue happiness in the generic, and the form in which

it may come is secondary. The measurement of well-
being, thus regarded in the abstract, is an occult but

dominant fact in exchanges. A man may have a mo-

nopoly of one means of promoting happiness, yet he
cannot set his own price for his wares. That is fixed

by the cost entailed on the community by the effort to

secure, by any means whatever, an equal quantity of
happiness. With many possible ladders to Elysium,
the toll for the use of one is limited. Effective utility,
whatever be its form, is measured in the market in

a purely quantitative way.

8ocietythe It is measured by society, as a whole; and in this
mw_er, lies the significance of the phrase, "measure of effec-

tive social utility," which, in earlier studies by the
present writer, has been used as a synonym of value.
It was on the word "social" that emphasis was laid.

The price of a thing gauges its importance, not to
one man, but to all men, as organically related to each

other. The efficient serving power of an article
varies in the case of different individual users, but

to society as a whole it is constant. A civilized man

is a specialist. He produces unit after unit of one

kind of product and hands them over to society.
Into the mysteries of distinctly social psychology,
therefore, the measuring process that gauges value
must be traced. Essentially simple in nature is the

operation--simpler even than the act of the man who

decides how important a horse is to himself by seeing
how long he must work to get a boat and a tennis
outfit.

In this connection it is now necessary to give
definiteness of meaning to the word "social." There
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is such a thing as a unit of social improvement or A unit ofsocialdis-
detriment. It happens, however, that the detriment is utilityavaib
more available for measuring purposes than is the im- able formeasuring
provement; and so the final unit of value is the sacri- values.

rice entailed by a quantity of distinctly social labor.
Society, in short, sets value upon a thing by ascertain-

ing how much work is necessary to replace it or to
get an equivalent for it.

In its simplest form, division of labor means that
one kind of commodity is carried to completion by

one man. He is a specialist, to the extent of being
a maker of entire shoes, or clocks, or tables. Working
on raw material taken from nature, he hands it over

to the community in condition for final use. But the

differentiating of labor has, of course, gone far beyond
the point where any man begins the making of a thing
and completes it. Most work is now done by highly

complex groups, and the individual's function is
limited to a minute but distinguishable part of the

operation. The principle that we are studying is,
however, not affected by this fact; and we may gain
clearness by first examining a society of a more primi-

tive type, in which it may be assumed that whole arti-
cles are made by individual workers. As such goods
leave the maker's hands day after day, in a continuous

supply, they seek purchasers. No one man will take A mimploillustrative
many, but society will take them all. We may even society.
assume, without vitiating the principle to be studied,
that every man in the community takes at least one.
That each class of goods is made in great numbers

by one man and consumed singly by many men, is
the essential thing to be noted.

It is the users of an article who can best gauge the

well-being that it gives them, and they make the
estimate continually. Shall I buy this article ? Will

the paying for it trench on my income and make me
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go without something that is of greater importance ?
Is this article or some other of equal cost the more

Usersof desirable ? Such comparisons of services rendered
goods meas-
ure their by different articles are going on in the minds of the
comparative
utfli_ms,but many consumers who constitute the purchasing public.
get nosums These comparisons alone give us only rude ratios,by this
means, not sums; and the ratios are different in the case of

all the different members of the communty. If
Unitsofcost each man could measure the usefulness of an article
that would
measure by the effort that it costs him to get it, and if he could
sums.Utilitiesm attain a fixed unit of effort, he could state the utility

of a number of different articles in a sum total.

Similarly, if all society acts in reality as one man, it
makes such measurements of all commodities, and the

trouble arising from the fact that there are many
measurers disappears. A market secures this result,

for society acts as a unit- like an individual buyer.
Psycho- In measuring well-being human sensibility is under
logmal
difficulty a limitation which is akin to that under which the

encountered eye finds itself in measuring light. It is possible toin compar-

ing utili- pronounce two lights equal; but it is not possible toties

tell, by the mere effect on the eye, how much brighter

one hght is than another. It is possible to say that
two pleasures are equal, but not to say that one is

Ratios of just twice as great as the other. It is, however, prac-
equality
attainable ticable to determine when a pain and a pleasure offset
as between each other; and if we can compare many kinds ofpleasure and

pleasure, pleasure with one kind of pain, we can, as a result,and also

between both compare pleasures with each other and obtain
pleasure
and pare. a sum total of many different ones. If a man knows

that he would walk a mile for one gratification, and
that he would do this twice over for another, he

Howpain has the means of knowing that the good afforded by
may afford
a common the second is twice as great as that afforded by the

dlssimilarmeasureof first, and that the gain insured by the two together
pleasures, i8 an offset for three walks of a mile each. Some-
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thing like this society does, but it does not do it
thus crudely.

At the beginning of an attempt to measure wealth Abstinence
one sacrifice

by labor, whatever be the method adopted, there pre- involvedin
sents itself the difficulty that wealth is created by producinggoods,

work aided by instruments. There is capital in the
case, and this is the fruit of a sacrifice termed absti-

nence. None of our material comforts are brought
into existence merely by the unaided efforts of labor-

ers. This difficulty may be surmounted by taking burner m
producing

marginal labor as the test of cost. Let the capital of that part of
an establishment remain exactly as large as it is, but the supplyof them

introduce a small supply of extra labor, and whate_ er whichisspecifically
of product is created by the addition is virtually due traceablelabor.
to labor only. A part of the supply of every article

that is put upon the market may be said to be trace-
able to the presence of a final increment of work.
Take a man or two out of each of the shops that

produce this article, leaving the capital unchanged,
and this increment of the product will cease to be
created. Restore the men, but make no other change,

and this marginal part of the product will reappear.
This virtually unaided labor is the only kind that can Virtuany
measure values. Attempts to use labor standards unaidedlabor the

have come short of success, because of their failure measurerofvalues.

to isolate from capital the labor to which products
are due. As earlier chapters of this book have shown,

the product of marginal work is the virtual product
of all work; and this fact enables us to disentangle

all labor from the capital it uses, and to find what
part of the entire product of the industry is distinctly
traceable to it.

Work, moreover, consists of concrete acts of men;
and these are as unlike in themselves as are the mis-

cellaneous articles that are to be measured by them.
Can we make one sum of the labor involved in cut-
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Kindsof ting wood, in playing violins, in setting t_Te, etc2
work unlike
and there- Adding the unlike acts that constitute social labor is,

fore incapa- it appears, as difficult as adding the products thatble of being

added, constitute social wealth. There is need of a per-
vasive element in the actions, and one that can be
measured. Such an element can be found; for, as

Sacrifice a utility is common to all commodities, so personal sacri-
common
element, rice is common to all varieties of labor. There is

service rendered to man, on the one hand, and there

is burden imposed upon him, on the other. Social self-
service- the act of mankind ministering to its own

needs- constitutes the whole economic process.
A point to Man works on nature to make it useful, and experi-
be found at
which social ences a painful reaction in his own person during

costsof the process. Improved nature then works on man,production

offsetand the consumer, and has a counterbalancing and favor-measnre

socialgains, able action upon him. If we can find the point at

which the unfavorable reaction exactly counter-
balances and measures the favorable one, we can then

estimate pleasure in terms of pain.

Work becomes more costly to the man who per-
forms it, as the hours of the day succeed each other.

The burden of it is at first light, but becomes
heavy. Burdensome to a nearly insupportable degree
it becomes in the afternoon or evening hours of the

really struggling members of the "submerged tenth"
of society, while it is lighter at the end of the day's

The in- work of higher grade. In all cases, however, it is
creasing
costliness of the later hours that burden the laborer and test his

the labor willingness to continue in the shop. He may workof the later

hours oKthe for two hours with pleasure, for four with cheerfu]-
working
day. hess, for eight with submission, and for ten with

incipient rebellion.
The actual number of hours spent in labor in a

highly organized society is, of course, not left wholly
to the choice of the individual. When working in
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companies, there is an advantage in beginning and
ending together. The principle that determines the

length of the normal working day operates, how-
ever, in spite of this fact ; and it may be revealed
by a study of simpler conditions. We will, then,
for the moment forget that gangs of men are tied to
the steam whistle.

An isolated worker is the user of his own prod- The normal
work-day of

ucts, and he naturally works each day till it does ama, who

not pay to work longer. Additional product might consumeshis own

be gained by prolonging the toil, but the advantage products.
of having it could not compensate for the sacrifice of

making it. The man is already tired, and he feels
the confinement of his occupation. He wants both
rest and freedom. Nature is luring him from the
shop, and the comforts of his home are calling to
him. His normal work-day ends when these calls

have their way, and this occurs at the moment

when the gains and the losses of production are
equal.

The gains that are due to the successive hours of The dimin-
ishing

labor diminish from the first onward, and the last utlhty of

product the man secures is the least useful of all. successiveumts of

If he can work but one hour, he will create that of income
gamed by

which the type is food, the life-sustaining things for prolonging
the work of

daily use. If he adds a second hour, it will be spent a day.
in getting what still rates as a necessity. With more
time available, he will add comforts to his list ; and

he may end with a positive luxury. In any case, it is

the least of his gains for which he works last and
hardest. Left to himself and nature, he must work

during a part of the day to sustain life and he must
refrain from working during a part of it for the same The point ofeqmhbrmm
reason. Between the point of no-work, at which he ofl.duee-ments to

would starve,and thatofnothing-but-work,at which workandto cease
he would die from exhaustion, there is the point of work_g.
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balanced gain and loss. If he stops just there, the

net gain from labor is at its greatest.

In determining whether it will pay to prolong work
for an eleventh hour during each day of the year,
the man goes through that balancing of one pleasure
against another and that balancing of each pleasure
against fatiguing work to which attention has been

called. For the final hours of all days in a year the
man will get a miscellaneous list of pleasures, and
will decide whether the sum total of them offsets the

sacrifice of almost three hundred final hours of labor.

This is a difficult decision, but the man will make it ;

and in doing so, he will get a unit of final utility in
terms of equivalent pain. We pursue no farther the
analysis of the method by which, in the individual

mind, it is decided whether it will pay to work eleven
hours a day. We are safe in assuming that the man
anives at a judgment on this point. What we now

wish to know is how society arrives at this judgment.
Individual psychology is not a subject of our investi-

gations; but the manner in which a psychological
process in the individual gives a social result is
distinctly inehded in our field of study.

If the duration of a working-day is measured on a
horizontal line, and the gains and the sacrifices en-

tailed by it are measured by vertical distances from

that line, we may make a simple figure that represents
the facts concerning a free and isolated laborer.

AB is the length of the day, while AC is the pain
of the earliest labor, and BD that of the last. AE

represents the gain secured by the first product, and

BD that of the last. BD is, in fact, two coinciding
lines, of which one measures the burden of the final

labor, and the other the gain of the final consumptidn.
The area ACDB measures the total sacrifice involved

in the day's labor ; AEDB, the total gain ; and CED,
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a surplus gain, representing the net benefit of a day

of industry. All gains below the line CD are exactly
offset by costs.

The man that we

are studying is a
society by himself:

he makes things
and he alone uses

them. The line
BD is his unit of

value, which meas-
ures the effective

utility of every-
thing that he

makes. Though c
AE may measure, a a
the absolute bene-

fit conferred by the loaf that satisfies hunger, the real
importance of having that loaf is far less. If this
necessary article were taken away, the man would

devote a final hour to bread-making, and would go
without the article otherwise secured by that final
increment of work. Destroy his day's supply of food, The eff_-

tire utih¢i_
and what he goes without will be luxuries naturally of good8

prod uced
secured by the terminal period of labor. BD meas- by like

ures the utility of those luxuries, and it measures amountsof
labor equal

therefore the effective service rendered by the supply
of necessaries that are produced in an equal period of

work. Any article on the line between E and D will
have a true importance measured by BD ; since, if it
were lost, there would be diverted to the replacing of
it some work that would otherwise secure an article

having an importance measured by that line. As it
is of no more real consequence to the man to keep one

of these articles than it is to keep any other, BD
measures the subjective value of each of them.

2c
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This state- Of a society regarded as a unit the same is true.
meat apph-
cable tG It produces for itself, and the burden of its final labor
products of
societyinlta measures the utility of its final products, which is
entirety, the same as the effective utility of any of its products

created by the same expenditure of working time.

Take away the articles that the society gains by the
labor of a morning hour,- the necessary food, cloth-

ing and shelter that it absolutely must have,--and
to make good the loss it will divert the work per-

formed at the approach of evening, which would
otherwise have produced the final luxuries on its
list of goods. To society the net importance of the
different grades of commodities is equal: take away

one variety entire, and terminal labor will be made to
replace it. The things otherwise produced by that

final labor will be the ones really lost, and their
utility is measured by the burden entailed in the
creating of them.

If we arrange, as on the opposite page, a series of
descending curves to represent the lessening absolute

utility of the things consumed by a society, we shall
get a representation of a social unit of value--a
quantity that measures wealth in all its forms.

We now have a descending curve for each member

of society. The goods indicated by the upper section
of the several curves, between EE v and the dotted

line designated by the figure 1, are the most essential

things used by society. They are to be treated as
the product of the first period of the social working

day, and the absolute service that they render to
society is measured approximately by lines falling

from EE v, etc., to the line AA _. These goods will
differ in the ease of different consumers; but, taken

collectively, they may be treated as a social comple-
ment of goods of the highest importance. We will

term them complement number one, including the
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society's necessaries of life. Complements numbers

two, three, four and five also are designated in the
figure. The variety of the goods represented increases
as the complements succeed each other ; and that of

Diagram
Ev illustrating

m the equal

effective
different

I comple-

/" 4 coI18umers'

. / 5 goods used
/ DV by society_

/

A B

number five, containing the luxuries, is very diverse.
What is true of the isolated man is likewise true

here. The effective utility of the different comple-
ments is uniform and is measured by the lines from

DD _ to the line BBL Destroy any one of them,
except the last, and society will replace it and go
without the last. The burden entailed is, in short,

always that of the final period of labor.
If we make the lines BD, B_D ', etc., numerous and and also the

nature of

contiguous, so that they fill the area BD D'B', this the unit that

area becomes the measure of the absolute utility of measuresall values.

the last social complement of goods consumed. It is

the measure also of the effective utility of each one
of the earlier complements and, still further, of the

disutility of the labor that produces the final com-
plement. It thus represents a social aggregate of
sacrifice, and this is the unit that is most available

for measuring all values. Everything that is produced
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by one hour of social labor, whether that labor be

performed early in the day or late, possesses an effec-
tive social utility that equals the absolute utility of the
final complement of goods consumed ; and this, again,
is counterpoised and measured by the sacrifice which

all society undergoes in the labor of its final hour.
Difficulty Single things are, however, in our illustration, pro-
arising from
the fact that duced by individuals and consumed by society in its
individuals entirety. The relations of man and society must,make partic-
ular things then, be studied. As applied to social complements ofand society
uses them goods, the law is simple enough; since it is society

as a whole that makes and uses them. A comple-
ment of the kind referred to comes from all men and

goes to all men. The social organism gets each com-

plement by labor, and measures the importance of it
by the labor of creating the final complement. Col-
lective labor secures and measures collective gain.

We noticed that the different complements of goods

are of unequal absolute utility, since they minister to
wants of varied degrees of intensity. Bread and the
other necessaries of life are absolutely more important

than jewelry and other luxuries ; but in effective util-

ity the complements are all on a par, since, if any
one of them were destroyed, the result would be to
make the community go without the last. In like

manner, the periods of labor are of unequal degrees of
absolute burdensomeness, since the last hour is the

most wearying and irksome ; yet they are all on a par in

Penod_of effective burdensomeness, as will appear from a similar
labor are
equalin test. As we gauged the virtual importance of a thing
effective to its owner by supposing that it were taken awaydisutility,

and seeing how much worse off the man would thus
become, so we may now estimate the virtual sacri-
fice involved in the labor of a particular hour by

making it unnecessary and seeing how much better
off the man would then be. If you supply by a gift
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the product that an isolated man usually makes
in the first and easiest working hour of the day,

you thereby save him the necessity of working
through the last and hardest hour. You shorten
the day by one hour, in supplying the product of

any equal period; and the deduction is, of course,
made at the latter end, where sacrifice is at its

greatest. Similarly, if we could make nature supply
gratmtously any one of the successive complements
of goods that enter into the consumption of society,
the effect would be to shorten the social working

day by the omission of the most wearying and irk-
some period. The effective disutility of all labor is,
it thus appears, gauged by the absolute disutility of

the conchding work of the day.
It follows that, in the case of an isolated man, we and thismakes it

may measure the subjective value of goods by the poss]bleto
mere duration of the work that creates them. All usethelaborof any
goods made in an hour are equal in effective utility periodof agivenlength
and all hours of labor are of equal effective disutility, asa unit formeasunng
Destroy the product of an hour's work, and you values.

injure the man by a fixed amount; make any hour's
work unnecessary, by making nature freely supply

what is produced in that period, and you benefit the
man by a fixed amount. Unit of product and unit
of labor are alike represented by the line BD of the

diagram. The product of two hours' work will
always be of just twice as much subjective value

as is the product of one.
In the ease of society as a whole, the values of h thecaseof society

different complements of social goods are, in like the meas-

manner, measured by the mere duration of the col- urementisin termsof
lective labor that creates them. The effective sacrifice the durationof collective

entailed by labor varies directly as its duration, and labor.

the effective utility of products created in different

parts of the day varies in the same way. The unit
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of utility and of disutility is the area BDD'B'. In

the subjective valuations of society, as an organic
whole, the product of two hours' labor is always worth
just twice as much as is the product of one. Mere

labor time is an accurate gauge of the values of
different complements of goods.

Is it also an adequate gauge of the values of differ-
ent articles that enter into the complement ? Here we
introduce a complication. Neither the pain nor the

Suchmeas- duration of labor will now serve our purpose. The
urements
simple when essential feature of the valuation of a complement,
apphedto in its entirety, is the fact that the same collectivesocial com-

plements of personage creates and uses the whole of it. But whenconsumers'

goods,but a man creates an article and makes it over to society,more difli-
cult when the condition changes; for he experiences the bur-
applied to
smile den of the production and society gets the benefit.
artmles; The final disutility of his labor then stands in no

since the connection with the final utility of society's goods.
disutility Though the social organism, as a whole, will workincurred by
a produeer till what it gets offsets what it suffers, will a manis not m a

measurable also work till what society gets from him offsets
quantitative
ratio to the what he suffers ? Obviously, when the enjoying falls
utility
securedby to one party and the suffering to another, there is
consumerB, no offsetting in the case. There is, therefore, no

equivalent established between the disutility of such
work and the utility of its product.

Yet there is an equivalent between the man's sac-
rifiees and his own enjoyments. The pain that he

undergoes in making his own product is a payment
for other men's products, for it is the personal cost of

what he gets. In like manner, the pain that all other
men suffer in making products for him represents the

cost to them of what they get from him. Between
cost and gain there is still an equivalent, and it will

furnish us a unit for appraising specific commodities.
If A makes the article W, B makes X, C makes
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Y and D makes Z, and if each gets and uses some A man's
effective

part of each product, we have a miniature society sacrifice in
in which the relations are clear. A sells to B, C makingonething m

and D ; and the effective social utility of W is meas- measurablein terms of

ured by the pain undergone by B, C and D in cre- the effeetzvebenefit that

ating, in the final period of the day, articles in he gets from
using other

exchange for it. If money is used in the trans- things.
actions, and if the price of W and that of X are
equal, it is because the last unit of the supply of

each commodity, as it is made over to the miniature
society for consumption, imparts to the society as a
whole a uniform addition to its enjoyments. That

addition is in each case measured by the pain of Priceanindmat]on
working through the final period of the day in order of 8octal

to get it. Price is, then, an indication of the social costofacqms_twn,

eost of acquisition of different commodities.
Back of the figure ABCDE, which represents the

sacrifice, the gain and the surplus of benefit realized

d_l _ Figureillustrating

I in whmh
marginal
social gain
and mar-

ov ginal soezal
sacrifice

_luantita-
tzvely coin-

_ cide;

7B _
A

by one laborer in a working day, let us place a series
of similar figures, setting forth the same facts for each
member of our miniature society.

The curves ascending from C, Cl, C', Cm, C_"and Cv

represent the increased cost entailed by the labor of
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successive hours in the case of all the men. The

curves descending from E, E r, etc., show the lessening

gains afforded by different increments of things con-
sumed. D, D l, D It, etc., are points of equilibrium of

gain and loss; and the lines descending from D, D r,
Dr r, etc., to B, B r, B rv, etc., measure sacrifice entailed

on all society by its final period of labor.

If the figures were multiplied in number and were
so drawn that the lines of one should be contiguous
to the similar lines of the other, then the course of

the ascending curved surface that follows the lines
CD, CtD r, etc., would indicate the increased costli-

ness of the work of all society, as the hours of labor

in a day succeed each other ; and that of the descend-
ing surface ED, ErD r, etc., would represent the dimin-

ishing utility of all things consumed. The volume
between these curved surfaces and the vertical plane
CCvEE v would measure the total surplus realized

by society as a whole in consequence of its work.
The area of the vertical plane BDDvB v expresses

the pain suffered by society as a whole in the final

period of daily labor, and this is the ultimate unit of
and in so value. So far as the selling price of a thing corre-
doingfur-
nishan spends with labor of any kind, it corresponds with
ultimate the terminal labor that society, the consumer, putsunit of
value, forth in order to get it. If it is as anxious to have

more of one product as it is to have more of another,
it will be as willing to add a minute to the length of

its day in order to obtain the one as it will in order
to get the other. By laws that are now wholly

familiar, the two things will sell for the same price ;
and this price is the gauge of the uniform cost, in
the labor at the end of successive days, that the

acquisition of the two things entails on society.
The value of a thing, then, is the measure of the

effective service that it renders to society as a whole.
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This service is estimated subjectively. The standard Thevaineot
one article

for measuring it is the sacrifice, in final periods of the measure
labor, entailed on society in acquiring it. By estab- of theeffective

lishing an equality between the gratification con-serwcethatit renders to
ferred on itself by articles &fferent in kind and the socmty as a

element pain, which is here homogeneous, society is able whole.
to compare the quantities of gratification in the differ-
ent cases with each other. The price of things corre-

sponds to the pain of acquisition, of which the unit is
the sacrifice entailed on society by the work of the
final period in each of a series of days ; and the sacri-
fice involved in the collective labor of one such final

period is like that which is imposed by another.
The burden of labor entailed on a man in the mak-

ing of an article has no fixed relation to its market Whemeasureof the value
value. The product of one hour's work of an eminent ofa partic_

lawyer, an artist or a business manager may sell for notUlarthearticle
as much as that of a month's work of an engine stoker, sacrificeincurred by
a seamstress or a stone-breaker. Here and there arc themen

who produce
"prisoners of poverty," putting life itself into prod- it,

ucts of which a wagon-load can literally be bought
for a prima donna's song. Wherever there is excep-
tional personal power or position, giving to any

producer the advantage of a monopoly, there is a
divergence between cost and value, if by these terms
we mean the cost to the producer and the value in

the market. Compare, for example, the labor involved

in maintaining telephones with the rates demanded
for the use of them. Yet of monopolized products,

as of others, our rule holds good : they sell according but thesacrifice
to the disutility of the terminal social labor expended incurredby

society in
in order to acquire them. Differences in wealth be- acquirmgit.
tween different producers cause the costs of different

units of the supply of a given commodity to vary, so
that not all correspond to the market value. The

rich worker stops producing early, while the sacrifice
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entailed is still small ; but his product sells as well as
if it cost much more sacrifice. 1

If we say that the prices of goods correspond with
Goods,how- the amount and the e._ciene]/of the labor that creates
ever. sell at
pratesthat them, we say what is equivalent to the above propo-
are gauged sition. The efficiency that figures in the case isby the

amountand power and willingness to produce a given effect, andthe ejj_c_e_c'g

of the labor the willingness is as essential as the power. Thethat creates
them. man of great capacity who is too rich to put forth

much effort is not an efficient laborer. Moreover,

the effect that gauges the efficiency of the worker
is the amount of wealth that he creates, and this

must be measured by the units that we have just

attained. Efficiency in a worker is, in reality, power
_ow era- to draw out labor on the part of society. It is capac-
eiency is
measured, ity to offer that for which society will work in return.

Hence goods must sell at rates that are in accordance

with the quantity and the efficiency of the work
which creates them.

There is, then, a way in which we can measure the

efficiency of every worker; and by comparing the
measurements we can see how much one laborer

excels another. A, the weaver, and B, the carpenter,

are working on such unlike products that, even though

we may know how much the one contributes toward ,
the making of a piece of cloth and how much the

other contributes toward the building of a house, we

still have trouble in comparing directly the quanti-

ties of these dissimilar products and thus gaug-
ing the comparative efficiency of the two workers.

_owthe_it Running through the unlike products is the one corn-of value
measures mon element, power to give social gratification ; and

labor, the amount of this gratification is measured by the

1 In the figures this fact is rudely expressed by the fact that the

line BD LS shorter than the line B'D'. The lines representing

costs between these two would not, however, actually lengthen at
a perfectly uniform rate and thus make the line DD straight.
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amount of social labor that it induces. Every work-

er's personal power registers itself in the quantity of
this composite labor that he is able to draw out. If

A, by working for a year, can induce society to work
two minutes, and if B, in the same way, can induce

it to work three minutes, the former is only two-thirds
as efficient as the latter. The labor of each one of a

thousand men working in as many different trades

may thus be measured, and the amounts given by
the different measurements may be added, compared

and averaged. If we regard the thousand workers as
constituting a complete industrial society, an average
worker is one who can induce the whole body, in
return for all of his own labor, to work for him

for a thousandth part of every day.

Three things can be measured in terms of this ulti- aswen as
capital and

mate standard of value--namely, consumers' wealth, consumers'

capital and labor. Goods for consumption induce wealth.
social labor and are valuable in proportion to the

amount of it that they severally draw out. Capital
creates consumers' wealth and thus indirectly induces
social labor. The capital itself can be measured

by means of this social labor which, through its

product, it induces. The work of an individual
creates consumers' wealth, draws out social labor

and records the degree of its own efficiency by the
amount of such labor it gets control of. Though

our study has taken us into a region of abstractions,
it has not taken us out of the world of reality;

for every artisan who is plying his trade actually
possesses the power over society that has here been

analyzed, and so do the tools in the artisans' hands
and the finished products on the merchants' shelves.

Induced social labor gauges the power of all of them. 1

l On page 343 it has been stated that there is "a unit for measur-

ing true capital in the form oi land." This measurement is made
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by gauging the productive efficiency of each piece of land in terms

of the social labor that, as a producing agent, it calls out.

There are questions of some subtlety to be answered before the

theory of the ultm_ate unit of value can be made complete One of
them has reference to the indirect way in which the labor of an

individual producer makes itself felt as a power throughout society.

He may be making something that is consumed by a limited part of

society; and yet he _s able to induce, m return for his special

product, labor that is literally social, smce it enlists every member

of sectary in a certain pro rata proportion. He can cause every

one to work for the n th part of his working day. It would be a
simplification that would amount to inaccuracy to say that he can
make them all work for any fixed period of time, such as a minute;

for each person who contributes to the social labor that gauges

values of all kinds must contribute an accurately adjusted share of
his own labor, and a minute would be a larger fraction of one man's

day than of another's. It is accurate enough for our purpose,

however, to say that the social labor is made up of a fixed fractmn

of a day's labor of every individual. In ways direct and indirect

one producer can draw out the composite labor that is thus defined.
If, for a simple illustration, we assume that twenty men consti-

tute an isolated society, and if we cause the first of them to make

something which is directly consumed by only five of the others,

there are fourteen whose labor he can draw out only through a
serms of intermediate exchanges; and the principle that governs

these exchanges is of great importance. A, the first producer, can
directly induce labor on the part of B, C, D, E and F. In order
that he may cause G to labor, he must offer to him some product

created by one of the men for whom he works directly. By per-

forming additional labor for B, getting a second share of B's

product and presenting it to G, A may insure work on G's part ;
and in similar ways he may cause all the others to labor. There
may be men in the socmty who do not consume any of the products

made by B, C, D, E and F, the men for whom A produces dlrectly ;
and A's connection with them may be still more indirect. It may

be necessary that A should work still further for B_ giwng a bit of

B's special product to G and some of G's product to H, in order to
induce the last-named member of the httle sectary to work. By a
chain of connection that is mainly indirect, one worker is always
able to exercise over all workers that power which we have described.

The important point in this connection is the nature of the
influences that act on the individuals who furnish this chain of con-

nection. These influences are psychological. A motive is presented

to B by something that 2, does for him, and it is the character of

this motive that needs carefully to be noted. Something in A's
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product is a final utility to B. In the goods produced by A there is an
element that enters into the final and least important increment of

the wealth that B consumes; and yet this final consumption on
B's part Is important enough for him to cause him to work in the

final period of his day, when the service is most burdensome. As

has been shown, it is the consumption which is least important whmh

offsets the work that entails the most sacrifice. When B's product
is given to A and passed on to G, there is in it an element that is
a final utility to G and causes him to do work which offsets and

measures the benefit that he gets. By a chain of connection, every

link in which is made by a subjective experience of an indiwduat,
the first worker in the society reaches and influences all the

others. A offers a marginal gratification to B and gets from him a
marginal sacrifice; and when, in turn, A gives some of B's product
to G, there is the same balancing of inducements and the same
result.

Importance attaches to these facts, because they enable us to avoid
a difficulty that has been fatal to a certain labor measure of value.

If we say that the value of an artmle corresponds to the amount of

labor "of average quahty" that has been expended in producing it,
we must find a way to average different kinds of labor ; and we can
do this only by means of the values of the products that different

kinds of labor create. These values, m turn, we are obliged to

measure by average labor, and we thus find ourselves reasomng in
a circle. A commodity is, however, actually measured for value on

the basis of the social service that it renders By means of the
chain of purely subjective connections that have here been described,

it can diffuse benefits throughout socmty. At every point in the

connection an individual receives a marginal pleasure and subjects
himself to a marginal sacrffice. All society, in the end, incurs a
marginal saerffice that measures the value of this kind of goods.
The individual labor which made the commodity zs the economic

equivalent of the _octal labor that is _nduced by zt and that measures

its value, and in th_s way individual laSor performed in making an
article corresponds with and expresses the val_te of it; but the value
of a commodity is not derived from the labor that is back of it in
the making. It is derived from the social service that is before us
in the using. The value of the labor of making the article is deriv-

ative. It comes through the product of the labor, from the social

effect that the product will produce.

The definitl,,ns of the static state that have been given in the
earlier chapters of this book have not m any way depended on the

definitmn of a unit of labor that has just been offered. Society is
static, if labor and capital are able to move from group to group,
even though they do not do so because the inducement is lacking.
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This implies merely that men do not change their occupations and

that the young workers who enter any group merely fill the places

of the old workers who withdraw from it It is not necessary
that individual laborers should be tested m a way that would meas-

ure in any kind of scmntific units the work that they perform. A
young nian who is about to choose an occupatlon may embody many

units of labor or only a few ; but the essence of the static state is that,

within the range of employments for which his capacities fit him,
he should be as strongly impelled m one direction as in another

If, m connection with this description of the static state, we speak
provisionally of units of labor, the idea that the expression is

intended to convey is that of a certain power to produce merely

physmal results. When a man is digging m a trench, he may be

thought of, in a rude way, as embodying a umt of labor, if he throws

out in a day an average amount of earth. When the man LS in a
textile mill, he may similarly be thought of as embodying a unit
of labor, if his presence causes the production of so much of the

fabric there made as to mark him as an average worker. Values
and umts of values do not enter into such a measurement.

It is now possible, however, to use the true unit of labor in
defining the static state, but this affords a new definition of it

The amount of labor that is potentially in a man m measured by

the social labor that he can reduce when all workers, as well as all

capital, are apportioned among the groups in a normal or static way.
If there is a misad]ustment of the agents of production, these agents

produce d_fferent amounts and nearly always smaller amounts than

they would m a static state. The actual work that a man then

does counts as fewer units of labor than there are potentially in him.

The statm state can, then, be identified as the one m whmh every

man's actual work represents his potential working power, as meas-
ured in scmntihc units.

Some part of the output of every kind of goods is traceable to

capital, and thus to the sacrifice termed abstinence; and the personal
sacrifice entailed by abstinence may be measured in terms of that

which is entailed by labor. On this point the study of Professor

F. H. Giddmgs, in the Quarterly Journal of Econon_cs for January,
1890, is valuable. Since, however, the creating of a bit of capital

secures an endless income, the social labor that the act of abstinence
really draws out is also endless. By saving a thousand dollars now,

I secure a power to serve society in a minute degree and to draw a
return service from society forever. But there is not a calculable

connection between the present cost of the abstaining, as measured

by its equivalent in soctal labor, and the value of the earnings of the

capital (say) fifty years hence, as measured m terms of social labor
of that date. A full study of this point would detain us too long.



CHAPTER XXV

STATIC STANDARDS IN A DYNAMIC SOCIETY

IF this study were to be absolutely restricted to ThelimiW
of a static

the field of social economic statics, as sharply defined, studynow
it should stop at this point; for in going farther it reached.

enters on the field of economic dynamics. We have

seen that the second natural division of political
economy which is devoted to social economic statics,
includes phenomena that are due to exchanges--
to the fact that society acts as an organism in produc-

ing wealth. That division, however, includes nothing
that is due to continuing evolution in the organism.
When we state those facts concerning distribution

which are due merely to the organized method of

creating wealth, we have told all that we can, while
keeping strictly within the limits of this part of the
science; for we have presented in their entirety
the static laws of distribution, as they would act in

the absence of organic change and of the friction
and the disturbance that it causes. 1

We now have before us a picture of a static indus-
trial world--not a dead world, but one filled with

living and acting men. It produces and consumes
wealth; but the kinds of wealth that it creates and

uses, and the quantities that it creates of all the
various kinds, remain unchanged. Its methods and

1If present plans are realized, the dynamic laws of distribution

will be stated in a later work; and_ if that were now ready for
publication_ the present one would end here.

399
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its tools are unvarying, and there is no change in
the amount or in the character of the labor and the

capital that do the producing work. This society acts

and lives, but does so in a changeless manner. It
is divided, for productive purposes, into groups and

sut>groups, and there is no change in the size of any
of them. This absence of any flow of labor or of
capital from one group to another is the sure outward
sign of the static condition.

Values are here "natural " in the Ricardian sense,

for everything sells at its "cost of production " and no

entrepreneur makes a profit. The cost of producing
a given thing is uniform in all the different es-

The sensein tablishments that make it. Wages and interest also
which, ina
static soci- are natural, in the same sense ; for workmen every-
ety, values, where get what their work alone produces andwages and

interest are capitalists get what capital alone produces. More-"natural."

over, the product of labor per unit is uniform through-

out the whole system of groups and sub-groups, so
that a man can gain nothing by passing from one
group to another. The productive power of capital is
also everywhere the same. Isolate the static forces

--shield society absolutely from the influence of

change and disturbance- and it takes this shape.
This picture is, of course, completely imaginary.

A static society is an impossible one; for the forces

that bring men together in the social state have in

themselves the power to make society change its
form and its mode of action. In reality, the social
structure grows and improves daily, and will do so to

the end of time ; and it is this growth that makes the
social condition tolerable and opens before it inspiring

possibilities.
Five general changes are, as we said at the outset,

continually going on : population is increasing, capi-
tal is increasing, industrial methods are changing,
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the modes of organizing labor and capital for produc-

tive purposes are changing, human wants are mul-
tiplying and refining. Every one of these changes, Changesthat are
moreover, results from a perfectly normal cause, actuaUyin

and it is wholly in accordance with nature that they progress

should all go on together. A changeless society
would, in this view, be unnatural; for it would bear

little resemblance to the society that nature really
calls for.

Values also are forever altering, and the alterations
are in accordance with normal tendencies. Similarly,
the rate of wages is rising and the rate of interest is

falling, and these changes are natural. Profits in a
particular sub-group, or in a particular establishment

within a sub-group, are continually appearing and
then slowly vanishing; and this appearance and dis-
appearance of profits is entirely in accordance with

forces of nature. Everything that is keeping society
out of that condition which we have described as

static is natural, in a broad sense, since it is in

harmony with sociological laws and results from andare
natural,

influences that are inherent in men and in their thoughthey
environment. Yet we have called static standards of disturbstatic ad-

value, wages and interest, in a certain narrower sense, justments.

natural standards ; and we have been right in so doing.

The description of the purely static state, in fact,
deals with realities. It is imaginary only by its
omissions; for it presents an essential part of the

forces that act in the real, dynamic world. Tile influ-
ences that bring about the group adjustment that we

have just described, and all that it involves, are not

imaginary: they are as real as anything on earth.
They are always acting in the midst of the most
violent disturbances that dynamic forces produce. As Theessen-tial realism
an illustration we have used the sea. A static ocean of a static

is imaginary, for there never was such a thing; but theory.
2D
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there has never been a moment in the history of the
stormiest seas, when the dominant forces that con-

trolled them were not those which, if left entirely
alone, would reduce their waters to a static condi-

tion. Gravity, fluidity, pressure, and nothing else,
would have the effect of making the sea level and
motionless. With all the movements that winds and

tides produce, these influences are still the dominant
ones. The ocean does not leave its bed, and the

depth of it does not greatly change. The surface,

considering its size, shows only trifling irregularities.
If we take only a bird's eye view of the ocean, we

are tempted to say that a static philosophy of it is
sufficient and that we may treat waves and currents
as minor aberrations due to "disturbing influences."

Such a physical science would, however, never

serve its purpose. Changes must be accounted for,
even though a body may keep a form that approxi-
mates the static one. A social science that should

not deal with evolution would likewise be entirely
unsatisfying, since change and movement are in the

highest degree important. The forces of change, how-
ever, can never be understood without first having a
knowledge of the forces of rest. Without a knowl-

edge of the action of fluidity and pressure, one could
never comprehend the effect of wind upon the ocean ;

and without a knowledge of the shape to which com-
petition alone would reduce society one could never

understand the action of the changes that we have
termed dynamic.

A dynamic The static state which has here been pictured is
society
tends,at the one toward which society is at every instant
eachinstant, tending, under the influence of competition. Thetowarda

certain static system of groups and sub-groups should, then,static ad-
justment, be thought of as an ideal arrangement, projecting

itself through the disturbed and changing group sys-
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tern of actual society just as the imaginary level
surface of the sea projects itself through the waves.

We need, above all things, to see the static society as
it is. It is not a monstrosity unconnected with the
real world: it is a shape and a mode of action that

the real world carries within it. That we may grasp
the essential reality of it, we must describe, at least
in outline, the movements that are going on and show
how static forces are related to them ; for, unless it be

seen that these forces are really working, we shall
encounter the accusation that our whole science is a

sublimation of theory. What we have to see is how
static laws operate in a dynamic state. How do the
standards of value, wages and interest -- which, in the
Ricardian sense, are natural--make themselves effec-

tive, in the midst of such violent movements as are

going on ? This we must know, if we are to under-

stand the importance of static theory.
Every one of the five dynamic changes above Forcesof

movement
specified disturbs the static adjustment of society: capableof
after any one of them, static law sets itself at work beingunder.stood only
to produce a new adjustment. In actual life it can- afterastudyof forces of

not complete this rearranging work before a new rest.
disturbance occurs ; and so the actual state of society

is always somewhat different from the state to which
static forces alone are tending to bring it. An end-

less series of changes of a single kind would cause
value, wages and interest forever to differ from static

values, wages and interest. What the world actually
experiences, however, is a perpetual series of each

one of the five typical changes, going on together:
population is continually increasing, capital is grow-

ing, methods of production are perpetually improv-

ing, a great centralization of industry is going on,
and wants are forever increasing in number and
variety.
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I)ynamlc By the aid of static theory, we can begin to makemovements
to be ex- dynamic studies; and the first step is to examine
amined,
first singly, each one of these changes separately, in order to see,
andthen in fiI_t, how it causes actual values, wages and interestconcurrent
action, tO differ from static standards and, secondly, how it

causes the standards themselves to change. It re-

mains for dynamic theory to show what happens when
all these changes go on together. To this end we

must ascertain what is the grand resultant of five
different types of social change, all of which are con-

tinually in progress. Obviously, from all these
changes two general results must follow : first, values,

wages and interest will differ from the static stand-
ards; secondly, the static standards themselves will
always be changing. The ultimate fruit of a dynamic

theory is an ability to account for the direction and
the rate of these changes.

Our study, therefore, should reveal- in no detail,
indeed, but in the most general way--what is the

effect of each of the five changes that have been
called dynamic. It should show how each of them,

separately considered, takes society out of the static
condition, and what kind of changes it produces ; and it

should also show, in the same brief way, how these five

changes affect society, when they are all in progress
_ow together. In fact, they largely neutralize one another,

dynamic SOfar as group arrangements are concerned, and causemovements

neutralize the actual form of society to hover much nearer to theeach other.
theoretical static form than would be possible if these

influences worked separately. Values, wages, interest
and profits are much nearer to what they would be
under the influence of competition alone than it would

be possible to have them if there were fewer disturbing

forces working.
Variations from the static standards are not the only

things to be accounted for. They are a part of what
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economic dynamics has to investigate hut they are a Variationsfromstatic
relatively small part. The whole science of economic standards

and changesfriction, which accounts for the variations of actual in those

values, wages and interest from certain natural stand- standardsto be
ards, is a smaller science than that which accounts considered.

for changes in the standards themselves. Every
one of the great dynamic changes alters those static

values and changes those static rates of wages and
interest toward which actual rates are tending. The
kind of dynamic change that is most useful for the

illustration of this point is brought about by an
improvement in the methods of production. Thus,
an invention makes it possible to produce some-

thing more cheaply. It first gives a profit to entre-
preneurs and then, in the way that we have described,
adds something to wages and interest. This is equiva-
lent to a creation of new wealth. It has made a

definite addition to the income of society, and from
the moment when the improved method has been put

into operation the static standard of wages has been
higher. The rate toward which the pay of labor is Howinven-

tion,for
now tending is not what it was before the invention example,
was applied, but it is a new and higher rate. Wages affectsthestatic start&
now tend to equal what labor can now produce, and ard ofwages.
this is more than it could formerly produce. When
the full fruits of this invention shall have diffused

themselves throughout society, the earnings of labor
will equal the new standard rate.

Let another invention be made that also effects an

economy in production. It also creates a profit; and
this profit, like the first, is an elusive sum, which

entrepreneurs grasp but cannot hold. This sum, like
the former one, slips in time through their fingers
and bestows itself on all members of society. At the
moment when the second invention is applied, then,

there is a new and still higher standard established
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for actual wages ; and they will pursue that standard

till they reach it, though before they do so a still
remoter and higher standard will be before them.

How inter- If improvements in production occurred only atmittent
inventions intervals long enough to allow a complete diffusion
would affect of the fruits of one improvemen't before another onestandards

of wages should be made, the results would be simple. At aand varia-

tions from given time, one static standard for. wages would be
the stand-
ards. established; and, by the influence of competition,

the actual pay of labor would be made to conform
to it. Then another, and a higher, static standard

would be established; and during the following
interval wages would slowly be brought up to that

_level. Then a still higher standard would result from
some further invention, and actual wages would pur-
sue and overtake that one. There would, in short, be

a succession of static standards for wages, each of
which would be somewhat higher than the former

one; and the actual rate would move upward, over-
taking first one of the standards, then another, and

then another. At distant intervals, but only tempo-
rarily, would the actual and the static rate coincide.

Howa con- If, instead of occurring at intervals considerably
tinuous Im-
provement separated, the improvements in industrial methods
in method
would affect were continually taking place,- if one followed an-
them. other so closely that, when the second occurred, the

fruits of the first were only beginning to make their

impression on the earnings of labor,- then, as a
result, we should have the standard of wages mov-

ing continuously upward and actual wages steadily

pursuing the standard rate in its upward movement,
but always remaining by a certain interval behind it.

This process represents the actual condition of

industry. Improvements are, in fact, occurring so

rapidly as to tread upon one another's heels. They
take place in all the different groups and sub-groups
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of which society is composed, and every one of them
does its minute part toward pushing upward the

standard of pay for all labor. Obediently to the
laws of competition, the actual rate of pay responds
to the influence of_the improvement and moves in

pursuit of the rising standard. But it never reaches

that standard: at no one instant of time is the pay
of labor what it _vill be, when the full effects of im-

provements that have recently been made shall have

taken their final shape, as an addition to the earnings
of laborers and capitalists. In every single instant
there is a static standard--and this is the point that

is now of importance for us--which is defined by
the principles that we have described. Select that

society which is fullest of life and of economic dis-
turbances, the most enterprising of societies, and

you will find that it is subjected to the most revo-

lutionary changes. On any particular day we can
say that static law governs that society, establishing
for workers a rate of pay that is higher than the

actual rate; though, after an interval that dynamic
principles can account for, the actual rate will reach

it. The society is thus dominated by static law;
for the standard of pay for labor at this moment is
what the actual pay would be, if we were to stop

all dynamic changes and let the fruits of the changes
that have thus far beeu made convert themselves into

additions to wages and interest. Dynamic science
studies the variation of the present actual rates from
the static standards and the interval that it will take

to make them coincide with those present normal

rates. It studies the velocity of the upward moving Velocities ofmovement
standard of wages and that of the pursuing rate and amounts

of actual wages, as well as the rapidity of the down- fromof variationstand-

ward moving normal rate of interest and that of the a_dsaredynamic
pursuing actual rate. subjecm
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We have frequently used the sea as an illustration
of the static and the dynamic aspects of industrial
life., and it will again serve our purpose here. There

is, then, an ideal surface of the ocean, perfectly
level, which projects itself through the actual

waves. Stop the winds, letting the waves subside
and the troughs between them become filled, and the
sea will take an actual surface that will conform to

this imaginary one. This is like what would happen,
if the dynamic movements of society were to stop
and allow competition to do its work, in diffusing

profits and making earnings normal. If, however,
there were at work some force that continually raised
the static surface of the water, so that a calm occur-

ring to-morrow would bring the water to a level that
would be higher than that which would result from

a calm to-day, the case would resemble that of the
world of industry.

Improve- The improvements that are going on make addi-
meritsin
method tions to the whole income of the world. They dis-
a_ordsew turb existing static adjustments, indeed, and in thissumsfor
distribution, respect they act like winds that toss up waves ; but

they do more than this, for they raise the entire
height of the future sea, waves and all. For this

also we can present a marine illustration. Pile some-
where on the surface of the sea a mountain of water

and then let it subside, sending its great waves in

rings that widen till they reach the outermost parts
of the ocean. This makes disturbances, of course,
for it takes the surface of the water out of that level

and motionless state in which static law may be sup-

posed to have left it; but it adds new water to the
ocean and, when the surface shall again be quiet, it

will be somewhat higher than it was before. Such

a single mountain of water, piled somewhere upon
the smooth sea, illustrates what happens, whenever
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a single improvement in production is so made that

static law is left alone to dispose of the fruits of

it. The addition to the wealth of society is like. the IUuatratioa
addition to the waters of the sea, for the improve-
ment has made the real earnings of men vary from
the theoretical rate and has raised that theoretical

rate itself. Such waves, piled upon the ocean at
such intervals that each one would subside before

its successor appeared, would act like those improve-
ments which come at considerable intervals. Each

wave would disturb the existing surface of the sea
and make the new surface higher than was the
former one.

Now, let the mountains of new water come in such

quick succession that, just as one is beginning to sub-
side, another makes its appearance. Let them be scat-

tered all over the ocean, so that the ring-like waves,
as they move outward, intersect one another in every
direction. At every instant the waters are trying to
conform to some static level, but at no two successive

moments are they trying to conform to the same level ;
for they are pursuing an ideal and level surface that is

continuously rising. Now we have the figure of what
is occurring in society--the figure that describes the

movement of wages, which move ever upward, hover-
ing always about a static standard but never for
two successive moments about the same standard.

These changes themselves and their effects are
all subjects for economic dynamics. Static science

recognizes one natural standard of wages for one time;
but static laws, pure and simple, as they work in an

actual and dynamic society, never give the same rate
at different dates, but rather an endless succession of Thenewelementsof
static rates. Dynamic forces create conditions in which gain change
there must be one static rate of pay to-day, a higher static stand-ards of

one to-morrow, and a third and still higher one the day income.
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following. This is the fundamental fact about the
action of static law in the world as it is.

Dynamic science deals with profits in their original
state, as normally created by improvements in industry,
in the proceeds of which the entreTreneurs have a share;
while static science deals with them in their later and

permanent state, as they are transmuted into incre-

ments of wages and interest. How some employer
is now getting rich, dynamic science can tell us;
but how it is that wage-earners are getting benefits

Profits a from improvements of an earlier day, static science
subject for
_conomic tells us. Profits, it is important to note, arc larger
theDynamics,ultimate when they become additions to wages and interest than
disposalof they were when they existed in their initial shape,them a

subject for as entrepreneurs' gains. When they slip out of theEconomic
Statics. employer's hands, they grow. In the diffusing they

become greater in the aggregate. The competitive
law that gives them over in the end to laborers and
capitalists thus gives more to these classes than it
takes away from entrepreneurs. The whole output

of industry is at its maximum when the agents,
labor and capital, are apportioned among the groups

in a perfectly normal way; and that is when they
have moved to the groups where profits have existed,

till these gains have vanished and wages and interest
have absorbed the whole social income.

The interval between actual wages and the static
standard is the result of friction; for, if competition

worked without let or hindrance, pure business profit
would be annihilated as fast as it could be created--

entrepreneurs, as such, could never get and keep any
income. The annihilation would consist in convert-

ing profit into another type of income and making it
Friction a larger in the operation of conversion. Dynamic
d_aamic
element, theory has to account for the whole of that friction

on which entrepreneurs' shares depend; while static
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law determines what wages will be, when the friction
shall have been completely overcome, and what they

would be at this instant, if friction were immediately
to vanish.

Dynamic theory reveals a causal connection be-

tween the interval of which we have been speaking
and the rate at which wages are increasing. Were
it not for that interval, entrepreneurs, as such, would

get nothing, however much they might add to the
world's productive power. They would have no A causal

connection
incentive in self-interest to make any improvements, between
and it is clear that additions which are difficult and variations

that depend

cosily would be in danger of not being made. Profit on frictionand the rate
is the lure that insures improvement, and improve- of increase

of the social
ment is the source of permanent additions to wages, income.
To secure progress, this lure must be sufficient to
make men overcome obstructions and take risks.

The difference between the actual pay of labor and

the rate toward which, at a particular date, it tends,
measures the incentive that is offered to the men

who make progress possible. Because to-day laborers
are not getting the fruit of the improvement that
was made yesterday, employers can make something;

and because they can make something transiently for
themselves, they make permanent additions to wages.

Dynamic theory has to show how great is the in-
terval that insures the maximum rate of progress--
how much entrepreneurs need, in the way of profit,
in order to make them do all that they can do to

keep wages moving upward. This subject is intri-
cate, as are all subjects in dynamics; but very simple

is that static theory which shows that, however great
may be the profits, wage-earners will in the end get
the lion's share. The vast sums that to-day are

accruing to the rich, who do the marshalling of the
industrial line_ are bound, under static law, to add
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themselves with an increase to wages and interest.

Profits They add themselves, moreover, chiefly to wages.
largely un-
transformed By the time that they have done this, indeed, gains
increments from new sources will be accruing to the captains ofof wages.

industry, so that there will always be profits. But

this gain will not long be obtained from any one
source; for, if we can identify the profits of to-day,
we shall have something that static law will claim as
its own and will by to-morrow, as it were, make over

mainly to laborers and to the owners of the tools of
work. Dynamic forces, then, account to-day for the

existence of an income that static forces will begin to
dispose of to-morrow.

The velocity with which all standards move is a

subject for the latter part of the theory of distribu-
tion. Velocities, directions of movement, obstruc-

tions, intervals -- with these dynamics must deal, and

with none of them has static theory, as such, any-
thing to do. It does deal, however, with near goals.

It tells what the rate of wages would shortly be, if
evolution were to cease. Static forces, then, are of

vital importance in the midst of all manner of social

changes. For study here we have singled out one
alone of the typical dynamic changes--that, namely,
which takes place in methods of production; and we
have examined the effect of it on one of the shares

in distribution, namely, wages. But each one of
the other four dynamic changes similarly transforms
society and changes values, wages and interest.

It is clear that static law is entirely operative
under dynamic conditions. Not one jot nor one
tittle is taken from its full efficiency by inventions,

An illustra- by new organizations, by growth of population, etc.
tionof the Let there be, for example, an increase of population.action of

staticlawm It is impossible that this increase shall occur in
dynamic
conditions, such a way that every group and every sub-grouy
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will naturally and without any further adjustment
have its normal share of new laborers. The increase

of the working population is likely to be in some
degree localized. One geographical locality will have
more of it than another has ; and in the geographical
locality where the population is densest it is impos-

sible that all the different sub-groups in the industrial
system shall be equally well represented. If the
newcomers drift to a section where (say) textile manu_
facturing is a specialty, these industries will get more
than their share of the new labor.

Under these circumstances, a diffusion of the local

excess of population will take place. As all industry
uses land, such a local excess of inhabitants may be

treated as an overcrowding of land, even though the
occupations that flourish in the more densely populated
region are not mainly agricultural. One of the per-
manent static laws which we have presented in the

foregoing chapters now calls for what we have treated
as a re-apportionment of land among the sub-groups.

Literally, it results in a certain dispersion of labor and
capital over the large area that is at their disposal.
Rent is at its maximum, as we have seen, only when
land is in a certain combination with labor and with

capital; and each section of the land must have a
certain normal share of each of the other productive

agents combined with it. But this condition is
impossible, where an undue proportion of the popu-
lation originally locates itself in some one place.
Static law must, then, make a local diffusion of the

excess. An influence that will cause the overplus
of population to move is the tendency that it has to

diffuse itself among different groups and sub-groups ;
for in the crowded neighborhood these are unevenly
represented, and to reach them in natural propor-

tions the labor must migrate. There is a definite
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number of men who are, as it were, due to the shoe-

making trade, and a certain other number who are
due to iron smelting, etc. Every occupation, under
static law, has its claim on a certain definite propor-
tion of the new laborers who are coming on the scene,
and it will get them by such a diffusion. The mere
crowding of land itself is a further influence that
acts in the same way.

If the influx of population occurred all at once
and then stopped, there would be a time when values,
wages and interest would all be unnatural, in the
sense of deviating from static standards. Then they
would slowly approach those standards and would
ultimately reach them. So long as an undue pro-
portion of population is in any one sub-group, values
cannot be natural in the static sense. Moreover,

while the groups are out of balance, the whole
amount of wealth produced is somewhat less than it
normally should be, and neither wages nor interest
is at the static maximum. The influence, then, that

apportions the new working force among the different
sub-groups readjusts values by raising some and
lowering others. In the second place, it steadily
raises both wages and interest, by causing both labor
and capital to produce in the aggregate more than
they did before.

A second increase of population, also more or less
localized, would cause another disturbance and another

re-adjustment like that we have just described ; and a
long series of such enlargements of population would,
so far as this one influence goes, cause values, wages
and interest first to deviate from the static standards,

then slowly to conform to them and then to deviate
from them again.

When the growth of population is not intermittent,
but continuous, the effect is to cause a perpetual de-
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viation from the normal standards. Some groups Thecon-
tlIlUOUS

and sub-groups are, so to say, the receiving ground growthof

for the new laborers and pass them on to the other populationand static
sub-groups in which they are to stay permanently, law.
The receiving ground is necessarily overcrowded;

and, though there may come a time when it parts
with laborers as rapidly as it gets them, something of
the effect of the original overcrowding continues
forever. This single dynamic influence, increase of

population, causes the values of things produced by
the groups and sub-groups to which the labor comes .
earliest to be unduly low--meaning by "unduly"
that they are lower than the rates at which a static
adjustment would fix them. It also causes the values

of other things to be, in the same special sense, unduly
high.

What we have said about the increase of labor is Incr_e of
capitalanti

equally true of the increase of capital. We could, static law.
indeed, substitute the term "capital" for "labor" in

the entire foregoing statement and so make it describe
what occurs by reason of the fact that the fund of

productive wealth is enlarging. The influx of capi-
tal must, in the same way, be at first somewhat local-
ized. It is not possible that it should originally
appear in each of the different sub-groups or in each

of the localities in exactly the proportion in which
static law will finally place it, and for this reason

capital must move. There must be the recombina-
tion of land and of auxiliary capital that the law of
rent requires; and until static law has in these ways
asserted itself values will not be natural. In the

interim, the sub-groups that are the receiving grounds

for the new capital will turn out an excess of prod-
ucts, receiving lower prices for them.

An intermittent growth of capital might cause
values to be abnormal, then normal and then abnor-
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real again; but a continuous growth of capital will
keep values in some small degree perpetually ab-
normal, in the special and narrow sense of the term,
for it will cause them always to differ from the static
standards. In the finer and truer sense, it is natural

that they should thus differ from these standards;
since it is entirely in accordance with nature that

capital should steadily increase and that the increase
of it should be in a measure localized. The values

which in a dynamic society are in accordance with

nature --and thus, in the higher sense of the term,
natural- are the values that deviate from the static

_rarlations standard by a natural interval. The localized in-
that are nat-
ural, when crease of capital, like that of labor, keeps general
a dynamm wages and interest by a real, though slight, intervalchange is
steadyand below tile static standards. The lower actual rates
continuoUS.

are in a true sense natural, if the distance between
them and the standard rates is a normal one.

Let us now apply these principles to the third

dynamic change which we have noticed--that result-
ing from inventions or improvements in method.

The effect of this change on value is much less steady
than is that of an increase of population or of capital.
Inventions appear now hez_,, now there and now

elsewhere. They lower the price first of one thing
and then of another ; and, from the moment when

the labor-saving machine begins to work in pro-
ducing a particular article, there is a new static
standard of value for that article and for all others.

When the machine shall have produced its full effects,

more of the goods produced by it will be constantly
offered for sale and the price of them will be lower.
From the outset this lower price is the static or, in the

narrow sense, the natural price. At first the actual

price is higher than this, but it tends gradually to
conform to it.
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If inventions were confined to one group and if

they occurred intermittently, the standard value of
the product of that group would first go down with a
sudden drop, then it would remain stationary awhile
and then, as the result of the next improvement, it
would drop again. If the standard continued station-

ary long enough, actual value might fall to the static
level and remain there for a while. Static value

dropping and coming to a halt, actual value gradually

falling but at intervals overtaking the descending
standard--such is the condition of an industry in which

inventions are made, as it were, by fits and starts.

If improvements go on continuously in one indus- Continuous
improve-

try and in no others, the actual value of the goods ment of
there produced is always pursuing a standard of naturalmeth°dand

variations
value that is steadily descending. Both values are from static

falling, but there is an interval between them; and, standards.

if the interval is a normal one, the actual value may
be said to be natural in the true sense of being in con-

fortuity with nature. The dynamic standard of value

is a moving one ; and actual value is as natural law
would have it, when it moves in the same direction

and remains at the proper interval behind this stand-
ard value. Whenever the value of only one thing
thus descends, that of every other thing rises. The

products of the groups in which there are no labor-

saving inventions are, so far as this influence goes,
always rising in value ; and, moreover, they are always
pursuing a rising standard that keeps ahead of them.

If the improvements are altogether localized in A"
of our tabular group system, then the values of B "r,
C"r and D "l are not at any one moment as high as

they will be when the output of A "t shall become Howactual

larger. Static law requires that the output of A'Ir pursueValuesmay
changing

shall thus become larger. An uninterrupted succes- static
sion of labor-saving inventions in the sul>group A u' valu_

2_.
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causes tbe actual value of A 'r_to pursue a descending
standard, but never to overtake it, and it causes the

values of Bp', C"/and D "p to pursue ascending stand-
ards, but never to overtake them.

The creation of a new want also has a very dis-

turbing effect in the group systems, if it requires an
absolutely new product to gratify it. It then calls
for the creation of a new producing group and the

attraction of labor and capital from old groups. As a
NewwantB rule, however, the changes in the wants of the con-
and static
adjust- suming public call for qualitative changes in products

ments, that are already made, rather than for wholly new
products. Every such change, too, has its own effect
on value, wages and interest. A new want calls for

a new static adjustment of all values, and with that
there is required a new adjustment of wages and of
interest. A continuous series of new wants brings

about a continuous change in the standards of value,
wages and interest; and the actual market is in per-

petual agitation, due to its perpetual effort to conform
to the shifting demands. As a rule, the new want
somewhat lowers the values of products that satisfy
old wants.

ir_ynamic Dynamic influences largely neutralize each other,
nfluences

that are SOfar as apportionment of labor and capital in different

mutually parts of the group system is concerned; and a funda-neutraliz-

ing. so tar mental fact about them is that, coming together as
_tfl move-

ments of they do, they actually keep values, wages and interestlabor and
capital in comparatively near to their static standards. They
the group
systemare cause a perpetual shifting of value, a continuous rise
concerned, of wages and a continuous fall in the rate of interest ;

and they cause the actual pay for labor and for capital
to differ from theoretical static rates far less than they

would if the dynamic influences were less active and
numerous. We are confronted, therefore, by the

striking fact that, for the accuracy of its working
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in a world of reality, static law is dependent on Thee$-
cmncy of

dynamic influences. If a fluid, for example, is vis- static forces
m propor-

cous, the surface of it does not readily subside to a tlon to the
perfectly level plane, but it does so far more readily activity a.ddiversity of
if it is agitated at many points at once. Again, a dynamic

ODes.

measure of wheat may have an irregular surface while
the measure rests on the floor, but it will take a level

surface if you shake it. Similarly, static law has to

encounter friction, which makes actual values, wages
and interest slow in conforming to theoretical stand-
ards; but agitation helps to overcome the friction.
The standards themselves change the less, because

different dynamic movements neutralize each other.
If the increase of labor were localized and if it were

confined to a place in which only the group A in our

table were represented, it would have very disturbing
effects and would keep values, wages and interest far
removed from static standards. But this increase in

the working population takes place, in fact, in B, C,
D, etc., and in all the sub-groups within each of them.

Comparatively little relocating of labor is therefore
required : it is relatively easy for the new men to put

themselves where pure static law would place them.
If population were increasing in this general and
diffused way and if capital were not increasing, there
would be a steady fall of general wages and a steady
rise of interest ; but, in fact, capital also is growing in

amount. It is even growing more rapidly in quantity

than is population, and the growth of it neutralizes Thecon_ur-rent growth
the depressing influence on wages that increase of of capitaland of
population by itself would have. There is, indeed, an popular,on.
actual disturbance of wages and interest caused by the
excess of the new capital in amount, as compared with

the new labor ; for it is only by reason of the fact that
one of these economic agents increases faster than the
other that distribution is affected. The disturbance
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that is due to the difference between the two rates

of growth is far less than would be the disturbance

occasioned by an increase in the amount of one of the
agents alone.

If improvements in production were confined to a

single group or sub-group, they would have very dis-

ruptive effects; but they occur in all the sub-groups
of the system, and with some approach to continuity.

Concurrent If the constant multiplying of the output of A _Ip
improve-
ments of stood alone, it would call for a perpetual fall of the

methodin relative value of it, as well as for constant readjust-different

sub-groups, ments of wages and interest. But, as improvements

occur also in the B, C, and D groups, the adjustments
of value that have to be made are relatively small.
While the rate of wages rises more rapidly when

improvements are numerous, the pay of laborers
conforms much more closely to the static standard
where improvements are numerous and well diffused
than it would if the improvements were localized.

Clearly, where the output of A trr, B lit, C rll and

H rrp were all growing larger together, there would
be less necessity that men and capital should go from
one group to another than there would be if the out-

put of one were increasing, while that of the others
remained fixed. Widely diffused improvements, then,
help to keep society near to the shape that static law
calls for.

_.ffectof The same generalization is true of the changes that
onenew take place in consumption. I£ new wants are numer-waDt com-

pared with OUSand of many kinds, they shift labor far less rio-that of

many. lently from group to group, and disturb values far less,
than would the appearance of a single new want. If

society should begin to produce and to use only one
entirely new commodity, the fact would call for a quick

moving of capital and labor from point to point; but,

since there is, in fact, a constant refining of wants
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and a corresponding constant improvement in the

quality of products, the shifting that is called for is
far less violent. Labor and capital can remain in the
mills that now employ them, but they must produce
higher and higher grades of goods.

It is the growth of new wants that in this way
neutralizes the effect of all the product-multiplying
influences that go on. A glut of consumers' goods
would come forthwith, if expanding desires did not
make a new market for the output of the mills. The

want of commodities which are unlike any that have Simulta-neousap-

formerly been produced does at times make its pearanceof

appearance; but the demand for improvements and uewwaatsand of new

refinements in the qualities of goods that are already productivemethods.

consumed is the constant fact, and this opens a very

general market. Nearly everything that a man uses
can be improved in quality; and, as a rule, the im-
proved articles can be made by the same men who
now produce them. It follows, therefore, that, with

more and more refined wants developing, productive
energy sets itself at work throughout the great system

and enlarges the output of every group, by making
goods finer rather than more numerous. This causes
no disastrous transfers of labor and capital from one

part of the system to another and it produces no

general glut.
The lnu]tiplying and the refining of wants- or, in

other words, the dynamics of consumption--fur-
nish the elastic market that is needed. If this move-

ment merely keeps pace with the dynamics of pro-

duction, grave evils are averted and, in the main,
the economic world goes on peacefully in the way
of larger and larger production. As the dynamic
movements are not entirely steady, symmetrical and

mutually compensatory, there are some irregular
transfers of labor and capital from group to group;
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Steady yet, on the other hand, there are noticeable somecurrents of
laborand comparatively steady currents of labor and capital.
capital. These agents are regularly flowing in certain direc-

tions. Thus, increase of population, in itself, would

cause labor and capital to flow steadily downward
in the sub-group system. Under its influence alone,
man and equipment would have to increase in a

disproportionate way in the agricultural sub-groups

and in the mining sub-groups, both of which pro-
duce what we have defined as elementary utilities.

These the The increase of population would call for more foodresultants
of opposing and more raw material, and the effort to get these
forces,and things out of the earth would reveal the action ofreduced in

v_olonee, the law of diminishing returns. It would take a
larger and larger fraction of the population to feed
the whole of it. Wages, as we know, would have to
fall ; and this means that laborers would be forced to

take their pay in the shape of cheaper and coarser

goods. Form utilities would have to be less amply
represented in the general product of industry, and
elementary utilities would predominate in the con-
sumption of the world. Moreover, as it is the lowest

su/>groups that create these elementary utilities,
labor and capital would move thither.

The increase of the amount of social capital, how-

ever, neutralizes this effect. Though it reduces the

rate of interest, it enlarges the gross amount of it
and thus increases the incomes of the members of

that class whose consumption has already reached

the level of comfort and luxury. This, of itself,
calls for more form utility ; for it induces a refining
and improving of products to a greater extent than

it causes the multiplying of them. Moreover, the
increase of capital raises the rate of wages, and this

means qualitative improvements in the goods that
workmen consume. As the upper sub-groups create
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form utilities, the growth of capital, considered apart

from other influences, moves labor and capital from
the sub-groups that are at the bottom of the series
to those which are higher.

Improvement in method, or the gaining of new

productive power by the industrial world, if it acted
mere]ry as a labor-saving influence, would cause labor
and capital to move downward in the series of sub-

groups, from A t//toward A, from B "1 toward B, etc.
This, however, is because the field for such improve-

ments is rather in the upper sub-groups than in the
lower ones. Agricultural machinery was, for a time,
invented and applied very rapidly; but, unless chem-

istry shall come in some striking way to the aid of
agriculture, it will probably be other parts of the field
that will, in the long run, show the greatest improve-
ments. If no other effect is to be expected from a

machine than that less labor will be used in the industry
that adopts it, then the progress of invention will, of
course, cause labor to mass itself in those industries

in which labor saving takes place the more slowly
and on the smaller scale.

The full effect of such an influence as that of me-

chanical improvements may be described as follows:
We may first assume that there is no new product
created and no multiplying of former products.

The output of A", B"r, C", etc., are to remain
as they are, however rapidly invention proceeds.

Improvements in machines and methods now occur,
but they mass themselves in the upper sub-groups
of the different series. If all the labor that was

formerly in A "r, A', B "r, B rr, etc., remains there, it
can be employed for only a short period in each day.
In that case its earnings will be small But the

earnings of laborers in A will be much larger_ and
competition will transfer a portion of the labor from
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A ''I and A" to A. This will bring the productive
power of labor in the upper sub-groups and that of

labor in the lower sub-groups to an equality, and

the ultimate effect of all this will be that the working
day will be shortened in every industry.

Now let the improvement in method act, not as

a labor saver, but as a product multiplier, and the
Unlike effect is the reverse of this. The labor in A" andeffects of

labor saving A rt may, for the most part, remain there and giveand of
product rein to its new productive power. Enlarged pro-
multiplying, duction, however, means raising the qualitative

grades of goods more than it multiplies them in

number. Less productive energy is required at A,
where raw materials are created, and more at A p,

A" and A "r, where the fashioning of the materials
is done. There is, in short, a relatively smaller
amount of elementary utility represented in the con-

sumption of the world, and there is a comparatively
larger amount of form utility.

Effectsof A certain amount of improvement in method does,
qmekened
production in fact, take place in the lowest sub-groups, where the
in the lower
sub-groups crudest materials are produced; and it has the effect

withc°mparedtheof moving labor upward in the series to the sub-groups
same thing that produce finer utilities. This happens because ofin the upper
ones. the comparatively rigid and inelastic character of the

demand for these crude products and the highly
elastic character of the demand for form utilities.

Our more luxurious living shows itself in the care

with which we fashion things, and not in the mere
multiplying of the number of them, with the result
that our consumption of raw materials does not

increase as rapidly as our consumption of wealth in
its finer forms. On the whole, therefore, the flow of

labor and capital is continually upward in the sub-

group series; for it can find outlets for its new power
only in this way.
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Organization has in these respects the same effect
as improvement in method. As a practical fact, it
takes place in the upper sub-groups, rather than in
the lowest ones. It is not in farming that the great
consolidations are going on. If organization acted

merely as a labor saver, and not as a product multi-

plier, it would cause labor and capital to mass them-
selves in mining and agriculture; for men who were
thrown out of employment in mills would be forced
to betake themselves largely to farming and kindred

occupations. Acting as it does, however, and multi-

plying products, it compels the making of finer grades
of them and moves the productive agents forever

upward in the series.
In discussing the effect of the two great product-

multiplying influences, industrial method and organi-
zation, we have tacitly introduced the fifth and last

of the dynamic influences that we are considering-
namely, the multiplying of wants. It is because the
want of form utilities is indefinitely expansive, while

that of elementary utilities is relatively inexpansive,
that we have, as the resultant of all changes, the

steady upward movement of labor and of capital in

the sub-group series. Moreover, some general groups Effectsoftheunequal
create products which, with all the qualitative refine- expans_ve-
ments that can be imparted to them, satisfy less nessOfwan_
elastic demands than do some other products. With cateredtoby different
the steady upward flow of labor and of capital in the sub-groupsandbydif-
sub-group series, there is also a flow from those groups ferent gen-

which cater to less elastic demands toward those which eral group_.

cater to more elastic ones.

These steady and stream-like movements would
not_ of themselves, have disturbing and disruptive

effects; and they would not impose any hardship on
labor or cause any waste of capital. It is the irregu-
lar movements that do this. The labor saving that is
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effected at some single point in the system changes
the location of labor. Inventions are not made and

applied simultaneously in A rpp, BrH, CTM, etc. ; but,

unless they are, there must be movements of labor
from one of the sub-groups to others and back again.
On the whole, an efficient machine is to some extent

Two regular a labor expeller. If it is introduced at A r", it will
movements
of laborand cause an enlarged output of the product, A"r; but
capital, due the amount of this increased output that the marketto all the

foregoing will take will not be enough to keep all of the original
causes, con-

trasted with laborers at work there. It will, however, create a new
irregular
movements demand for them elsewhere; so that machinery can
due to one
cause, never be rightly treated as a labor expeller, if the whole

field of industry is kept in view. The invention
that is made and applied at A Ht does not displace

labor from the entire upper range of sub-groups. In
A m, B "r and C"I, taken together, there is probably
as much labor as ever; but the machine at A rrr

creates a need of comparatively more men at B rft
and C m and of comparatively fewer at A rlr. When,
in turn, an invention is made at Bprr, the movement

will be away from that point to A v" and C"r. In

irregular ways, therefore, must labor move to and
fro within the range of sub-groups that are on the
same horizontal level. While the general and slow

current of labor is upward within the whole group
system, there are irregular and sudden movements

to the right and the left of each range of cobrdinate

sub-groups; and it is these that cause hardship for
laborers.

It is only in the most hasty and the most general

way that we can now speak of these dynamic move-
ments. They form a part of the subject of the con-

cluding division of economic theory. There are,
indeed, in progress some movements of capital that
we cannot even notice. We must, however, give
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attention to two essential facts : (1) There is a steady Thetwo
_mportant

upward movement of labor and capital in the group movement_
series; and (2) there are irregular and disturbing of lab,,r:--(1) the

movements taking place within each range of cobrdi- steadyuWard flow in

hate sub-groups, the sub-group sys-
It would appear, if we were to go one step farther terns._nd

(2) the
into the dynamic part of our study, that, so far as movements

improvements are well diffused within a range of to and_roamong sub-

sub-groups, they neutralize each other's disturbing thegr°UpSsamein
effects. Whenever inventions at A "r, B rrp and Cr" horizontal

come nearly together, they remove the necessity for range.

transferring much labor to new positions. It would
also appear that the steady upward flow of labor Mutuallyneutrahz-
reduces the violence of the horizontal movements mgeffects
that have to take place. As new labor is always ments°flmprove-dif.

entering the uppermost range of sub-groups, it may fused
be that no men will have to leave A rrt and go to B "r, groupsam°ngsUb-ofthe same

even though a new machine is introduced at A "_. range.
The enlarging of the force at B r" may be effeeted by

turning to that point some of the labor that is flowing
upward from the lower sub-groups.

Still further, it would appear, if we were to continue Effectofmovements

this study, that movements of capital take much of capitalin
reducing the

of the violence away from the movements of labor _olenceof

that are entailed by inventions. Not toward greater movementsof labor.

and greater hardships for the working class, but
toward smaller hardships and larger gains is the

world tending, as the result of economic dynamics.
All this would become clear, if it were possible to

pursue the study into the dynamic region. We have
now before us, however, the problem of defining static
standards of value, wages and interest, in a state in
which all five of the grand dynamic movements are

going on together. At each instant there is a certain
definite adjustment of labor and of capital in the sub-

group system that static forces, of themselves, would
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make. Static law calls for a certain exact amount of

labor and a certain amount of capital at At, B r_,C tr, etc.,
capital in

• the group respectively. This static adjustment, if it could be

c_edSY_mfor,made in a moment, would insure at once the amount
az cach_u- of output of each kind of goods that is "natural"stant, by
_at_ law. under the conditions that exist at this moment; and it

would thus make the values of all products natural.

Likewise, it would insure natural wages, or the rates

of pay that would everywhere conform to the product

of labor. It would adjust interest on the same plan,

making it everywhere coincide with the product of

capital. It would reduce pure profits everywhere to

zero. These things would ensue if, at any one mo-
ment, dynamic changes and all friction were to cease.

This is, of course, a recapitulation. We have

already had the picture of the perfect static adjust-
ment before us; but we have not had before us the

fact that some static adjustments require much time,
while others require only a little, and that there are

Different a number of different standards which figure in theamounts of
time re- natural adjustment of wages and of interest. Within
_uired for
ifferent a single year the pay of labor may gravitate rapidly

parts o_ this toward a certain standard, while that standard maygeneral
adjustment, for a decade, or even a century, slowly gravitate

toward a remoter standard.

The moving of labor and capital to the sub-groups
in which static forces would put them involves some

local migration of workingmen and even of capital-

ists. A certain number of them may have to change

their residences, and this is something that encounters
The a_m- friction and requires time. The assimilation of meth-flation of
s new ods may, however, go on more rapidly. It may bemethod a
more rapid that, when one entrepreneur has hit upon a new and

_h_ successful way of producing something, his compet_

t,_s_ of itors can get possession of it within a few years;labor.
although, by reason of patents, they may not do this
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for a longer perle& In general, however, transfers
of labor from place to place go on comparatively
slowly and those of capital go on more rapidly; while
the abandoning of poor methods of production and

the placing of all competitors in one business on a
plane of high efficiency is sometimes a quick process
and sometimes a slow one.

One way of defining the static standard toward
which, at each moment, a dynamic society is tending,

is to suppose that all dynamic influences should cease
at once, while static laws continue to operate for an

indefinite time. On this plan, we should have to
wait, before realizing the static condition, long enough
to allow the slowest adjustments that are in progress

to be carried through quite to completion. If it takes

fifty years to locate labor geographically in the way
that static law calls for, even though it requires only

five yeal_ to unify the methods of production that are
in vogue, we must wait fifty years for the complete
realization of the static state. We should thus bring

the development of new methods of production to a
standstill now, instead of forty-five years hence. If

we stopped all dynamic changes in the year 1900 and
waited until 1950 for population to locate itself in

a natural way, the methods of production in the sub-
group that we took for illustration would be brought
to uniformity in 1905 and these processes would then
continue in use without further modification for forty-

five years longer.
This is one scientific way of defining the state Onemode

of creating,
toward which at this moment society is tending under for purpo,_
the influence of static forces and of no others. It o_study,acomplete

would be reached, if we were to paralyze the dynamic staticstate.
forces all at once and wait long enough for the slow-

est static adjustments to be made. 1 The state toward

1 It would have been possible to allow mechanical inventions and
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which society is now tending, at the outset of the
long period, is one that cannot be completely reached
until the slowest adjustment that static law calls for
has had time to complete itself. In our illustration,

that adjustment is the movement of population; and,
as this movement requires fifty years, natural values,

natural wages and natural interest are not realized
within less than that long period. They will come
when population is rightly distributed, and not earlier.

Under the influence of static forces, and of these

only, society is actually tending toward this remote
adjustment; and, if all friction could be removed, it
would at once attain it. Friction, however, has this

effect: it allows quick-acting dynamic movements to

occur over and over again, within the long period
that is required for a slow acting static adjustment.
In the fifty years that may be needed to move a mass

of population flora the densely peopled East to the
sparsely settled West, hundreds of machines may be

invented and values may in each ease be adjusted at
the level that each machine at once requires. We
must, therefore, recognize standards of value, etc.,
that differ from the ultimate standards.

other improvements to go on until 1945; since, if they were to cease

at that date, the five remaining years would suffice to bring indus-

trial methods to uniformity. In the year 1950 the geographical
movements of population called for by the conditions existing in
1900 would have been completed and society would have been
reduced to a static condition, but for the fact that some minor
geographical changes of residence would have been called for by
the progress in method occurring in the latter part of the period ;
and, as these would reqmre further time, a completely static adjust-

ment would not be realized in 1950 Moreover, if we could disre-

gard these induced and minor changes of residence, it would still be
true that the static adjustment realized in this way m 1950 would
not be the result of the action of static forces only on socmty_ as it
was in 1900. It would bet in part s the result of certain dynamia

forces acting for forty-five years.



CHAPTER XXVI

PROXLYIATE STATIC STANDARDS

IF, under the influence of competition, labor can

go exactly to the points where it is wanted in a
period of fifty years, if capital can do the same in
twenty-five years and if the best method of pro-
ducing some article can come into general use in
ten years, it will be necessary to stop all dynamic

changes and to wait through the full fifty years'
period, in order that either value, wages or interest
shall be reduced absolutely to the rate at which
static law alone would fix it. It may be, however, Obstacles m

the way of
that the fifty years' period that labor occupies in certainparts

adjusting itself within the group system is made statm°fageneral
necessary by the obstacles that are in the way of adjustment.

migrating from one geographical locality to another.
It may, for instance, be easy for the son of a miner
to become a machinist, instead of following in his

father's footsteps; and if many young men do this,
there is an exodus of labor from the mining sub-

group and an influx of labor into the machinist's
trade. Where, however, the change carries men from

one country to another, it is a slow and costly process.
Within the limits of a single small country, labor

may be able to dispose itself in the way that static

law requires within ten years and capital may do
so within a shorter time. Even these local adjust-

ments, with others that can always be made quickly,

suffice to bring value, wages and interest within the
481
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Quasi-static small country to certain quasi-static levels. They
adjust-
ments, approximate the levels that would be reached, if we

were rigorously to repress dynamic changes within
the one small territory and were to let static forces
there continue to work.

When population surges in a wave of migration
from Ireland, Germany and Italy to the United

States, the movement is a part of the generic opera-
tion of giving to the population of the world, as a
whole, a natural geographical distribution. In a

study that has the world in its purview, this migra-
tion is to be considered in the study of economic
statics. It is as though there were too much water

in the Indian Ocean and the surplus were bring-
ing the sea, as a whole, to an equilibrium by rush-

ing into the Atlantic. In the Atlantic, however,
the movement is highly dynamic. The whole sur-
face is rising and the whole body of the water is

What isa full of violent currents. An influx of men from
part of a
static ad- Asia into America would be one of the movements

justment for that would tend to bring the distribution of popula-the entire

world may tion in the entire world to an equilibrium; but inbe, in effect_
a dynamic America, separately considered, it would constituteinfluence in
a part of it. a great and typical dynamic change.

The same thing is true of many other movements.
When Asia shall copy the mills and the machines
of America, the act will be a part of the operation

of unifying the industrial processes of the world.

This process tends to bring about an equilibrium in
the industry of the world; and it is, in this view, a

A static uni- static process. In Asia itself, nevertheless, it is an
fication of
method in eminently dynamic process ; for it is much as though
America inventions were there rapidly going on in everyand Asia the
cause of mechanical field. The reaction that America would
grand

_:mics in experience, in turn, would be highly dynamic in
America. Something of this kind is, without doubt,
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before the people of these two contrasted regions.
That which is a static adjustment within the world
as a whole may create a dynamic movement within a
limited part of the world.

We are, however, immediately concerned with natu-
ral standards of wages and interest within limited
parts of the world: we wish to know what now fixes
the rate about which wages fluctuate in the United

States, in England or in Italy. This problem it is Thepossi-bility of
possible to solve. There is a rate of wages that limiting,in
would be realized within the limits of the United a localway,thescopeol
States_ if dynamic changes within that area were at an ecouomtostudy.
once to cease and if competition were there to work
without any obstructions. This rate would differ
from the one that would be realized, if the whole

world were brought into a static equilibrium. Not
till labor and capital are distributed over the world

in such a way that there is nowhere any reason for
migrating--not till methods of production are, in a
way, unified on a world-wide scale, and not till con-
sumers' wants are normal, can the rate of pay for

laboring humanity as a whole be natural. After

reducing one country only to a static condition, this
universal adjustment still remains to be made. The

rate of wages that is realized in the one country
differs by a certain interval from the ultimate stand-
ard, even though it is fixed at a certain proximate
static level.

It is possible to study the activities of a limited

part of the world by themselves, without being un-
scientific. Throughout our study we have, indeed,
spoken of society without assigning to it any terri-
torial limits. We have tacitly assumed that compe-

tition extends through it and that such an influence
as a mechanical invention originating in any part of

this organism will produce effects in every other part_
21
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_ sen_ Does this organism include all humanity? In a sense,
inwhich
societyin- itdoes; for,unlessthereisa country,that,with all
eludesaU
m_nkind, itspeople,could sink beneath the sea withoutpro-

ducing economic changes in other countries9there

is none thatis outsideof the world organism with

which the economistmust ultimatelydeal. Itwould

be more than heroic theorizing,however,--for it

would be unnaturaltheorizing,-thatshouldassume

thatthe whole world isbound in so closean organ-

izationthat there is, even in theory, only one rate

of wages, one rate of interest and one standard of
value for each commodity throughout the whole of it.

The relation that different parts of the earth sus-
tain to each other furnishes the most difficult and

the most fruitful study within the theory of economic
dynamics. In view of what Europe and America

are doing and are about to do in Asia, this study is
as important to the practical man as it is fascinating

to the theorist. Already does economic society in-
clude the whole world; for trade already unites its

parts, so that a change in one part is felt in some
Demarca- degree in every other. Yet there are demarcations
tionstobe
recognized tO be recognized within this great area. One general
within the boundary is drawn about the civilized nations thatuniversal
somety, constitute the economic centre of the world. Within

Aneconomie the area included by this line, economic influences are
central area
in the world, active- each part is sensitive to influences that origi-

nate in other parts. Here there is a strong tendency
toward uniform values and toward uniform rates of

wages and interest. Across the general boundary,
on the other hand, such influences act in a compara-

tively feeble way. In the inner and the outer areas

there are great differences in values and in the rates
of wages and of interest.

It is possible to study the economy of this civilized
centre of the world, as a unit, and still to proceed on a
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scientific plan. Europe, America and whatever other
continents and islands are in close connection with

them constitute this centre, which may be treated
as a complete society, with an environing world act-

ing on it. This central society trades with the outer
zone, and it sends labor and capital thither. Whether

it will or not, it gradually instructs the people of Relations
between the

the outlying zone in industrial method. For bLlsi- centreand

hess purposes it is_ in this way, assimilating belt after outerzone.
belt of the outer zone to itself--that is, the civilized

economic society is absorbing parts of the uncivil-
ized and loosely bound area. Ultimately all will have
been absorbed; and, if we can now establish eco-

nomic principles that work within the centre, our
theory will in the end apply to the world as a whole.

Let us, then, limit our studies to this economic Importation
from the

centre. Under these conditions, the importation of outerarea

goods into it is to be regarded as equivalent to pro- modeanindlreCtof
ducing them in an indirect way; and this process is production.

naturally resorted to, when it costs less than the pro-
duction of them in a direct way. All that the people

of the centre get, in the way of consumers' goods,

we may, then, consider that they directly or indirectly
produce.

Laborers come into the area; but this is to be _ow an
influx or an

regarded as an influence that quickens the increase eSuxo_

of population which would, in any case, take place, laboror ofcapital is to

When laborers go out of _his area_ the movement re- be regarded.
tards the increase of population. The moving of

capital out of the region or into it is to be regarded _
merely changing the natural rate of increase of capi-
tal. If a new method of production is ever borrowed

from people in the outer zone, the effect in the centre
is the same as if it were there invented.

In attaining now a static standard of wages and
interest for the centre itself, we assume, first, that
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labor and capital there remain fixed in amount.

This cuts off immigration and emigration, as well as
the natural increase in the population. We assume

that methods of production remain unchanged, and
The mode of this cuts off any copying of foreign arts. We assume,
creating,
within the tOO, that other economic elements remain unchanged,
centre, a that competition goes on with no hindrances and that,completely
staticstate, within the area that we have in view, static rates

of wages and interest are realized. In addition to
repressing wholly new dynamic influences, we have
stopped impulses that are communicated by the outer

region to the central zone. We saw that, in fact,
certain unifying movements in the world, as a whole,
are bringing it all toward a static equilibrium; and
we also saw that such movements, in their effect on

a limited region, are equivalent to dynamic changes.
These we have cut off, as we have cut off new dynamic

changes; and the effect is to produce a local static
state, which gives the standard of wages and interest
toward which local rates ale plaetically tending.

The wages that are thus made generally to rule in
the civilized heart of the business world contain an

Quasi- element that we may designate _s quasi-profit. In this
profitsan
element in there is something akin to profits, entrepreneurs" gains,

wages at the which we identified as an income that will soon slipeconomic

centre, leI'om entrepreneurs and assume the form of an addi-

tion to wages and interest. This income, thus trans-
ferred to laborers, will early raise wages in the central

area; but the barrier that separates this region from
the outer zone will long retard the effect that in the
end it will produce on wages there. Perfect and

world-wide competition would give to laborers in
China benefits from the invention of shoe-making

machinery that now accrue to those in America ; but,
since such perfect and general competition does not

exist, the gain that is on its way to the labor of
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the world pauses long in the hands of the laborers This ele-
me]lt a

of the civilized part of it. This premium which ap- dynamic
pear_ in tile pay of laborers of Europe and America, gain par-tlally

as compared with that of men of Asia and Africa, d_frused.

is quasi-profit: it is a gain from a dynamic source
only partially diffused. Friction prevents the men

of the outer world fi'om sharing it now, although in
the remote future static forces, acting throughout
the world, will give it to them.

Mere advantage in point of time thus gives an An advan-
tage in time

advantage in point of wages and interest. It is the eqmvalent
to an advan-

leaders in the adoption of fruitful methods of creat- .ragem
ing goods who get profits ; while imitators, who strag- income.
gle into line long after an invention has been made,

may barely save their wages and interest. Men who
labor in a region that leads in inventions may enjoy

forever the quasi-profit.s that inventions give; for
some fruit of each improvement may escape from the

hands of the entreflre't_eurs who adopt it early and,
becoming wages for tlJe men who there labor, may
continue long in this shape. The Golconda of the
future, the region of limitless wealth, is to be the

region where the greatest dynamic influences origi-
nate. A lead in the race that all humanity is run-
ning is to determine the comparative wealth of
countries and of continents. Wealth is to abide with
the swifter runners.

Tidal waves cause large areas of the sea to rise
higher than the general static level of it, and they

cause other lazge areas to fall below that level.

A B

Thus, the line AB represents the static level of the
entire ocean. The double curve AC represents the m_,.uo,,-
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surface as it is elevated here and depressed there by a
tidal wave. The wavy line AD represents the upper
surface of the tidal swell, as it is thrown into local

waves by the wind. At any one instant the actual
surface is here above and there below the nm'mal

surface of the tidal wave itself. Now, giving to this

figure an economic meaning, let AB represent the
ultimate static level of wages in the entire world.
Let all dynamic influences definitely cease, leaving a

world-wide competition in free play, and AB will
represent the general rate of pay for labor. But, in
fact, increased power of production, with that friction

which prevents the fruits of it from being shared
equally by all mankind, has caused the pay of civilized

laborers to conform, in a general way, to the rate
described by the upper part of the curve AC and that
of the uncivilized laborers to take the level indicated

by the lower part of it. And local influences within
the civilized area have caused wages here and there to
vary from the standard indicated by the upper part

of AC, so that the pay of men in different parts of

Europe and America conforms to the varying levels
described by the line AD. At one point the rate is

above the general standard that prevails in the eco-
nomic centre of the world and at another point it is
below that level.

Three There is, then, an ultimate static standard of wages
typical
standards of _or the whole world, a quasi-static standard for the

wages, civilized part of the world, and a local and quasi-
static level of wages for every part of that civilized

section. The pay of a man in any particular part
of Europe or America tends, under the influence of

competition, to conform to this local and quasi-static
rate. Also, very slowly and through long periods this
standard rate itself tends toward the ultimate static
standard for the world as a whole.
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It will never, however, reach that ultimate stand- Theseare
neverto be

ard. Here the hydraulic illustration, in its present broughtto
shape, fails. The tidal wave is made by withdraw- equ_tty.

ing water from one part of the sea and carrying it
to another part; and, if the attracting influence were
removed, the level of the whole would become uni-

form. The greater productivity of labor in the civil-
ized part of the world is not, on the other hand,

secured by any deduction from the productivity of
labor elsewhere: it is the result of new increments

of product that are conjured out of non-existence

by civilization itself. As we said in an earlier chap-
ter, the wave that represents the superior productivity
of the advanced region must be made by pouring new

water on a part of the surface of the ocean and by
checking the flow of that water to other parts.

Imagine dams extending from Labrador to Green- Illustration.
land, from Greenland to Norway and from Africa to

the nearest point of South America. They would
enclose a vast area of the northern Atlantic Ocean;

and, if water were to gather within this reservoir,
the surface of it could be held at a higher level than

that of the outlying seas. This illustration shows
the true relation of wages in the civilized states to
those in the uncivilized ones, for the superior level

may be permanent. Even if the dam were imperfect_
so that the water slowly flowed into the outer sea and
tended to raise the level of it till it coincided with

the falling level within the barriers new water might
enter so much more rapidly as to maintain or increase

the superiority of the level there. So dynamic in-
fluences, calling new produce into existence in the
advanced countries of the world, may preserve or

may even increase the superiority in productive
power that labor there enjoys, as compared with
other labor.
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The ei_ectof Dynamic gains, endlessly recurring, sustain the
endlessly
recurring ctua_i-static rate of wages in favored parts of the
dynamic world. It is primarily with this superior standard,gains.

and with the numerous local standards that com-

pose it, that for practical reasons theory should deal.
The men of America need to know what fixes the

Economi_ rate of pay for labor in America, as those of Massa-
concerned
primarily chusetts need to know what fixes the local rate there.

withlocally This dominant influence is in every place the productstatic rates

of gainand that is there traceable to labor only. It is the ratewith influ-

ences that which would there be realized, if in that localityare locally
dynamic, dynamic influences were to cease and static forces

were to operate alone. The specific product of labor
in that locality is disentangled from the distinct

product of capital in the way that has been fully
described in the foregoing chapters of this book.

The relation The relation between the world, as a whole, and its
of proxi-
mate stand- various parts presents no real difficulty in a theory
ards of
wagesto of distribution. There are proximate standards of

ultimate wages and there are ultimate ones ; and the local paystandards.

of labor may tend quickly toward the proximate
standard and always remain near it, while this stand-
ard itself tends slowly toward the ultimate one.

What is true of wages is equally true of interest and
other elements. One difficulty in the way of the

theory is, however, more serious. To many persons
any theory based on competition may seem to have
somewhat of the character of theoretical romance.

" - Will not competition itself soon be a thing of the

past? There are forming on every side trusts and
other consolidations of capital that threaten to ex-
tinguish competition and to introduce a r_gime of
monopoly within much of the business field. Have

we, then, completed the theory of competitive distri-
bution, only to find that the fact on which the whole

of it is predicated has ceased to be ? If, when con_
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petition was at its best, theories of natural values,
natural wages and natural interest seemed to have
a character of unreality, what is to be said of them
when competition appears to be a vanishing element ?

It remains for economic dynamics to show that Compet_t_o_inextiu-

competition is an inextinguishable force. The con- guishable.
solidations of the present period change the mode of
its action, but they do not destroy it; and therefore
they in no wise invalidate a theory that assumes the
existence of it. At no point have we minimized the
obstacles that static forces encounter. Everywhere
in life are there variations from results that static

theory alone calls for. Dynamic theory, if it were
quite complete, would give results from which, in
actual life, there would be no variation; for it is a

part of the function of this division of the science to
account for every element of friction, as well as for

every change and movement that actual life shows.
Among the lesser tasks that it will set for itself is Elementa o

frmtmn an(
that of reducing to clear formulas the principles which varlatlon

that a
govern trusts, labor unions and other consolidations, dynamic
It will deal with protective tariffs, which modify theory musdeal with.

values ; immigration laws, which affect wages; and
currency laws, which influence movements of capital
and rates of interest. It will undertake a larger
work, when it tries to reduce to law the growth of

population and of capital, and a still larger one,
when it shall try to determine the conditions that

govern the rapidity with which methods of produc-
tion change and become more fruitful.

Movement is the general subject of dynamic eco-
nomics. The direction and the velocity of changes in ChangesU

be antici-
the economic world are always what it seeks to account patedm

for. In studying wages it will deal with an actual connectionwith wagel

rise in the rate ; in studying interest, with a fall in in,rest a_profits.

the rate and an increase in the gross amount; in
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studying profits, with the alternate appearing and
vanishing of this element of gain. Conditions of
local and of world-wide prosperity are other subjects

for it; and among the conditioning causes of pros-

perity are political policies, national and international.
There is, indeed, in mundane affairs little of impor-

tance for humanity that does not fall within the scope
of this division of the theory of political economy.

Theextent, But the task of developing this branch of science isthe diffi-

culty and SOlarge that the execution of it will occupy generations
the frmtful-
ness of the of workers. As limitless as any other scientific field

dynamm 1Sthe domain of economic dynamics ; and, though earlyfield.

results may be modest, the value of any of them will

be great enough to reward the hardest labor, while the
unreached areas that will open before the explorer's

eye, at every step in advance, will lure him to work
that for difficulty and for fruitfulness will surpass any
which has thus far been undertaken. Yet, whatever

movements the dynamic division of economic science

may discover and explain, static laws will never cease
to be dominant. All real knowledge of the laws of

movement depends upon an adequate knowledge of
the laws of rest.
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